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Piëch: th

R
UMOUR HAS it
motor show is s
because Ferdinan

supervisory board chair
ing is turned off . The aut
to hobble hotel room air-
brace for fresh air. You o
show, measuring panel ga
the meticulous attention

to engineering excellence in the 22 years he dominat
leadership is at an end, even if his influence remains gr

Purist engineers will mourn his departure (thoug
dismissed). So will car enthusiasts recalling the land
Veyron: I remember the Geneva show where VW’s th
bitions – 1001hp, 400kmh – to journalistic glee and n
the Veyron achieved those incredible targets. In a simi
Mk4 redefined mainstream cockpit quality. For ever
elephant, there was a V10 Gallardo (the most success
transfer of the dual-clutch transmission from race tra
and lowering consumption. Every Ferrari now comes

It’s not just the cars: Piëch reshaped the car indus
inherited a group in crisis, losing $1.1bn, and with an
plemented a four-day week, and slashed the number
of car platforms from 16 to 4, unleashing a product
wave that dramatically upped the number of mod-
els on each, across the VW, Audi, Seat and Skoda
brands. This strategy yielded double-digit savings,
and has been widely implemented – notably by Ford
and GM to help fight their financial crises.

Piëch also acquired Lamborghini, Bentley and
Bugatti in the space of a few months. In his last full
year before switching management board for super-
visory board, the losses had turned into a €4.4bn
profit before tax, and production had climbed from
3m to 5m units. Because of the foundations Piëch
built, and his ongoing stewardship, Volkswagen
became the powerhouse it is today, making one in
every eight cars sold in the world.

But Piëch is now 78-years-old, and time
is catching up with his health. Volkswagen,
despite the advantages of its scale and the cash cows
business units, is still grappling with some long-sta
mance, gross inefficiencies – the trumpeted MQB plat
cost reduction – and some cloying predictability abo
will be fascinating to see how Piëch’s departure shak
and whether the former supremo steps out of the lim
challengers like Tesla, Google and Apple threatening
to disrupt the car industry like never before, it’s time
the torch was passed. But thanks for the memories,
and some extraordinary cars.

WELCOME

Ferdinand Piëch: 
engineering god, 
visionary chairman, 
ballbusting manager. 
And now ex of the 
VW boardroom 

JAGUAR X TYPE

FIRST DRIVE

It seems hard to believe

now, but the first baby Jag

actually won rave reviews 

from many motoring mags. 

Not CAR though. Mike Duff  

was despatched to the 

launch with a Mercedes’ 

C320 and BMW 330i. 

Taking an age to warm to 

the X-type, Duff  appreciated 

its steering and chassis 

balance, but disliked its 

refinement and cabin. 

Britain’s new hero didn’t 

quite cut it; the BMW won.     

XE vs BMW and Merc p106

ALSO IN THAT ISSUE...

Mini driven! CAR beat the 

BMW PR machine with the 

world’s first drive of the 

long-awaited Mini  

Matt Franey shadowed 

Bentley, in the run up to 

its Le Mans return

Mitsubishi’s Evo VII 

(remember that) went out 

to play in Wales, with an 

E46 BMW M3. Lovely  
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Cars, people, scoops, motorsport, analysis: the month according to CAR

 How Apple’s
iCar is changing 
the car world
It may be the biggest challenge the auto industry 
has ever faced: cash-rich Apple is working on a 
car project. How will it work, what will it mean?   
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B
EHIND CLOSED DOORS an Apple develop-
ment team is working on a top secret project that 
has caused a car industry shockwave. Their mis-
sion? To explore the feasibility of Apple launching 
an iCar, potentially shaking up an entrenched 
market in just the same way as the iPod and

iPhone transformed digital music players and smartphones.
Only a small circle of insiders know what’s happening inside 

the Silicon Valley skunkworks, one that’s physically separate 
from Apple’s Cupertino campus, reported the Financial Times
as it broke the story. But talking to industry watchers and car 
bosses, CAR has pieced together the most detailed dossier yet.

Having banked $19.1 billion from its operations in the last 
quarter alone, Apple has the war chest to attack the car industry. 
Wall Street analysts Sanford Bernstein estimate car industry 
annual revenues are $1.1 trillion, more than double that of
the saturated smartphone market and a tempting target for
California’s electronics Titan. The latter, incidentally, is Apple’s 
codename for the project, according to the Wall Street Journal.

Apple already has a toe in the water with Car Play, an interface 
which allows you to use your iPhone’s navigation, infotainment 
and phone functions with Siri voice control (see p36). The next 
approach would be to extend that in-car presence with more 
powerful functionality, location services, an automotive App
store and maybe bespoke Apple hardware, although this will 
necessitate deeper alliances with car makers. They are naturally 

‘We fear Apple and 

Google disrupting the 

business model,’ says 

JLR’s technology chief

fearful of ceding sovereignty of the cockpit and customers’ pre-
cious data to a third party.

But the ultimate step would be for Apple to design and develop 
its own iCar. Toni Sacconaghi, who scrutinises Apple as part of 
his IT hardware beat for Sanford Bernstein, says it’s obvious the 
iCar would be an advanced, clean-sheet design. ‘It would almost 
certainly be electric and very likely fully autonomous,’ he says.

Apple is reported to have been interviewing and recruiting 
auto industry experts. Johann Jungwirth, who was CEO of 
Mercedes r&d North America and Benz’s point man with the 
Silicon Valley tech companies, is known to have jumped ship to 
Apple. One of his ambitions was to create a learning car, which 
wouldn’t need controls because it would monitor your behaviour 
and routines, and pre-empt climate control, seat heating and 
navigation preferences accordingly. That kind of bold thinking 
would help Apple challenge the incumbents.

‘It’s a race between the automotive industry on one side, and 
Google and Apple on who harvests the benefi t from connected 

cars,’ says Wolfgang Ziebart, Jaguar Land Rover’s 
technology development chief. ‘Both of them have 

announced their own cars: well, Apple didn’t 
offi  cially announce it but it’s happening.

‘The automotive industry is not afraid of 
them making a superior car – that won’t 

happen. But we fear those companies 
disrupting the business model, with the 
industry just left with manufacturing 
hardware, and the benefi t of connectivity 
harvested by someone else.’

Apple and the big car companies have 
been talking for years, with a strong 

connection forged with BMW, makers 
of the advanced i3 and i8 electrifi ed cars. 

BMW’s board travelled to the US west 
coast in late 2014, with Apple CEO Tim 

Cook returning the compliment with a Munich 
visit early this year. Sources say BMW, already the 

automotive leader in connectivity and data generation, 
gleaned insights into hastening software development, 

with Apple fact-finding about the complex scale and timeframe
of car development.

Joint car ventures were discussed, including an electric
bubble car with a 60mph top speed, and a radically modified,
second-generation ‘i3’ spin-off with a unique exterior and
interior design. Cost and complexity, such as today’s carbonfibre
construction, would be pared back, and electric range, power
and volume would increase. Magna’s Austrian factory, which
builds two Mini variants, was mooted as a production facility,
with Apple executives paying the plant a visit. But the concept
– an iCar engineered by BMW, or an i3 with Apple functionality
inside – has been shelved.

Instead it looks like Apple will go it alone, but how easy will�

Your car becomes 

your phone 

and your phone 

becomes your 

car. But who’ll win 

the race between 

Apple and the car 

makers to harvest 

the commercial 

benefit?
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it be for an automotive novice to develop a game-changing car?
The fi rm has no expertise in the complex fi nal assembly in which
car makers specialise, instead outsourcing iPhone and iPad
production. Leadership in electric cars would require proprietary
battery technology with signifi cantly improved performance in
range, energy density and cost; car makers reckon they’ve got
this covered with their wide net of supplier relationships.

Autonomous – or self-driving – capability is a pre-requisite
for Google and surely for Apple: not only will it make a dramatic
technological statement, but it will ensure the ‘driver’ can lavish
in-car freetime on revenue-generating apps or content, or click-
ing on location-specifi c ads for local goods and services. While
t h e big OEMs aren’t experts in these fi elds, their engineers

are working feverishly on autonomous tech-
nology and fi eld testing it.

Tesla has proved the barriers to enter-
ing the car industry aren’t unbreacha-

ble. It succeeded by attacking a niche
other car makers hadn’t spotted
– the luxury electric car – with a
high price point that covered the
vast amount of battery cells needed

to give an unprecedented range.
Apple will naturally be conceiv-

ing a premium product: Sanford
Bernstein calculates its pricing tends

to start at 200% of mainstream com-
petitors. That could make the iCar an
elitist product priced worlds away from a
$600 smartphone, with conceivably tiny
volumes compared with the 61m iPhones
shipped in the last quarter. Apple is
unlikely to be put off  by the car industry’s
typically single-digit margins, compared

Mercedes North

America’s r&d boss 

Johann Jungwirth: 

he’s joined Apple, 

and other auto 

experts are being 

recruited too
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Google’s plan: a real-life Johnny Cab

with the 30% it makes on electronics, because it has billions to
spend on r&d, plenty of patience, and the strength of mind to
drop the iCar if the team can’t deliver a gamechanger.

‘Apple has brought four products to market in the past 12
years,’ says analyst Toni Sacconaghi. ‘They don’t make any
decision very lightly. If Apple did a car, and it’s a big if, it would
be five to seven years away,’ he continues. ‘We probably need
more progress on batteries, autonomous driving, manufacturing
capacity and recharging networks for Apple to deliver the
product it would like to deliver.’

Whatever transpires, Apple is already profoundly affecting
your future cars. ‘[With] connectivity, the auto industry is not
determining the pace of technological advance, smartphones are
deciding that,’ says Jaguar’s Ziebart. ‘Apple sells devices, it wants

connectivity through those devices in vehicles. In the
internet of things, the car is by far the biggest thing:
it’s not fixed, so it’s a highly relevant [exploratory]

device. But the automotive industry is not [comfort-
able] for others to benefit from harvesting the data.’

That said, Ziebart advocates collaboration
between car makers and Apple and Google. He

admits car makers’ infotainment systems can’t keep
pace with their investment power and relentless pace

of smartphone upgrades, so he advocates providing
the platform for state-of-the-art, smartphone-based
connected features. Car owners will benefit from auto-

motive apps developed by third parties in the Apple and
Google ecosystems.

But the threat of Apple moving from collaborator
to competitor is having another massive effect on

car makers. ‘I think they’re going to move much
faster now, to try to develop connectivity and
potentially autonomous technology,’ says San-
ford Bernstein autos analyst Max Warburton. ‘I
think it’s going to trigger an r&d race: this move
by Apple has really shocked the industry.’
PHIL McNAMARA  @CARPhilMc

Like Apple, Google 

is working on a self-

driving car – but in the 

public eye. It kicked off  

the project in 2008, 

and its adapted Toyota 

hybrids have evolved 

into a bubble car with 

the design integrity of a 

1970s Dr Who prop. 

The intent is deadly 

serious however: to 

create a fleet of electric 

taxis, that can be hailed 

via smartphone and 

use radar, cameras and 

Google Maps to get 

around. The only controls 

are start and emergency 

stop buttons. Perfect to 

keep the elderly mobile, 

for example. Aside from 

changing the (urban) 

world, Google will be 

hungry to monetise the 

data generated from 

four-wheeled pod users.          
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Porsche LMP1 pit-stop, Silverstone 6hrs
Endurance races are won and lost standing still, in the pits. Here’s how a very, very fast Porsche service pans out

Sling your hook,
Dumas!
Driver Romain Dumas

carries his seat insert

away from the Porsche

919 after his race-

opening 24-lap stint.

Marc Lieb jumps in and

the top half of a crew

member joins him from

the other side, leaning

in over the sidepod to

help Lieb buckle up

and plug-in to the car’s

radio and drinks bottle.

03

Attack of the
squeegee man
As the car stops,

the squeegee man

climbs precariously

onto the 919’s nose,

careful to rest his

weight inboard of the

headlights. While he

gets busy de-bugging

the windscreen with

cleaning fluid and

cloth, one other person

is allowed to clean the

front and rear lights.

02

Fill ’er up – a full tank
in 30 seconds
The high-pressure

fuel hose is attached

as the car stops. It’ll

deliver 68.3 litres in

30 seconds. Wheels

cannot be changed

during fuelling – when

the tank’s brimmed,

the pnuematic line

(crew member to

fuel man’s left) will

be attached and the

870kg 919 hoisted.

01

Fresh Michelins,
chop-chop
Only two people can

change wheels during

a stop, and only one

wheel-gun can be used

at a time. As the first

wheelman removes

the front-right, another

sprints round to take

care of the other side

of the car. Additional

crew shadow them

lugging 25kg of wheel

and tyre.

04

Go, go, go! (But no
wheelspin, please)
The pneumatic line is

removed, the 919 sinks

to the deck, and after

a sub-50-second stop,

Marc Lieb is ready to

get on track for the first

time. Lieb must keep

his adrenaline in check:

there’s a penalty for

lighting up the tyres on

release, and the 60kph

pit-lane limit is strictly

enforced.

05

On course for a
glorious… second
Lieb completes 53

laps, taking the lead

when Mark Webber

retires the sister car on

lap 44 with gearbox

problems. Neel Jani

takes the wheel next.

After 201 laps and six

hours, this Porsche

finishes second to Audi

by a margin of just 4.6

seconds after a thrilling

showdown.
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the next-generation limo, scheduled for 2018, and its product 
planners have been thinking long and hard about potential 
derivatives. Just about every option has been evaluated – coupe, 
convertible, shooting brake – but the numbers didn’t add up, 
which is why a luxurious, big but sporty SUV is now at the top of 
Whitley’s secret wishlist.

While D7 is a fi nancially feasible platform for vehicles of 
XE/new Discovery size and up, it’s almost certainly too 
expensive for the E-Pace. Unlike J-Pace, which would be a niche 
model even by Jaguar standards, E-Pace should generate enough 
volume to make a serious impact on the bottom line. The brand’s 
third – and still tentative – crossover model would target BMW 
X3, Mercedes GLC and the future Audi TTQ.

Since pairing it with XE would almost certainly break the 
budget, the likely alternative is to use the D8 platform. A radical 
upgrade of the ancient Ford C/D platform that underpinned 
Freelander, D8 is a lower-cost, all-steel structure. JLR uses it for 
the Discovery Sport, the Evoque and Evoque’s under-construc-
tion replacement. Simple to tweak, relatively cheap to build 
and fl exible when it comes to bodystyles, D8 reportedly makes 
a compelling business case. Admittedly, E-Pace is still in its 

infancy, and it may yet prove too close to the 
Evoque for comfort. If market research does 
confi rm this suspicion, repositioning the 
car against the X1, Q3 and GLA would be an 
option. In any case, it’s unlikely that we’ll see 
the real thing in showrooms before the end of 
the decade.  
GEORG KACHER

A Callum Rangie

J-Pace will lift the
Gerry McGovern
design headlock
on big posh British
SUVs, and set Ian
Callum’s golden pen
free on some vast and
imposing proportions

Home on the Range

Family parts-sharing and a
high pricetag mean J-Pace
can avail itself of the all-
aluminium Range Rover D7
platform

Big or very big

Just as the XJ saloon and Range 
Rover are available in both long- and 
short-wheelbase versions, so J-Pace 
will be built in XL and XXL variants

Under the hood

A range of six- and eight-cylinder 
engines will supply the required 
pace and grace, with a plug-in 
hybrid option too

Jaguar plans a Range Rover
F-Pace was just the beginning – Jaguar ponders a majestic, Range 
Rover-based J-Pace luxury SUV, and an X3-bothering E-Pace 

S E E N H E R E F I R S T !

J
AGUAR IS plotting a car that will cause shockwaves at 
sister brand Land Rover – a fl agship SUV in Range Rover 
territory. The fi rm is currently evaluating the luxurious 
J-Pace and an X3-sized E-Pace, which would sit above and 

below next year’s F-Pace production SUV.
To add insult to injury, the J-Pace would be loosely based on 

the facelifted Range Rover. Sharing that car’s all-aluminium 
D7 architecture, Jaguar’s new crossover would get its own 
bespoke exterior and interior. Aimed at rich country bumpkins 
and wealthy city slickers alike, the car’s proportions are said 
to be slightly more generous-sized Range Rover Sport than 
super-sized Range Rover. Like the XJ saloon, the go-anywhere 
Jag would be off ered in two wheelbase confi gurations. In addi-
tion to six- and eight-cylinder engines, the portfolio also makes 
provision for a plug-in hybrid, as well as for high-performance 
RS and SVR editions. Aimed at Mercedes’ GLS and the forth-
coming Audi Q8 and BMW X7, the J-Pace could arrive in 2019. 
Assuming it gets the green light: the JLR board had a few wob-
bles about F-Pace, fearing it could cannibalise Land Rover sales. 

The J-Pace is considered a better investment bet than ex-
panding the XJ range. The car maker has long been working on 
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I’m an SUV,
spec me out of here!

With off -roaders from Bentley and Rolls on the horizon, Land Rover and Volvo 
launch outrageous pre-emptive strikes on the ultra-opulent SUV market 

Volvo XC90 Excellence
THE NEW XC90 is a pretty stonking seven-seater SUV.

But if you’re worried that it’s so crammed with safety kit

and Scandinavian cool it could get a little claustrophobic

inside, Volvo has a solution. Called the XC90 Excellence,

instead of seven seats it’s got just four, an indulgence that

increases the rear legroom and makes more space for

life’s essential luxuries, such as the wine chiller in the rear

centre console. It ‘demonstrates what the name Volvo

now means,’ according to senior VP for design, Thomas

Ingenlath. Love the idea? Tough luck – although global

sales start later this year, it won’t be coming to the UK.

Range Rover SVA
WHERE THE Range Rover Sport gets an SVR performance 

model, the original daddy Range Rover gets an SVA super-

lux variant. That’s SV for Special Vehicle Operations and 

A for Autobiography. The ‘Duo-tone’ paintwork – black on 

top with a choice of nine colours below – sort of makes 

you look like the local dealer’s old man, while headline 

engine choice is a retuned version of the SVR’s 542bhp 

5.0-litre supercharged V8, the most powerful motor ever 

fitted in a Range Rover. The ‘Graphite Atlas’ grille gives the 

front end some dubiously monikered tinsel while the rear 

of the supercharged version is adorned by quad tailpipes.

WHAT’S IT LIKE INSIDE?

The Excellence is XC90 business as usual 

up front, albeit with a bit of extra leather 

on the dash. The rear, however, is excess 

all areas, with a retractable touchscreen 

control system, folding tables that tuck 

away into the centre console, and a divider 

between you and the luggage compartment 

to keep down the road noise. Pirelli ‘noise 

cancelling’ tyres – no, really – do the rest.

IF YOU’RE NOT MILLED FROM SOLID,
YOU’RE NOT GOING IN

Time spent honing the standard switchgear

was wasted here, as almost all of it has been

binned in favour of machined aluminium

replacements with knurled detailing. The

two-seater rear gets power-deployable tables

(eat that, Volvo) and a wine cooler. Natch.

‘Autobiography’ is also etched onto the brake

pedal – overtones of financial commentary?

CRYSTAL GLASSES AS STANDARD

Final refinements to the interior come 

courtesy of additional sound insulation 

and a rear-seat focused Bowers & Wilkins 

audio system with 20 speakers. Specially 

designed Orrefors crystal glasses ensure 

you won’t spill a drop of Absolut, while the 

CleanZone ionising climate-control system 

should keep the alcohol (and the air) tasting 

pure. Dim the ambient lighting as required.

EXTRA LEATHER AND STIRRUPS?
SUITS YOU, SIR…

Even the luggage compartment has been 

lavished with attention. If the veneered 

sliding load floor isn’t enough, option the 

‘Event’ seating – which stows in the boot 

and seats two adults on the tailgate in a 

peculiarly equestrian style. The new SV 

Autobiography is on sale in the summer with 

pricing starting at £148,900…
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To Chris Goodwin, McLaren’s chief test
driver, it was a ‘crushing blow’ when Ron
offered him the job. How did it turn out?

R
EWIND TO 1999. Location:
Ron Dennis’s immaculate of-
fice in Woking. Buoyed by the
success of the McLaren F1 road

car, Ron and Gordon Murray are plotting
the next stage of their vehicle business –
and they’re about to offer a young 32-year-
old racing driver temp his dream job as
the company’s Supercar Tester In Chief.

‘You’ve been working well for us for
some time,’ says Ron. ‘We’ve got great
feedback from the engineers, you’ve
contributed well, you fit in here. You’re our
kindofguy.Youshouldgiveupracing.GT3
racing is not that big a deal. What you need
to do is come and work for us here…’

This conversation takes race engineer and driver Chris Good-
win by surprise. McLaren is focused on Formula One and the
second coming of the road-car business is still 11 years away from
the birth of the MP4-12C.

‘It’s quite a crushing blow, someone telling you to stop doing
what you enjoy,’ recalls Goodwin, now 48. ‘But the guy has such
forward vision. Ron explained what he was going to build at the
McLaren Technology Centre, his idea of building this multi-line
car company with dealerships worldwide. Remember there was
none of this back then. “Chris,” he said, “at the centre of this we
need a driver, and we’d like that to be you. Tell me what job you
would like to entice you to come and work for us.”’

Goodwin had a pretty good idea of the kind of role he’d like – in
his freelance days as an engineer setting up others’ race cars he’d
spent a day at Fiorano and spotted Ferrari’s Nicola Larini jumping

in and out of everything from
F1 cars and 550 Maranellos
to Alfa Romeo touring cars. ‘I
said to Ron I’d like to do that
– a bit of everything, because
they all contribute to the big
picture. We shook hands on a
deal there and then.’

Sixteen years on, Goodwin
is still at Woking, responsible

for the dynamics of a burgeoning number of McLarens. We meet 
in New York at the debut of the cheaper McSupercar, the 570S, 
and it’s evident the tempo is changing. ‘We had the luxury years 
of building the company up,’ admits Goodwin. ‘I look back on 
the last few years and I can’t believe how much time we had at the 
beginning. It’s like my children doing their GCSEs working hard 
all year long and then ramping it up 10 times harder at exam time.’

The Sports Series will be the cheapest McLaren yet, priced from 
£126,000 for a 540C. ‘It’s a more usable car,’ he says. ‘The door 
apertures make getting in and out easier and the “footswing” is 
lowered. When we test cars, you get in and out 200 times a day – 
you start to appreciate things like that.’

Goodwin is adamant the cheaper Sports Series model won’t 
be merely a decontented 650S. In performance fi gures alone 
(0-62mph takes 3.2sec!), the 570S is a menacing punch in the 
ribs for Porsche’s 911 Turbo. And his development team is fi ne-
tuning the familiar family feel: ‘linear, unfi ltered steering 
responses, balanced handling, something that steers from the 
front end but gives you support from the rear.’

McLarenbelievesthatmanyrival sports cars are more about pos-
ingthanperformance. ‘Thereare some great cars on the market that 
sound amazing and are spectacular to look at,’ argues Goodwin. 
‘ButthefirstthingaMcLarenowner does is drive their car. They put 
milesonthem,theytakethemto the track. That’s brilliant!’
TIM POLLARD  @TimPollardCars

‘Working with 
Ron Dennis? 
Good luck if you 
are mediocre!’

The CAR Inquisition

The 540C is the 

entry-level McLaren. 

It’s easier to get 

into and out of, says 

Goodwin. He knows 

that because he got 

into it about 200 

times a day during 

development
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Tell us about your

first car…

‘It was a 1958 Turner

sports car. My dad

bought this 1950s 

sports car wreck, a 

fibreglass thing a bit 

like an MG Midget. 

It was his kill-or-

cure solution to my 

motorsport fixation. 

He said: “Here you go 

son, if you want to go 

racing sort it out.” I 

did and it became my 

first road and race car 

in one.’

Which achievement 

makes you most 

proud?

‘I was very proud 

when we put a 12C 

GT3 on pole for its 

first-ever race at Spa. 

There was a lot of 

pressure…’

What’s the best thing 

you’ve ever done in 

a car? 

‘One of the most 

breathtaking was 

taking a P1 around 

the Nordschleife. A 

daunting experience

– to drive it the way

it needed to be

driven. A spectacular

and engrossing 

experience. I was too 

busy to be scared! 

It was quite a relief 

when it was over and 

everyone was okay. 

We were in the air a lot 

– it was on the edge of 

being a good idea.’

Tell us how you 

screwed up…

‘We are pushing the 

limits quite hard all 

the time. But what 

separates the men 

from the boys in this 

business is how the 

teams at the front of 

the grid aren’t there 

through guesswork 

– they’re using data. 

We work with really, 

really talented, clever 

people and don’t have 

too many working in 

the wrong area. They 

calculate, they don’t 

guess. So we don’t 

cock up too often.’

Mercedes does what BMW can’t…

Goodwin may 

have the ultimate 

supercar dream 

job, but his eclectic 

taste in cars runs to 

an original Fiat 500. 

‘You have to love 

cars to create ones 

others will desire’ 

Coupe SUVs can

be good looking

CAR’S CURVEBALLS
6 questions only we would ask…

1. Meet the new GL
Rapper’s delight?

GLC may not reference Gold  

Lookin Chain, but Merc’s bran  

new compact SUV looks a 

nailed-on rapmobile. The

GLC replaces the left-hand-

drive-only GLK, and means

Mercedes will finally be able to

challenge X3 and Q5 in the UK.

Although in this case it’s the

BMW X4 that’s under pressure.

2. Coupe, loon
Superfly CLS on stilts

The GLC won’t just come as a

boring box-like SUV. As with its

GLE (nee ML-class) big brother,

Mercedes is considering a four-

door coupe version, shown

here as a ‘near-production-

standard study’ – German for

‘take the tints off and we’re

done.’ Powering this 1600mm

tall GLC Coupe is the bi-turbo

3.0-litre V6 from the C450

AMG, producing 362bhp.

3. GLC decoded
C-class underneath

GL stands for gelandewagen,

denoting an SUV, while C

equals C-class – the Mercedes

mainstay that donates its

versatile platform. Should

handle quite well, then. Overall

footprint is slightly larger than

those of established rivals.

Numberplate in the bumper is a

modern Benz coupe style cue.

4. Active exhausts
Choose your noise

Active exhaust flaps mean 

the V6 is both refined and a 

hooligan at the same time. The 

jaunty tailpipes may not make 

production, alas.

5. RHD, 4WD, AMG
+ sensible engines

The new GLC will launch with

four-wheel drive (now Merc’s

made it possible with right-

hand drive) but being based on

the C-class means efficiency

optimised rear-wheel-drive

variants could be offered later.

Mercedes’ 2.2-litre diesels (168-

201bhp) will feature alongside

this performance V6 petrol

– with a full-fat AMG 4.0-litre

bi-turbo V8 likely to follow.

6. On sale this year
Yours for around £34k

The standard GLC is set to

reach the UK before the end of

2015; Mercedes says the GLC

coupe still hasn’t been signed

off, so don’t expect that before

2016. But it will have already put

the wind up BMW’s X-men.
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Supercars or classic 

cars? Do you own 

either?

‘Both! I love cars – 

that is at the heart 

of it. You have to 

love and appreciate 

cars to create ones 

others will desire. I 

have loads of cars: 

an original Fiat 500, a 

1950s Mercedes 190 

SL sports car, 1966 

Can-Am McLaren M1B, 

a Lotus 22B racing car, 

my first ever Formula 

Ford championship-

winning car... They’re 

all cars that mean a 

lot to me. The Fiat 

encapsulates fun 

without performance; 

the two don’t have to 

go hand in hand.’

Company curveball… 

what’s Ron Dennis 

really like to work 

for?

‘If you’re good at 

what you do, Ron is 

fantastic. That works 

for me. I’m quite 

comfortable being in a 

position where I know 

I can deliver. Good 

luck to anyone who’s 

mediocre though!’

03

0201

04

0506
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F
ERDINAND PIËCH, the grandson of Ferdinand
Porsche, the engineer behind the Porsche 917 and
Audi Quattro and the man who built modern VW
Group, is a true car industry legend. But on 25 April 

2015, the 78 year-old chairman of VW’s supervisory board 
felt the need to call Der Spiegel magazine, telling the editor 
that he had distanced himself from VW management board 
CEO Martin Winterkorn, and that in future ‘Volkswagen 
must be run by the right people, who are already working for 
the group’.

In the past, Piëch always made sure the board was behind 
him before attacking (and soon after demoting) his adver-
sary. But this time, the old wolf simply relied on his power – 
and his fellow board members backed Wiko (as Winterkorn 
is known) and gave Piëch a stern fi nal 
warning. 

Lesser men would have accepted
defeat, but within days, he launched
a second attack against Winterkorn,
threatening to sell his stake in VW, and
asking Porsche chief Matthias Müller to
prepare himself for a promotion. When
Wiko smelled the revolt, he informed
the supervisory board which called
an urgent meeting in Brunswick near
Wolfsburg. The attendants included a
no longer pugnacious Piëch, his cousin

Wolfgang Porsche, the union leaders previously
aligned with Piëch, and Stephan Weil represent-
ing the State of Lower Saxony which owns 20%
of VW. In no uncertain terms, Piech was told to
resign on the spot, or be ousted at the next board
meeting.

Why was Piëch so reckless? Insiders name
three possible motifs: Winterkorn was about
to become bigger and more powerful than his
mentor; Winterkorn had come under heavy fire
for VW’s poor US performance, for a stillborn
budget car and for the VW brand’s poor 2% mar-

gin; Winterkorn was openly critical of Piëch’s wife Ursula, re-
cently appointed board member and for some time potential
future supervisory board chairwoman. What’s certain is that
Piëch lost the PR battle, with Wolfsburg’s loyal PR team serv-
ing bloggers, analysts and commentators pro-Wiko morsels.

What next? Will Piëch pull strings with his 6.7% VW
stake which is currently worth over €4.5bn? Will he sell that
stake – to the Porsche family, which has the fi rst right of
refusal? Or charge his batteries to amass enough power for an
encore of revenge? Time will tell. But, after 43 years at Audi
and VW, it’s certain that the ousting of the man crowned the
industry’s executive of the century in 1999 is an event that’s
rocking VW to its core.
GEORG KACHER

Why did VW dump 
its legendary boss?

Ferdinand Piëch, arch-strategist, makes a tactical 
blunder that costs him his job. What happened?   

Events that rocked the car world

THE

BACKGROUND

Ferdinand Piëch’s 

career started at 

his grandfather’s 

firm, Porsche. 

He overhauled 

the 911’s six-pot, 

fitting a dry sump 

to boost stability, 

developed the Le 

Mans-winning 917, 

then instigated the 

five-pot and Quattro 

projects at Audi

THE BUSINESS

Piëch became VW 

CEO in 1993, with 

the firm losing 

$1.1bn. Pooling 

VW, Audi, Seat 

and Skoda on 

four platforms, 

down from 16, 

transformed 

eff iciency – and 

the industry 

followed. He also 

spotted China’s 

  

     

THE BRANDS

In 1998, Piëch

snapped up $110m 

Lamborghini,

$640m Bentley 

and bankrupt 

Bugatti, ordering 

the 252mph Veyron. 

He boosted Audi’s 

expansion with 

A3 and TT – and 

funded its premium 

push by separating 

VW and Audi’s UK 

showrooms

4 moves 
that made 
the Piëch 
legend

Piëch invested

platform savings

into premium

quality, with the

’96 Passat Mk5 

and ’97 Golf Mk4 

revolutionising 

cockpit materials. 

Successes included 

Lupo, Touareg, 

Touran and Beetle, 

which revived ailing 

US business. But 

Phaeton flopped

Piëch (left, with 

his wife) and 

Winterkorn (right) 

with Wolfgang 

Porsche caught 

in the crossfire. 

Proof that looks, 

as it turns out, 

can’t kill

rocking>
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 01 Party at the palace
The winner of the Monaco GP is invited to dinner

at the Palace by Prince Albert. ‘It’s a good party,’

says two-time winner David Coulthard. ‘There are

a million options on the Sunday evening, but this is

the party you want the invite to if you’re an F1 driver

because it means you’ve won one of the most

challenging and prestigious races on the calendar.’

The driver with the most invites? Ayrton Senna: six.

02 The spares
The proximity of the barriers means a greater

chance of accident damage, so the teams take

more spare parts than usual; two spare chassis

instead of one; six front wings, up from four, and

a host of extra suspension arms and wishbones.

‘Logistically, this race is 10 times harder than any

other,’ says Red Bull manager Jonathan Wheatley.

03 The royals
Monaco’s Royal Family has

sporting pedigree. Prince

Albert competed in the

bobsleigh at five Winter

Olympics and his wife,

South African swimmer

Charlene Wittstock, swam

at Sydney in 2000.

04 That hairpin
The Loews Hairpin (below) is the slowest corner on

the F1 calendar – taken at just 27mph. The teams

have to make changes to their cars’ steering

angles in order to make it round this one corner.

Loews requires a steering angle of 21 degrees, up

from a maximum of 17 degrees elsewhere.

05 The pace
The 1950 Monaco GP remains the slowest world

championship race ever staged. Juan Manuel

Fangio won at an average speed of 61.329mph.

Nico Rosberg won last year, averaging 88.74mph.

06 How it’s built
The build of the 2.075-mile track starts six weeks

before the race. More than 250 people work full

time to erect 20,000 square metres of catch

fencing, 20 miles of Armco barriers, tyre barriers

that utilise 3600 tyres and grandstands for

more than 60,000 people. It takes four weeks to

dismantle.

07 The fuel
Only 40% of the lap is spent at full throttle – 

the lowest percentage of the season – so fuel

consumption is the least critical of the year. All cars

will start with less than the permitted 100kg of fuel,

in order to save weight. ‘Weight is lap time,’ says

Williams tech boss Pat Symonds.

08 It’s won on Saturday?
With it being so diff icult to overtake, track position 

is king. That shifts the emphasis onto qualifying 

for the drivers and engineers. There have been 28 

wins from pole position, the highest number of 

any track on the calendar.

09 The track
Despite being re-surfaced two years ago, Monaco 

is a very slippery track. Without the high speeds 

needed to generate aerodynamic downforce, low-

speed mechanical grip is key and that comes from 

two main sources: the two softest compounds in 

Pirelli’s range, and increased driveability from the 

engine. Drivers ask for more throttle-pedal travel to 

help them feed in the power progressively.

10 The pitlane
Unusually, the Monaco pitlane faces away from 

the start-finish straight. But the teams much 

prefer this current layout to the previous one, 

which contained no pit garages and was very 

narrow. The ‘new’ pitlane, first used in 2004, has a 

60kph speed limit, 20kph slower than elsewhere. 

And that luxury motorhome? No room to park it.

11 The tricks
Mika Hakkinen used to sit higher in the cockpit at 

Monaco than at other races. ‘It’s important to see 

every inch of the track,’ he says. ‘Aerodynamics are 

less important here, so I used to sit a little bit more 

upright. It was my Monaco secret weapon!’

12 The lap count
The Monaco GP was cut from 100 laps to 80 

following the death of Lorenzo Bandini on lap 82 of 

the 1967 race. It’s been 78 laps since 1985.

15 things that 
make the Monaco 

M O T O R S P O R T

His Royal 

Bobsleighness! 

Prince Albert 

in action at the 

Winter Olympics 

The F1 circus rolls into Monaco this month for the 
73rd time. Here’s why there’s no race quite like it
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Land Rover builds 
its six millionth car!
Here’s how it breaks down
Not all the times between 1948 and today were good
times, but this is still a story of great British success

 13 The nightclub
Former Renault F1 boss Flavio Briatore owns

one of Monaco’s most exclusive hangouts, the 

Billionaire Club. It’s the place to go after the 

race, but don’t expect a cheap night. A British 

businessman paid £330,000 for a single round of 

champagne a couple of years ago…

 14 The harbour
Two drivers have crashed into the harbour: Alberto 

Ascari in 1955, four days before he was killed in a 

testing crash at Monza, and Paul Hawkins in 1965, 

four years before being killed in the Oulton Park TT.

 15 The natives
Although many F1 drivers live in Monaco, there 

have only ever been three native F1 drivers. One 

of them, Louis Chiron, is about to have Bugatti’s 

268mph Veyron successor named after him.

The only F1 

pitlane that 

faces away 

from the grid. 

‘Did you see 

that great start, 

Toto?’ ‘No’

Land Rover 
Defender 

2,021,004*

The Defender finally 

dies in December 

2015 – after 67 
years of continuous 

production. No 

wonder it’s sold 

almost twice the 

number of any other 

Land Rover model

Land Rover 
Discovery

1,138,757
Amazingly, the 

original Discovery 

began life as a 

three-door; fourth-

generation now 

firmly established as 

Land Rover’s most 

practical all-rounder

Land Rover 
Freelander

977,610
The first vehicle 

to ever feature Hill 

Descent Control.

Now you know

Range Rover

917,362
Lucky number six

million was a LWB

Range Rover, also

marking 45 years

of Range Rover

production

Range Rover
Sport

538,530
Greenpeace protest

didn’t slow sales

much, did it?

Range Rover
Evoque

398,845
Fastest-selling Range

Rover ever

Land Rover Discovery Sport

7892
Flying start for

2015’s new addition
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Juicy gossip from 

the CAR grapevine

mainstream manufacturers’

focus is shifting from 

sporting to sport utility. 

Slow sales of the Cascada 

(left) in Europe mean the 

coupe version bit the dust, 

while the new-generation 

Astra platform has not been 

package protected for a 

cabriolet. In 2016, we’ll see 

the first of the crossovers 

co-produced with Peugeot: 

it’s a sub-Mokka-sized baby 

SUV, which will replace the 

Meriva. The C-segment 

crossover, due in 2017, will 

slot into the range where 

Antara currently sits.

should weigh about 1550kg, 

and crack 0-62mph in

4.5sec. It’ll be a slippery 

machine, with a drag

coeff icient of 0.24. Will 

there be a fuel-cell version? 

That was one of the core 

reasons for BMW’s alliance 

with Toyota, but this area 

is behind schedule. So a 

hydrogen i5 isn’t expected 

until 2020 at the earliest.

Vauxhall’s changing 

product plan shows how 

into the footprint of an i8

(below), thanks to a tiny

front overhang and long

wheelbase. Like the i3,

there’s an electric motor

at the back driving the rear

wheels, with 225bhp. If

you go pure electric, it’s

supplemented by a 135bhp 

unit up front. Expect a 

range of 250 miles, from a 

75kWh battery stack. 

If you prefer plug-in, 

the rear e-motor will be 

supplemented by a 1.5 triple 

or 2.0 four-pot, spinning 

the front wheels. Both 

four-wheel drive models 

track for 2019. It’s a four-

door, four-seat saloon, 

which will mix extensive 

use of carbonfibre, the 

company’s new rear-drive  

CLAR architecture and 

a choice of low-carbon 

drivetrains.

Packaging is supposed to 

be impressive, cramming 

more space than a 3-series 

NEW BROOMS are 

sweeping at BMW, in the 

form of fresh CEO Harald 

Krüger and r&d chief Klaus 

Fröhlich. They’ve shelved 

the M8 supercar proposal, 

large 9-series coupe and 

baby Z2 roadster, and

various Mini concepts.

However, the i5, the third

car in the i project, is on

Audi S4: Q-car star
of new A4 range 
Quad pipes give it away, and 
more power for supercharged 
V6 seals the deal

We hear

S E E N  H E R E  F I R S T !

BMW 5-series
Coming late 2016

The new Five is busy testing – and

that same-again BM booty hides

progressive new technology in

the shape of the new CLuster

ARchitecture (CLAR, for short). Expect

composite-rich construction to shave

around 150kg, 48v electrics to trim

CO2 and a slew of bodystyles from

saloon and Touring to 5-series Gran

Turismo and 6-series two-doors.

Ford Mondeo
Coming late 2016

No sooner has the new Mondeo finally 

jumped across the Pond – three years 

after its US cousin named Fusion – 

than a serious facelift looks likely for 

the American version. Our spies have 

caught fresh Mondeo-Fusion cuisine 

being cooked up Stateside, with a 

tickled-up wardrobe, improved spec 

and engineering tweaks reverse-

engineered from Europe to the US.

Audi S4
Coming spring 2016

In a nutshell Audi shows its new A4 

range this summer – and now we’ve 

papped the Q-car of the range, the 

S4 hotshot. 

 What we’ve learned Audi might 

have been late to the high-

performance saloon party, trailing 

home-grown rivals BMW and 

Mercedes-Benz’s M and AMG 

models – but it’s making up for it 

now. Nearly every range comes 

with S and RS variants and this car 

is the S4, the 340bhp 3.0-litre V6 

supercharged hot-rod. Quad exhaust 

pipes confirm this is the halfway 

house RS4, which will be available 

only with four-wheel drive. Like all 

next-gen A4s, the S will benefit from 

lighter weight, all-new infotainment 

systems and more frugal engines.

When’s the big unveil? We hear the 

S4 version will enter production in 

May 2016, pointing to a debut late 

this year or early next.

Aston Martin DB11
Coming summer 2016

This first look inside the new DB9-

replacing ‘DB11’ gives away a vital 

secret: that row of rocker switches 

are intercooler controls for this test 

hack – confirming that Aston’s new 

sports car will be turbocharged. 

Expect a choice of V12 twin-turbo 

at launch, followed by Mercedes-

sourced AMG V8s to broaden the 

appeal of the new GT.

A blunderbuss of 
bodystyles: S4 
comes as saloon 
or Avant, or closely 
related S5 coupe 
and cabrio twins

New Audi S4 continues with 
3.0-litre supercharged V6, 
tuned for 340bhp, up a dozen 
ponies on the outgoing model

Is this the facelifted 

Mondeo (below), or 

is it the current car 

still in bubble-wrap? 



Official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100km) for the Ford Fiesta 1.0L EcoBoost (140PS):
urban 50.4 (5.6), extra urban 72.4 (3.9), combined 62.8 (4.5). Official CO2 emissions 104g/km. 
The mpg figures quoted are sourced from official EU-regulated test results (EU Directive and Regulation 692/2008), are provided for comparability purposes 
and may not reflect your actual driving experience. 

ford.co.uk/fiesta

FORD FIESTA  ZETEC S

RED & BLACK SPECIAL EDITIONS

With the new 1.0L 140PS EcoBoost engine
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When car
designers
go off  piste
Milan Design Week isn’t about cars – but

that wasn’t about to stop Mazda and Ford

getting involved, as a means of unleashing

their designers’ inner creativity. A hand-

hammered bike? Yes! A sofa and a foosball

table? We’re not so sure…

Mazda sofa
Inspired by the stance

of the CX-3 crossover.

Here’s hoping it’s more

comfortable than it looks.

The sofa, too.

Ford sailboat
All Ford’s Milan designs

are influenced by the new

GT supercar – starting with

this carbonfibre racing

sailboat. Where’s the twin-

turbo Ecoboost V6? Oh.

Ford Foosball!
It’s all about direct 

interaction and 

‘the experience’, 

according to Ford 

interior designer 

and foosball 

aficionado Rafael 

Rego. Ergo, clear 

walls and grass pitch.

Mazda bicycle
Intended as an exercise 

in minimalism, the frame 

is hand-hammered from 

a single sheet of steel! 

Seat and stitching are 

inspired by new 

MX-5 interior.

Ford electric guitar
Made from aluminium and 

wood, and painted Liquid Blue 

like the GT show car. Neither 

paint nor guitar are for sale.

R18 e-tron Quattro 2011-2015
4 Le Mans wins | 3.7-litre/4.0-litre V6 diesel 

hybrid | 549bhp (diesel), 268bhp (electric) 

2011 R18 made the move to a closed cockpit 

and downsized V6, for reduced thirst. R18s

won in 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014. New car

has twice the electrical grunt of last year’s.

R8 2000-2006
5 Le Mans wins | 3.6-litre V8 petrol | 640bhp 

Developed at huge expense by Audi Sport

and masterminded by the no-stone-left-

unturned Dr Wolfgang Ullrich, the R8’s

dominance at La Sarthe was astonishing. It

won five out of six Le Mans from 2000.

R10 TDI 2006-2009
3 Le Mans wins | 5.5-litre V12 diesel |

650bhp

The first diesel winner, R10 won every Le

Mans it contested. Conceived to evolve Audi’s 

diesel tech, it was bigger and heavier than R8 

b f l ffi i b i i d

R15 TDI 2009-2011
1 Le Mans win | 5.5-litre V10 diesel | 590bhp 

First step in shift from big, heavy V12 R10

to lighter R18. With its idealised weight

distribution, the compact, wieldy R15 made

up for inauspicious Le Mans debut (by Audi’s 

standards; it came third) with a 1-2-3 in 2010.

Pedigree? Audi’s new R18 Le Mans
contender is of flawless breeding

Connect 4
AUDI’S LMP RACERS 



BREITLING.COM

WELCOME TO MY WORLD

CHRONOMAT 44

In the lead role: John Travolta, movie legend and aviation afi cionado.

Guest star: the legendary North American X-15 that has smashed all 

speed and altitude records and opened the gateway to space. Production: 

Breitling, the privileged partner of aviation thanks to its reliable, accurate 

and innovative instruments – such as the famous Chronomat, the ultimate 

chronograph. Welcome to a world of legends, feats and performance.
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T
HE CAR industry might one day find itself in the same
pickle as the watch industry. This year’s Basel watch
fair was overshadowed by the arrival of mighty Apple
and Google in the world of watches in the same way

that the world’s cities were overshadowed by the vast flying sau-
cers in Independence Day. If smart watches turn out to be useful
and compelling, the industry’s mild sense of impending doom
might be justified. But the mechanical watch industry has sur-
vived such crises before. Here are three new watches unveiled at
Basel to help repel the invaders. BEN OLIVER  @thebenoliver

Apple vs tradition: 
a matter of time?   
At the Basel watch fair, craftsmanship, class and 
quality hold back the smart-watch tide… for now

Oris Divers 

Sixty-Five £1150

Shock! Swiss watchmaker 

keeps size and price down

This is retro done well. Oris is 

a family-owned, mechanical-

only Swiss watchmaker with 

a background in motorsport: 

it sponsors Williams. But this 

diver’s watch, inspired by a 

50 year-old design, was its 

best new model at Basel. The 

design is period-perfect. With 

the straight ‘lugs’ where the 

strap attaches and the lack of 

guards around the crown it 

has the look of an early Rolex 

Submariner, and that dial is 

striking and very cool. Order 

yours with the period rubber 

‘tropic’ strap.

Tudor North Flag

£2520

Rolex quality, half the price

Tudor is Rolex’s ‘budget’

brand, but it’s starting to

look more like a rival. It now

off ers an in-house movement,

eff ectively designed and made

by Rolex. £2520 isn’t cheap,

but it’s a lot less than you

could pay for a watch with a

movement bought-in from a

mass-manufacturer. You can

have the new movement in

Tudor’s Pelagos diver, or this

new North Flag. It’s a simple,

tough watch like the original

Rolex Explorer, with a gauge

showing how much of its

impressive 70-hour power

reserve remains.

Sinn 240ST £1228

Handsome watch from a

super-credible maker

Sinn is a German brand 

off ering design, quality and

proprietary technology that

embarrass the big Swiss

watchmakers. It has always

off ered good value too, 

but its prices have crept up

recently, so this new, more

aff ordable 240ST is welcome

and certain to be a big seller.

It’s big at 43mm and uses

a case design very similar

to the cool, slightly ‘70s 

shape of Sinn’s much-loved

140-series chronographs,

but with a simpler three-hand

movement with day and date,

and an internal rotating bezel.

W AT C H E S

      





The supermini with
x-ray superpowers
We all cringed when James Bond’s Vanquish turned invisible. But

Mini is dabbling in X-ray vision that makes car bodies transparent

The innovations transforming our driving world

M
INI AND LAND ROVER 

are dabbling in technology 
to give drivers X-ray vision, 
to boost safety and driver 

control. Bigger pillars and higher 
window lines, integrated to improve 
safety and enable more stylish, coupe-
like sideglass, have impacted on visibility. 
Pulling out at roundabouts and merely 
parking against a kerb without the 
spine-chilling sound of rending metal is 
trickier. But here’s one potential solution 
from Mini: unleashing augmented 
reality on the bridge of your nose.

Mini Augmented Vision (MAV) is a 
similar concept to Google Glass, overlay-
ing information on the world around you, 
by projecting data and pictures onto 
lenses in front of your eyes. MAV goggles 

are essentially repackaged Android 
tablets running Qualcomm’s Vuforia AR 
software and Snapdragon processors. 
Mini’s rigid glasses are chunkier than 
Google’s, although if the idea ever gets to 
v2.0, Mini says the design could be made 
slimmer and more malleable.

A camera in the nose bridge means the 
goggles see everything you do – enabling
point-of-interest recognition but more
importantly tracking the position of your
head. In addition to fl oating speed limits
and navigation instructions into your
fi eld of vision in a manner that outshines
even the best head-up displays, MAV also
relays the external view from your car’s
outboard cameras – making your Mini
‘see-through’ on demand.

Jaguar Land Rover is also investigating

‘transparent’ bodywork: its wind-
screen-based head-up display transmits 
the picture from a camera under the car, 
so you can ‘see through’ the bonnet for 
easier off -roading. JLR is also testing 
pillars with screens on the inside and 
cameras on the outside, mitigating 
blindspots.

Mini, however, proposes a 360-degree 
fi eld of x-ray vision. So as you look over 
your shoulder to parallel park, the goggle 
camera detects the movement and auto-

     m the 
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Mini goggles: the 

look is pure Biggles, 

the functionality 

KERB’S EYE VIEW

A camera in the goggles 

tracks your head 

movements, so when you 

look back to parallel park, 

they show a view of the rear 

wheel, relayed from a 

camera mounted under 

the door mirror

 2

GOGGLES ON

Mini Augmented Vision 

connects to the car to deliver 

navigation instructions and 

other infotainment functions 

into your field of view, via 

built-in projectors and 

adjustable lenses. Control 

buttons mirror those of 

an Android phone 

 1
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door-mirror-mounted external camera, 
showing the rear wheel’s proximity to the 
kerb. No more rim rash. You don’t need to 
be an Apache pilot to process both views 
at once.

Connected via wifi , MAV can theoreti-
cally handle as many cameras as costs 
allow. This isn’t just about saving alloys; a 
second camera on the demo car points 
towards the front wheel, so you can see 
small children or loose animals obscured 
below the front wing, simply by looking 
in that direction. Alluring, especially 
considering all the other things MAV can 
do. Prepared to keep those goggles on in
public? Then the nav will take you on foot,
straight to the door.

You might need a thick skin though:
Google Glass was shelved in January, due

to a lack of early adoption. Apparently
people didn’t want to look like they’d just
walked off  the set of Star Trek; Mini’s has
more of a retro goggles vibe.

But there are solutions to most of these
First World problems already – which
don’t require you to adopt the motoring
attire of Toad of Toad Hall. Those exist-
ing surround-view camera set-ups are
already amazing, your smartphone can
comprehensively cover that ‘last mile’
from parking space to pedestrianised
address, and increasingly sophisticated
sensor arrays spot hazards way before you
do. So until Google, Apple or someone
manages to convince Joe Public this is
cool, it’s hard to see Mini Augmented
Vision reaching v2.0 at all.
CJ HUBBARD @ir_427

Download lowdown
The monthly test bench for in-car apps
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Coming to a street 

near you, circa 

2020. Definitely 

maybe

PORSCHE
MOTORSPORT
£Free/Apple

What is it? Fans’ bible for

Porsche motorsport

How it works: Click main

menu for news updates, live

coverage, tech info, driver

CVs, calendar and more

Cool feature: Get timings

and footage from WEC

races

Usability: Largely spot-on, 

but some background info 

not updated since 2014

Rating: 8/10

WAZE SOCIAL GPS
£Free/Apple, Android

What is it? Community-

powered sat-nav app

How it works: Does the 

usual sat-nav stuff , but 

community users earn 

points by flagging traff ic, 

fuel prices, speed cameras – 

when stationary, of course

Cool feature: Send a friend 

your ETA based on GPS data

Usability: Highly intuitive, 

just hope there are no rogue 

users out there

Rating: 8/10

FINAL FREEWAY
£Free/Apple, Android

What is it? Racing game riff s 

on ’80s classic Outrun

How it works: Choose 

diff iculty level, soundtrack, 

then road-race against the 

clock using gyroscope or 

touchscreen controls

Cool feature: Invite friends 

to play, share results on 

Facebook/Twitter

Usability: Average. Tilting 

screen to turn is confusing, 

switching to manual 

interface slow to react

Rating: 4/10

AUTO TRADER
£Free/Apple, Android

What is it? Used car buying 

and selling

How it works: Define 

specific criteria to find your 

dream UK-based car. Or list 

your car for sale at a cost 

Cool feature: Save searches 

in ‘my garage’ to see when 

that long-fancied car pops 

up

Usability: Logical, simple, 

easy to tweak, addictive, but 

you must provide email to 

save searches 

Rating: 8/10

HIDDEN DANGERS

As your head moves to 

a new position, the view 

switches to another 

camera, revealing 

obscured hazards by the 

front wheel or behind 

the A-pillar

 3
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L
AST YEAR, Apple launched 
CarPlay, which turns your car’s 
infotainment into an extension 
of your iPhone. Apple lists 34 

car companies as partners, but today only 
Ferrari’s touchscreen-equipped Califor-
nia T and FF are available with CarPlay, 
which costs £2400.

We’re testing the FF, with navigation, 
Bluetooth and DAB, all of which remain 
accessible via the Prancing Horse logo on 
the CarPlay homescreen. While it leads in 
dynamics, Ferrari lags with in-car tech. 
Perhaps that’s why CarPlay take-up is 
‘extremely high’ and, because nearly 100% 
of its clients favour Apple, Maranello 
doesn’t off er rival Android Auto.

You control CarPlay using the FF’s 
touchscreen, or Siri voice control, and it’s 
easy to get started: take your iPhone 5 or 
later, plug into the dedicated centre-con-
sole port and press the CarPlay button. 
The FF then displays familiar iPhone 
icons: Phone, Music, Maps and Messages. 

Approved apps can also be integrated,
including Spotify music streaming.

Generally, CarPlay works well,
allowing you to dictate texts, have them
read aloud, and choose songs via voice
control. There are, however, caveats.
Maps, combined with Ferrari’s low-res
screen, looks ancient compared with, say,
Audi’s Virtual Cockpit, and Siri is easily
wrong-footed; parked outside a Ferrari
dealership, it failed to fi nd the nearest
Ferrari dealership. And remember, you’re
beholden to phone network coverage and
must use your data plan – pricey if you’re
continent crushing.

While it’s tempting to store your phone
away and use CarPlay even when you’re
stationary, functionality is substantially
pared back, for safety. Texts are only read,
not displayed; and you can’t search Spoti-
fy for new songs, only access playlists.

Much to admire, then, but CarPlay will
fulfi l its potential as a £400 option in a
Fiesta, not a £230k Ferrari.

TOUCHSCREEN TAKEOVER
Press the CarPlay hard button 

and the system takes over 

the touchscreen. Choose 

from Phone, Music, Maps, 

Messages, or other apps 

SIRI VOICE CONTROL
CarPlay works with iPhone’s 

Siri voice control. We asked it 

to text editor Phil McNamara 

‘Let’s grab a coffee at Costa’ – 

success!

TAKE ME TO YOUR BARISTA
We ask ‘find a coff ee’. Siri 

lists one place in all of 

Birmingham, but does at least 

offer to guide us there

THE BASICS
Order your Ferrari with Apple 

CarPlay, a £2400 option. 

You’ll need an iPhone 5 or 

later, and you must plug in to 

the dedicated CarPlay port 

DID IT WORK? 

Mostly…

Lots to like, but 

it’s expensive, 

imperfect and 

other OEMs do 

infotainment 

better. Apple 

CarPlay will make 

more sense at 

a lower price 

point in cars with 

less generous 

equipment levels

4 steps to 
CarPlay joy

Does it work?
Apple CarPlay put to the test

 2

 3

4
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More power, better traction?
Why Focus RS had to go 4wd

 1
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Thinking 4wd 

The system’s central electronic

‘brain’ computes 1300 inputs

a second from 13 sensors

monitoring steering, throttle,

engine output and speed, yaw

rate, lateral and longitudinal

accelerations, brakes and

stability systems, wheel

speeds and temperatures

of the front-mounted power

transfer unit (PTU) and rear

drive unit (RDU), to instantly

calculate torque 

distribution 

between all

wheels

The power shift

The power transfer unit (PTU) up front is a gear set 

that seamlessly distributes torque between the 

front wheels. When slip is detected, the PTU can 

send a maximum of 70% to the rear axle, where twin 

hydraulically operated, 7-pack clutches located on 

the driveshafts can send up to 100% of torque from 

side to side. That’s called torque vectoring and it can 

have big handling benefits

From RS to other Fords

Ford of Europe’s vehicle line director, Uli Koesters, 

predicts elements of the technology, such as the 

PTU with a ‘hang on’ all-wheel-drive system that only

powers the rear wheels when additional traction is 

demanded, will cascade to the Mondeo, S-Max and

other models. The plan is to give Ford a ‘chance to 

build a reputation with all-wheel drive,’ by taking the

technology to a wider audience

Get my drift

A first for Ford is a unique

‘Drift’ mode under which

most of the torque powers

the inner rear wheel – 

the opposite of torque 

vectoring, in other words.

The sideways result should

satisfy your Ken Block urges

FORD’S THIRD-GENERATION 

Focus RS is switching to four-wheel 

drive. It’s a tacit admission that the 

Mk2’s ‘Revoknuckle’ suspension 

modification, designed to quell 

torque steer, couldn’t cope with 

301bhp, let alone the new 2.3-litre 

turbo’s outputs which will exceed 

316bhp and 320lb ft.

So the new RS, due in late 2015, 

employs an intelligent all-wheel-

drive system developed by British 

engineering giant GKN. Up to 70% 

of torque can be sent to the rear 

axle, and all of that can be used to 

spin a single wheel. It’s ideal for 

quelling understeer, high-speed 

cornering with more than 1g lateral 

acceleration, and even the odd 

four-wheel drift.

Uh oh, understeer

If sensors predict the onset of understeer, 

the rear-drive unit can counter it within 300 

milliseconds by torque vectoring. It applies 

increased torque to the outer driven wheel, 

while reducing torque to the inner rear 

wheel, to ‘push’ the nose into the bend, as 

in the diagram above

 3

Torque distribution

helps drive car

around bend

90% of rear wheel

torque to outer wheel

55% of torque

to rear wheels

10% of rear

wheel torque

to inner wheel

 3
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OULTON PARK ROCKINGHAM SILVERSTONE SPA–FRANCORCHAMPS BRANDS HATCH SNETTERTON DONINGTON PARK

For over 50 years Avon Tyres have been at the centre of British Motorsport. As title sponsor and sole tyre supplier to the Avon Tyres British GT Championship 
we continue to invest in the best research and development to ensure that car, driver and tyre perform at the highest level. Follow our winning line up
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electrical vehicles. I think this hype is 
now [abating] because customers got 
realistic – if you only have a range of 
150km (93 miles) that’s not all-day usage. 
That’s not the Bentley meaning of luxury, 
where you are free to do everything you 
need to do, or want to do. Never say never, 
but with the current technology I think 
it’s not a way for Bentley.

> The combustion engine is far from 
dead, there’s still room for improvement. 
When I was working on powertrain [in 
the ’80s], nobody talked about direct 
injection – currently state of the art. The 
[precise] holes of these injectors, it was 
not possible then. What you currently 
have in the ECU of a car was, 15 years 
ago, a supercomputer standing in a 
university. That’s the reality. Therefore, 
the combustion engine still has potential.

> When I started the race programme 
[for the stripped out GT3] two years ago, 
I always said this is another possibility 
for Bentley engineering to go to the limit. 
For example, the people who designed the 
current Continental body went over to 
the racing department, brought in their 
experience and took back a complete new 
approach and complete new process and 
complete new thinking. It doesn’t mean 
that automatically the next Continental 
GT will weigh 1300 kilos, but it means 
they are thinking in another way. They 
are thinking more ‘where is the limit?’ Or 
‘why is it not possible t  d  i  h  

Want to explore
the ocean floor?
Japan does – and

it’s enlisted the help

of Nissan to do it.

The government

had been exploring

the depths with

a robot crawler,

shooting video and

bagging organisms,

but its 2D field

of vision wasn’t

sufficiently precise.

Enter the car maker.

Bird’s eye view
meets fish view
The remote

operated vehicle

(ROV), looking like a

naked photocopier

on caterpillar tracks,

is swathed in lamps

and cameras. These

are hooked up to a

version of Nissan’s

Bird’s-Eye View

parking system,

which amalgamates

the camera

views to build up

a 360-degree

overhead picture

of the tough terrain

surrounding the

robot. These

images are relayed

7000m upwards, to

the control ship on

the surface, helping

the ROV operator

avoid obstacles.

Creatures from
the depths
The system can

also relay images

of marine-life that

surrounds the ROV,

by deploying the

‘Moving Object

Technology’ added

in 2011. Nissan is

using both systems

as eyes for its

autonomous driving

vehicles, which it

hopes to introduce

by 2020. Or

autonomous diving,

in the ROV’s case.

by Bentley’s engineering chief

The next big things

FRESH THINKING: Seabed explorer
Nissan gives sight to underwater robot

W
E REDUCED our CO2 
emissions by 40% in the 
last four or fi ve years. Of 
course, introducing a new 

model line with our new eight cylinder 
[helped]. But we are also working on 
alternatives. We will introduce diesel 
on the SUV. And we are also working 
in parallel on hybrids. Plug-in hybrids – 
that’s the future.

> We have to defi ne such a plug-in – it 
will be [defi nitively] Bentley. We are 
working really intensively not only 
on the plug-in system itself but on the 
systems integration into a Bentley. What 
does that mean? It has to be a complete, 
refi ned system. So it’s not acceptable for 
any shaking when the engine is starting, 
for example. Another thing is our 
customers want to use the performance 
of the cars, so maybe it’s a little more 
performance-orientated...

> Weight is a concern. But it depends on 
the battery technology, because currently 
most of the weight is defi ned by the size 
of the battery. When we come up with 
our plug-in, I think we’ll already have 
the next generation of batteries. Every 
generation will bring the weight down, 
by about 10 to 15%, depending on the 
energy density [required]. After all, you 
need to fulfi l 50km (31 miles) of electric 
range for Chinese regulations.

> There was a lot of hype around pure 

Rolf Frech on why the need to slash carbon emissions won’t 

mean an electric Bentley, and the benefits of going racing
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Forty grand turismo
It’s a new franchise: The Fast and the Furiously Expensive.
Audi exceeds the stated dose on the hot-hatch bottle

AUDI RS 3

14 cars tested, starring BMW 7-series, new Caterhams, 

Ford S-Max, BMW 2-series Active Tourer vs rivals & more 
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A
LL THUGGISH ARCH flares
and bluffly raked windscreens, 
race-bred triumphs of function over 
form, four short-wheelbase Sport 
Quattros greeted us as we rolled 

through the gates of Rome’s Vallelunga Circuit at 
the launch of the new Audi RS3. The link between 
a monster-powered everyday hatch and one of the 
world’s most iconic homologation specials might 
seem tenuous, but Audi was keen to reinforce the 
key diff erentiator between the RS3 and lesser hot 
hatches: its fi ve-cylinder engine. Or maybe it hoped 
that laying on a display of cars that are now worth 
an eye-watering £270,000 each according to a recent 
auction price would help defl ect attention from the 
RS3’s own how much!? price tag.

The how much? in question is £39,950, some 
£1755 more than even rival AMG’s hugely expen-
sive A45, but Audi UK reckons the average spend 
will be closer to £50k and that the circa-1000 it’ll 
sell each year is limited not by demand, but sup-

ply. Evidently there are plenty of people who see 
nothing wrong with paying Porsche Cayman S 
money for a hatch. But does the RS3 really add up?

Based around the same hybrid steel/alumin-
ium MQB platform as lesser A3s and its Golf 
cousin, this 1520kg second-generation RS3 is 
55kg lighter and 28bhp stronger, the 2.5-litre 
transverse fi ve it shares with the RS Q3 SUV 
being boosted from 334bhp to 362bhp. That’s 
backed up by 343lb ft of torque, 11lb ft more than 
before, delivered through a standard seven-speed 
dual-clutch transmission to a Haldex four-wheel-
drive system that can freeze the front wheels out 
entirely when they fi nd the going too slippery, 
and send 100% of the torque to the back axle.

Push both pedals and pop the left to engage 
the launch control mode and the RS3 hurls 
itself forward with a garnish of tyre slip, passing 
62mph in 4.3sec, 0.3sec quicker than before. 
Top speed is limited to 155mph as standard, 
or you can pay extra to up the limit to 174mph. 

Incredibly, Audi expects
several Brits to do this.
Should be really handy on
the North Circular. There’s
so much torque, and so
much of it is available from
little over 1500rpm, that

performance is effortlessly fast. Perhaps that’s
why it doesn’t always feel quite as humungously
rapid as it clearly is. And it is rapid. What looked
like a half-chance to overtake one car suddenly 
turned into an opportunity to do two at the same 
time. Indulge too often though and you’ll pay 
a price at the pumps for that extra cylinder, the 
RS3’s 35mpg combined fi gure likely translating 
to little more than the 25mpg our old RS3-long 
termer managed.

Audi’s engineers were making a big noise about 
the optional sports exhaust with its two adaptive 
fl aps, but it still left us wanting a little more. This 
is the RS model, after all. What noise there is, is� 

It’s a poor man’s 

Golf R, in that 

you’ll be poor after 

you’ve bought it. 

At 174mph you 

might also be 

under arrest
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LOVE
Rapid, refined,

strong residuals

HATE
Price, stiff  

ride, good bits 

optional

VERDICT
Good…  but not 

£50k good

+�+�+�+�+

pure five-pot pleasure, and the sound eff ects are all 
real, not microchip-generated. BMW’s M135i, and 
Golfs GTI and R, all rely on synthesised sounds.

But who cares when they’re all also fast and 
fl ighty, nimble things that goad you into driving 
like a loon at every opportunity? The old RS3, 
whizzy but wooden, was so one-dimensional it 
made watching South Park feel like an IMAX 
3D experience. Is this one any better? None of the 
new RS3 test cars came with the optional mag-
netorheological adaptive dampers, but from the
way it crashes into urban potholes, we’d say you’d
be wise to add them to yours. The standard 19in
wheels transmit too much shock back into the
cabin at low speeds, but up the pace and leave the
city behind and the RS3 starts to shine brighter.
It feels eager and alert, its two-turns lock-to-lock
variable-ratio rack, colossal grip and tight body
control making direction changes instant, and 
there’s more fi ngertip feel this time around.

Audi’s engineers say that it’ll even oversteer 
in low-grip situations, though on the hot, dry 
tarmac of Vallelunga, the most we could feel 

was a subtle yawing that helped twist
the nose but never required anything as
unseemly as opposite lock. Even with the
latest-generation four-wheel-drive system
working twice as fast to apportion torque,
this is still a car that responds better to
measured inputs. Barrel clumsily into a
corner and understeer awaits. Try a neater
approach, use the excellent brakes (front
ceramics as an option from the autumn)
to shed speed, and carve your way cleanly

through and you’ll be faster and have more fun.
We’d be surprised, though, if the RS3’s enter-

tainment factor isn’t thrown into sharp perspec-
tive by Ford’s also four-wheel-drive Focus RS and
its ‘Drift’ mode when we drive it later this year. For
all its competence, the RS3 never really feels quite
naughty enough to justify that badge, or its price.

What the Focus can’t hope to emulate is the
Audi’s stunning interior finish. It’s largely con-
ventional, with no TT-like full TFT display, but

the materials are first rate and details
such as the red insert in the circular
heater vents that moves as you pull
the central plunger to alter that
volume of airflow really lift the ambi-
ence. The only real disappointments
are the cheap-feeling plastic gearshift
paddles, and the use of a boring old
black plastic switch for the Drive
Select controller governing throttle
response (always slightly dull), steer-
ing weight and, if fitted, the sport
exhaust and adaptive dampers.

If it’s a surprise to find that the RS3
comes only in five-door Sportback
form, the reality is there’s no demand
among big-money hatch buyers for
three doors, and the five-door shell’s
35mm longer wheelbase helps make
this a comfortable four-seater. It’s
a pity the measly 280-litre boot,
compromised by the space-sappping
battery relocated beneath its floor,
severely limits its touring talents.
There’s a four-door saloon version
due next year, but it isn’t for the UK.

But let’s get back to that price,
which would buy a Porsche Macan S,
Merc’sexcellentC450AMGestate,or
the sublime, and vastly cheaper, Golf
R. On the one hand it seems scan-

dalous that even if you can get your head around
paying £40k for a hot hatch, you’ll still have to
find more cash to get the sports exhaust, adaptive
dampers, proper Recaros and even sat-nav that
you’ll inevitably want. But that Golf R, ostensibly
£10k cheaper on paper, doesn’t have any of those
morsels either, and when you option one up with
five doors, DSG and Nappa leather to give it the
stuff the RS3 does come with, you’re a lot closer to
£40k – and still down 67bhp. That said, improved
as the second-gen RS3 is, I’d put money on the
eventual group test showing that the Golf, and not
the Audi, is VW’s finest, most exciting, hot hatch.
CHRIS CHILTON @chrischiltoncar

U P  A G A I N S T

BETTER THAN
AMG A45 Though RS3 can’t

touch Merc’s 40mpg

WORSE THAN
Audi RS4 £48k buys a year-old

5k-mile minter

WE’D BUY
Golf R Similar oily bits, 

more fun, less dough

Audi RS3

> Price £39,950 > Engine 2480cc 20v 5cyl, 362bhp 

@ 5500-6800rpm, 343lb ft @ 1625-5550rpm > 

Transmission Seven-speed dual-clutch, four-wheel 

drive > Performance 4.3sec 0-62mph, 155mph, 

34.9mpg, 189g/km CO2 > Weight 1520kg > On Sale 
Summer 

And you don’t 

even get the TT’s 

funky virtual 

cockpit. Gah!

Five doors, battleship 

paintjob… looks so 

innocent, doesn’t it? 



LOVE
Refinement,

chassis, engine, 

legroom

HATE
That best techy 

bits were hidden

VERDICT
More limo-like, 

yet still a driver’s 

car. A big leap 

+++++
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Sideways to the opera
BMW relaunches its flagship, with all stops – tech,

safety, comfort and performance – fully pulled out

B MW 7-SERIES PROTOT Y PE

W
HENEVER A car maker 

launches a key model, 

rivals tear one down to 

fathom the competition. 

There’ll be much to mull with the new 

7-series. BMW has applied learnings 

from its electric(ish) i range to its 

largest saloon, so the passenger cell’s 

high-strength steel is augmented with 

carbonfibre-reinforced plastic (CFRP) 

– header rails, roof pillars, transmission 

tunnel, sills – providing excellent crash 

protection and rigidity, and allowing 

the 7-series to weigh up to 130kg less 

than its similarly sized predecessor, 

despite extra equipment. All exterior 

panels are aluminium, the lightweight 

metal also selectively included in the 

structure. Interesting riposte to Jaguar’s 

aluminium-intensive monocoques.

Mission 7-series? Merc S-class

comfort with BMW-style driving ‘joy’. 

The debut of all-round air suspension 

is key to comfort, together with a new 

Comfort Plus setting on the Driving 

Experience Control switch that tailors 

powertrain, suspension and steering 

maps. The dynamic bit? Choose 

familiar Sport for the rigor-mortis 

experience or new Adaptive, which… 

you guessed.

We’re driving a prototype long-

wheelbase 740i on smooth test facility 

tarmac, but – with caveats in mind – 

the soporific lull of Comfort Plus feels 

extraordinarily compliant. Nod off and 

adaptive cruise control has stop-and-go 

functionality for feet-free traffic tailing 

(and Jagger-doing-the-chicken results) 

and new all-electric steering will track 

true for around 10 seconds, disturbing 

your slumber with a little beep just prior 

to impact. Tempting, too, to let go of 

the all-electric helm – James Bond got 

more steering feel from the back of his 

remote-control Seven.

During high-speed runs in Sport and

Adaptive on a wet, twisty road course,

the new 7-series can certainly carve,

with strong front-end grip, rear-wheel

steering to aid agility – now also with

all-wheel drive – cohesive direction

changes and excellent traction.

Georg Kacher certainly had fun in

it on the same course, being goaded

by BMW’s head of vehicle dynamics

Peter Langen. ‘He’s a fearless man,’ says

Georg. ‘He said “Waitwaitwait – now

boot it!” so I did. As the torque wave hit

the rear wheels, everything happened

at once: a little slip, a little smoke, a little

sideways action. “Seeee! I told you,”

Langen said. Power oversteer worked

even better in third gear. It’s a very

tacticle luxury car. Despite the bulk, it is

as creamy, chuckable and confidence-

inspiring as a 335i.’ 

It is certainly an exec that covers 

ground rapidly and with likeable 

assurance despite its size, but despite 

Georg’s antics I think it feels a bit too 

serious to be truly comfortable undoing 

its top button. Does this matter in a 

class more concerned about legroom, 

comfort, technology and safety, areas 

where the 7-series excels? Probably not.

BEN BARRY  @IamBenBarry

BMW 740Li

> Price: £65,000 (est) > Engine 2979cc 

24v straight-six turbo, 360bhp @ 

5800rpm, 340lb ft @ 1300rpm (all 

est) > Transmission Eight-speed auto, 

rear-wheel drive > Performance 5.4sec 

0-62mph, 155mph (limited), 39mpg, 

165g/km CO2 (all est) > Weight 1790kg 

(est) > On sale 2016

 
Okay, your chauffeur 

won’t be trying this, 

but how impressive is 

that chassis for such a 

big car?

 
Conservative looks 

hide a veritable tech 

feast, starring gesture 

controls, auto parking, 

predictive nav and 

traffic-sign recognition

 
New 7-series will debut BMW’s new 

touchscreen, once the blanket comes off 
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2015 CATERHAM
MODEL R ANGE

H
ANDS UP IF you know your
Roadsport from your Supersport.
Nope, me neither. Caterham’s 
arcane naming was baffl  ing, and 
that was before you rolled out the 

longer than a loo roll options list. The response? A 
revised line-up and two option packs. 

The model names are loosely derived from each 
car’s power-to-weight ratio. The range recalibra-
tion started with the arrival of the demonic 620R 
in late 2013, a lethal 311bhp P1 baiter. Then early 
last year the superb little 80bhp 160 entry model 
made its debut. The three new models in the 
Caterham range – the 270, 360 and 420 – logically 
sit between these bookends. All are available 
with the choice of two equipment packs; £3995 R 
(racing) pack, and the £2995 S (street) pack.

Highlights on the R pack include a limited-slip 
diff , uprated brakes and suspension, engines with 
lightweight fl ywheels, race seats, race harnesses 
and 15-inch alloys. Opt for the S and you get softer 
suspension, carpets, heater and chunky leather 
seats. Oh, and a windscreen, roof and doors.

You can tailor your requirements with further 
options like a six-speed ’box, 13-inch wheels and 
the choice of snug S3 or fatboy SV chassis, because 
it’s crucial to get Caterham spec details correct. 
Oh, and you can’t spec the 620 in S trim, and 
similarly, the 160 can’t come in R trim.

So we’re out in the 135bhp 270S with SV chas-

sis. If you’ve never driven a Caterham
before you’ll be amazed by its Jack
Russell agility, slingshot grunt from
the Ford Sigma engine, compliant
ride quality, velcro grip and telepathic
steering. But if you have previous
Caterham experience, like us, you
might fi nd the 270S surprisingly soft
and avuncular. It’s perfectly pitched
at weekend trundlers wanting a break
from dull commuter driving.

Drop down into the 270R and it’s
a diff erent car. The model we drove sported the
standard S3 body, smaller 13-inch alloys and six-
speed ’box, and it was superb. Beautifully focused 
and sharp, it felt lean and sinewy with incredible 
body control. With plenty of pace, needle-sharp 
engine and braking responses, and arguably the 
world’s best steering feedback, it delivers a pure 
and immersive driving experience that nothing at 
the price comes close to. Classic Caterham, then.

The 360R adds a healthy dose of intimidation 
into this nigh-perfect recipe. Its 2.0-litre Ford 
Duractec engine punches quicker 
and harder, gathering speed with 
a voracious hunger and, with the
odd sneeze of 80mph wheelspin
or mouth-drying corner sidestep,
reminding you that this is a very
serious driving tool indeed.

The visceral 420R – that’s the one
wearing the quite fabulous Nuclear
Red paintjob – squeezes more pow-
er out of the 2.0-litre Ford engine,
and borrows the 620R’s suspension
and brakes to manage it all. It feels
pretty much unhinged on the road

because the track is its natural habitat, where it 
would simply trounce lottery money exotica with 
ease. Hairy ones needed.

Caterham may be an anachronistic minnow 
in today’s hyper-tech automotive ocean – who 
else produces cars without any safety gear, and 
has doors as cost options? – but it’s a growing 
minnow. ‘We sold just under 500 cars in 2013,’ 
says David Ridley, Caterham’s chief operating 
offi  cer, ‘and with the appeal of our revised range, 
our popular racing Academy and our expanding 

export markets, we’re expecting 
sales to nudge 600 sales over the 
next 12 months.’ 

This new range makes it easier 
to choose your ideal Seven, from 
entry-level 160 (think gambolling 
and friendly Labrador pup) to the 
620R (seriously disgruntled and 
hungry Doberman). The 270R is 
the aff ordable sweet spot, but if you 
have the readies and a supply of 
brave pants, do try the 360R.
BEN WHITWORTH 

 @benwhitworth

LOVE
The purity of the 

driving experience

HATE
Slightly 

compromised 

VERDICT
270R the sweet 

spot in the new 

Seven line-up

+�+�+�+�+�

Caterham Seven 270
Price £22,995 (including factory build)

Engine 1596cc 16v inline four, 135bhp @

6800rpm, 100lb ft @ 4100rpm Transmission 
five-speed manual, rear-wheel drive

Performance 5.0sec 0-62mph, 122mph, NA 

mpg, NA g/km CO2 Weight 540kg On Sale Now

Seven go for a
range overhaul
Roadsport/Supersport confusion gives way to 

digits, and a line-up from cute 180 to nuts 620 

We want to be… 

together. 270S 

flanked by green 

360R and red 420R 

Seven heaven is a 

270 in R spec; £27k, 

but priceless for 

driving purity



Energy Supreme has a double detergent treat rate, when compared to Esso energy Unleaded, to help clean petrol engine intake valves. Energy Supreme Diesel has a double detergent treat

rate, when compared to Esso energy Diesel, to help clean diesel engine fuel injectors. Claims based on (1) internal or third party vehicle engine testing; and/or (2) government publications;

and/or (3) industry or scientific literature. Engine type, driving behaviour and other factors may also determine fuel and vehicle performance. More at esso.co.uk. Available at participating

Esso service stations only.

For a better engine 
performance.
Using Supreme Fuels regularly helps 

provide a deeper clean.

Fuels
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HILST IT’S increasingly com-
monplace to up the game of a
car that already delivers the
sweetest drive in the segment
by simply throwing at it all

the new technology the wiring loom can stand, it is
decidedly unusual to posit a simultaneous sugges-
tion (and I paraphrase) that the modern machine
is now so sophisticated that the average motoring
hack lacks the ability to review it properly.

It was, however, with precisely such a gently
incendiary antipasto salvo that one thrusting
Ford executive introduced the all-new S-Max.

Of the two possible responses to a proposition
slyly combining thinly-veiled aspersion with
streaker-blatant boast of Blue Oval technological
wizardry, thenon-Touretteripostegoessomething
like this. Though an understanding of new tech-
nology is certainly desirable, my primary responsi-
bility is to report on the efficacy of that technology
in enhancing the ownership experience.

For example; the technical minutiae of countless
steering ‘refinement-enhancing features’ such as
‘Active Nibble Compensation’ (perhaps a system
which commandeers helming duties whilst you
are momentarily distracted by a Ginsters Chicken

and Mushroom Slice) visited upon the S-Max’s
electric helm in an effort to elicit the late-lamented
feelofanow-defuncthydraulicsystemmayremain
asmuchofamysterytomeasthevacillationsofthe
missus’s libido, but I might still muster a remark or
two from the perspective of the end user.

Stall thus set out, I do feel qualified to report
that the new, Mondeo-platform-based S-Max
is good looking, but – having lost the wonderful
depth of side glazing that was a hallmark of its
predecessor–isnolonger great looking.Onboard,
the seven-card trick is extremely
well played; seat rows are stadium
tiered to maximise visibility for
all, middle-row seats tip and slide
to give fuss-free access to terrorist
class,andallfiverearseatsmaybe
independently flattened via var-
ious wall-mounted buttons. An
externally mounted, full-sized
spare wheel also merits applause.

The front seat’s comfortable and the driving
position would be perfect but for a fraction less
wheel reach adjustment than I’d like, and a centre
console box lid that obstructs the elbow when
changing gear; a senseless and increasingly ubiq-
uitous ergonomic irritation.

Linked to an 8in touchscreen the over-raked
angle of which leaves it subject to frequent glare,
Sony’s £450 option was the only multimedia
system available to sample. Whilst the whole
is an improvement in the intuition stakes, it’s

Tech i ll , it
wast us
New 7-seater family van is so clever we couldn’t

possibly understand its technology, says Ford. Blimey…

FOR D S-M A X

They got rid of feelsome steering,

then invented ‘Active Nibble

Compensation’ to, err, compensate

U P A G A I N S T

BETTER THAN
Legion boxy, humdrum-

helm alternatives

WORSE THAN
The impending gleam of

the BMW 5 series GT?

WE’D BUY
The S-Max. Love the drive,

live with the technology
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a pity the screen isn’t
more touch-sensitive.
Happily, the S-Max 
shares the voice control 
from the new Mondeo; 
say ‘I’m hungry’, and a 
list of adjacent Ginsters 
purveyors will duly appear.

There are some 20 new toys, 
including an intelligent speed-lim-
iter which reads road signs (the 
only driver-assistance gizmo fi tted 
as standard), glare-free high-beam 
trickery, adaptive steering and, for 
the fi rst time, the option of all-wheel 
drive with selected diesels.

In the absence here of promised 
new 207bhp 2.0-litre biturbo diesel 
and 158bhp 1.5-litre petrol units, or 
so much as a whiff  of all-wheel drive, 
we settle for the same revised 178bhp 

2.0-litre diesel unit that just passes muster in the 
Mondeo; satisfactory but hardly stimulating.

The S-Max shares the Mondeo’s MacPherson 
strut front and new ‘integral link’ rear suspension, 
but the adaptive system fi tted to the specimen I 
drove will not be off ered in the UK. Ford assures 
me that the standard undercarriage perfectly apes 
the abilities of the adaptive tech in ‘Normal’ mode. I 
do hope this is the case, because it’s really very good 
indeed; fi rm enough to off er fi ne body control and 
much grip, yet always pliant with a consistently 
sophisticated attitude to bump absorption.

A new active steering option crams electric mo-
tor and gearing system within the wheel boss. At 
low speeds it is indeed an asset to the preservation 
of bingo wings, but I prefer the standard system, 
which is nicely weighted, accurate and a perfectly 
respectable foil to that superior suspension; fail 
to obsess over the last word in feel and just get on 
with it, and all is well.  

More fun to fl ing about than is seemly, then, 
the S-Max remains the most engaging drive in its 
disparate segment. Whether that’s because of, or in 
spite of, the tsunami of new tech shoehorned aboard 
remains, to this evident bonehead, a moot point. 
ANTHONY FFRENCH-CONSTANT

I
T’S A VALID question: what, exactly, is the point of the

Hyundai Genesis? You might also ask, ‘what is a Hyundai

Genesis?’ Although the near 5m-long luxobarge is an

established flagship model in Korea and the USA, this is its

first, tentative, introduction to Europe.

And it arrives with the odds stacked so highly against it you’d

be forgiven for wondering why they’ve bothered. Sole engine is

an extravagantly thirsty 3.8-litre petrol (it’s designed for the US,

after all), cruise ship-level CO2 emissions mean it costs a fortune

to tax, and for all its grand dimensions and grander grille the

styling’s oddly forgettable. The price? £48,000. Eek.

The Genesis makes more sense when you stop viewing it as

a car and more as a corporate statement of intent. Hyundai UK

admits hardly anyone will buy one, estimating around 60 sales

this year, but hopes it will broaden people’s conceptions. The

Genesis is here to get people used to the idea of Hyundais with

posh interiors, posh equipment and a posher market position

than the value-oriented fare it’s known for.

Problem is, for all its wood and leather the interior’s apologetic

controls and displays from various humble Hyundai and Kia 

shopping trolleys don’t quite match the 50-grand billing. It’s put

together nicely, though; quality’s hard to fault, as is refinement.

The Genesis wafts well, on air suspension with two settings:

soft and softer. It has the handling properties of a marshmallow

as a result, but while there’s little for the driver to enjoy, rear

passengers get heated, ventilated and reclining pews, with

independent controls to slide the front passenger seat forwards

for epic legroom.

Would you consider one over a Merc, Jag, Lexus or even a

Skoda Superb? Don’t be silly. But maybe one day (a long way) in

the future, you might consider one of its descendants. Maybe.

JAMES TAYLOR @JamesTaylor_5

Hyundai sups in the
no-chance saloon

All five rear seats can be 

independently flattened 

to turn people carrier 

into much-stuff  carrier

If there’s such a thing 

as a technological 

kitchen sink, this is 

where Ford threw it

H Y UNDA I GENE SIS

Hyundai Genesis 
Price £48,005 Engine 3778cc 24v V6, 311bhp @ 6000rpm, 293lb ft 

@ 5000rpm Transmission Eight-speed automatic, rear-wheel drive 

Performance 6.5sec 0-62mph, 150mph, 25.2mpg, 261g/km CO2 

Weight 1890kg On sale Now Rating  +�+�+�+�+

Ford S-Max Titanium 
2.0 TDCi 180PS Manual
Price £28,445 

Engine 1997cc 16v 

4-cylinder turbodiesel, 

178bhp @ 3500rpm, 

295lb ft @ 2000-

2500rpm  Transmission 

Six-speed manual, 

front-wheel drive 

Performance 9.7 sec 

0-62mph, 131mph, 

56.5mpg, 129g/km CO2 

Weight 1726kg 

On Sale August 2015

V E R D I C T  Future depreciation bargain for eccentrics

In the beginning 

God created 

the car. But this 

wasn’t it

LOVE
Ride, handling, 

practicality

HATE
Being patted on 

the head

VERDICT
Still the best 7-seat 

drive out there 

+�+�+�+�+
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Not crazy Golf, but
very sensible Golf
Fresh from crushing rival hatches, VW’s populist 

phenomenon now targets estates, both warm and hot

V W GOLF G TD/ R E S TATE S

T
HERE WILL never be a Golf GTI 
estate. Not unless there’s a major 
change of strategy in the next decade 
or so, anyway. As far as Wolfsburg’s 
decision-makers are concerned, that

particulartrioof lettersshouldonlyeverbeseenon
a hatchback. Five doors, fine, but a wagon? Too far.

No such qualms, however, about the GTI’s diesel
twin, the GTD. Or, for that matter, its evil twin, the
R. Both those badges have a bit more marketing
wriggle room – the R nameplate’s too new to be
typecast, and the GTD an altogether more rational
kind of proposition anyway. So, for the first time,
they’ve both been stuck to the boot of estate cars.

And really the boot is the only difference here.
Under the boxier bodies, very little has changed
from their hatchback counterparts. The wheelbase

is the same, with a slight increase in
overall length all coming from bod-
ywork behind the rear axle, and the
rear springs and dampers have had
only the slenderest of adjustments to
account for the slight rearward shift
in weight distribution. Otherwise,
you’re basically driving the hatch
with a few added litres of luggage
space. More than a few, actually, be-
cause the Golf’s bounteous litre count puts it ahead
of the likes of the Ford Focus and platform-buddy
Seat Leon ST, if a touch behind the cavernous
Skoda Octavia. The load bay’s almost, though not
entirely, flat with the seats flopped down, but the
boot lip’s usefully low, the floor folds into parti-
tions and you can stow the rollerblind parcel shelf
underneath it. So the estate box is firmly ticked.

We drive the bigger-selling GTD first. Engine’s
the same 1986cc four as the hatch, with a handy
182bhp, an even handier 280lb ft and a brace of bal-
ancer shafts to rid it of diesel shudder and shake.
It’s not only petrol-smooth but
church-mouse-quiet too, unless you
switch to Sport mode which pipes
some synthesised burble through
the speakers. And there’s none of the
boomy road noise the roomier and
cheaper (but also cheaper feeling)
Octavia vRS is afflicted with.

The chassis sinks by 15mm
compared with a regular Golf and
the GTD borrows the GTI’s quicker
steering rack and line-tightening in-
ner-wheel braking system. It’s good
fun; not light on its feet like some

warm-to-hot hatches, but reassuringly planted 
and unflappable on give-and-take roads, without 
forgetting to keep the driver involved in the process 
– a difficult trick to pull off . Pick from kitsch golf
ball-topped manual or DSG auto gearboxes – we 
drove both, and would choose, the light, baulk-free 
former over the marginally thirstier latter. VW 
quotes an astronomical 64.2mpg for manual cars, 
but it’s the 115g/km CO2 output that’ll get compa-
ny car drivers salivating. It’s a hard car  to fault.

As is the R. It’s predictably, almost annoyingly, 
brilliant. Everything that makes the hatch such a 

giant-slayer is still there: same burly 
but fl exible 296bhp turbo’d four-pot, 
same torque-juggling 4wd system, 
same viceless handling. Few cars 
are as easy to drive quickly. It feels 
every bit as rapid as the hatch, and 
if anything the estate’s extra weight 
over the rear axle gives it a nicer bal-
ance. Despite the extra driveshafts, it 
hasn’t lost any bootspace. 

Most of us have probably debated 
the ‘If you could only have one car…’ 
question. Herearetwogoodanswers. 
JAMES TAYLOR  @JamesTaylor_5

LOVE
GTD’s smooth

engine, R’s, well,

everything

HATE
Not the most

emotional of cars

VERDICT
Automotive

triathletes; good

at everything

+�+�+�+�+�

VW Golf GTD Estate
Price £28,285 Engine 1968cc 16v 4-cyl

turbodiesel, 182bhp @ 3500-4000rpm, 280lb

ft @ 2500-5000rpm Transmission Six-speed

manual, front-wheel drive  Performance 7.9sec 

0-62mph, 143mph, 64.2mpg, 115g/km CO2  

Weight 1475kg  On sale Now

Unlike stealthy GTD (white car, top) Golf R 

Estate shamelessly flaunts its muscles

No GTI estate 

maybe, but you 

still get tartan 

seats in here



Discover how. Search PHEV. | Visit: mitsubishi-cars.co.uk to find your nearest dealer

1. Official EU MPG test figure shown as a guide for comparative purposes and may not reflect real driving results. 2. 32 mile EV range achieved with full battery charge. 510 miles achieved with combined full battery and petrol tank. Actual range will vary depending on driving style
and road conditions. 3. Domestic plug charge: 5 hours, 16 Amp home charge point: 3.5 hours, 80% rapid charge: 30mins. 4. Government subsidised charge points are available from a number of suppliers for a small fee - ask your dealer for more information. 5. Congestion Charge 
application required, subject to administrative fee. 6. 5% BIK compared to the average rate of 25%. 7. Prices shown include the Government Plug-in Car Grant and VAT (at 20%), but exclude First Registration Fee. Model shown is an Outlander PHEV GX4h at £33,399 including the 
Government Plug-in Car Grant and metallic paint. On The Road prices range from £28,304.00 to £40,054.00 and include VED, First Registration Fee and the Government Plug-in Car Grant. Metallic/pearlescent paint extra. Prices correct at time of going to print. For more information 
about the Government Plug-in Car Grant please visit www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants. 8. All new Outlander PHEV variants come with a 5 year/62,500 mile warranty (whichever occurs first), for more information please visit www.mitsubishi-cars.co.uk/warranty

Outlander PHEV range fuel consumption in mpg (ltrs/100km): Full Battery Charge: no fuel used, Depleted Battery Charge: 48mpg (5.9), Weighted Average: 148mpg (1.9), 
CO2 Emissions: 44 g/km.

THE UK’s FAVOURITE 
PLUG-IN HYBRID

FROM £28,249 - £39,999
Including £5,000 Government Plug-in Car Grant7
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Corsa, r
Luton’s little hot hatch calms down and grows up. A bit

VAU X H A LL C ORS A V X R

U P A G A I N S T

BETTER THAN
Clio Renaultsport

Vauxhall more involving and exciting

WORSE THAN
Polo GTI

As a daily driver, the VW rules

WE’D BUY
Mountune Fiesta

More of everything for less

A
LE

X
TA

P
LE

Y

LOVE
Hard-charging

exuberance

HATE
Price with

Performance

Pack

VERDICT
Crazy diamond

shines on

+++++

V
XR DEVELOPMENT KINGPIN

and former DTM star Volker
Strycek (’84 champ, in an
awkwardly un-Vauxhall 635CSi
BMW) isn’t kidding when he

claims the new Corsa VXR’s stability control
system is more laidback than a well-fed cat in
the afternoon sun (not his actual words). Now
with three positions (on, off and an intermediate
Competition mode, which disables traction
control while slackening the stability control
leash), Strycek says the system was added only
after the chassis had been fully developed – the
electronics are no sticking plaster – and that it’s
intelligent, giving you more leeway if, by some
miracle, your mad flailing at the wheel tallies
with the system’s idea of calm, measured inputs.
The new Corsa VXR’s electronic safety net is
certainly entertainingly laissez faire, letting the
car’s rear end stray to some pretty significant
angles should you get enthusiastic, and that’s
before you even get to Competition mode. It’s
a little edgy but likeably so – this may be a more
refined Corsa VXR than its torque-spiking,
diff-tugging predecessor, but it’s still a bit hairy.
VXR fans wouldn’t want it any other way.

Based on the new-ish Corsa launched last year
– vastly improved interior, beaming Pokémon
face – the latest litle VXR is cheaper, slicker, faster
and better equipped than before, all in a bid to
divert even a fraction of the PCP-funded hordes
currently charging into Ford dealerships and
tearing out in Fiesta STs. Basic price is £17,995,
but the committed will want the £2400 Perfor-
mance Pack, which brings bigger wheels (18-inch
rims wearing Michelin Super Sport rubber), big-
ger brakes (330mm Brembos up front), a mechan-
ical limited-slip differential and a firmer but not
intolerable suspension set-up.
(The bespoke Konis use bypass
valves to help give both firm
low-frequency damping, for good
body control, and increased plian-
cy on high-frequency movements,
for some semblance of ride quality.
Standard cars use the same tech-
nology but run a softer set-up). The
Performance Pack box bumps the
price to £20,395; £2000 less than
comparable previous-gen cars like
the Clubsport and Nürburgring
edition Corsa VXRs.

The engine’s an evolution of the previous car’s
1598cc turbocharged four, with tweaks to the fuel
injection, air intake and the exhaust (a less restric-
tive but surprisingly hushed Remus) to usefully
reduce emissions while marginally increasing
performance. Peak power is up a little to 202bhp
but the bigger difference is a broader spread of
torque; 181lb ft from 1900rpm to 5800rpm as
opposed to the previous car’s 2250rpm to
5500rpm. An overboost function unlocks a
further 26lb ft for five seconds. It’s not an engine
to fall in love with – its delivery is too flat for that,

its voice too uninspiring – but it
is willing, smooth and always on-
hand with useful grunt. It’s quick
too, squirting the car to 60mph
in a respectable 6.5 seconds and
proving very adept at the kind of
spontaneous in-gear overtakes
that can mean the difference
between miles of empty road and
an hour behind a Swift Buccaneer.

Inside there’s also a good level
of standard equipment, with a pair
of fantastic Recaro front bucket
seats, a smart flat-bottomed steer-
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Interior design is

a night and day

improvement. Jury’s

out on the exterior

 
Peachy Recaros 

bring support 

and a sense of 

occasion. 1.6 

turbo four brings 

almost boringly 

linear grunt

ing wheel, various bits of 
VXR-specifi c trim, a heated 
screen, xenon headlights, 
LED daytime running 
lights, cruise control and 
the now-familiar Vauxhall 
dash of glossy black with 
tasteful chrome accents, 
an intuitive, crystal-clear 
touchscreen interface and 
intuitive Intellilink connec-
tivity. The optional Tech 
Pack adds such trickery as 
collision alert, traffi  c-sign 

recognition, lane-departure warning and a rear-
view camera, but it also weighs in at £850,  and if 
you can’t stay within lanes, reverse safely or drive 
about without hitting things, an edgy 200bhp hot 
hatch probably isn’t the car for you. The driving 
position’s cosy but comfortable and materials, 
detailing and fi nish all bear close scrutiny, though 
the fi rm ride prompts the odd squeak on rough 
roads and the tyre roar on the 18-inch wheels is 
pretty invasive on some surfaces, at least until 
you remember to whack up the volume on the 
deep trance. Non-Performance Pack cars roll on
quieter 17-inchers as standard but opting for the 
smaller wheels on a VXR feels as inappropriate as 
underfl oor neon on a hearse.

On the road the Performance Pack Corsa VXR 
is a rapid, involving drive. The more linear, less 
dramatic power delivery works with the more 
refi ned limited-slip diff erential to let you use 
more throttle in any given scenario than you 
might reasonably expect of a front-wheel-drive 
hatch, with the diff  in particular going about its 
line-tightening mid-corner black magic with
little more than a smidge of corruption to the 
crisp, quick and nicely accurate steering. While 
some might lament the passing of the previous 

car’s mad drama, particularly on wet roads, a few 
miles in what is clearly a lovingly honed little 
performance car will soon help them move on. 
Failing that, just get it on track, where the feisty 
Vauxhall acquits itself nicely with its poise, easy 
power and darty enthusiasm for getting into 
corners at speed.    

Without the Performance Pack the Corsa VXR 
feels caught between two stools – less focused 
than the mightily capable and rewarding Fiesta 
ST but lacking the day-to-day refi nement of 
the slick, relatively grown-up Polo GTI. So it’s 
Performance Pack or bust, complete with its 
honest ride quality, fi ne body control, oodles of 
sheer mechanical grip and all the adjustability 
you could wish for, and possibly a little more.
BEN MILLER

Vauxhall Corsa VXR 
Performance Pack 
Price £20,395 (£17,995 

without the Performance 

Pack) Engine 1598cc 4-cyl 

turbocharged, 202bhp @ 

181 lb ft @ 1900-5800rpm  

Transmission Six-speed 

manual, front-wheel drive 

(optional limited-slip 

diff erential) Performance 

6.5sec 0-60mph, 143mph, 

37.7mpg, 174g/km CO2  

Weight 1293kg (wet, no 

driver) On sale Now



BMW tucks into the compact MPV set with its front-

driven 2-series Active Tourer, and faces the music

played by VW, Merc and Citroën. By Steve Moody

Who’s fittest for 
multi-purpose?

What drives it?

The ubiquitous 147bhp 2.0 turbodiesel with an oddly slushy 

DSG ’box, producing a surprisingly intrusive cacophony in 

the glassy cabin but adequate straight-line grunt. 110bhp

1.6 is more frugal, but only marginally cheaper.

What drives it?

Transverse four-cylinder 147bhp diesel 218d is smooth and

punchy, especially with the eight-speed Steptronic ’box,

and is the best combination of power, price and economy

in the range. Did we mention it was front-wheel drive?

What’s the USP?

Baffling range-planning boxtickery:

224mm shorter than an Estate,

83mm longer, 81mm wider and

126mm higher than a hatch, with

500-litre boot – 120 more than the

hatch, 105 less than the Estate. And

more expensive than both.

What’s the USP?

A small MPV for those who

insist on dressing their

children in designer gear.

But while you’d let the Golf or

Picasso play in the street and get

grubby, there’ll be a wrist slap if this

comes home covered in mud.

The story so far

A stretched Golf results in estate/MPV identity crisis,

but at least it’s no Golf Plus, which it replaces in the

latest generation line-up. The SV is called a

SportsVan on the continent, but wisely

not in the UK, being neither sporty, nor

a van.

The story so far

Is that the sound of sacred cows being slaughtered? BMW’s

first front-driver is a case of pure expedience winning over

dogmatic stubbornness, with better

packaging and cheaper production

costs the result. But did it really

need to build an MPV?

BMW 218d Active Tourer VW Golf SV GT
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It’s front-wheel drive.
Get over it

The Germans call it 
Sportsvan. We don’t  



Two busloads from 
the Keen Drivers’ 

Society passed 
by while we were 

shooting this. They 
didn’t stop 

What drives it?

Ooo, matron! Picasso in sneaky little temptress shocker:

its 2.0-litre 147bhp four-cylinder is as powerful as any here,

although mated to a six-speed auto which dampens ardour

like a younger brother bursting in at the crucial moment.

What drives it?

First suspicion is some leftover machinery from

Arkwright’s Mill is bolted to the seven-speed auto, but

in fact it is Merc’s modern diesel: a 2.2-litre four cylinder

133bhp turbodiesel. Clattery would be the polite word.

What’s the USP?

Compared to the others

skulking around the fringes

of the genre, the C4 Picasso

is a proud MPV, with lower rear

windows for kids to see out,

double mirrors to keep an eye on

them, window blinds and a big boot.

What’s the USP?

Unusually for a mini-MPV,

retiring downsizers from

executive saloons seem 

the B-class target market.

Something for when they’re

babysitting the grandkids, but

still with the three-pointed star.

The story so far

Fifteen years after Citroën first launched the Picasso,

it reckons it has the mum-bus formula nailed. Big

boxes low on driving fun, big on wipe-

clean surfaces, space and cheap

running costs.

The story so far

The first B-class was a clever clogs, but expensive to

build and didn’t sell well. This one, introduced in 2011

without the sandwich floor, is cheaper,

less interesting, but sharper

looking. It and the sister A-class

invented ‘premium compact’.

Mercedes-Benz B200 Citroën C4 Picasso
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CONTINUED…
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Some comfortably off  
older folk, yesterday

This is what West Ham 
parked at Chelsea



Practically perfect in every way?

More legroom, taller windows and some big rear-seat

tables are highlights. Lowlights are seats so flat and firm

they could be used as penance and a cabin so drab you

might forget where you are. But MQB platform trickery

means masses of storage space for family rubbish.

Practically perfect in every way?

More like a sporty hatchback than a roomy sprog

dragger, it’s all very high quality if a bit fussy and dark.

The seats are wonderfully supportive, but bootspace is

crap. You might need a trailer for the Bugaboo. Or for the

kids – you don’t want chocolate on these seats.

Tech to keep you and the kids entertained?

GT versions come with electronic diff yet only cloth seats

for when your cornering spills their Ribena, which seems

an odd spec choice for a family car. More handily there’s

the full suite of crashphobic systems and navotainment.

Tech to keep you and the kids entertained?

Ours had a head-up display, the screen for which folds

out of the dash like a poker player laying the winning card.

Numbers are projected onto the windscreen wipers. BMW’s

traffic system is brilliant: it measures mobile phone speeds.

Any driving enjoyment at all?

We suspect GT stands for ‘Get There’, which is pretty much

all this is capable of. It’s a fairly pedestrian A to B-er, which

drives less like a lolling MPV and more like a tallish car.

Which it is.

Any driving enjoyment at all?

By far the best here, and cunning of BMW to hide its

first front-driver in a model for which it is dynamically

irrelevant. Precise, controlled and refined, the only issue is

A-pillars wider than Jonah Lomu’s thighs. Bikers beware!

Verdict

Lavished in faint praise, the Golf SV is perfectly adequate in

every respect, outstanding in none.

Verdict

The most expensive-feeling, best-driving mini-MPV ever

built. But that doesn’t make it a great BMW, does it?

BMW 218d Active Tourer VW Golf SV GT

CONTINUED…

‘Francesca’s
awfully quiet.’
‘That’s ’cos she’s
in the trailer’

Put the wet-
wipes away –
cloth is the only
seat option

WINNER
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BMW 218d LUXURY

ACTIVE TOURER AUTO

> Price £28,255

> Engine 1995cc 16v turbocharged

4-cyl, 147bhp @ 4000rpm, 240lb

ft @ 1750rpm

> Gearbox Eight-speed Steptronic,

front-wheel drive

> Performance 8.9sec 0-62mph,

129mph, 68.9mph, 109g/km CO2

> Weight 1485kg

> On sale Now



Practically perfect in every way?

Seats so soft you roll clean off if you look sideways, lots of

light from its Tefal-man-forehead windscreen, rear trays

and seat lights make a nice living space. But the shonky

top-dash gearlever is bemusing, and the techno-themed

infotainment more complex than a Daft Punk backbeat.

Practically perfect in every way?

Looking like it came in at the tail end of Merc’s forlorn

interior period, the B-class cabin is not on a level with

the BMW’s sophistication, with that naff fake leather the

main culprit. Still, there is lots of space in which to put

your garden-centre shopping.

Tech to keep you and the kids entertained?

8Gb hard drive for music, a choice of two confusing screen

designs, and all manner of auto parking assistance. Like

most French cars Picasso is draped in tech like a Christmas

tree is with lights. Might have the same longevity too…

Tech to keep you and the kids entertained?

It’s all fairly sober in the B-class, without much faddish

electro-wizadry. Tablet display for the sat-nav and music

still looks temptingly removable though. Internet access

promises much, delivers less.

Any driving enjoyment at all?

Superbly refined diesel engine, a gearbox more laid back

than Monty Don and very light steering make sedentary

tootling a pleasure. Anything more ambitious just results

in utter chaos. BMW is long gone at this point.

Any driving enjoyment at all?

Despite stuff such as ESP Curve Dynamic Assist in the

spec, B doesn’t stand for B-road blaster. It gets ruffled and

unsettled, and sensitivity is conspicuously absent in the

speed-sensitive steering. Falls apart above a gentle lope.

Verdict

A proper MPV, not compromised by dreams of sporty

lycra-clad lifestyle rat-race getaways, and the better for it.

Verdict

Left behind by the agile BMW, less refined than the Golf, less

roomy than the Picasso. Quite cheap for a Merc though.

Mercedes-Benz B200 Citroën C4 Picasso

A soft-play area for 
kids and grown-
ups alike. Keen 
drivers not allowed

For nostalgics out 
there who yearn 
for the days of 
bad Merc cabins
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VOLKSWAGEN GOLF SV

GT 2.0 TDI 150 DSG

> Price £27,015

> Engine 1968cc 16v 

turbocharged 4-cyl, 147bhp 

@ 3500-4000rpm, 251lb ft 

@ 1750-3000rpm

> Gearbox Six-speed DSG auto, 

front-wheel drive

> Performance 9.2sec 0-62mph, 

130mph, 60.1mpg, 122g/km CO2

> Weight 1474kg

> On sale Now

MERCEDES-BENZ B 200

CDI SPORT AUTO

> Price £25,695

> Engine 2143cc 16v 

turbocharged 4-cyl, 133bhp 

@ 3200-4000rpm, 218lb ft 

@ 1400-3000rpm

> Gearbox 7G DCT seven-speed 

auto, front-wheel drive

> Performance 9.8sec 0-62mph, 

130mph, 70.6mpg, 107g/km CO2

> Weight 1505kg

> On sale Now

CITROEN PICASSO EXCLUSIVE 

BLUEHDI 150 AUTO

> Price £26,410

> Engine 1997cc 16v 

turbocharged 4-cyl, 147bhp @ 

4000rpm, 273lb ft @ 2000rpm

> Gearbox Six-speed torque 

converter auto, front-wheel drive

> Performance 10.2sec 

0-62mph, 129mph, 62.8mpg, 

117g/km CO2

> Weight 1476kg

> On sale Now
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T H E  V O I C E  O F  E X P E R I E N C E

WE RECENTLY FINISHED an
election campaign in the UK where –
to quote the late Roy Jenkins – there
was much evidence of political atti-
tudes dictated by opportunism and
not by any coherent corpus of belief. I
don’t know who you voted for, but I al-
waysfindmyselfadmiringpoliticians
who speak from the soul rather than

from a script. I think the same about cars.
Conviction cars are born from passion, fervour and faith. They

give an insight into the manufacturer’s true character. The world’s
best cars are usually so conceived. They frequently start trends.

Opportunistic cars are the reaction to trends. They are born
from research and analysis, or a sales need. If successful, they plug
a hole in a manufacturer’s range. They rarely offer anything new
ordistinguished, thoughtheyfrequentlydeliversatisfaction.They
are the result of pragmatism and profit, rather than principle.

Conviction cars start with engineering or design insight. The
salesdepartmentmayinitiallyresistthem,fortheymaynotunder-
stand them. This was true of the first Range Rover. What, many
asked, was the point (or customer demand) for a car blending
the off-road capability of a Land Rover with the ride comfort of a
genteel Rover saloon? Yet chief engineer Spen King was confident
of the concept, and the modern SUV was born.

The opportunists jumped on the SUV bandwagon, just as they
did after the VW Golf originated the modern hatchback. Most
opportunisticSUVsaredeplorable, ifhighlyprofitable.Afew–the
better ones – are a mix of their manufacturer’s core principles and
logical commercial opportunism, such as the
Porsche Macan and the first Volvo XC90. The
BMW X6, conversely, is a car of some conviction
yet total reprehensibility.

All Ferraris are conviction cars, because all
Ferrari designers and engineers have a bound-
less passion for high-speed sports cars. If Ferrari
ever ventured into saloons or SUVs then they
would become opportunists, like so many of
their rivals. Lotuses are always born of convic-
tion, though sadly the people behind these cars

frequently lack the resources to execute them
to desired standards.

As the range of cars offered by European
and Japanese manufacturers grow, so they
sell cars that sometimes display principle
and sometimes shout opportunism. The
S-class is Mercedes-Benz’s proud flagship,
the focus of its technical might, a reminder
that it can still be the world’s pre-eminent car
maker when it isn’t trying to copy BMW. On
the other hand, its Golf-rivalling A-class is a
sorry piece of opportunism. The first A-class,
despite iffy quality, at least offered engineer-
ing novelty as well as supreme packaging.

Sometimes opportunistic cars succeed.
The original Beetle was one megalomaniac’s
solution to motorise the masses. There was

no engineering epiphany here; no technical or design tour de force
subsequently copied by awe-struck rivals. But, through a fortui-
tous mix of good build quality, clever marketing and quirky style,
it became the best-selling car in automotive history, as well as the
only small car to sell well in America.

All Korean and Chinese cars are driven by careful commercial
opportunism, apart from the offbeat Kia Soul. Hyundai’s and
Kia’s ranges of good value, handsome machines prove that such
cars can also be appealing. Indian cars were always opportunistic,
until the ingenious Tata Nano – Ratan Tata’s attempt to motorise
the more impecunious members of India’s expanding middle
class. Indians however didn’t want a minimalist interpretation
of a mainstream car; they wanted a proper mainstream car. The
Nano is one of many conviction cars that have flopped in the
showroom. Another recent example is the Vauxhall Ampera.

Inthepastfewdecadestherehavebeensomenotableconviction
cars. They range from the Toyota Prius (which is slowly kick-start-
ing the hybrid revolution) to the BMW i3 (which will do the same
for electric cars). Some prioritise styling – Range Rover Evoque
and Audi TT – and others functionality (Renault Espace, first
Fiat Panda). Some reinterpret past glories (Mazda MX-5), others
are technical marvels (Nissan GT-R, McLaren F1). In every case
an engineer or designer was brave. There are manifold other more
recent examples: Citroën C4 Cactus, new Volvo XC90, BMW i8…

Conviction cars are core CAR cars, and
the high number being launched is a sign
of an industry in rude health. Sadly, there
are fewer conviction politicians than ever.

 @greenofrichmond

‘I admire politicians 

who speak from the 

soul rather than from 

a script. I think the 

same about cars’

If you want a hugely experienced
yet undyingly passionate car bloke
here’s your man. Former CAR editor 
Gavin’s is one of the world’s most

 opinions
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UPSTAIRS IN MY loft I have
a plastic box labelled ‘Mark’s
Memories’. If somebody finds it in
a hundred years’ time, they’ll take
one look at my memories and think
I was a pretty strange, reclusive
nerd. There are no family photos in
the box, no little hospital wrist band
to remember a newborn babe, or

scruffy childhood teddy bear. Instead, there are some car bro-
chures and event programmes; a few fuzzy, behind-the-scenes
snapshots of photoshoots I’ve been on; there’s a bird’s nest of
lanyards with motorsport press passes attached; and some
scraps of paper with unrecognisable autographs scrawled over
them – basically, all sorts of crap that no-one else will value.

There’s also a blue sweatshirt, stitched with an orange Gulf
logo. If my great-great-grandchildren don’t know any better,
they’ll come across this and think it’s some cheap merchandise
I picked up at a car show, and it’ll either end up in an inciner-
ator or the charity shop. Which is why – for the record – I’m
using this month’s column to speak across the ages, to let my
descendants know, when they go rummaging around in my
things, they need to take great care of this sweatshirt – perhaps
frame it and put it on the wall, like they do in a themed sports
bar? – and they must never ever sell it. Because this sweatshirt
was given to me by the Gulf Racing team in 1995, when I spent
the entire Le Mans race in the Gulf garage.

BOOM! Now you understand its significance, right? Because
1995 was the year the McLaren F1 GTR swept to a surprise
victory at Le Mans, finishing 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th
and 13th. Twenty years ago this summer, it’s
the stuff of legend: it was the first time McLar-
en had been to Le Mans, the fi rst time the
F1 had competed in a 24-hour race, and yet,
somehow, impossibly, the #59 car – driven by
Lehto, Dalmas, and that Japanese guy whose
name no-one remembers – beat the sports
prototypes to win outright. And I was there,
wearing that blue sweatshirt.

There were fi ve teams running McLarens

in 1995, and Gulf Racing entered two cars,
one of which was driven by Ray Bellm, the
wealthy privateer who commissioned the
F1 GTR from his friend Ron Dennis. He
shared a car with Maurizio Sala and Mark
Blundell. I was just 26, a young writer in
search of a story and some hospitality,
covering the greatest race on Earth from
the inside. I spent the entire week with the
team, and got incredible access, a ringside
seat, a rollercoaster tale of joy and despair,
and that cheap, blue sweatshirt, embroi-
dered, 30% polyester.

So what do I remember of the race? Too
much to tell here. I remember pushing the
#25 Gulf car out onto the grid, beneath
the packed grandstands. I remember Ray

Bellm limping his car back to the pits in the pouring rain,
after putting it in a barrier. I remember the mechanics tearing
off the mangled bodywork when he reached the garage, and I
remember finding a section of it under the truck later – a jagged
swatch of blue carbon with a Gulf logo – and wondering if
anyone would miss it if I snuck it into the boot of my hire car.
Damn. I didn’t.

And I remember the end of the race, after Dalmas had
crossed the line to take the chequered flag, when the whole
Gulf team huddled in the garage, knackered, with the roller
doors down. Everyone had mixed feelings – the Bellm/
Blundell/Sala GTR had finished 4th, which was amazing, but
the sister car – which led for a while – had crashed out. Team
Manager Michael Cane gave a little speech and we drank
champagne, and then Gordon Murray came in through the
back door, to congratulate the team.

Amazing memories, all woven into the man-made fibres of
that sweatshirt. I never thought much of it, in the years that
followed; but now, 20 years on, that 1995 race seems ever more
remarkable as the years pass, and there’s a special F1 GTR pa-
rade planned at this year’s Le Mans, to mark the anniversary.
Now I understand the significance of that sweatshirt, as a me-
mento, a piece of history, and a genuine, verified and extremely
collectable artefact.

The message to my descendants is: if
you can’t find it, I sold it on Ebay.

 @markwalton_ 
When McLaren rocked Le Mans – p100

‘It was the first time 

McLaren had been 

to Le Mans. And I was 

there, wearing that 

cheap sweatshirt’

An original petrolhead, Mark’s been 
writing witty stuff for CAR seemingly 
since he was in short trousers
(a couple of decades at least).
Irrepressible, that’s what he is

T H E  I N C U R A B L E  E N T H U S I A S T



Para heroes join
BTCC for 2015

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Bold new race team features seven wounded ex-Paratroopers in the pit crew

T
HE INFINITI Support Our 
Paras Racing team – backed
by TENA Men – brings a new 
level of heroism to the Dunlop 

MSA British Touring Car Champion-
ship this season.

The team will campaign two Infi niti 
Q50s, prepared for each race by ex-Para-
troopers who were severely injured in the 
line of duty. The aim is to raise awareness 
and funds to improve the welfare of 
injured ex-Paras and their families. All 
profi ts generated by the team will be do-
nated to Support Our Paras – the offi  cial 
charity of The Parachute Regiment.

The team is sponsored by TENA Men, 
whose new ‘Keep Control’ campaign 
champions the theme of men refusing to 
be held back by any of life’s challenges. 
Just the spirit that’ll be needed to cut it 
in the BTCC, which will be ultra-com-
petitive this season with 18 teams and 32 
drivers battling it out over 30 races.

TENA Men’s specialism is in helping 
men beat the challenge of a surprisingly 
common occurrence among older men: 
urine leakage. One in four blokes over 

40 know all about it, but TENA Men, 
manufactured by leading global hygiene
brand SCA, has developed the most 
secure and discreet products to deal with 
it. There are three levels of protection 
in the TENA Men range – each giving 
peace of mind to allow you to carry on 
with whatever life throws at you.

On track the Q50s, powered by 
modifi ed 2.0-litre turbocharged engines 
packing over 300bhp, are driven by 
42-year-old Touring Car veteran Rich-
ard Hawken and 27-year-old Scot Derek 
Palmer. The seven Paras in the team 
– Colour Sgt Darren Fuller, Cpls John
Price and Mike Lewis, and Pvts John
Brookman, Mark Lloyd, Brian Anderson
and Sam Horsfall, will work on the car,
and the long-term goal is to gradually
train one of them through the racing
ranks until they can ultimately drive the
Q50 themselves in a future series.

It’s a bold initiative all round – the
idea of a not-for-profi t race team raising
money for charity while giving its all in
the UK’s leading saloon car race series
is exciting enough, but with TENA Men

on board there’s a double-whammy: 
a chance to debunk a difficult male 
issue. The message from TENA Men and 
their ‘Keep Control’ campaign is clear: 
‘Whether you have been severely injured 
or experience urine leakage, nothing 
has to stop you from carrying on with 
everyday life.’

TENA Men products are perfectly de-
signed to fi t the male anatomy – off ering 
comfort, confi dence and discretion.

For further information visit www.tenamen.co.uk

PIC: JAKOB EBREY
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S P O N S O R E D  B Y

Alienation by design
>  V I A  E M A I L

I live next door to a multi-millionaire (no, 
I’m not his butler). Every now and then, as I 
walk past, his electric gate glides open and 
I pause as he rumbles out in his delightful 
late ’70s turquoise Range Rover. Then I 
often see a modern Range Rover, as there 
are many of those hereabouts. Seeing both 
together never fails to remind me how 
alienated I feel by modern car design. I see 
either post-modern nostalgia, baroque 
bling or some incoherent jumble of curves 
and angles (or worse, all three – Porsche 
Panamera, anyone? Or any Lexus bar 
the LFA?). There are exceptions but, for 
example, I can’t look at current Mercs and 
not get misty-eyed thinking about the pure 
simplicity of the W123. 
Dave Taylor

On the new Bugatti
>  V I A  T W I T T E R

Citroën DS still looks from the future, 
Bugatti Chiron looks old-hat. Weird. 
Evan Smith

CAR magazine Mk11
>  V I A E M A I L

Congratulations on CAR Mk11! I was a
CAR reader for 23 years, starting in 1990.
About a year ago I felt that the content was
becoming too predictable, less diverse and
the design a bit ‘flashy’. With some regret I
didn’t renew, though I kept browsing CAR
online, religiously every day. Learning
about this redesign, I gave it a
try, hopeful that the old flame
would be reignited. I’m happy
to report that we have ignition!
My fi rst impressions are good.
There’s a good mix of everything
– technology, adventure stories,
insider gossip, relevant tests and
arresting photography. For me
this is key. You have to create a
desirable magazine each month
– something that really tempts
us to leaf through and pore
obsessively over the photos (like
I did for the Bentley Speed 6 story). You
can’t replicate this on a tablet. Good work.
Paulo Rebordão

How to
have your 

say:

VIA EMAIL

CAR@
bauermedia.co.uk

VIA TWITTER

@CARmagazine

VIA FACEBOOK

facebook.com/
CARmagazine

VIA POST

CAR magazine, 
Media House, 
Lynchwood, 

Peterborough 
Business Park, 
Peterborough 

PE2 6EA

Our roads that 

still lead to Rome
>  V I A  E M A I L

Good to see big road trips remain in the 

new-look mag. Your Italian odyssey in 

Ferrari’s 458 Speciale A (CAR, May) was 

evocatively written and beautifully shot. 

Tim Arnold

Boxster vs hot hatches
>  V I A  E M A I L

First, a general thumbs up for the restyled 
CAR. Overall look: like. ‘Quick Group 
Test’ format: like. Bentley Speed 6 feature: 
like (a lot). Updated GBU: like.

Talking of the new GBU – base Boxster 
2.7 ‘outdragged by hot hatches’? Ha 
ha! – but as you well know, winning the 
Traffi  c Lights Grand Prix is not the point 
of the Boxster. Top down on a nice open 
road, the soundtrack alone is a special 
experience no hot hatch can compete 
with, not even an M135i. All that, don’t 
forget, for a whopping 20% less than a 
Boxster S. To the majority of us, an £8k 
saving is not just pocket money. Thanks 
for a great read.
Chris Waite

On CAR’s new look
>  V I A  C A R  O N L I N E

Love the redesign. Fresh and bold – makes 
it seem more usable 
somehow. I especially 
like the graphics used 
to compare cars in 
the Giant Test. Also 
the more interactive 
feel of the (former) 
letters page works 
well (though I’d still 
like to know where 
the correspondents 
are actually located – 
BTW I’m in London). 
GBU now back to its 

glory days and is worth the price of the 
mag on its own. Congratulations.
RichKav

Ferrari in Italy, on 
the trail of the road 

circuits that gave 
Enzo his first wins – 
from our May issue

@
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THAT I’VE only
now gotten to

the February issue and the ‘Days of Thunder’ article
shows very clearly that I’ve been too busy lately. That
said, I’ve been fortunate to own a number of very
desirable cars. You say about the i8 that you enjoy
its ‘fabulous noise, caring not a jot for the fact that
it’s largely synthesised.’ Yet you consider yourselves
enthusiasts? The manufacturers obviously read your
magazine, and your blessing of this utterlly inauthen-
tic ‘technology’ gives them the green light to stop
bothering making a car that sounds good without
resorting to fraudulent methods. I don’t believe for
a second that it’s because of turbocharging, having
driven and owned several turbocharged cars that
sound great without any fakery. A huge part of my
enjoyment of a car comes from its engine – and the
sounds that engine makes. Faking it is appalling, and
it obliterates any interest I would otherwise have had
in purchasing an i8 or any other
car that fakes its engine sound
through its audio system. How
very sad.
Todd Warren

Letter of the 

month wins a free 

entry into the next 

supercar prize draw 

held by BOTB.com, 

worth £25!

BMW i8 and the sad 

art of fake noise
L E T T E R  O F  T H E  M O N T H

On Lotus’s Macan rival
>  V I A  FAC E B O O K

Fight with the Porsche Macan and make 
it in China? I’m a Lotus fan but that is 
absurd.
Michael Hammar

>  V I A  FAC E B O O K

It may upset the purists but this is what 
Lotus needs to survive.
Tony Patt

>  V I A  FAC E B O O K

If they apply their philosophy and make 
a 1400-1500kg car to fi ght the 1.9-tonne 
Macan…
Tristan Skupniewicz

Elise is more
>  V I A  E M A I L

I can only assume the derisory amount
of space aff orded to mark the 20th 
anniversary of one of the most iconic
cars of the 20th century (Elise at 20,
CAR, May), is merely the entrée to a full 
fi ve-course feast at some later date. If, 
however, this is not the case, you should 
be ashamed of yourselves!
Patrick Limming

Merc gets right wrong
>  V I A  E M A I L

With reference to your fi rst drive of the 
Mercedes C450 AMG (CAR, May). So 
the engineers at Mercedes are fi guring 
out how to convert it to right-hand drive, 
are they? Let’s hope they make a better 
job of it than most German right-hand-
drive conversions – the CLS for instance 
– or we’ll be presented with a vehicle 
with an off -centre steering column 
and pedals further to the right than 
Nigel Farage.  
Philip Taylor

Stuck in a moment
> V I A E M A I L

Huge amusement to be had over Ben 
Oliver’s experience of getting stuck in the 
fi eld next door to his house in his £75k 
blinged-up Range Rover Sport (CAR, 
May). Ben reminds us of his impeccable 
off -road credentials, and regular readers 
know that they’re genuine, but the moral 
of this tale surely goes to the very heart 
of why buying SUVs is folly (even if, like 
Ben, you have the real thing). It doesn’t 
matter whether you can ‘drive at 18,000ft 
in the Himalayas, cross the Kalahari or 
get to Australia’s Red Centre,’ if you can’t 
cope with the grass in an English fi eld. 
How many rich parents have felt proper 
Charlies when attempting to collect little 
Charlotte from her gymkhana? They’d be 
better buying an M5, and getting her to 
walk across the grass to where it’s parked.
Nick Armit

i8 at the front of our 
otherwise fruity-sounding 
‘Days of Thunder’ pack – 
from our February issue

C450 AMG: is it a 
left-hooker, or a really 

shonky rhd conversion?
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Will VW miss supervisory chairman

Ferdinand Piëch now he’s gone?

YES 60%

NO 36%

FERDINAND WHO? 4%

T H E  C A R  P O L L

5 most read stories on carmagazine.co.uk

1) It’s a knock-off : China’s copycat cars at the 2015 
Shanghai motor show

2) VW Golf R420 confirmed by tech chief – latest on 2016’s 

super-Golf GTI

3) New this month! Preview of the redesigned CAR 
magazine out now

4) A guided tour of the 2015 Porsche 911 GT3 RS by the boss

5) Volvo S90 and V90 – big Volvos are back, carrying on 
where the 940 left off 
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1

G R A N D C A N YO N BY C A R
Two recent faves: a trip to the Grand Canyon
with my wife, and CAR magazine. Awesome!
JIM DUSSINGER

2

G O L F S AYS C H E E S E
We bought our Mk2 Golf GTI 16v in Sept 2013,
after attending the Stilton Cheese Run in the
previous two years. The car was christened
‘Hamish’ by our three year old son. Here’s
Hamish on the 2015 Stilton Cheese Run at
Harringworth Viaduct, April 2015.

CHRIS MURAT

3

A S I G H T AT T H E M U S E U M
Visited the Simeone Museum in Philadelphia
and while the current McLarens, Lamborghinis,
and Porsches on display were impressive,
what could be better than a psychedelic
Porsche 917 and Ferrari 250 GTO side by
side? Not even the Bugatti 57G ‘Tank’ or
Aston Martin DBR1!
TOM EMRICH

4

R A I N F O R E S T B OXS T E R
Enjoyed a spirited drive down some misty
rainforest tracks, Mt Glorious, Queensland,
Australia. Who said Boxsters can’t go off road?
DARREN CAREY

5

L I T T L E B R I TA I N I N V E GA S
One of our hired Chrysler Town and Country
team vehicles in the 31st Baker to Vegas
Challenge organised by the Los Angeles Police
Revolver and Athletic Club. This involved more
than 250 teams of 20 runners each crossing
the Mohave desert in a 120 mile overnight relay
road race.
CARWYN EVANS

6

L E H A M M E R T I M E
Unlike CAR, not every one loves a Porsche. In
future, when you road test in the rural South of
France, keep an eye out for hammer wielding
locals!
TIM WHITEHEAD

7

T H I S Y E A R I ’ L L F I N I S H I T !
Is this the year? Boston just recorded its
snowiest winter on record, with 109 inches.
Now that the snow has melted, what are the
chances that this is the year I’ll finally finish
the restoration of my 1972 Citroën SM? With
CAR by my side, hope springs eternal.
JEFFREY KRASNER

8

S T R A DA’ S U T E C O U S I N
The Strada lives! Saw this in Antibes. Aussie ‘Ute’
interest may demand an Abarth 130TC?
DAVID SELWOOD

9

A  G R E E K  T R AG E DY
A  Mini died in England and was resurrected in
Greece. Also evidence that Fiats rust badly.
NIKO CHARITIDIS

The place where you let us peek into your weird and wonderful automotive lives

Want to see your
own car starring
in CAR? Send us
a picture,
preferably of
you and your
car, with 100
words on why
you bought it,
what it means to
you, where it’s
taken you, why
you love it…
Email CAR@
bauermedia.
co.uk, labelled
‘My car’. We’ll
publish our
favourites.

SEND
CAR
YOUR
CARS!

1 2

3

5

4

6

8

7

 9

SHARE YOUR PICS – 

WIN THIS £550 WATCH! 

Send a picture and 50 words 

to CAR@bauermedia.co.uk, 

labelled ‘Your Month’. The best 

entry wins an Elliot Brown 

Canford watch worth £375. 

We’ll also publish a selection 

of your entries…

OUR 

CHOICE



For a full list of stockists, please see www.elliotbrownwatches.com

Model shown: Canford 202-004 £325



13 USED
 CAR
 STARS OF

 2015

The criteria? Brilliance, value for money and wanton 

desirability. The cars? Everything from a Renault to 

a McLaren, via VW, AMG, Maserati and Porsche…  

Words CJ Hubbard, Ben Whitworth, Ben Miller & Chris Chilton 

Photography Greg Pajo

HUMBLE HEROES
Here’s how epic, do-anything hot-hatch
brilliance can leave your wallet intact

RENAULT TWINGO 133 (2008-2013)  FROM £4k

MINI COOPER S (2006-2013)  FROM £10k

VW GOLF GTI  (2013-ON) FROM £21k

CARMAGAZINE.CO.UK | June 201568

T
HE BEAUTY OF A truly great hot 
hatch? They require no justifi cation; 
none of the Mad Men-inspired bouts 
of creativity required to gloss over 

the shortcomings of, say, an overly cosy coupe or a 
door-less track toy. They can carry stuff ; stuff  like 
children and kit-form garden furniture. They can 
trundle to work in February rain. But when the 
opportunities arise they can also deliver driving 
joy. And the beauty of these three truly great 
hot hatches? They’re brilliant value for money, 
too. Brilliant like a Renaultsport Twingo for less 
than £5k. Brilliant as in £7500 off  the price of a 
Mk7 Golf GTI. And brilliance in the form of a 
hard-charging, tail-wagging Mini Cooper S for 
the same price as a new VW Up so basic it asks 
that you purify your own drinking water.   

First up, the Renault. 131bhp doesn’t sound 
like much – and it isn’t – but that’s okay if it’s �
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FROM

£10k!

NOW

£4k!
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powering a package so grippy and responsive 
that braking for corners is optional. Renault  
unleashed Renaultsport’s take on the cute little 
Twingo in 2008 as a kind of spiritual successor to 
the Panda 100hp and Ford SportKa. It promptly 
headbutted early versions of the Abarth 500 into 
dynamic submission using a mix of old Clio chas-
sis wizardry, bespoke engineering and lovingly 
applied parts-bin componentry.

In the metal it’s an upright box of a thing with 
the stance of a double-hard bantam-weight kick-
boxer, especially on the 17-inch wheels, stretched 
tyres and more serious suspension of the Cup. 
Power comes from a rev-hungry, naturally 
aspirated 1.6 breathing through a trick spaghetti 
manifold and stopped by brakes stolen from the 
much bigger and heavier Laguna and Megane. 
Okay so the ride’s abrupt, the four-seater interior 
appears to have been assembled from smelted 
biros and the ergonomics aren’t conducive to 
long-term postural correctness, but it weighs 
just 1050kg and grips like a limpet weaned on 
superglue. A real budget blast.

For the Mk2 (R56) version of its Mini, BMW 
ditched the Chrysler Triton petrol engines for a 

new range co-developed with Peugeot-Citroën. 
The Cooper S kept the 1.6-litre capacity but 
traded the supercharger and its characterful 
whine for the extra refi nement, effi  ciency and 
overboosting excitement of a turbo. Mildly en-
larged dimensions and even more exaggerated, 
caricature styling made for subtle visual diff er-
ences and more room. No point messing with a 
successful formula.

Mini took this to heart with the chassis – the 
second-gen Cooper S is sensational to drive. The 
Cooper S is defi ned by a super-pointy front end, 
a delightfully playful rear and superbly defi ned 
limits, making it massively entertaining on roads 
familiar and new. Concerns about hard-riding 
run-fl at tyres and amputee-only rear legroom 
remain, and you aren’t going to be much use on 
an Ikea run. But it’ll charm your socks off .

But if it’s a back-road blaster with style, versa-
tility and speed you want, the Golf GTI is the ab-
solute master. This is the grown-up of the group 
– and not just because, with used prices starting
around £21k, you’ll need to budget at least twice 
as much as the Mini. The build quality laughs in 
the face of Mini’s premium pretensions, and even 

without the optional adaptive suspension you’ll 
fi nd it cossets on a commute almost as well as it 
sexes-up your Sunday. Hardly a surprise, given 
this is VW’s seventh eff ort at the genre; a couple 
of duff ers aside, the GTI has always fought at the 
top of the class. 

Though someway down on the 296bhp Golf R, 
the 2.0-litre turbo behind the GTI’s pinstriped 
grille punches out 217bhp as standard – or 227bhp 
if you track down a Performance Pack car, com-
plete with traction-enhancing VAQ diff erential. 
Either way you’ve got yourself a sure-footed, 
fi sts-of-ham-fl attering subsonic missile that will 
 make you look good, whether you’re collecting 
junior from prep or slingshotting out of that 
tricky complex on the A413.

It’s this all-round ability that has 2014 Per-
formance Pack owner and motorsport design 
engineer Rick Skelton so enamoured. ‘It’s com-
fortable; comfortable enough to quite happily 
swallow 400-mile round trips,’ he says. ‘Yet when 
you’re on a good road, it’s so good you’re left with 
a lasting smile on your face. The only thing I’d 
change after 10 months of driving is the exhaust 
– it just needs a bit more rortiness to it – and the



FROM

£21k!

Mini Cooper S
1.6-litre turbo 4-cyl, 181bhp,

7sec 0-62mph, 142mph

BUYING INTEL:

Timing chains and tensioner

can become noisy and give

problems. On any pre-2010 R56

Cooper S, check that they’ve

been replaced.

Renaultsport Twingo
1.6-litre 4-cyl, 131bhp, 8.7sec

0-62mph, 125mph

BUYING INTEL:

Front suspension lower ball

joints, steering column, top

mounts and wishbones can

suffer. Listen for unhappy noises

and look for uneven tyre wear.

VWGolf GTI
2.0-litre turbo 4-cyl, 217bhp,

6.5sec 0-62mph, 152mph

BUYING INTEL:

Beware VW’s chilled-out service

schedule – hard-driven Golf GTIs

can burn oil fast enough to be

a problem between services.

Check the level regularly.
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only issue has been a minor rear suspension 
noise. It’s more of a niggle than anything.’

The Mk7 GTI is still a new car – introduced in 
2013 – and this rear-end rattle appears to be just 
about the only general complaint, a few rogue 
tales of turbo failures and ineff ective windscreen 
wipers aside. But being so new, there’s the reas-
surance of the remaining factory warranty.

Don’t be fooled by the ’07-plate on the Cooper S 
pictured here – IT engineer Ian Brooks’s minter is 
actually a 2013 car, and he reckons they’re getting 
more reliable. He should know. Not only is this 
Ian’s fi fth BMW Mini, he also runs the Surrey 
New Mini forum. So though you can buy an early 
example for under £4k, you really want a 2010 
update if possible, chiefl y because of the engine. 
Revisions that took power up from 173bhp to 
181bhp also fi xed the death rattle of problematic 
timing chains and tensioners (see below). 

According to Collins, ‘Mini attempted a 

number of fi xes to cure this noise and fi nally 
cracked it with the fi tment of the improved N18 
engine at the 2010 facelift. If left noisy there 
have been instances where it destroyed the top 
of the engine.’ He also recommends getting
the engine de-coked of power-robbing carbon 
deposits every 20-30,000 miles – a by-product of 
the direct injection system. Other issues include 
thin windscreen glass that can crack, coolant and 
air-con leaks, starter-motor failures and fl oppy 
six-speed manual gearboxes. The myriad options 
are a personal taste minefi eld, of course, but there 
are plenty of cars to choose from, so you needn’t 
put up with a Hello Kitty pink roof.

The Renaultsport Twingo also received a mid-
life makeover – in 2012 – and while this left the 
all-important mechanical bits untouched, the
smoother shape and aerodynamic tweaks made 
it more effi  cient. Regardless of year, these cars 
were built to a cost but beg to be driven, so expect 

a few interior rattles. 
The Twingo doesn’t off er anything near the 

optional excess of the other two, but there is the 
more aggressive Cup chassis and there were a 
couple of special versions – the Gordini and the 
Silverstone GP limited edition. Jaine Brent owns 
the pristine Silverstone pictured here, which has 
so far delivered six months of trouble-free service. 
It follows a succession of Clio Williams and forms 
a counterpoint to her collection of classic Minis. 
‘I love Renaultsports,’ she says. ‘The Twingo is 
small, handles brilliantly and is quick enough for 
me at the moment.’

And this, really, is the not-so secret to hot-
hatch success: fi tness for purpose. Pace, grace and 
the ability to slot smoothly into your life without 
demanding any compromises, these three are the 
attainable automotive dream.

CARS WE FOUND 

MINI COOPER S
2011, blue, service history, one owner, 16in alloys, 

39,375 miles, £9450

RENAULTSPORT TWINGO 133
2008, red, full service history, Cup suspension, 
air conditioning, remote locking, £4495

VW GOLF GTI
2014, Performance Pack (227bhp), manual, three-

door, 18in alloys, 23,284 miles, £20,980



J
UST AS THE current M3 has strug-
gled to categorically banish the no-
tion than it might not be better than 
the car it replaced, so the F10 M5, 

with its relatively sensible 4.4-litre twin-turbo 
V8 has, since its launch in 2011, struggled in the 
tumultuous wake of the anarchic, banshee V10 
M5 that preceded it. If gut-wrenching thrills are 
your priority, there’s no doubt the Bangle E60/
E61 reigns supreme. But the F10 is a better car. 

‘The F10 M5 does the executive express thing 
supremely well,’ argues Dan Norris of independ-
ent M specialists Munich Legends (munichleg-
ends.co.uk, 01825 740456). ‘It can eff ortlessly 
fi re up and down A-roads and motorways all day 
long, and in such comfort you step out feeling as 
fresh as you would had you just driven down the 
road. It’s not particularly thrilling for an M car 
– the M5 is so refi ned and so smooth it actually
manages to make its pretty serious fi repower feel 
entirely ordinary – but there’s no doubt it’s im-
mensely capable. The transmission in particular 

is a night and day improvement over the previous 
car’s perfectly fl awed off ering. And F10s don’t go 
wrong. Yes they’re still relatively new, but so far 
we aren’t seeing any issues with them.’

On re-acquaintance you’re struck by the M5’s 
subtle styling. In some colours it fl ies under the 
radar with the shoals of grimy motorway 520ds. 
Then you climb in, prod the V8 into life and fl oat 
up to indecent speeds with such ease you wonder 
whether aerodynamic drag might have taken the 
day off . And on the road that very satisfying ef-
fortlessness pervades every aspect of the car, from 
the sublime rightness of the driving position, 
through the multi-talented gearbox – play the 
paddles or let the ECU do 
the work; either way the
shifts are buttered-pebble
smooth – to an interior
that convincinigly pulls
back in ergonomic
brilliance all that it gives
away in visual drama. 

And the F10’s killer blow? Values have sunk 
like a pricked li-lo. Used prices now start at £38k – 
half the list price its original owner will have paid 
four years ago. £40,000 buys a loaded car (HUD, 
Professional sound system, high-beam assistant, 
orthopedically fl awless M seats) from BMW’s 
approved used network (12 months warranty, 12 
months roadside assistance, someone in a BMW 
shirt to shout out should something break) and 
rolling on the 19in wheels that both improve the 
ride and take at least some of the sting out of the 
cost of buying replacement rubber.  

But if all this talk of restrained, turbocharged 
effi  ciency has you sobbing at the apparent 

ARTFUL EXCESS 
This pair is to the business of daily driving as the sledgehammer is to 
nutshell removal. But that doesn’t mean you’re not quite right to want one 

FROM

£34k!

MERCEDES AMG C63 COUPE (2011-2014)  FROM £34k

BMW M5 (2011-ON) FROM £38k

AMG C63 Coupe
6.2-litre V8, 451bhp, 4.5sec

0-62mph, 155mph

BUYING INTEL:

Servicing costs £390 for a B

service and £220 for the A from

an independent specialist.

BMW M5
4.4-litre bi-turbo V8, 552bhp, 

4.4sec 0-62mph, 155mph

BUYING INTEL:

Ceramic brakes are a rare and 

expensive (£7395) option, and 

hardly essential for road use.
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demise of the extrovert German performance 
car, consider for a moment the AMG C63 Coupe. 
£34k gets you into a sub-15,000-mile testament 
to the German sense of humour: AMG’s majestic 
451bhp, 443lb ft naturally-aspirated 6.2-litre V8 
hooked up to a paddle-equipped seven-speed 
auto and bolted into a fabulous-looking car that
retains just enough cooking C-class bone struc-
ture to let you drive down high streets without
fear of unfortunate hand gestures.

The C63 Coupe is fast, of course it is: 0-62mph
in 4.4 seconds and, tellingly, 0-100mph in 10
seconds dead. But that’s almost second to its
unbridled charisma, a head-rush of debilitating
desirability born of its luxurious interior,
multi-mood handling – throw shapes or keep
it on rails like Jenson – brutal good looks and
the filthy noises with which it rewards every
movement of your right foot. Yes you’ll pay £505
a year in road tax and struggle to average 20mpg,
but what price a car to lift your mood every single
time you start it?

KEY TO the C63’s appeal is its peachy V8, but

the quieter, more introverted twin-turbo M

V8 is the gutsier motor, overcoming the car’s

significant weight (1870kg, as opposed to

the C63’s 1730kg) to deliver a slightly quicker 

0-62mph time, reduced CO2 emissions (232g/

km versus the Merc’s 280g/km) and mildly 

better fuel economy. AMG’s Performance 

Pack (a £5200 option new) gives the C63 a 

little more go. The Performance Pack brought 

revised engine internals and exhaust headers 

for a 30bhp power increase, while also adding 

ceramic brakes and – less usefully – a carbon 

bootlid spoiler. Spot a PP car by its red brake 

calipers and mixed alcantara/leather steering 

wheel. Expect to pay £2.5k more.     

FROM

£38k!

C63s have a fine reputation for reliability, too.
‘They’re rugged cars,’ confirms Howard Wil-
liams of independent specialists Haden (haden-
birmingham.co.uk, 01214 404411). ‘The engines
and gearboxes are both tough. Remarkably, C63s
are even kind on their brakes, because the brakes
themselves are so big – I had a 30,000-mile car in
last week, still on its original discs and pads, and
they were perfect. The platinum spark plugs last
60,000 miles. Rear tyres rarely survive beyond
12,000 miles. According to the official schedule
the gearbox doesn’t need servicing, but an oil and
change every 30,000 miles keeps them happy.’

Truly, the C63 Coupe is vice-free wickedness.

CARS WE FOUND

MERCEDES AMG C63 COUPE
2012, 14,000 miles, AMG Performance Pack, silver

with black leather, approved used, £36,995

BMW M5
2012, 26,000 miles, Estoril blue with black leather,
under warranty until 2016, £40,150

6.2 litres vs turbos

Used car stars of 2015
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RANGE ROVER EVOQUE (2011-ON) FROM £20k

THREE FOR THE 
PRICE OF ONE
Hot hatch, luxury SUV or style statement? 
The Evoque is all three, with the waiting list 
to match. All the more reason to buy used 

2013 – YEAR OF THE NINE-SPEED

‘Most people looking for a used Evoque want an SD4 with the

later nine-speed ZF auto,’ reports Marshall Land Rover’s Kevin

Holmes, ‘though there wasn’t much wrong with the earlier,

six-speed auto ’box.’ That said, the nine-speed ZF is impressive,

keeping the revs down when you’re cruising, with benefits for

both economy and refinement, but reacting swiftly when you

put your foot down. The nine-speed ’box arrived on the market

in July 2013 – £36k buys a nine-speed SD4 Evoque.

CHOOSE YOUR 

ENGINE

The Evoque launched 

(in three- and five-door 

guises) with a choice 

of three engines; two 

turbodiesels (150bhp 

or 190bhp) and a 

rogue petrol, the

maverick Si4 with its

237bhp turbocharged

petrol four. The latter

may seem like an odd

choice but it turns the

Evoque into a high-rise

hot hatch; 0-62mph

in 7.6 seconds and a

135mph top speed.

BEST FOR DRIVERS?

It’s a toss-up between

the Si4 or a three-

door manual with the

190bhp diesel. While

most buyers preferred

the automatic, the

manual is a fine

gearbox and adds to

the driver appeal.

4x4 OR NOT?

Most used Evoques

are four-wheel

drive, though the

low-emission, front-

wheel drive eD4 was

offered. It didn’t pove

popular – for many, the

Evoque’s all-season

versatility is key to its

appeal. The eD4 also

only undercut four-

wheel-drive siblings

by a scant £100.That

said, eD4s are more

economical to run

and represent the

most affordable used

Evoque. High-mileage

examples are down to

£20k, and £22k buys a

50,000-mile Evoque

eD4 in Pure trim.

FROM

£20k!

2.0-litre turbo 4-cyl, 237bhp,

7. 6sec 0-62mph, 135mph

BUYING INTEL:

Si4 petrol is fast and fun

but hardly frugal – expect

25mpg. Si4 was only

available with Dynamic trim

(including harsh-riding 20-

inch wheels) and paired with

the automatic gearbox.

Look for the desirable
Lux pack, which bundled
together loads of great kit
including claustrophobia-
beating panoramic roof,
mighty Meridian sound
system and dual-view TV.

Range Rover Evoque Si4

ONE WE FOUND 

EVOQUE Si4
2012, 35,000 miles, 
full service history, 

one owner from new, 

£27,000
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Stylish interior 

looks the part and 

wears well



J
AGUAR’S CURRENT XJ was a
pretty device when it was unveiled
in 2009, wrapping its alumini-
um chassis in Callum-penned 

sheetmetal that either made you gag or grin. 
We grinned, and with prices nearing the £25k 
mark, we’re still grinning. If you’ve got to spend 
your days lugging combative mammals around, 
Audi’s handsome A6 Avant is arguably one of 
the very best estates in which to do the miles and 
have the arguments.

‘Maserati Quattroporte emotion meets Bent-
ley grandeur,’ we claimed when we fi rst drove the 
XJ. With its lightweight architecture, provocative
design and sumptuous cabin, the rakish Jaguar
quickly and smoothly fast-forwarded the compa-
ny into the 21st century. Five years on its appeal
is undiminished. ‘It’s an undiscovered gem,’
says Dominic De Grouchy of Jag specialist Arun
(arunltd.com, 01798 874477). ‘You’ve saving
almost £40,000 over new on a brilliant driver’s
car, and they’re still too new to be having any real

And as a versatile all-rounder, the urbane A6
Avant nails the real-world family brief with style.
The Avant bodyshell brings useful additional
space while also scoring over the saloon on style.
Both offer a classy, airy interior and such day-to-
day ease of use you’ll wonder how you ever got by
without one.

The fourth-gen Avant arrived four years ago,
so there are plenty of tyres to kick. Don’t go off
and get excited by the petrol-powered models –
they’re expensive to fuel and fix. Set your sights
on the 177bhp 2.0-litre turbodiesel. It’s cultured,
parsimonious and grunty. And with prices
dipping below £17k for SE models with less than
35,000 miles on the clock, it’s good value too.

The loadbay isn’t as cavernous as that of the
E-class Mercedes, but the Audi’s is comparable
with the 5-series Touring and Jaguar Sportbrake.
You also get grippy Quattro all-wheel drive on
the bigger-engined models if you tow things,

something rivals don’t offer.
Nor can they match the cabin’s
feel-good factor.

Don’t expect to pay peanuts
to run an A6, but finding a
low-mileage, nicely-optioned
SE with an FSH for nearly half
the as-new price will put a lot
of handsome German metal
on your driveway.

issues – the XJ has no Achilles heel that I know 
of. They’ve just started coming out of the dealer 
network now and they sell fast.’

De Grouchy believes the smart money is on the 
refi ned and muscular 275bhp V6 diesel in luxu-
ry-laden Portfolio spec. The cars themselves are 
very colour sensitive – darker shades help cam-
oufl age the odd, blacked-out C-pillar – but few
would argue the XJ isn’t a strikingly handsome 
car, in both standard and long-wheelbase guises. 
‘At around £25k the XJ is an economical, elegant 
bargain,’ says De Grouchy. 

FROM

£25k!

FROM

£17k!

JAGUAR XJ (2010-ON) FROM £25k

AUDI A6 AVANT (2011-ON) FROM £17k

FLYING FIRST CLASS
Regal big cat for Focus money? Or, for as little as £17k, 
the definitive ferry-everything family wagon 

Jaguar XJ
2010, 53,000 miles,

3.0-litre diesel V6, short

wheelbase, Portfolio,

grey with black leather,

£23,995

Audi A6 Avant
2012, 39,000 miles,

2.0-litre TDI, silver with

black leather, one owner,
£19,000

CARS WE FOUND 
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Jaguar XJ
3.0-litre V6 turbodiesel, 275bhp,

6sec 0-62mph, 155mph

BUYING INTEL:

Long-wheelbase model (an

additional 125mm, primarily

benefitting rear-seat legroom)

was £3k pricier new – worth

holding out for.

Audi A6 Avant 
2.0-litre turbodiesel 4-cyl, 

8.7sec 0-62mph, 141mph

BUYING INTEL: 

Quattro only available on V6- 

and V8-powerd models.

S Line models may look good 

but the price is a jagged ride 

from the suspension.  



F
ORGET ITS PRISTINE heritage,
its endless awards and its mot-
orsport ubiquity. Forget its girly
jibes, its modest power and dinky

proportions. Forget it all, because the only thing
you need to know about the MX-5 is that it’s a
superb driving tool, one that delivers the kind of
immersive, all-consuming driving experience
most over-priced, overweight and over-tyred
sports cars can only dream of.

Launched in 2005, the soon-to-be-replaced
NC MX-5 – the model before it being the NB,
and the original the NA – was developed under
the watch of then design boss Moray Callum,
and introduced the Roadster Coupe to the
range. It may add 37kg up top, where you don’t
really want it, but the powered folding hard-top
also delivers enhanced refinement and security
levels without impacting luggage space.

Prices start at around £5k for early leggy
examples but stepping up to £8k sees mileage
plummet and spec levels soar. There’s no
massive price differential between the 123bhp
1.8-litre and 158bhp 2.0-litre models, so go for
the punchier four-pot with its wristy six-speed
manual gearbox. There’s nothing wrong with
the 1.8 but once you’re attuned to the Mazda’s
playful chassis, you certainly won’t be wishing
you had less power. Sport Tech models with
Bilstein dampers, a limited-slip diff and 17-inch
alloys should be top of your list. Avoid the Pow-
ershift automatic – it’s rare, and deservedly so.
Why would you? Besides, if you’re thinking ‘au-
tomatic transmission’ and ‘MX-5’ then you’ve
clearly picked up this magazine by mistake.

‘There are plenty of solid NC Roadster Coupe
examples out there, so as always the must-have
is a full service history from a dealer and spe-

cialist,’ says Neil McKay of Mazda specialist 
BBR (bbrgti.com, 1280 700700). ‘The engines 
and transmissions themselves are proven and 
bulletproof, so long as they are fed the right oil 
at the right time.’ 

Check for rot – the scourge of older MX-5s – 
and favour lovingly Waxoyled examples kept 
in a neat garage with walls lined with Snap-On 
tools. Make sure the roof does its acrobatics 
quickly, smoothly and silently, and take a big 
bottle of Evian – you want a roof that’s com-
pletely water-tight and, while you’re pouring, 
check also that the plastic panel beneath the 
wipers doesn’t leak water into the footwells, 
advises McKay.

While you’re checking over a potential pur-
chase, tyre wear should be even and check that 
the sometimes fl aky lacquered fi nish on the 
alloys isn’t starting to peel. 

When it comes to buying one, we struggled to 
think of a reason why we wouldn’t recommend 
you take the plunge. In return for not a lot of 

MAZDA MX-5 (2005-2015) FROM £6k

TOYOTA GT86 (2012-ON) FROM £15k

SLIDE AND SLEEK
Two-seater sports cars needn’t be sobering lessons in compromise and
bankruptcy. From Japan, two modern legends for hatchback cash

FROM 

£6k!
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money, you get a hugely rewarding drive.
The same of which can be said for Toyota’s

winning GT86 coupe. After an eternity of
hybrid drivel with all the appeal of raging ath-
lete’s foot, Toyota blindsided us in 2012 with an
effervescent, tail-happy hooligan. Developed in
conjunction with Subaru – hence the low-slung
flat-four engine – the rear-drive GT86 chan-
nels the hallowed Hachi-Roku AE86 and the
boxer-powered 1965 Sports 800, Toyota’s first
sports car.

The GT86 is all about dynamics and poise
rather than grunt. There’s just 197bhp to play
with, but the combination of talented chassis,
chatty steering and scalpel-sharp responses
dishes up a compelling driving proposition. 
And the Toyota is all about driving, says Rob
Swinden, director of the GT86 Driver’s Club.
‘This is not the gutsiest of coupes, and you need
to wring it hard to get the best out of it,’ says
Swinden. ‘You have to redline it everywhere.’
It’s almost hard work, but appealingly so if you

do plenty of trackdays, as most of the 700 club
members do. ‘It’s not going to appeal if you’re a
long-distance commuter, but it can do 80mph
on motorways in relative peace.’

Early UK GT86s are now for sale at around
the £15k mark, which means a very useful £7.5k
saving over a new 2015 model, and a whopping
£10k off the 2012 list price. Avoid the auto and
don’t get too excited about the GT86 Giallo Edi-
tion – it’s more about the paintwork than power.

Like the MX-5, with regular servicing the
GT86 should prove utterly reliable, plus you get
Toyota’s solid five-year, 100,000-mile warranty
for extra piece of mind. Two rev-happy winners.

CARS WE FOUND

MAZDA MX-5
2009, 52,000 miles, 2.0-litre, manual, metallic red
with black leather, full service history, £6995

TOYOTA GT86
2012, 23,000 miles, manual, Toyota approved used

car, white, full service history, £15,795

FROM

£15k!

Mazda MX-5
2.0-litre 4-cyl, 158bhp, 8.2sec 

0-62mph, 136mph

BUYING INTEL: 

All body panels have stickers 

marked with the car’s VIN 

number – a useful check for crash 

damage. Take the time to ensure 

they all match.

Toyota GT86
2.0-litre boxer 4-cyl, 197bhp,

7.7sec 0-62mph, 137mph

BUYING INTEL: 

Leather trim and sat-nav were

optional. Leather looks good,

feels good and wears well. Sat-

nav pretty painful to use and not

worth seeking out.  

      

S2 arrived in 2001. Early K-series-powered S2 

cars are out there from £11k. £15k buys a rev-

hungry, unburstable 111R with soaring Toyota 

       

  

    

£16k might not look like great value for a five-

year-old two-seater without doors, but the 

driving experience is priceless. Choose from a 

Roadsport, ex-race Academy car or, if you can 

find one, a charming, skinny-tyred 160 at this 

price point. Rawer still than a Lotus Elise…    
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D
IHEDRAL DOORS, CARBON

construction, F1 grid-grade badge:
the McLaren MP4-12C’s spec
sounds like something you’d expect 

on a car costing twice as much as the £168,500 
Woking wanted at launch in 2010. Here is a car 
so advanced that it was used as a base for the 
incredible £860,000 P1 range-topper.

The 3.8-litre V8’s punishing on-boost perfor-
mance feels almost Veyron-like in its ferocity, 
and while it isn’t quite as exciting as Ferrari’s 
sensational 458, with its naturally aspirated en-
gine’s sharper throttle response, the 12C has the 
sweeter steering and is undoubtedly easier to live 
with. Visibility is better, the ergonomics simpler, 
and the hi-tech suspension system – which uses 
interconnected hydraulic struts in the place of 
conventional roll bars – clamps down on body 
movements like a crucifi xion while also making 
for a spectacularly un-supercar-like ride. McLar-
en claimed that the 458 was a ‘30-minute experi-
ence sold on a 10-minute test drive’. The 12C was 
built with longer-term relationships in mind.

A Spider version appeared in 2012, the same 
year the confusing MP4 prefi x was quietly 
dropped, and two years later McLaren revealed 
the 650S, featuring more power, a sharper 

chassis and a front end redesigned to ape the P1
hypercar’s. McLaren claimed the 650S would sell
alongside the 12C, but just as we predicted (much
to McLaren’s annoyance), the older car disap-
peared very quickly. At the same time, McLaren
off ered every 12C owner a free tech upgrade,
bringing some of the 650’s improvements, includ-
ing new Active Aero software and an F1-like drag
reduction feature for the rear wing, plus a revised
Android-based multimedia system. Check that
your car has been boosted.

Apart from the usual paint fi nishes and carbon
trim options, customers could choose to spend
big on carbon brakes (don’t bother; the pedal feel
was awful), sticky Pirelli Corsa tyres on light-
weight forged wheels, a Meridian hi-fi, sports
exhaust, electric and heated memory seats and
an alcantara and leather interior. And then there
was a load of stuff  you’d think would be standard
at almost £200k, like parking sensors at both
ends and tyre-pressure monitoring.

You even had to pay £170 for the warning tri-
angle and fi rst aid kit which, given the McLaren’s
reliability woes, seemed a bit mean. Because
when McLaren launched the 12C it wasn’t just
launching a car, but an entire car company, and
the 12C perhaps forgivably blotted its reliability

copybook with some well-publicised problems,
to the extent that Ron Dennis actually wrote to 
owners asking them to be patient.

To be fair they weren’t safety related issues 
(although the test car we had that dropped its 
hydraulic guts all over Rockingham’s pit garage 
fl oor probably wasn’t that safe…), more teething 
troubles. Doors malfunctioned, warning lights 
went haywire and the company behind the IRIS 
nav system went bust just before the launch. All 
will have been sorted now on any car serviced 
within the dealer network.

But if dropping £120k on a new car is scary, 
spending it on a potentially used one with a 
breakdown backstory is terrifying, so it’s worth 
considering paying a little extra to buy through 
McLaren’s Qualifi ed programme (preowned.
mclaren.com). The cars are hand-picked and pre-
pared by McLaren technicians and come with 12 
months of warranty cover that can be extended to 
24 months for extra peace of mind. You’re assured 
that your car comes with all the latest software 
updates too. But perhaps one of the key reasons 
to go Qualifi ed is that you get a visit to the OCD 
glass edifi ce that is McLaren’s MTC headquar-
ters, and you can send your chosen car to the SVO 
skunkworks for some personalisation treatment. 
Most of the experience of buying a new 650S but 
at half the price? Almost sounds like a bargain.

ONE WE FOUND 

MCLAREN  12C
2012, 10,000 miles, Meridian hi-fi, Qualified 

warranty and benefits, Volcano orange with black 
interior, £120k

McLAREN 12C (2011-2014) FROM £110k

RON’S DEAL
A used 12C does exactly what it says on the tin – shattering 
supercar speed at a price that makes the new baby 570C look pricey

McLaren 12C
3799cc bi-turbo V8, 592bhp,

3.3sec 0-62mph, 207mph

BUYING INTEL:

Updates came thick and fast like 
tantrums in the Senna/Prost years 
– check that any potential buy has 
been upgraded.
Reckon on mid-20s mpg in mixed use.

Ceramic brakes were a £10k option 
but save your money – pedal feel is 
better with the standard brakes.   
Service intervals are annual or every 

10,000 miles. A third-year service 

costs £1460, including £380-worth 

of filters, seals and plugs. The clutch 

fluid is refreshed at 20,000 miles – 

a £350 job.

P-Zero Pirellis are £195 for a front 
and £285 for a rear, excluding VAT.
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FROM

£110k!

INTELLIGENT INSIDE
Compared with the ergonomic 

nightmare of the Ferrari 458’s 

cabin, the 12C’s cockpit is 

an oasis of calm, considered 

ergonomic brilliance. Controls 

are minimal and classy. On the 

uncluttered centre console a 

touchscreen sits above a pair 

of rotary dials; one controlling 

the engine and transmission, 

the other the suspension. 

Switch either between Normal, 

Sport or Track, regardless 

of where you set the other. 

Further evidence in the case 

for? A driving position devoid 

of spine-twinging off set, a 

panoramic front view and 

actual rearward visibility.
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MASERATI GRANTURISMO (2007-ON) FROM £30k

PORSCHE 911 (997) CARRERA S (2004-2011) FROM £22k

NO MORE ‘ONE DAY’…
Turn daydream into reality with either a 997 Carrera S 911 or, for
Porsche-phobes, Maserati’s mighty, maverick GranTurismo

FROM

£30k!
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Cabriolet variants.
In 2009, the heavily revised second-generation

997 arrived with direct injection and VarioCam
Plus engines, pushing up Carrera S power to a
fiendish 380bhp. The PDK twin-clutch trans-
mission replaced Tiptronic along with a raft of
cosmetic detail enhancements. Again, the range
was filled out with GT2, GT3, Turbo and soft-top.

Millions of words have been written about the
minefield that is My First 911 Purchase, but the
first golden rule is to buy a Carrera S with a full
history that has been maintained by a Porsche
expert. Walk away from anything else, no matter
how attractive, advises Jamie Tyler, sales manag-
er at Porsche experts Paragon.

With prices starting around £22k, the
first-generation Carrera S is a lot of sports car
for the money. Avoid the slushly and lethargic
Tiptronic, and steer clear of examples with
sooty exhaust pipes or ticky idling engines that

T
HE APPEAL of the Porsche 911 
isn’t diffi  cult to understand. For 
over half a century it has beguiled 
and intrigued us with its inimitable 

combination of searing pace, sweaty-palmed 
dynamics, relative aff ordability, ocean-deep 
engineering and bewitching talent.

And of the myriad models and generations, the 
997 Carrera S is the mouth-watering sweet spot – 
blisteringly quick yet aff ordable and useable. And 
being Porsche’s most commercially successful 
model to date, there are plenty of examples to 
choose from.  

The fi rst-generation 997 was launched in 
2004 in quick 321bhp 3.6-litre Carrera and plen-
ty-quick 350bhp 3.8-litre Carrera S form. Buyers 
could choose a six-speed manual or fi ve-speed 
Tiptronic automatic. These rear-drive models 
were followed by the four-wheel-drive Carrera 4 
and 4S versions as well as Turbo, GT3, Targa and 

could indicate scored cylinder bores. The air-
con condensers and coolant radiators that lurk 
behind the nose vents need checking for leaks, 
and ensure the PASM dampers (Porsche Active 
Suspension Management) and PSM (Porsche  
Stability Management) functions are working.

If you can stretch your budget to nearer £40k, 
the post-2009 second-generation model is the 
bobbing-nosed jewel in the 997 crown. It’s 
brutally quick and can throw some dramatic 
shapes if provoked. As an everyday road weapon, 
little comes close. But the sound, style and svelte 
sexiness of Maserati’s GranTurismo might well 
turn your head, and rightly so…

Here’s the thumbnail history lesson. The 
GranTurismo arrived in 2007 to critical media 
acclaim – we called it ‘a guaranteed smash hit’ 
after driving it. It married a shortened Quattro-
porte chassis to a Ferrari-fettled 400bhp 4.2-litre 
V8 and six-speed ZF automatic box, wrapped up 



Maserati GranTurismo 
4.2-litre V8, 400bhp, 5.4sec 

0-62mph, 177mph

BUYING INTEL: 

GranTurismo prices start at 

£30k (400bhp, 4.2-litre V8). 

GranTurismo S (433bhp, 4.7-litre 

V8) values start at £40k.   

Ensure every factory upgrade 
and recall has been carried out 
– early cars suff ered occasional
oil leaks and cam variator issues.

Porsche 997 Carrera S
3.8-litre flat-six, 350bhp, 4.6sec 

0-62mph, 182mph

BUYING INTEL: 

Don’t confuse optional Sport 

Chrono pack, with its sharper 

throttle, firmer dampers and 

relaxed PSM, with Sport chassis 

option, which added lower 

suspension and an LSD.  

Check discs for corrosion, 
especially on their inner faces.

FROM

£22k!
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in a curvaceous four-seater body penned by Jason
Castriota under Pininfarina, who imbued it with
styling that harked back to the 1954 A6GCS –
another Pininfarina beauty. A gruntier and more
focused 433bhp 4.7-litre GranTurismo S model
arrived a year later, followed by the GranCabrio
droptop in 2010.

Unlike most Maseratis before it, the Gran-
Turismo bucked the Trident’s typically vertical
depreciation by being reliable, versatile and
accommodating – it’ll swallow four and their
weekend luggage. And you can now add afforda-
ble to that list of qualities, with prices for early
models just over the £30k mark. Step up to the
more powerful S, like the car you see here, and
you’ll need to find another £10k. The lightweight
Stradale is a further £15k up the price ladder.

The buyer’s checklist is straightforward. As
ever, a full service history by a Maserati expert –
such as Graypaul Maserati in Nottingham (0115

8378218), who supplied this stunning GranTuris-
mo S – is vital.

Higher-mileage models should be checked for
any drivetrain slack, and unsurprisingly, given
its weight and performance, the GranTurismo
has a healthy appetite for tyres, brake pads and
brake discs. Oh, and check all the electrics – a flat
battery jump-start can blow the airbag ECU.

The GranTurismo is a vast, fast cruiser that
lives up to its name. Cooler than a Carrera S and
more versatile than a V8 Aston Vantage, it’s an
easy car to fall madly in love with.

CARS WE FOUND

MASERATI GRANTURISMO S
2010, 16,000 miles, carbon black with red leather,
V8 S, 20in wheels, Bose stereo, £56,850

PORSCHE 911 (997) CARRERA S
2005, 52,000 miles, manual, silver, full main
dealer service history, £24,950

That clock, that 

badge, and the 

noise you can’t 

see – magical

Solidly-built 

and oh-so 

comfortable. 

Dated or 

timeless? 
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Has your DB5 seen better days? Looking to run your Vulcan this summer 
hassle-free? Love your V12 Vantage but wish the seats were a diff erent colour? 

Then you need Works, the multi-talented historic home of Aston Martin



Inside Aston Works
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‘GO ON. JUST STICK your head 
in there. Smell it.’

I thought I was alone, but in the
30 seconds it’s taken me to rever-
entially circle the flawless Silver
Birch DB5 coupe in front of me,
fresh from a 4500-hour, £350,000
(plus taxes) restoration by a team
of 60 here at Aston Martin Works,
I’ve been joined by heritage sales

manager Nigel Bowen-Easley. Frantically prodding an email
into his phone, Bowen-Easley points me to the car I need
to sniff. Not the DB5 but an unrestored and well-travelled
DB MkIII. In the course of its half-century existence the
car’s spent time in Marseilles, North Africa, Vietnam,
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and America. Its arresting matt
silver finish isn’t paint but an absence of it – time and weather
have stripped the aluminium bare.

I stick my head in. The air inside the car is heavy with the
inebriating aroma of time-faded leather, grease and a life well
lived. ‘Smells like a Spitfire – priceless,’ says Bowen-Easley.
‘Why would you possibly want to restore the car and lose that?
We’ll go through it mechanically but we’ll clean it without
washing the carpets.’

With that he’s gone, the Miami Vice Crockett’s Theme ring-
tone on his phone heralding another potential diamond from
Aston’s glorious past. Behind me, in the yard, a highly-strung
V12 yelps into life, and with a reluctant, bass-heavy idle, a
One-77 rolls past the open door. Welcome to Works, Aston’s
do-anything wonderland in sleepy Newport Pagnell.

On part of the Tickford Road site Aston Martin occupied
for 50 years, from the dawn of the David Brown era in the�

 
Panel beaters each 

nurture a vast and 

personal collection of 

hammers, for turning 

sheet aluminium into 

automotive sculpture
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Fancy DAB radio, air

conditioning and

actual working brakes

on your restored

heritage Aston? Works

can oblige

Works restorations don’t 

come cheap but they are 

thorough – bodyshells are 

stripped bare and their  

straightness checked and 

sorted on jigs
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mid-1950s, is the new car dealership. Set-up three years ago
by Works commercial director Paul Spires, the premises are
a suitably striking confection of floor-to-ceiling glass, crisp
Modernist rendering and those designer chairs that look
wonderful but leave you too reclined to do anything more
useful than look at the ceiling and snooze. An Aston zealot
since he bought his first 30 years ago (a DB6 for £1500…),
Spires comes across as a man in a state of delighted disbelief
that his area of expertise – he’s been selling, dreaming about
and driving Aston Martins for three decades – now qualifies
him perfectly for his dream job: to lead a heritage-heavy but
progressive business forging ahead in every area, from sales
and customer support in emerging markets to trackside
assistance for Vulcan owners.  

‘In the 60 years of Aston Martin being on this site it never
sold cars to the general public from here,’ says Spires. ‘We
took it from nothing to opening the doors in six months,
which was quite an epic ramp up.’

The year it opened, Works established itself as the UK’s
third busiest Aston Martin showroom. Last year it became
the second. Straighten your tie, check 
your hair in a handy Vanquish mirror and
head in and it’s not hard to see why. Can-
dy-coloured N430s stud a collection of cars
from all four corners of the Aston range,
each example in the kind of just-so trim and
colour combinations that speak of hours
spent agonising over a configurator. The
cars rest on polished floors between airy,
high-ceiling glass offices, some bursting
with colour – leathers in rainbow shades,
paint options like bubblegum balls in a
jar – and others alive with conversations of
a strikingly light tone.

‘Buying an Aston Martin is not a serious
business,’ explains affable sales executive
Simon Stanton. ‘You don’t need one of these cars you want
it. You desire it.’ Like many at Works, Stanton started over
the road, in the factory buildings that went up with David
Brown’s arrival and fell silent in 2007 when production
moved to Gaydon.

‘I’ve worked at Aston 15 years,’ continues Stanton. ‘I started
in the paint shop. I painted the Die Another Day Vanquish,
and that lead to work preparing and detailing press cars for
launches; the DB9 in 2003, and more recently the V8 Vantage,
Vantage roadster and V12 Vantage. Then I took a brand
ambassador role at Gaydon, dealing with VIP customers, and
now I sell. I’d never sold anything in my life before, but people
like that I’m not traditionally sales trained. And what a place
to come to work – awesome.’

Behind the showroom, and visible from Simon’s desk
through a great glass dividing wall are the modern
workshops, housed in restored factory buildings. Unsurpris-
ingly, the work stations are the stuff of dreams, with hydraulic
lifts that drop into the floor when not in use and bespoke
fitted Dura work units mounting diagnostics screens, �

Works is the 

go-to place 

for owners of 

Aston’s more 

exotic output, 

like the One-77 

and Vulcan 

High as a kite on 

exotic glues and

the fug of Bridge

of Weir hide

‘The range of machinery in 

for attention is nothing if not 

eclectic; One-77s, a DBRS9…’
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‘I’d take a late-’80s V8’
If it’s an Aston Martin, chances are veteran 
Michael Peach has either worked on it or driven it

‘The first time around I started 

here in ’71, just out of my 

apprenticeship. I was made 

redundant when the place 

shut in ’74, tried my hand at 

electronics for a bit, then 

had a call asking if I’d like to 

come back, to build engines. 

I started in sub-assemblies, 

got my name badge and then 

started building the V8s, 

first with carburettors, then 

fuel injection, and later with 

superchargers. We worked 

one man to one engine, and 

it’d take 39 hours – a week, 

basically – to build one. That 

was with another guy building

and balancing the crank 

assemblies for us – when 

he went it was closer to two 

weeks. Your name goes on 

them, and now and then one 

of your engines comes back 

to see you. Now I test drive 

everything before it goes 

out, to check we’ve done our 

job right. I’m basically the 

customer. Favourite Aston? A

late-’80s carburettor V8 for 

Sunday best and a V12 Vantage

track car – silly fast.‘ 

Michael Peach is

Works’ last line of

defence – if any

work doesn’t make

the grade, he

knocks it back

Colour-matching 

is pretty 

straightforward 

when you’ve still 

got the roll from 

which the original 

interior was cut… 



built-in air lines and gliding roller-drawers
of surgically clean tools, though there is
no standard issue Works toolkit – each
mechanic is encouraged to assemble his
own, based on personal preference.

While the cars may all be the product
of Aston’s most recent chapters, the
machinery in for attention is nothing if not
eclectic. In one corner, a DB7 sits in two halves, its front and
rear ends cleaved apart at the front bulkhead for easy access to
the transmission. At the other end of the row, a potent-look-
ing DBRS9 (the DB9-based racer Aston built as a more
affordable alternative to the full-house DBR9) in Gulf livery
sits patiently on its tiny 18-inch forged alloys. Peering through
the side window, everything looks race-ready, from the
driver’s bucket seat and harness to the immaculate wiring
running around the cockpit like orderly liquorice. But just as
I decide it must be in for nothing more involved than an oil
change, I spot the engine and transmission – about six feet
away, stacked in a metal crate. Ah. And in a far corner, not
one but two One-77s, their exquisite detailing and outlandish
proportions garnering attention even from this seen-it-all-
before crowd. Works services around a third of the One-77s
in existence.

No radios play, there isn’t a mark on the floor and clutter is
conspicuous by its absence. The contrast with the panel shop,
and beyond it the heritage workshops, is stark. There, sheet
aluminium meets time, an artist’s eye and age-old skills to be
turned into body panels of aching elegance. The front end of a
DB5 alone represents some 200 hours of work.

‘It takes years to learn to do this,’ explains panel beater
Charlie Briggs, who started his four-year apprenticeship with
Aston on August 17 1987, a year in which Newport built just
214 cars. Gaydon builds 4000 a year now.

‘Once you’ve got the basics, the process itself isn’t too
complicated,’ continues Briggs. ‘The key is combining those
basic skills with an artistic eye, a feel for the material and a

id   k

A spankingly clean

DB MkIII engine post

rebuild. Cooling and

ignition systems are

regularly uprated for

21st century life

Wealth of original

reference material

runs to upholstery

templates, service

manuals and the

combined brains of a

100-strong workforce
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originality is 
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knowledge of what you can and can’t do with it. The tools of
the trade are the English wheel, a set of rollers, a surface plate
and a multitude of hand tools, including snips and drawers full
of hammers. It can take you the fi rst half of your working life
to get all that together, and to get your tools bedded in to your
technique. We do a range of jobs in here, from the handmade
body panels to ground-up chassis rebuilds. On the chassis side
you’ve got engineering – everything’s got to be square and
parallel. Up here it’s art; lines, curves and proportions.’  

Works’ restoration facilities are at full stretch. Some 25
projects are currently in progress, and for a fl at fee – £325,000
plus taxes. Sounds salty, but the fi xed price means no nasty
surprises, even if the car decides to throw up a few of its own.

‘We’ve had cars come in a couple of crates and a few plastic
bags,’ says Briggs. ‘A DB5 in that kind of state was probably
the worst we’ve done, though a recent DBR3S was a challenge,
too. We had to do the thing from scratch, by eye. There are no
jigs or bucks or because so few were made.’

When Charlie and friends have fi nished with a car’s
chassis and bodywork, older cars in for restoration make
their way to the heritage workshops, a vast, light, airy space
that’s open-collar in feel after the suit and tie of the modern
facilities. The array of cars being worked on is dizzying, from a
Towns Lagonda in for a re-wire to a DB5 undergoing a crank-
up engine rebuild. The engines may be adorned with banks
of SU carburettors rather than the mystical plumbing of fuel
injection, but if anything the passion for the cars runs deeper
here than anywhere else on site.

On a trolley stool, fi tting a manifold to a recently rebuilt
DB5 straight-six, Zak Lloyd looks happier than a man at work
has any right to. He’s half the age of the car he’s working on. ‘I
just love anything with an engine,’ says Lloyd. ‘And this work’s
satisfying because it’s more than a job – a little bit of your soul
goes into every car you restore. And they’re nice engines. The
sixes put out good power and they’re easy to work on. The V8s
are a little more involved.’

The clocks on the wall have moved from afternoon to
evening. With the end of the working day, the din of industry
that has given this place a determined vitality all day also van-
ishes. Earlier the contrasts were too great for Works to feel like
a whole: the air-conditioned, leather-sweetened brightness of
the showrooms; the dust-free science fiction of the paint shop;
the clanging, spark-showered heavy metal of restoration work.
Each felt like an individual entity bound with its neighbour
only for convenience. But in this stillness they come together.
Those ghostly hand-beaten aluminium shapes in the her-
itage workshops, the pristine ranks of Vantages, DB9s and
One-77s under cool strip lights and, in the heritage showroom,
cars that effortlessly bridge recent history to make the past
tangible, cars like the survivor DB MkIII and, beside it, a ’67
DB6 Vantage that once belonged to Sir David Brown himself.
Earlier, Paul Spires had talked of the importance of Aston
Martin Works as a heritage centre, particularly for customers
from markets with little first-hand experience of the marque’s
past. I can see why. After just a few hours here, among these
cars, these people and this history, you want in.

’We’re 
important to 
Gaydon’ 
Works boss Paul Spires 

‘We’re important to Gaydon, 

financially and in terms of the 

services we off er. If you’re in 

Shanghai and you want your 

DB7 re-trimmed, the work will 

happen here. New dealers are 

brought here and shown what 

an Aston dealer should feel 

like – we’re a showcase. And 

dealers bring their customers 

here. Works brings Aston’s 

history home so much more 

than flicking through a book 

on a coff ee table. On the 

restoration side, we do it right. 

We pad the seats properly. It 

sounds daft but if you’ve driven 

the cars in period, a restored 

one with over-stuff ed seats 

feels wrong. These cars move 

around like a Caterham on the 

road and if your H-point is in the 

wrong place a DB5 won’t feel 

like a DB5 should.’

‘On the chassis side, 

everything’s got to be

square, parallel. But 

the panel work is art’
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Plot Porsche and Ferrari on a graph and their lines meet only once: here. But which       

Cabrio test: 911 Turbo S vs California T
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Words Ben Barry | Photography Mark Bramley

      £150k, 552bhp turbo cabrio aces the Very-Fast-Posing test and gets the girl? 
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MAGINE BOTH PORSCHE and Ferrari 
eltered under Volkswagen or Fiat’s umbrella. 
ostly, they’d be entirely complementary stable-
ates: Porsches typically sit in the £40-£100k 
acket, Ferraris between £175-£225k, so market 
nnibalisation would be near non-existent.
If CEOs Müller or Marchionne were to have 
adaches, it’d be at £150k, the only price clash. 
rring the 918 there is no costlier Porsche than 

e 911 Turbo S Convertible, no cheaper Ferrari 
an the California T, directly comparable con-
rtibles that make exactly 552 ponies and weigh 
50kg, give or take. They also tilt more towards 

luxury performance than the driver-focused 
thrills we often associate with both marques.

Suppose you’re Müller or Marchionne, then; 
which gets the bullet?

The 911 Turbo S Convertible fields a 3.8-litre turbocharged flat-
six, seven-speed dual-clutch transmission and all-wheel drive. A 911 
Turbo costs £121k, removing the roof adds £7500, and appending an 
S injects 39bhp and 66lb ft extra for 552bhp/553lb ft. It also introduc-
es active anti-roll control, carbon brakes, LED headlights and the 
Sport Chrono pack with its dynamic engine mounts to get on tippy 
toes and touch Ferrari territory at £149,668.

All manner of options are available, but our tester gets only
Adaptive Cruise Control, black rims, a brushed aluminium gear
shifter and assorted nick-nacks to tickle the total to £152,703. Pretty
representative, I’d say.

The £154,490 Ferrari California T is a comprehensive develop-
ment of the California. There’s revised styling inspired by the 250
Testa Rossa’s pontoon lines, 15% more interior space, an uprated
chassis, faster gearshifts and an all-new engine. It’s also Ferrari’s
sole front-engined convertible, the only way for Tifosi to carry four
roof-down.

The California T is the first Prancing Horse to go turbo since 
1987’s F40 – the 488 GTB comes next – and features a 3.85-litre 
V8 producing 552bhp and 557lb ft. Like the Porsche, it gets a 
dual-clutch transmission, but the Ferrari sends power to the rear 
wheels alone, and there’s only one flavour of California T. Choice 
instead comes via the options list, and Ferrari has done more 
box-ticking than a Whitehall bureaucrat. The price swells to 
£200,628 as a result, highlights including £7k Rosso California 
Red paint, £4k contrast roof, £4k parking cameras, £3.5k 20-
inch rims and £3k audio.

IT’S A BLUSTERY spring day when we meet at Barry Island, 
Wales. The holiday resort is out-of-season quiet, but every local 
is drawn like iron filings to the magnetic Ferrari. The Porsche is 
almost universally overlooked. Either way, owners may feel ag-
grieved; I take the chance to familiarise myself with the Porsche.

You sit down low, standard 18-way electric memory seats 
hugging you comfortably and offering more adjustment than 
a dentist’s chair. The steering wheel is small, perfectly sculpted 
at the crucial quarter-to-three interface and disconcertingly 
multi-functionless, while the centre console – idiosyncratically 
busy with buttons – rises upwards, offering the Excalibur of 
gear levers into your left hand. Combined with a relatively high 
waistline, you feel cocooned, the 911 driving position focused, 

purposeful.
There’s plush leather, perfect stitching, 

brushed aluminium trim and build qual-
ity born from the Blitz, and the luxury 
touches you’d expect in this segment are 
very much in evidence: heated seats, cup 
holders, sat-nav, Bose sounds, cruise 
control, parking sensors, all factory-fit.

But first impressions of the 911 at a 
cruise disappoint. The steering has an � 

Cabrio test: 911 Turbo S vs California T

 
Monty Python’s 

Whicker Island 

was full of Alan 

Whickers. Barry 

Island, however, 

contains a 

maximum of one 

Ben Barry, plus 

£300k worth of 

super cabrios
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Behold the first turbocharged Ferrari 

engine for 28 years. 3.85-litre V8, 552bhp, 

557lb ft, and not enough character

Porsche’s active 

aero a sure sign 

this is more than a 

posing machine. 

Spoiler lifts at 

75mph and again 

at the push of a 

button 
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OBVIOUSLY, ANYONE

who’s petrol-station-averse

will run a mile, but…

Porsche claims 28.5mpg

on the combined cycle,

Ferrari 24.1mpg – a 15%

improvement over the

old 4.3. We calculated

the fuel figures over 113

miles in the Porsche, 114

in the Ferrari, which took

in low-speed urban routes

with frequent stops for

photography, then ‘more

enthusiastic’ driving on

empty B-roads. We spent

£41.14 on 37.10 litres

of fuel for the Porsche,

£51.70 on 46.62 litres of 

fuel for the Ferrari. The 

result? The 911 Turbo S 

Convertible averaged 

13.9mpg, the California T 

11.1mpg. We’d expect both 

figures to substantially 

improve during more 

typical use. Honest!

The small matter of fuel economy
unappealing syrupiness up top, there are anodyne noises from
the engine, and the lumpen ride quality feels more tectonic than
Teutonic. Why, when the Turbo has adaptive suspension, can’t
Comfort offer more of it?

The Ferrari is a very different proposition. The seats are
surprisingly flat, firm and lacking in support, offer less generous
adjustment, and even delicate piano-player fingers will chafe
between seat controls and door casings. Where you’re ensconced
in the Porsche, the Ferrari’s waistline dips down, inviting you
to spill an elbow over the side and bask in sunshine; it subtly
changes your mindset as you thumb the starter.

Fit and finish generally feels of high quality, and there’s cruise
control, sat-nav, parking sensors, automatic lights and wipers,
and electric seats all thrown in, but the fillets of silver trim look
easily damaged and too Tin Man for comfort. A manettino dial
on the small, button-festooned steering wheel is limited to just
three settings, not five – Comfort, Sport, ESC-Off – a little hint
that this Prancing Horse is tamer than siblings.

Yet while this is clearly a softer Ferrari, equipment isn’t as
generous as the Porsche – no heated seats here – and if you’d just
swapped from a Merc SL63 you’d think George Osborne had
whipped through the cabin on some mad austerity bender.

Thankfully, a brief urban drive proves more convincing. The
California’s 10% swifter, super-light steering imbues spritely
immediacy, and road-surface texture transitions from tyres to
hands, a reminder that Ferrari retains electro-hydraulic steer-
ing where Porsche’s electro-mechanical racks only approach
tactility in the GT3. The California also rides with a supple
pliancy, and the V8 engine – turbocharged, remember, the killer

of sound – makes some promising growls at part-throttle.
Initial photography complete, we depart for more challenging

terrain in the Brecon Beacons. I jump in the Porsche, and plump
grey clouds that just whipped us with hail dart to sea, leaving a
bright blue sky overhead.

Press a button and the Turbo S Convertible’s fabric roof drops
in around 15 seconds at up to 34mph, which sounds modest but
feels like dropping the window on a 747. With windows raised,
you’re at the eye of the storm, protected from the bluster.

The advantages of the Porsche’s stow-on-the-go system
are clear: you can simply slow to operate the roof, rather than
attempting to at the traffic lights, failing and then driving off in
what appears to be a sporting scissor-lift.

The 911’s roof doesn’t eat into luggage space when open, which
is a moot point given that the Porsche is rear-engined. Instead
you’ve got a 115-litre frunk (easily trumped by the Fezza’s 240
litres) and rear seats to store things when you’re not carrying
(very) small passengers.
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If you spend more 

time wafting than 

hooning, the Ferrari 

is the choice

A lightweight magnesium roof frame contributes to a weight 
penalty of just 70kg compared with the coupe, and helps to retain 
the 911’s iconic lines. Torsional rigidity is doubtless compro-
mised, but this feels a very together car on some pretty ragged 
surfaces.

CJ Hubbard’s following in the California, but his roof stays 
fi rmly closed. This says nothing of CJ’s tolerance for cold, and 
everything about Ferrari’s retractable hardtop. Opening the roof 
obscures the numberplate, presumably explaining why you must 
park to operate it. It also eats into luggage space, and requires a 
luggage cover to be in place before it opens; there are more caveats 
and compromises to this high-speed tan. We timed it at around 
20sec to stow.

At fi rst, negative early impressions of the 911 are bolstered by 
rowdy tyre roar from the huge rear 305-section tyres. But as we 
head off  the major routes and follow a road that unfurls over the 
Brecon Beacons, the 911 Turbo S comes alive.

A wallfl ower at low revs, the fl at-six begins to howl charismat-
ically, propelling the Turbo forwards on a tsunami of roaring 

boost with rolls of thunder when you 
back off. There’s small if detectable lag,
so there’s incredible flexibility and sharp
response, and when you dip in and out of
the throttle through twisty corners, there
are none of the nasty shunts you might
expect when the boost suddenly shuts off;
there’s a surging, non-linear intensity to
this delivery, but it’s also very precise.

Combined with super-quick dual

-clutch changes and seven closely stacked gears, there’s always a 
decent slug of performance on hand.

The 911’s ride also smoothes at speed, and somehow you forget 
the sticky steering, which starts to feel well-weighted, precise and 
usefully speedy.

Soon you’re stitching together corners with instinctive fl uid-
ity, rolling onto the carbon brakes with their excellent feel and 
stopping power, dropping multiple cogs on the paddleshifters, 
then leaning on the front end and squeezing the power early to 
fast-forward down the next straight.

Rear-wheel steering subtly adds to the agility, and the all-
wheel-drive system is surreally sticky, but also satisfyingly 
rear-biased. If you work the chassis very hard in tighter corners 
and turn off  all electronics, you’d best anticipate the spike of 
boost that’ll spit you quickly sideways on corner exit. 

Up here, on these roads, the Porsche is a point-to-point mon-
ster: braking, steering, body control, power, gear shifts, they all 
just gel to propel you cross-country so quickly even the crows 
must puzzle that they’d missed a more direct route. Only when 
you go back to doing what most owners will do, dropping the 
roof, winding back the pace, do the flaws re-appear. That’s pretty
unfortunate, but the high-speed rush leaves you inclined to cut
some slack.

I swap into the Ferrari, picking up the pace slowly. Those
earlier urban impressions are reinforced, particularly its more
tactile steering, composed ride – on £3k optional magneride
suspension! – and more characterful engine. If you spend more
time wafting than hooning – most owners will – the Ferrari is the
choice.�

Porsche goes from 

lid closed to full 

sun in 15sec at up 

to 34mph. Ferrari 

takes 20sec, once 

you’ve stopped, 

fitted the luggage 

cover and (it feels 

like) filled out a 

form in triplicate
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But if you want to uncork more than a handful of those 552
prancing ponies, you could be disappointed.

The engine is technically accomplished, but lacking the raw
emotion of the old naturally aspirated V8. You simply cannot
feel turbo lag, and the staggered peak torque from third to sev-
enth gear encourages you to chase the 8000rpm redline like we
did in the good old days when CO2 was an odourless, naturally
occurring gas that plants gulped for fun. The figures bear this
out: the Porsche drops its torque pants at 2100rpm, the Ferrari
teases you to 4750rpm. 

Hence you do less short-shifting in the Ferrari than you do
in the Porsche. But ultimately the new, cleaner V8 falls short,

because when you do really rev it, the power delivery feels thin,
and the sound effects taper off. At high revs, it’s not particularly
characterful at all, which happens to be the point where the old
4.3 would soar and wail and come over all F1 car (before they
too, were turbocharged, and ruined). At least the gear shifts
remain incredibly incisive, and a farty little trill between ratios
augments the drama.

The California’s chassis is lowered 10mm and features spring
rates some 15% stiffer than before, but still it rolls like a P&O
ferry in a churning sea and you’ll have a family of illegals run-
ning for the gaps between arch and body when you try to get
back through Calais.

There’s actually a good front end on this
car, and plenty of low-speed traction given
the significant extra hit of torque, but the
very quick steering feels at odds with such a
rolly body. Tip it into a corner and you can feel
the chassis lag behind, giving a disconnected
lack of precision, compromised traction
and the need to take numerous nibbles at
the steering. Sometimes it’s fun to unstick a
car’s rear end, but at high speed and with soft
suspension, the Cali just feels alarming. And
that’s with the stiffer setting selected.

A still-too-intrusive Sport stability control
setting doesn’t help: sprint cross-country and
you’ll be constantly thwarted by that wading-
through-mud frustration.

The alternative is to turn everything off,
but the lack of outright control, amplified
by the turbo torque, makes this an often
unappealing proposition.

That night, we head back to the hotel, the
rain thumping down on bucking B-roads.
CJ’s up front in the 911, and I can hear him
getting on the throttle early and the Turbo
just digging in and powering away. I feel
much more hesitant in the Ferrari, and even
the awkward wiper buttons on the steering
wheel take too much mental capacity when
trying to cover ground quickly. In so many
ways, the two cars really are polar opposites.

The Porsche is a relatively simple fix: it
needs more low-speed comfort and refine-
ment, and its engine and steering could be
more characterful. It’s just unfortunate that
this is so crucial to typical daily use, and that
you need space to tap the Turbo’s brilliance;
think about how much of that performance
you’ll use before buying.

The California T is more of a conundrum:
it isn’t good enough to drive to feel like a true
Ferrari, yet that sacrifice isn’t mitigated by
levels of luxury you might find in a Mercedes
SL. Ferrari has proved it can strike this
balance with the incredible F12, a luxury GT
with driving dynamics to make you whoop.
The California should feel hewn from similar
stuff; it doesn’t. But if you’ll only ever use

six tenths of the performance and you’re a sucker for attention,
there’s a high probability it’ll fit your requirements better than
the 911.

For me? 911 Turbo S Convertible gets the nod; California T
gets the bullet.

@IamBenBarry

 
Red manettino dial 

on the right of the 

wheel usually has 

five settings; here 

it has just three. 

An indication of 

California’s lack of 

hardcore ambition

 
Sources in Stuttgart report that signing 

off this interior was the real reason 

Ferdinand Piëch was forced to resign
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Cabrio test: 911 Turbo S vs California T

It can be great fun

doing this, but not

in a California T.

Wallowy and a bit

scary

If both engines 

shot sideways 

and swapped cars 

from this position 

they’d both be in 

a better place, ie, 

mid-mounted

FERRARI CALIFORNIA T
Price £154,490

As tested £200,628

Engine 3855cc 32v V8 bi-turbo, 

552bhp @ 7500rpm,  

557lb ft @ 4750rpm

Transmission Seven-speed dual-

clutch auto, rear-wheel drive

Suspension Double-wishbone 

front; multi-link rear

Performance 3.6sec 0-62mph, 

196mph, 24.1mpg, 273g/km

Length/width/height 

4570/1910/1322mm

Weight/made of 1730kg/aluminium

Rating +++++

PORSCHE 911 TURBO S 
CONVERTIBLE
Price £149,668

As tested £152,703

Engine 3800cc 24v flat-six bi-turbo, 

552bhp @ 6500-6750rpm,  

553lb ft @ 2100-4250rpm

Transmission Seven-speed dual-

clutch auto, four-wheel drive

Suspension MacPherson front; 

multi-link rear

Performance 3.1sec 0-62mph, 

197mph, 29mpg, 321g/km

Length/width/height 

4506/1880/1292mm

Weight/made of1750kg/steel, 

aluminium

Rating +++++

S P E C



 
stunned
20 years ago, in April ’95, Ron Dennis asked Paul Lanzante
if he fancied running a car at Le Mans. Paul ‘thought it
was a piss-take’. Two months later, he made history…

1 8 T H J U N E 1 9 9 5
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McLaren
Le Mans

It was 20 years ago 

today… car 01, a last-

minute entry thrown in 

primarily to provide a 

billboard for McLaren 

sponsor Ueno Clinic, 

wins Le Mans
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Motorsport: McLaren @ Le Mans



AWN, JUNE 18, 1995. The
rain is lashing across the broad
expanses of La Sarthe, fog banks
sitting heavy. Drivers, mindful
of binning their cars at the lethal
time before daylight comes and
the weather breaks, are tottering
through the puddles, shifting
conservatively, gently applying
throttle, gingerly turning in.

One man isn’t. Flat-out through the deadly Porsche Curves,
hard on the brakes into the chicanes, sliding the car across the
glassy surface before catching it expertly, in his McLaren F1
GTR JJ Lehto is putting in one of the great drives in Le Mans
history. At times he is a scarcely believable 30 seconds a lap
quicker than the rest of the field.

Lehto’s four-hour stint in the night is perhaps the crowning
moment in a story that itself is remarkable. Because at the start
of 1995, McLaren didn’t even have a racing sportscar that had
turned a wheel, let alone one capable of winning at Le Mans.
What they did have was a road car, the likes of which had never
been seen before. And the year before, endurance racer Ray
Bellm had gone to Ron Dennis and done a deal to find three
customers, for each of whom McLaren would build a race ver-
sion of the F1.

At McLaren, they had been starting to think about competi-
tion, even though the car had not been designed with racing in
mind. Jeff Hazell, head of motorsport, McLaren Cars, explains:
‘Gordon Murray and myself went to Dijon to watch a BPR race
and came away thinking it wouldn’t take much to take the road
car and put it in racing specification. We got the green light to
produce a prototype, and preparing it was not a huge undertak-
ing. If it had been we wouldn’t have had the budget to do it. We
removed rubber from the suspension, increased wheel-bearing
sizes, changed brakes and did a lot of work on the gearbox, but
frankly it had very little done to it.’

The GTR started the ’95 season in four-hour racing, with
barely any testing, and won straight away. It seems incredible
now, with long development programmes and vast budgets,
that it was only three months before those 24 hours in June that
the thought of racing at Le Mans was conceived.

It illustrates what a phenomenal chassis and powertrain

D

Gordon Murray and his team had designed,
having remarkable reliability, explosive pace and
track-capable handling. But out-of-the-box quick
for an afternoon’s race is one thing, the brutal
engineering challenge of Le Mans another.

Initially, McLaren was reluctant: it said it
would undertake a 24-hour test if the teams paid.
Hazell was disappointed – with the rollcage,
air jacks and restrictors fitted, the F1 GTR was
about as heavy, but less powerful, than the road
car, albeit that BMW V12 was still churning out
around 600bhp. But as the 24th hour ticked by at
Magny Cours, the 01 test car had run like clock-
work. Suddenly the thing seemed on.

Ron Dennis had another problem. He had a sponsor in
Tokyo-based plastic surgery firm Ueno Clinic desperate to
race at Le Mans, but no space for them. All the customer teams
already had backers. So in the timeframe, there was no op-
tion but to use the test mule backed by a small concern from
Hampshire, called Lanzante Motorsport. And so the Kokusai
Kaihatsu Racing team was born.

Paul Lanzante had run a Porsche 911 in the BPR the year
before, but mainly ran classic racers, including a number of
McLaren Can-Am cars. ‘In April, when I got called for the
meeting with Ron I thought it was for another thing, probably
restoring a classic,’ he says. ‘Ron said: “Do you want to run a car
at Le Mans?” I thought it was a piss-take.’

The tiny, nascent team was born, barely a month before
qualifying. From then on it was a case of mend and make do. It
ended up with the driver line-up of Yannick Dalmas, F1 retiree
JJ Lehto and Masanori Sekiya (who came with the sponsor-
ship) because, as Lanzante says, at that late stage they were
the only drivers available. He adds: ‘As with all these things it’s
about timing and chemistry. Dalmas was a very good driver,

If Lehto, Sekiya

and Dalmas

look slightly

bewildered, who

can blame them?

They went to Le

Mans to make up

the numbers

McLarens at war:

the Kokusai car

holds off the F1

of Philippe Alliot,

which crashed out

after eight hours

Motorsport: McLaren @ Le Mans
The Kokusai Kaihatsu

team, plus some of

Paul’s mates, trying to

look proper
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very reliable, very sensible. Sekiya did his job too, and JJ didn’t 
know anything but going flat-out. They were a good team.’

Lanzante brought in a load of ‘weekend warriors’ to help – a 
bunch of mates as pit crew. He even drafted in other friends to 
stand for the photo at scrutineering to make it look like they 
were a big team. Dennis said he would put up £100,000 for a 
party if a car should win, but the McLaren engineers weren’t 
banking on it: they thought that over 24 hours the F1 GTR 
would be very tough to drive, being without traction control, 
ABS or power steering, having a short wheelbase unstable 
under braking and a closed cabin in potential 30 ambient 
temperatures with little cooling.

As it was, a bigger issue was lighting. Pre-qualifying laps at 
La Sarthe showed the drivers had real difficulty picking apexes 
in the dark, because the profile of the bodywork cut the light 
beam. It was vital the car was quick at night, to maximise the 
extra power and increased efficiency from cooler air. A Heath 
Robinson solution was found: crossed-eyed lamps slanted their 
beams at the opposite apex. It helped the drivers certainly, but 
as Lanzante says: ‘They were crap really.’

As the race loomed, more problems.
Bouncing the car off the kerbs, JJ
Lehto was cracking rear wishbones
(still road-car spec), so they had to be
strengthened, and then, on the Thurs-
day before the race he missed a gear
and over-revved the engine above its
9000rpm limit. The BMW engineers
said they had never seen it rev that high
and couldn’t be certain what would
happen in the race, but they wouldn’t
makeacallonwhetheritneededreplac-
ing,andnorwouldMcLaren.

Lanzante explains: ‘I went to BMW’s truck and they had two
engines: one that had run for four hours and a brand new one.
So I made the call: sod it, we’ll fit the new one. As it happened,
BMW took the buzzed one back to the factory, put it on the
dyno and after two hours it blew. The whole thing evolved, as
it has to at Le Mans. You can’t have a great big plan. If you want
to make God laugh, have a plan.’ �

He drafted 

in friends to 

make it look 

like they were 

a big team

End of a stint for 

JJ Lehto. His four-

hour drive through 

the night has gone 

down as one of 

the greatest in Le 

Mans history
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Kokusai Kaihatsu Racing did have a plan
though. It just wasn’t an especially ambitious one.
Where they scored above the others was they didn’t
go to race, they went to fi nish. Lanzante explains:
‘I was very clear that we are not going to pound the
car to death, because it won’t last. We aimed for an
average time of about four minutes fi ve seconds
and kept to that. Keep the car out of the pits, don’t
fi ght anyone – just let them go.’

The prototypes were quicker in the dry by
seven seconds, with the Courage Porsche and WM
Peugeots heading into the distance at the start, and
the other McLaren cars, resplendent in Gulf, West
and Harrods colours, racing more aggressively.
Dalmas ran a steady ninth for the fi rst two hours
and was a lap behind after three.

Strong winds brought in rain. Bellm put his F1
GTR in the wall and did signifi cant damage. In
the early evening, Mario Andretti lost control of
the Courage at the Porsche Curves and broke the
suspension, costing 30 minutes.

The Ueno Clinic car gradually picked up pace,
and as the weather worsened and darkness set
in, Lehto was in a class apart, with his instinctive
Finnish car control in slippery conditions help-
ing him catch the GTR of Justin Bell at fi ve to 10
seconds a lap in the dawn and then building up a
crucial lead as Sunday, and Ron Dennis, woke up.

‘Ron said afterwards that on Saturday night he
switched the TV off and went to bed with us still in
the race. Then he got up on Sunday morning, had a shower and
a shave and switched the TV on, and was amazed: we were still
there, and in contention,’ says Lanzante.

The Harrods and Kokusai Kaihatsu cars traded the lead
back and forth for five hours in the morning but then as Derek
Bell swapped with Andy Wallace two stops from the end a
gear selection issue ruined their chances. The Achilles heel
was the gearbox. It was a road-car gearbox after all, albeit with
straight-cut gears and a dry sump. If it had been a hot, dry race,
it wouldn’t have lasted. A load of WD40 and sheer blind faith
kept 01’s running.

At the end, Dalmas crossed the line with the Courage one lap

behind and the other F1 GTRs third, fourth and fi fth – a stun-
ning result fi rst time out. Yes, the weather suited them. Yes, 
the competition wasn’t the fi ercest ever. Yes, they had some 
luck. But this is Le Mans. You don’t win without an incredible 
car capable of amazing feats, fi ne drivers and a brilliant set of 
engineers and mechanics. If you haven’t got all those, it will 
break you.

And as the great race becomes ever more technologically 
sophisticated, it seems impossible that a road car, for which the 
race was devised in 1923, will ever win it again. So it is fi tting 
that one of the greatest ever made was the last of the breed. 

 @Sjmoody37

 
After 298 laps 

averaging 

168.992km/h, 

‘01R’ takes the 

flag, to the sound 

of Ron Dennis 

fainting 

Quick guide to Le Mans, June 13-14

The Roadtrip
Join thousands of Brits

crossing the Channel

on Thursday and Friday

– every one a car nut. A

good early stop is the

A16 Boulogne toll booth,

watching exotica, classics,

minibuses, wrecks

and even converted

ambulances test their

0-85mph times.

The Mad Friday
It’s drunken chaos outside

the Houx campsite. More

sedate is a beer or ten in

Arnage watching everyone

driving in, or catch the

tram from Antares into Le

Mans itself for the parade,

electric atmosphere and

working toilets.

The Beer and
Sausages
Eat your own bodyweight in

BBQ-d sausage and create

a beer mountain out of

empty bottles. Be warned:

supermarkets at Mulsanne

and Arnage are closed on

Sunday, so stock up early.

The Dawn
The sight and sound of

a V8 Aston heading off

from Tetre Rouge up the

Mulsanne Straight in the

half light is something you

never forget. Evocative,

lonely, heroic.

The Big Three
Last year was a dress

rehearsal. This year will

be an epic confrontation

between hybrid Audis,

Porsches and Toyotas, with

the bonkers Nissan (right)

thrown in.

The local girls 

can be a bit of 

a letdown

You’ll be unlucky if 

your Fiesta gets nicked

If you have even 

a drop of petrol 

in your veins, 

add this to the 

bucket list
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MASERATI 3200GT 4200 GranSport  GranTurismo    MC Stradale    Quattroporte    Ghibli

Maserati, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Audi R8, McLaren, Lotus, Aston Martin, Bentley

sound performance
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component systems for Maserati and prestige

supercars - crafted to optimise performance,

weight, acoustics and aesthetics.
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Jaguar XE 

R-Sport 2.0D

Giant test: Jaguar XE vs rivals
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They think 

Mercedes C220 

BlueTEC AMG Line

BMW 420d 

Gran Coupe

… but is it now? Jaguar’s heralded XE has
talked a good game to scare the seemingly 
unbeatable Germans from BMW and Merc. 
Now it  e pitch

Words Chris Chilton  Photography James Lipman
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ORGET THE X-TYPE, the made-over 
Mondeo that was supposed to take Jaguar to 
300,000 units a year but struggled to sell half 
its predicted volumes. This time Jag is taking 
things seriously. Based on a cut down ver-
sion of the new XF’s platform, the rear- (and 
eventually four-) wheel drive XE is powered 
by a brand new range of engines, features 
fancy double-wishbone front suspension 
and a body made almost entirely from alu-

minium. It has a new multimedia system, the fi rst electric power 
steering Jag has deemed worthy of putting in a production car 
and sophisticated traction management to deal with snowy 
conditions. Like we said, forget the X-type.

But even with an arsenal like that the XE has got its work cut 
out, both in the showroom and up here in the mountainous 
Basque region of northern Spain. Mercedes’ new C-class has 
completely shaken the sector up by refocusing on comfort and 
luxury. A proper junior S-class, it’s the only car in the class to off er 
air-sprung suspension. And let’s not forget the 3-series. A sales 
titan, it’s got every angle covered, but always with an eye on han-
dling over luxury. For this test though, we picked its 4-series Gran 
Coupe brother. Fractionally sharper in style and dynamic terms, 
its lift-back boot gives it a practical advantage over the 3-series, but 
most of what we’ll be talking about here applies to the 3-series too.  

These are heartland company cars. Jaguar has been surprised 
by early demand for the 197bhp and 237bhp 2.0 petrols (there’s 
a punchy 335bhp 3.0 supercharged V6 from the F-type available 
too), but although there’s uncertainty over the future of oil burn-
ers in the UK’s new NOx-conscious climate, diesel, and the low 
CO2 numbers it allows, is still king. When picking an XE that 
means a choice between 161bhp and 178bhp versions of Jag’s 
new Ingenium engine family, and six-speed manual or eight-
speed ZF auto transmissions. XEs start at less than £27,000, but 
mating the quicker diesel with the auto ’box and racey-looking 
R-Sport trim bumps that to £34,775. Its opposite number from 
Mercedes is the £34,770 168bhp C220 BlueTEC in AMG Line 
trim, while BMW has fi elded the 420d M Sport, which delivers 
187bhp for £37,185 – a steep £3720 more than you’d pay for the 
mechanically equivalent, if more spartan 3-series saloon.

Ironically, it’s the least expensive car that really oozes that 
premium feel. The C-class isn’t universally handsome. The rear 
looks a little droopy and the profi le, with the interior shifted 
so far backwards it makes a Bugatti Royale look like a 1990s 
cab-forward Chrysler concept car, is plain odd. But the three-
quarter angles are gorgeous and this car’s diamond silver paint 
highlights every single nuance of the design, the coving in the 
doors and contours of the AMG Line bumpers with their faux 
mesh inserts, and entirely fake twin tailpipes (the real pipe is a 
limp, downturned single skulking under the boot fl oor). �
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The Jag’s dowdy dark blue is less flattering but brighter light 
and brighter hues reveal handsome, if perhaps disappointingly 
conservative lines that success in China and North America 
demands. There’s real drama at the front, but it’s strangely remi-
niscent of Volvo’s old S40 from other angles, 
and what is it with Jag’s wheel designs? The 
base XE seems to be wearing a set of 1970s 
Appliance Turbo Vec alloys normally found 
on porthole-festooned custom vans, and the 
R-Sport test car’s looked like a set of ancient 
GKNs you might have picked up from a Rip-
speed catalogue around the same period. 
Luckily, other wheel designs are available.

For all those misgivings, the XE would 
have out-posed a 3-series, had we brought 
one, and stands up well in the face of the 
slinkier 420d, the only car here optioned up 
with arch-filling 19-inch wheels that work 
the hardest despite their bigger footprint. 
BMW’s 20d engines have been showing reps 
how to have fun for 15 years and, thanks to 
continued evolution, still deliver the goods.

Stomp the right pedal and the 420d pulls 
strongest, its 187bhp outpunching the Jag 
by 9bhp and the Benz by 19 (the pricier C250 
CDI parries with 201bhp) to power through 
to 62mph in just 7.3sec. The Merc makes 
the same 295lb ft as its Munich rival, the 
XE 317lb ft, but the Jag fails to capitalise on 
its 22lb ft advantage, needing half a second 
longer to hit the benchmark, while the Merc 
shrugs off its power deficit to get within a 
tenth of the BMW, at 7.4sec. Swap Spanish 
mountains for German dual carriageways 
and the Jag would be all done by 140mph 
(a sop to the insurance industry, we’re told), while the Merc’s 
144mph would trump its rival by a mere 2mph.

Given that these are sports saloons, none of them feels truly 
rapid, and neither are any of their engines remotely characterful. 
You’ll need petrol power, or the BMW’s optional six-cylinder 
diesel, for that. But they’re grunty enough to keep you inter-
ested, and possess sufficient ratios in their transmissions 
(seven gears in the Merc, eight in the others) to keep them in 
the 2000-4500rpm zone where the turbos like to play. Powering 
up the smoothly surfaced ribbon of bitumen behind LaGuardia 
reveals a bit of a gap between second and third in the Jag, but in 
a straight run through the gears from there on, the revs barely 
seem to fall before the needle is picked up again for another 
trip to the redline. Decide to play those tunes yourself and your 
fingers will delight with the cool touch of real metal shift pad-
dles, something even the F-type was denied on cost grounds at 
launch. They don’t come cheap, though, at £375.

The BMW also uses the ZF 8HP ’box, but seems to deliver a
bigger thunk to the back when each ratio comes on line. It’s the
only car here to offer anything resembling a normal automatic
gearshifter: the XE gets Jag’s now-familiar rotary controller,
and the Mercedes a column-shifter that frees up useful storage
space on the console (unless you go for the more conventionally
presented six-speed manual).

A column shift doesn’t sound or look like sports saloon mate-
rial, but that’s just one example of how Mercedes has confidently
asserted its own agenda, after previously slavishly following
BMW’s. Body motions are well controlled and the fast 2.1-turns
variable-ratio steering rack imbues the C-class with a surprising
pointiness, but never at the expense of sophistication or stability.
This can do the twisty stuff with ease, but it’s not massively en-
gaging. Task it with a high speed A-road run though, and that’s
where it shows its mettle.

The 420d is different. Rawer, more feelsome, less comfortable,
it doesn’t deal with surface imperfections anything like as well,
but keys you into that surface better. There’s less understeer in
the fat-tyred BMW and more opportunity to experience the tra-
ditional sensations of a rear-drive chassis. No-one really turns
the ESP off in these cars, much like no-one drives their new
Lambo at 202mph, the difference between C220 and 420 being
that you actually can in the BMW, and you might want to.

The Jag complies too; at least to demands to deactivate the
ESP, though the grip/grunt ratio is skewed in favour of the rub-
ber so if you want to make tyre fires you’ll need the 335bhp XE
S – or the XE R if you’ve got the patience to wait a year or two. But
what even this humble diesel does show is that there’s more to�

BMW threw all its efforts into

the ‘sport’ bit and forgot

to tick the refinement box.

Jaguar didn’t forget

C-class’s strangely cab

backward stance not its

finest hour, but you won’t

care from inside that cab

Sweet chassis and 

supple ride mean 

every road is a 

good one in the Jag



Jaguar is justifiably proud of the XE’s 

bonded and riveted aluminium chassis, 

the only aluminium structure in the class. 

It’s made possible because the XE shares 

the technology with the also completely 

new XF. There are big benefits over steel 

in terms of rigidity, but the news is not all 

positive. The chunkier structures aluminium 

construction requires impact on cabin 

space, and our test XE weighed just 5kg less 
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Aluminium chassis
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Metal shift 

paddles feel 

perfect and 

add much to 

the driving 

experience.

A £375 option 

though

Few company 

car drivers will 

hit the ‘DSC 

off’ switch, but 

the 420d will 

reward them 

if they do. 

Sport button 

sharpens 

everything

It’s electric

This is the first 

time Jaguar has 

fitted electric 

power steering 

to a production 

car. Accurate, 

well weighted 

and better than 

Merc’s

Rotary club

Ponderous rotary 

gear selector lost 

its novelty sheen 

an hour after we 

first saw it. Still 

looks lovely, mind 

Box set

BMW uses same 

ZF gearbox as 

Jag, but gives 

you a bigger kick 

in the back with 

each shift

Screen gem

Jaguar arrives in 

2015 at last with 

InControl Touch 

infotainment 

system on superb 

8in screen 

That old thing

Relentless pace 

of change makes 

three-year-old 

iDrive/screen 

interface already 

feel a bit dated 

Get a grip

Steering is a BMW 

strength, and 

rewards those 

who grip hard and 

press on. Not a 

great pootler 



a great driver’s car than that. A beautifully sweet chassis balance 
and a fantastically supple ride mean every mile and every road is 
a good one in the Jag.

Hairpins highlight the slower steering at the extremes of lock, 
which demands an extra wrist twist compared to the C220, but 
it’s misleading. It’s the XE and not the C-class that’s the most 
agile, the keenest to turn. And even if the Brit’s first electric steer-
ing system on a Jaguar saloon car doesn’t sparkle with the same 
textural detail as the company’s best hydraulic systems, it’s su-
premely accurate, perfectly weighted and delivers more feel than 
the overdamped Merc’s. If only you could actually get your mitts 
round the rim. The fat spokes don’t allow it, leaving you feeling as 
if you’ve got the stumpy-fingered hands of a cartoon cat.

The Jag plays out exactly as you’d hope, offering most of the 
C-class’s refinement, but without its sense of detachment, and 
absolutely without the compromises in refinement the BMW 
demands. Because the 420d’s lively dynamics and performance 
advantage result in refinement that’d make a Victorian stevedore 
ashamed. Whether idling or powering through the gears, the 
BMW is rowdier than a young Clint Eastwood in a blue-collar sub-
urban wine-lodge, and neither rides as well, or eliminates steering 
kickback so effectively as the Mercedes. It’s the same story when 
it comes to road and wind noise. The BMW transmits too much 
of both, the Benz is better, and the Jag’s sole demerits are a rustle 
around the wing mirrors and a shudder at start-up that engineers 
found could only be cured at the expense of some steering feel. Too 
high a price, they decided. If you agree, then the refinement con-
cerns we raised after driving the Ingenium-powered XE prototype 
back in January are no longer valid. This is a very cultured car.

Sadly some of the build quality niggles we highlighted haven’t 
disappeared since then. The dashboard – like the exterior, hand-

somely conservative – looks and feels good enough, the new touch-
screen multimedia systemseemsbroadlyintuitive,andtheF-type-
referencing twin-gauge instrument cluster reinforces the sports
bit, and not the saloon. The upper dash surface wraps neatly into 
the door panels, but it’s what happens when it gets there that disap-
points. The ugly plastic speaker grille looks like something out of a 
20-year-old Mazda, and the recess carved out for use as a door pull 
is like a plastic Barbie bath. It doesn’t look 
or feel remotely like something belonging
on a premium car, and neither does the
sharp edge on the external door frame
moulding that scratches your hand when
you push the door closed.

The BMW’s dash feels a little low-rent
in places too, particularly around the
centre stack, but has the excuse that the
3-series cabin – which the 4-series rather
disappointingly cribs wholesale – was
first revealed back in 2012. It’s a testa-
ment to how quickly things change in
the industry that what looked fresh and
felt posh only a few years ago is already
showing its age. The new C-class just
fast-tracked that process. Look close and
it’s clear that the C-class isn’t actually
as nicely constructed as the S-class limo
whose spirit it’s trying to channel. How
could it be at less than half the price? But
this is still a genuinely draw-dropping
cabin: modern, airy and stylish, spoiled
only by the dated-looking chunky �
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Air suspension

Merc pulls off 

the unenviable 

trick of using 

more space 

to create the 

sensation of 

less. It’s a bit 

claustrophobic

Point and shoot

Steering is fast and 

gives C-class a 

likeable pointiness. 

Column-shifter either 

clunky or confidently 

irreverent, depending 

on your view

Quality street

When Merc said 

C-class would 

bring S-class fit 

and finish to the 

sector they meant 

it. The others pale 

in comparison 

Do not touch

It may look like an 

iPad but don’t try 

prodding it with 

your finger – it’s 

not a touchscreen 
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The C-class doesn’t just look like big 

brother S-class, you can spec limo 

tech like air-sprung suspension. 

Steel springs are standard but £895 

swaps them for the Airmatic Agility 

Package on the Sport and AMG Line 

models, combining air springs and 

adaptive dampers. Toggling the 

Agility Select mode fitted to all Cs 

will then tweak the chassis set-up. 

You can manually raise it 25mm to 

increase ground clearance, and it 

will automatically lower itself 15mm 

from default height to cut drag and 

improve handling at speed. 
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frame on the iPad-style (but not touchscreen) display. Even the 
exterior door handles ooze a luxury feel with their fl uid, low-
effort action. The new Audi A4 due later this year is going to have 
to do something pretty incredible to top quality like this (and 
there’s no chance of the 2015 3-series facelift besting it either).

None of these cars is huge in the back, but there’s no doubting 
that despite the longest wheelbase here, the back of the Jag is the 

most cramped. It feels tighter for head-
room and narrow, too. Curiously though, 
the rear bench is the nicest shaped and 
the most comfortable of the lot, while the 
Merc’s tapering rear side-window-line 
actually makes it feel claustrophobic. 
Kidnap victims will be better off  in the 
boot, which is bigger than the Jag’s and 
the same size as the BMW’s, although the 
4-series’ tailgate makes it easier to access.

Whether that, and the sexier styling 
makes the Gran Coupe worth a £3720 
premium over an equivalent 3-series is a 
matter of opinion. You can get into a GC 
for just over £30k, and a (much slower, 
more meanly equipped) 3-series for £5k 
less, the cheapest XE splitting them down 
the middle. The 197bhp 2.0 petrol XE SE 
costs £26,990, undercutting the cheapest 
C-class by £280, and then kicking it in the 
teeth with standard sat-nav, 17in wheels, 
dual-zone climate and an eight-speed auto. 

But what matters here are leasing rates 
and CO2 fi gures. Jag proudly trumpets 
the greenest XE’s impressive 99g/km, but
that only applies to the basic 161bhp diesel

with a manual ’box. Our 178bhp R-Sport’s 111g/km bumps it into 
the next company car tax band compared with the German pair, 
though the eff ect on your pay packet is negligible. Whether you’re 
choosing as a company car or leasing privately, of these three cars 
in these trims, the Mercedes is the cheapest to run, and the BMW 
the most expensive, though there’s no harm in letting the neigh-
bours presume the contrary when they clock that three-pointed 
star on your drive.

Seldom are giant test verdicts so tough to call. Let’s not pretend 
this is any kind of walkover for the XE because the opposition 
is too tough for that. But the BMW, exciting as it is to drive, 
does fall fi rst, and not merely because of the Gran Coupe’s price 
disadvantage. Had we thrown in a 3-series it would have suff ered 
from the same debilitating lack of refi nement that relegates this 
4-series to third place. These are sports saloons, but they’re also 
meant to be miniature luxury machines and the 4’s uncouth 
engine and poor road noise suppression doesn’t cut it.

The Jaguar and Mercedes are harder to split – not because 
they’re so close in character, but because they’re so diff erent. For 
many buyers, for casual car fans and your company’s accountant, 
the C-class is unarguably the better car. It oozes class, it’s got the 
best interior, it’s brilliantly refi ned and yes, it even handles tidily. 
For the Jag to win despite its slightly tighter packaging and occa-
sional quality foibles, it’d have to be brilliant to drive and we’d have 
to really care that it was. Fortunately, it is and we do. If the BMW’s 
athleticism comes at the expense of luxury, the reverse is true of 
the Mercedes. It’s a brilliant car, but one lacking a little dynamic 
sparkle in the face of the XE, a car whose chassis doesn’t make 
you choose between luxury and performance, and whose other 
qualities are close enough to the Merc’s for us to accept as penance. 
It’s tight, but in the battle of the sports saloons, only the Brit really 
feels like one, and that’s why for us, the Jaguar XE wins.

 @chrischiltoncar

BMW’s options list is

a bigger risk to your

wealth than a Vegas

casino holiday, but

if you’re going to

choose one thing, 

make it the £360 

adaptive headlights. 

The 420d M Sport 

comes with xenons 

but the adaptive 

package adds a 

cornering function 

and a brilliant full-

beam assistant that 

uses a camera to 

recognise cars both 

oncoming and ahead 

in your lane. Instead 

of dipping the lights, 

it maintains high 

beam, but blocks 

out the portion of 

the light that might 

dazzle other drivers. 

Useful and clever.
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Adaptive lights

Giant test: Jaguar XE vs rivals

1st
Jaguar, we salute you. The XE 

is a car that doesn’t ask you 

to choose between premium 

and performance

2nd
Merc has raised the bar so 

high for cabin quality that 

nobody can touch it. It’s no 

dynamic slouch either

3rd
Still a dynamic gem, but run 

out of town by Merc quality 

and Jaguar’s all-round 

desirability
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168bhp @ 3-4000rpm

295lb ft @ 1400-2800rpm

We say: C-class looks inferior, but doesn’t
feel it on the road

Fuel tank Range Lease ratesCO2

Jaguar XE R-Sport 2.0D

Price (as tested) | £34,775 (£39,365)

BMW 420d Gran Coupe

Price (as tested) | £37,185 (£42,110)

Mercedes C220

BlueTEC AMG Line

Price (as tested) | £34,770 (£37,125)

LWidth 1810

H
e

ig
h

t
14

4
2

0-62mph Official & test mpg

Power-to-weightPower & torque Weight

Engine
1999cc
16v 4cyl

turbodiesel

Engine
1995cc

16v 4cyl
turbodiesel

Engine
2143cc
16v 4cyl

turbodiesel

Made of steel

We say: Despite its extra 150cc, Merc is

puniest here

We say: Jag has
the most torque

but the worst
acceleration.

Huh?

XE: 7.8sec

420d: 7.3sec

C220: 7.4sec

We say: Merc gets an extra two
gallons. We’d swap it for more

boot space

We say: Ouch! Spanish mountains
clobbered all three’s pretence at parsimony

We say: Steel Merc only 5kg heavier
than Jaguar

Made of aluminium Made of steel

Transmission
Seven-speed

auto, rear-
wheel drive

Suspension 
Strut front, 

multi-link rear

BMW 420d

116bhp
per tonne

Merc C220

107bhp
per tonne

187bhp @ 4000rpm

295lb ft @ 1750-2500rpm

178bhp @ 4000rpm

317lb ft @ 1750rpm

Top speed

We say: All fast enough to see you spending
18 months on a bike if you’re nicked

We say: Most favourable rates 
over 48 months, 10k miles a year

We say: Base Jag ducks under
100g/km, but in this spec it’s the

dirtiest of our test trio

140mph

Jaguar XE BMW 420d

143mph

Merc C220

145mph

BMW420d

T E S T

29.4
O F F I C I A L

7 0 . 6

Merc C220

T E S T

30.7
O F F I C I A L

6 5 .7

Jaguar XE

T E S T

30.7
O F F I C I A L

6 7. 3

£343

£366

£389

We say: Based on our mpg

figures – you may do better

56
litres

57
litres

66
litres

420d C220Jag XE

H
e

ig
h

t
13

9
7

Transmission
Eight-speed
t h l

Transmission
Eight-speed
auto, rear-

wheel drive

Suspension
Double

i hb f t

Suspension
Strut front,

multi-link rear

Length 4638

Jag XE

114bhp
per tonne

Width 1825
Width 1850

1565kg 1570kg1615kg

M
E

RC
C 2 20

B
M

W
M 4 2 0 D

J
A

G
U A R X E

XE: 378 miles

420d: 369 miles

C220: 446 miles

C220

109
g/km

Jag XE

111
g/km

420d

106
g/km
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Stou
Afr

To Namibia’s unforgiving desert comes Audi’s r&d team, to sign-off

the brand’s leaner, but still huge, ne

Words Georg Kacher Photography Toby Sagmeister
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R
OUGHLY TRANSLATED, SOSSUSVLEI

means ‘dead-end marsh’. Located in the south-
ern part of the world’s oldest desert, the Namib, 
it’s a vast salt and clay pan fl anked by vividly 
orange sand dunes up to 380m high. Its solitary 
concrete highway was completed only in 2002, 
but most of the surfaces we’re driving on still 

consist of washboard loam, pebbles, and 101 varieties of sand & 
dust. Automotively speaking, this is hostile country.

Fortunately, the Q7 is no stranger to hostility. It’s arguably Audi’s 
least-loved model, a victim of its vast size, gargantuan weight, high 
price and planet-strangling thirst. The Mk2, however, is a diff erent 
beast – it’s worked off  325kg in weight, courtesy of loads of alumini-
um, magnesium and titanium, ditched its boxy, big-rig posture and 
landed an mpg claim north of 50. You could call it a fi ghtback, but 
this week’s fi nal evaluation drive will help us decide. 

While secret prototypes are tested on Audi’s own cordoned-off  
proving ground in South Africa, the public roads in Sossusvlei are 
popular turf for undisguised pre-production vehicles. No spy pho-
tographers here – in fact, in the course of two days I counted only 
23 cars – 22 pick-ups and one Polo. There are no villages to speak of, 
just some camping grounds, and one hotel, one bakery (delicious!) 
and one watering hole (less so) within a 150-mile radius of our base. 
Fuel? Not really a problem. At regular intervals, you come by a pair 
of pumps, a tiny shop and a small dwelling with an adjoined parc 
fermé for chickens or goats. Water? Nada. If you don’t bring it, you’re 
in trouble. Noontime highs can peak around 45DegC.

In all probability, the design of the new Q7 won’t make you 
heady with excitement. ‘After two and a half years, I am slowly� 
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beginning to like it,’ admits one of Audi’s own bigwigs. In con-
trast to the Mk1, which looked like a downsized Kenworth rig
with singleframe grille, the 2016 model is kind of an outsize Q5
hampered by bland proportions. Whereas there is nothing wrong
with a drag coefficient of 0.32, the track is too narrow for the mild-
ly flared arches, and the 21in wheels barely make the street-cred
grade. The interior, though, seems absolutely faultless – a true
work of art, crafted to Bentley standards and loaded with state-of-
the-art assistance systems.

But while the new Q7 takes us one step closer to the debatable
goal of fully autonomous driving, it is not yet 100% there in terms
of functionality and ergonomics. Take the by-wire gear selector
which,whenpushedforwardalltheway,nolongerselectsparkbut
– ooops! – reverse. The P button is integrated in the joystick like in
a BMW, and like a BMW this Audi now also features a set of eight
so-called favourite keys. Although the touchpad in the centre
console has doubled in size compared to A6 and A8, they shrunk

the MMI controller, making it
less convenient to access. Truth
is, this cockpit is an in-between
solution. Breakthrough progress
is reserved for next year’s A8,
which boasts a fully adjustable
touchscreen with haptic feedback
and glare-free, scratch-proof ‘go-
rilla’ glass, a totally revised centre
stack-cum-armrest, the next-gen
virtual cockpit display and a 48V
electrical system.

We set off after breakfast and
return at dusk, a group of tired
road warriors, faces dusted with

fine red sand. The cars look sane from a distance, but the team
leader reports three casualties: one front axle has suffered from
playing Evil Knievel in the dunes, an underbody protection panel
has been detached by a flooded ford, and we also have an AC unit
go awol, which is a bummer when you can’t open windows or
sunroof. Attending the injuries takes some time, but the fleet is in
full force again on day two.

What does an engineer learn from whipping a car over surfaces
that make your teeth clatter and blur your vision? ‘A lot,’ replies
r&d guru Ulrich Hackenberg. ‘It answers questions like do the
sealsworkproperly?Howdoesthewindscreencopewiththebody
flex? What about noise insulation? Can you still listen to music?
Is the air-con quiet enough? Are there any rattles or creaks? Han-
dling and roadholding are important disciplines – we go quite fast
on surfaces which feel like golf balls embedded in liquid soap.’

Predictably,theNamibianoutbackisnotanidealplaceinwhich
to test driver aids. You don’t need automated cruise control if there
are no other cars, lane discipline doesn’t matter when there are no
defined lanes, and with 318,000sq miles of empty space available
you can do without automated parking. We did try the predictive
efficiency assistant though. Whaat? In connection with Google
Maps(accesstowhichcostsanarmandaleg), sat-navwillworkin
snyc with ACC and traffic-sign recognition, and help to avoid un-
necessaryaccelerationandbrakingmanoeuvresbylooking ahead
a couple of miles. To our surprise, the Q7 would not only readily
download a set of local maps, on request it even calculated the

Audi r&d chief

Ulrich Hackenberg

(left) with our

Georg. ‘These

surfaces feel

like golf balls

embedded in

liquid soap’

fastest route back to Ingolstadt, more than
8000 clicks away. Said the friendly virtual
female voice: ‘Route guidance begins now.
Caution – road block near Lake Chad and
again near Orange-Senqu.’ Now that’s
what I call German thoroughness. 

Audi brought a bunch of 3.0TFSIs to the southern tip of Africa,
but there was only one 3.0TDI, which is expected to be the best-sell-
ing model by some margin. The 333bhp 3.0-litre V6 engine has been 
tuned for better fuel economy and smoother running characteris-
tics. With 325lb ft on tap, the Q7 TFSI accelerates to 62mph in 6.1sec, 
tops 155mph and averages 36.7mpg. Not bad at all, but not quite as 
muscular as the 272bhp oil-burner which commands a punchy 
443lb ft. The TDI takes 0.2sec longer to reach the 62mph mark, runs 
out of steam at 146mph, and returns an unlikely 52.3mpg. Both 
engines rely on the familiar eight-speed automatic ’box. Normally, 
the torque split is a mildly tail-happy 40:60, but if conditions require 
it, the front end can take up to 70% or the rear up to 85%. The centre 
diff  is supported by ABS and ESP which pull the vehicle straight at 
the limit by slightly decelerating the wheels closest to the apex.

Like the body, the chassis is all-new. Instead of double wish-
bones, the Mk2 relies on a fi ve-link suspension starring separate 
springs and dampers. Fitted with the optional air suspension, the 
Q7 will lower its ride height by 30mm at speed while pumping up 
the ground clearance by 60mm off -road. For the fi rst time, Drive 
Select incorporates seven diff erent modes. In addition to Comfort, 
Auto, Dynamic, Individual and Allroad, there is now Effi  ciency 
and Off -road which puts up to 245mm between the car’s belly and 
the terrain. The parameters you can tweak are damping, steering, 
engine and transmission. The most radical setting is Effi  ciency 
which selects neutral whenever possible, shifts up early, and slows 
down on the approach to built-up areas. The newly developed 
all-wheel steering does the job – at slow speed, up to fi ve degrees 
of rear countersteer reduce the turning circle by one metre or 10%, 
while above 60mph all four wheels move in the same direction, 
thereby solidifying the directional stability.

The Q7 previews the VW Group’s other full-size crossovers: VW 
Touareg, Porsche Cayenne, Bentley Bentayga and Lamborghini 
Urus. All will be built at the Bratislava factory where the capacity 
has been extended to 225,000 units per year. The assembly pro-
cess is extremely complex – the plant must cater for two diff erent 
wheelbases (Q7 and Bentayga sit on the longer platform), fi ve 
bodystyles and interiors, a range of engines (from a four-cylinder 
to the W12), and special features such as a carbonfi bre roof. As far 
as the Q7 is concerned, there are four more drivetrain options in 
the offi  ng. In addition to the export-only 252bhp 2.0TFSI, there 

will be an entry-level 3.0TDI ultra 
rated at 218bhp and a brawny SQ7 
powered by a 408bhp twin-turbo 
4.0-litre diesel. Perhaps the most 
interesting powerplant is the V6 
diesel hybrid, which musters a 
combined 373bhp and, on paper, 
returns an incredible 166.2mpg.

In the land of Springboks, Oryx 
and Impalas, fuel is much easier to 
source than a socket, so testing the 
hybrid must wait until summer. � 

Fuel franchise may 

be called Solitaire, 

but in Sossusvlei 

it’s the Q7 that’s the 

only game in town
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‘Route

guidance 

begins now. 

Caution – 

road block 

near Lake 

Chad’

That’s the zebra 

crossing joke 

buggered, then…
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Not surprisingly, the 75-litre tank of the diesel was still more than
half full at the end of our 350km loop. The TFSI was roughly 25%
thirstier over the same distance, which explains its bigger 85-litre
tank. Back home in Europe, a supercharged petrol engine (that’s
what this is – despite the misleading V6T/TFSI badging) willprob-
ably score highly. Out here, however, where cattle-grids, rock-slides
and crater-sized potholes abound, you’re better off  with the relaxed
and beefy hulk of a diesel. While the Q7 TFSI uses up to 28% less
fuel than the model it replaces, the TDI is 23% more economical.

We drive in convoy, with each Q7 being manned by a diff erent 
head of department. Led by Hackenberg are top-rank specialists 
in charge of suspension, drivetrain, body, electronics, quality and 
general vehicle development. The days are fi lled with driving, talk-
ing, taking notes and stopping to swap cars. That way, we sample 
diff erent seats, trim levels and equipment packs. At the end of the 

tour, three extras emerge as particularly desirable: 
LED matrix lights, 18-way chairs and the head-up 
display. Another interesting option is the MMI 
all-in-touch infotainment which allows you to zoom 
and scroll with your fi ngertips, a method which is 
likely of lesser appeal in right-hand-drive models. 
Voice control is no longer a frustrating guessing 
game in esperanto. The latest software pioneered by 
the Q7 can cope with straight talk like ‘where is the 
next fi lling station?’ or ‘take me to a burger place.’ 
Unfortunately, burgers in the Namibian desert still 
wear their fur coats.

The new Q7 is not an easy car to fall in love with, 
but does have merits such as more shoulder room 
and 890 litres of luggage space, good all-round 
visibility (optionally enhanced by six surround-view 
cameras), adjustable rear seats and soft-close doors. 
But the biggest asset is perhaps the eff ect dramatic 
weight loss has on vehicle dynamics – the Q7 has 
the cushiest, quietest ride in its class. Like a mobile 

cocoon, it celebrates the art of splendid isolation – no suspension 
rumble, no tyre roar, little wind noise, a hushed petrol engine and 
a civilised diesel.

Perhaps even more intriguing is how the slimmer body, the lower 
centre of gravity and the lighter chassis transform the handling. 
The fi rst Q7 was a safe but stoic ’bahn-stormer that started losing 
interest in direct proportion to the radius of the corner it was about 
to tackle. The Mk2 turns in with more verve, keeps body roll better 
in check and holds the road with greater determination. The han-
dling is now more playful, and the transition from mild understeer 
to mild oversteer is as creamy as a ripe camembert. Slow bends are 
still a fi ght against mass and inertia, but carving through 50mph 
corners with a tad of opposite lock from entry to exit is simply 
priceless. As far as we can tell, the LP-size steel rotors are totally 
up to the job, but as soon as the SQ7 arrives, even more aggressive 
carbon-ceramic brakes will be on off er.

Two days in Africa have put dozens of ticks on the r&d clipboards, 
and left me feeling very impressed with the Q7. But respect isn’t 
love. If I bought one I’d lose sleep worrying that I should have held 
out for the less expensive 2016 VW Touareg 2 or the purportedly 
prettier and sportier 2017 Porsche Cayenne. I’d probably end up 
compromising on an A6 Allroad. But if you need all that space, if you 
must leave the beaten track, and if you really want to replace that old-
school SUV, the Q7 will not let you down. The kids will love it, no 
matter whether they are fi ve or 50. Like the backbenchers in our test 
car, two journalists engrossed in a pair of removable tablets, who, 
via speedy LTE connection, miss some of the most surreal, unique 
and most photographed scenery in the whole of sub-Saharan Africa 
so we can watch live Bundesliga football. Big car, small world.

What Wagon

Train might have

looked like if set 

in 2015

AUDI Q7 3.0TDI

Price £53,835

On sale August

Engine 2967cc 

turbodiesel V6, 272bhp 

@ 3250rpm, 443lb ft @ 

1500rpm

Transmission Eight-

speed automatic, 

four-wheel drive

Performance 6.3sec 

0-62mph, 146mph, 

52.3mpg, 153g/km 

CO2

Suspension Multi-link, 

front and rear 

Length/width/height 

5050/1970/1740mm

Weight/made 

from 1995kg/steel/

aluminium

Rating +�+�+�+�+

What was once a 

hefty bus becomes 

a 325kg less hefty 

estate car. Still a 

two-tonner though



  

 

We keep our policies simple to understand.
Take out our cover and you can be absolutely certain that we will be doing everything in
our power to deliver complete satisfaction – keeping you as a happy customer for many
years to come.

Call 0800 731 7001 | buy online www.warrantydirect.co.uk
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The complete 
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New VW Golf R 
versus used 
Audi RS4 Avant 
The tasty, £30,000, four-wheel-drive 
German dilemma – freakishly good
new Golf or used Audi powerhouse?
Words Ben Barry | Photography Simon Thompson

NEW vs USED

Used car temptation in all its forms, from Audi rocketships to perfect Porsches
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Wolfsburg vs Ingolstadt: the numbers

VW GOLF R

> Price £30,150 (new, with a three-year, 

60,000-mile warranty)

> Engine 1984cc 16v 4-cyl turbo, 296bhp 

@ 5500rpm, 280lb ft @ 1800rpm

> Transmission Six-speed manual, four-

wheel drive

>  Performance 5.1sec 0-62mph, 155mph 

(limited), 39.8mpg, 165g/km CO2

> Suspension MacPherson strut front, 

multi-link rear

> Weight/made from 1476kg/steel

> Length/width/height 

4276/2027/1436mm

> On sale Now

AUDI RS4

> Price £30,000 (a 30,000-mile, 2007 

example from a specialist)

> Engine 4163cc 32v V8, 414bhp @ 

7800rpm, 317lb ft @ 5500rpm

> Transmission Six-speed manual,

four-wheel drive

> Performance 4.7sec 0-62mph, 

155mph, 21mpg, 324g/km CO2

> Suspension MacPherson strut front, 

multi-link rear

> Weight/made from 1710kg/steel

> Length/width/height 

4586/1816/1441mm

> On sale 2006-2008

T
HE VOLKSWAGEN Golf R is our reigning hot- 
hatch champion. With 296bhp going to all four 
wheels, squat proportions and all-weather versatility, 
the über Dub is an Audi RS4 in Wolfsburg clothing 

(apols). But £30k is a stack of cash for a Golf – more than 
enough, in fact, to buy that RS4 if you go secondhand…

There are three generations of RS4, but the middle sibling 
– codenamed B7, produced ’06-’08 – is the pick of the bunch,
has a strong fanbase and, as a result, benefi ts from incredibly 
stable residuals. Choose from Avants (estates), saloons and 
convertibles, but highly prized Avants carry a 10% premium; 
prices from £17k for a 100,000-miler. 

Audi and VW experts VolksWizard (volkswizard.co.uk) 
recall good 45,000-mile 2006 Avants costing £28,500 from a 
specialist in 2010. Today, the £30k you’d earmarked for a Golf R 
buys a 2007, 30,000-mile minter. That stability goes a long way 
to off setting the higher running costs of a super-saloon/estate.

A 4.2-litre naturally aspirated V8 shared with the R8 super-
car defi nes the RS4. It makes 414bhp, has intoxicatingly crisp 
response and delivers its oomph to all four wheels via a six-
speed manual gearbox. It woofl es lightly, so prod the S button 
for goose pimples.

The driving environment is spot-on: low-slung, standard 
Recaro seats clamp you fi rmly and feel everyday comfortable, 
you stir a short and stubby gear lever, and a fl at-bottomed steer-
ing wheel feels pleasingly tactile and small in diameter.

At a cruise you’ll notice the nicely weighted controls, the 

slack-free, feelsome steering, and a chassis that’s both incredi-
bly connected and highly compliant. It feels like a great driver’s 
car before you’ve even cracked 3000rpm.

A decade on, the B7 remains quite a quick car, even if it can 
feel leisurely to get to the redline. Closely spaced, low-ish gear 
ratios mask this eff ect – 80mph in sixth is a relatively busy 
3200rpm – and keep you in touch with the powerband.

Get to the corners and there’s no mistaking the big hunk of 
V8 over the front axle, and that the front wheels are doing a 
large portion of work – the RS4 will understeer if you’re ambi-
tious, and there’s a sense you’re being dragged from a bend by 
your hair. Learn to drive around this, however, and you’ll dis-
cover an adjustable balance, especially through tighter turns. 
Ultimately it’s a very satisfying, confi dence-inspiring way to 
pick apart a tricky B-road. �
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VW cockpit is low

on drama – the 

drama comes 

from the chassis

and engine

Optional Audi

sports seats are

supportive like a

half-cut best mate

Mighty Audi V8

edges the Golf’s

turbo four for 

charisma, but on 

pace there’s very 

little in it 

Not in the same

league for sense

of occasion, but

easier to climb in

and out of

Cars usedonly gently or mainly in town can accumulatecarbon
deposits in the inlet tract. Expect blue exhaust smoke on start-
up, low power and, sometimes, misfires. Budget around £600
for the required clean-up work.

The RS4 has a network of vacuum pipes controlling the
intake manifold flaps, the airbox’s intake air change-over flap,
and the active exhaust valves. If there’s a break anywhere in 
the circuit then none will operate and the ECU cuts power to
below 300bhp. Simple check: pressing Sport at idle should elicit
a deeper exhaust note.

Finally, if a potential purchase has sports buckets, check
the active bolster switches squeeze your midriff harder when
pressed. These seats have been stolen – usually from cars
parked on London streets – and are now expensive enough to
write off even a very good car.

As a new car, little is likely to afflict the Golf R, and the
three-year/60,000-mile warranty and one-year breakdown
cover bring peace of mind. Extend the warranty to four or five
years for £205 or £490 respectively.

SERVICING AND RUNNING COSTS
RS4 servicing is on a variable schedule, at approximately
15,000-mile intervals depending on use. Specialists Fontain
(fontain.co.uk) charge £199 for an oil change, £300 for a basic
variable service, £600 for a major service.

It’s worth paying extra for a car with new brakes – front discs 
and pads will suck £1350 from your account. The RS4’s trick 
DRC shock absorbers cost £380 each, while recharging the 
DRC system itself is £90. With the DRC system being diago-
nally interlinked, it’s really best to replace all four shocks, much 
as it hurts. So look for excessively oily dampers.

The Golf R stashes half as many cylinders in its nose,
so attack the same bends and you’ll feel its greater enthu-
siasm to turn in, and that it powers out of fast corners
with a more neutral balance. But it also feels like a lot
of its agility comes from stability-control-based tuning,
which quickly nips the inside brakes to get the car turned
in. No matter the process, it works when you’re at the
wheel – which is quick and responsive, even if it can’t
match the RS4’s feelgood factor.

We all feared for the Golf R’s character when the old
3.2-litre naturally aspirated V6 was ditched for a 2.0-litre
turbo four a few years back, but the engine’s responsive,
revs keenly and makes more interesting noises than the
similar Golf GTI thanks to synthetic noise manipula-
tion. It could get more of a shift on at low revs, but once
wound up the Golf feels faster over our test roads than the
Audi – though lap times on the (often unreliable) inter-
net contradict this. The Golf’s cost-option DSG gearbox
would no doubt give the RS4 more of a headache point-
to-point, but perfect pedal weights and a slick-shifting
gearbox mean I’d stick with our R’s manual.

Mostly, of course, you won’t be snagging the limiter
and screeching through corners. When you’re not, the
Golf R comes into its own: the optional adaptive suspen-
sion is cushier than the RS4, noise from wind and tyres
is better suppressed, and you’ll have a genuine chance
of cracking 30mpg. There’s also the benefit of a more
modern feeling interior.

It’s this greater level of refinement that really allows
the Golf R to score over the RS4, rather than a more immersive
driving experience. Tough call.

RELIABILITY
The RS4 features hydraulically interlinked Dynamic Ride 
Control (DRC), which is key to its excellent handling, but 
VolksWizard says depressurisation and leaks were reported 
from relatively early in the car’s life – in fact, Audi extended the 
warranty on these parts to five years or 75,000 miles as a result. 
Listen for clunks, and make sure the car feels planted in turns.  

Mobile phone 

cradle as comically 

vast as the screen is 

small, but this is still 

a nice place to be 
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Volkswagen offers a choice of fixed or flexible servicing 
on the Golf R. Fixed servicing is recommended for heavy or  
urban use, with an initial one-year/10,000-mile oil service 
(£115), followed by an inspection service at 20,000 miles/two 
years (£145), with 20,000-mile/two-year servicing thereafter.

Flexible servicing is suggested for more moderate use with 
limited stop-start driving, with intervals extended to 20,000 
miles/two years. VW also offers a two-year fixed service plan 
for £288, with the option to upgrade to four years.

Based on a reasonably sensible 40-year-old male, Adrian 
Flux Insurance quotes £265 with £500 excess for the RS4, 
the Golf R £265 with £350 excess. You’ve got a good chance of 
breaking into low 30s mpg with the Golf; the Audi low 20s if
you’re reasonably gentle. You’ll also spend £180 taxing the
Golf, but £505 for the C02-spewing Audi.

KEY OPTIONS
RS4 options included now rather dated DVD navigation, TV
tuner, Bluetooth, double-glazed front windows, adapative
headlights, upgraded Symphony II radio/CD, Home Link
garage door opener, sunroof, folding mirrors and front centre
armrest. Owners could opt to replace the standard-fit flat-
bottomed steering wheel and Recaro sports seats with a multi-
function steering wheel and broader, more comfort-focused
Recaro seats, but the former remain more desirable and only
much larger frames will be ill-at-ease in the buckets.

You’d be happy 

with either. Or both. 

Neither would be 

disappointing 

Brembo brakes were standard, but 380mm carbon ceramic 
front discs a £4k option. Owners could also upgrade to 10mm 
lower sports suspension. We wouldn’t.

Desirable Golf R options include: DCC adaptive sports 
suspension (£815); keyless entry (£360); leather trim (£1720 to 
£2615): 19-inch alloy wheels (£895); winter pack (heated seats 
and washers, £360); the DSG transmission (£1415); panoramic 
roof (£920), navigation (£750 or £1765); USB connectivity and 
connection to the car’s external aerial for £315; rear-view cam-
era (£165); upgraded Dynaudio stereo (£535). It’s all personal 
preference, but don’t go too crazy. We’d stick with a manual car 
and fantastic-looking fabric trim, spending the cash on highly 
desirable 19s and the DCC adaptive suspension.

VERDICT
The RS4 pleases head and heart. Not only is it a proper point-
to-point hero, it’s also more tactile than its disappointing
successor. Strong build quality, relatively affordable servicing
and rock-solid residuals add further appeal. Just watch the
snags compared with the Golf: lower mpg, higher tax, and the
fact that you’ll be footing the bill for parts. Stable residuals
offset at least some of these costs, and who knows how the Golf
R’s attractive lease deals will affect used values. We love the
Golf R, and it’s ultimately the more rational choice. But if ever
there was a case where old beats new, the Audi RS4 is it.

@IamBenBarry

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF R

Andrew Chapple is smitten

‘I bought one of the 

first Rs to reach the 

UK and I love it. Unlike previous 

all-wheel-drive Golfs, the rear 

end finally does some work, so 

it’s a far more interactive car 

to hustle. The R strikes a great 

balance between entertainment 

and refinement, but I think 

the optional Dynamic Chassis 

Control is key.

‘I don’t like the fake engine 

sound, but you can turn it down, 

and unplugging the active 

exhausts – so they’re always 

open – adds more character.

‘Despite all the traction, my 

car is easy on its tyres, which are 

only half-worn after 7500 miles. 

I average a pretty acceptable 

31.4mpg, using the car mostly 

on longer journeys.’

AUDI RS4

Nigel Chee and his beloved RS4 Avant 

‘I bought my 

’56-plate Avant last 

November at 67,800 miles. I 

wanted the non-bucket seats 

because I need more legroom 

for child seats. I drive mainly 

A-roads and motorways and 

it’s perfect, if thirsty: I average 

20- 22mpg, get 260 miles per 

tank and use a litre of oil every 

1000-1500 miles.

‘Rear parking sensors fail and 

beep constantly, and shortly 

after buying it the engine 

wouldn’t rev beyond 2000rpm. A 

specialist couldn’t find the issue 

but fortunately it went away. 

’I’ve debadged my RS4, but 

petrolheads know it’s not a 

standard A4. I like to imagine it’s 

a stealth ninja family car that’ll 

tear up anything.’ 
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PERSONAL DEALER

Find yo
dream
Porsch

Paragon’s
blew his mind as a kid. The best used orsche to make this summer
a memorable one? Here are his tips. Interview by Ben Miller

£3-10k, 1996-2004 

Boxster 2.5 (986)
2480cc flat-six, 201bhp, 6.9sec 0-62mph, 149mph

Is this a good idea? 

‘I think so. They’re getting on for 20 years

old now, and I think a nice, cherished 2.5

on small wheels with next to no spec will 

come to be regarded as a classic of real 

purity. It was the car that saved Porsche, 

after all. They’re not hugely fast, and 90% 

of the cars out there are horrible, but 

drive a good one and they’re still brilliant; 

beautifully compact compared to the 

current Boxster and so agile compared to 

anything front-engined.’

How much? 

‘They’re out there from less than £3k. But 

you want to spend three times that and 

buy an exceptional one.’

What’s going to break? 

‘The scary one is the intermediate shaft 

bearing. There are no clues to suggest 

it’s about to go, and when it does all your 

oil disappears and there’s a horrible – 

and catastrophic – clanking noise. Then 

you have to throw the car away. Look 

for evidence of fastidious ownership, 

reams of service history and evidence 

that the owner’s acted on advisories from 

Porsche service techs. 

Crippling running costs?  

‘Budget £1000 a year for servicing.’

£20k-£25k, 2002-2004

911 Carrera 4S (996)
3824cc flat-six, 316bhp, 4.0sec 0-60mph, 183mph

Is this a good idea? 

‘Don’t get me wrong – if you’re a purist,

I can see why you’d go for the Carrera

2S over the all-wheel-drive 4S. But the 

C4S has the Turbo bodyshell, suspension 

and brakes, so you get a really stunning 

looking car; all those wide arch curves, 

that all-important red stripe across the 

back of the car and no Turbo wing. 

And they’re great to drive, feeling more 

normal for most people than the Carrera 

2. As with a lot of older rear-wheel-drive 

911s, you have to build your trust in the 

996 C2S – with the 4S you just jump in 

and drive it. They feel reassuring and 

hunkered down. And prices are rising 

fast too, towed upwards by soaring 996 

Turbo values.’ 

How much? 

‘Between £20k and £25k.’

What’s going to break? 

‘That pesky intermediate shaft bearing 

can be an issue [see Boxster, left]. While a 

bit of oil misting on the engine goes with 

the territory, investigate any full-blown 

leaks further. Rear main seal replacement 

is an £800 job thanks to the labour.’

Crippling running costs? 

‘You’ll get 35mpg on m

£35k-£40k, 1984-1989

911 Carrera 3.2
3164cc flat-six, 231bhp, 5.3sec 0-60mph, 158mph

Is this a good idea? 

‘Absolutely, though buying one for £20k, 

as suggested by Quentin Willson recently, 

isn’t a good idea in any way, shape or 

form. Buy a cheap 3.2 and you’ll spend 

the same again making it into the real 

deal. Find a good one though and you’ll 

have a tough, strong and beautifully small 

car that’s as good to drive as it is to look 

at. Are they scary? No, it’s just that they 

like to be driven a certain way, and they 

communicate that to you as you get to 

know them, which is rewarding.’

How much? 

‘Perfect, restored cars are commanding 

£80k. Spend half that on a good one.’

What’s going to break? 

‘Corrosion is the big issue. Because 

Ferraris of the period rusted in front of 

you, people bought 3.2s, used them 

hard and parked them on the street. They 

could take it, but there are bodyshell rust 

traps that will have been damp now for 

decades – check under the headlamps, 

door apertures and bumpers in 

particular. Fail to spot some nasty rot and 

the renovation work will be expensive.’ 

Crippling running costs? 

Not if you find a really good one.’
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’66 Sting Ray

> ‘THE SO-CALLED MIDYEAR CORVETTES are 

regarded as the most desirable. The first-generation 

car was just a fibreglass two-seater with a truck engine. 

Then engineer Zora Duntov got his hands on the 

Corvette and turned it into a sports car. The ’66 and ’67 

cars are prized because they got disc brakes. My car’s 

a ’66. It’s got the 427 cubic-inch V8 and the fabled M22 

Rockcrusher 4-speed transmission. I’ve owned it for 18 

years. I’ve always been a car guy – I used to drag race 

– and I grew up in Indiana in the ’60s, surrounded by 

beautiful cars like the Sting Ray.’

> ‘WHEN I BOUGHT IT the interior and fibreglass 

body were good, and it had a great paint job, but 

mechanically it needed work. I went right through 

it from bumper to bumper, re-building the engine, 

gearbox and suspension, re-wiring it… It was awarded 

the National Corvette Restorers Society’s ‘Top flight’ 

award in ’86, which recognises cars that are pretty 

much as they rolled off  the assembly line, rather than 

concours, but since then I’ve been modifying it for 

street use; electronic ignition, a Davis racing radiator, a 

right-hand wing mirror, modern tyres – 425 horsepower 

was a bit hairy on the original cross-ply rubber.’

> ‘I DRIVE IT TWICE A WEEK, from my home in Oxnard 

California to the Mullin Automotive museum, where I’m 

a docent, but then we’ve got the weather for it. I also 

head into the Santa Monica mountains when I can, to 

enjoy the roads there. I put race suspension on the car a 

couple of years ago and it handles like a slot car.’

MY PERSONAL ICON

American metal doesn’t get much 

more special than a C2 Corvette. ’66 

owner Richard Eberst reckons you 

owe it to yourself to drive one 

One we found 

1963 Corvette Sting Ray, 52,000 miles, second engine 

included, excellent bodywork and interior, £65,000

NOW IN REACH

A
BOUT AS subtle as carpet bombing, the second-gen-
eration RS Focus arrived in 2009 in a maelstrom of
unlikely power fi gures (301bhp at 6500rpm from its

turbocharged fi ve-cylinder engine), highly extrovert design
fl ourishes (the Focus beneath was drowned in lantern-jawed
air dams, mile-wide wheelarches and a diff user of industrial
proportions) and, on many examples, searing metallic green 
paint.  By then the MkI Focus RS (2002-2003) had passed into 
legend as a torque-steering devil, a wayward scoundrel of a hot 
hatch. And now the sequel was boasting another 90bhp. What 
could possibly go wrong?   

Not much, as it transpired. Trick front suspension kept the 
worst of the torque-steer at bay, leaving the car free to seduce 
with its indecent point-to-point speed, involving driving
dynamics and signifi cant charm. No wonder fast-Ford fans 
can’t get enough of them.

Sean Porter, a Northamptonshire-based Ford specialist, has 
owned some 15 MkII Focus RSs; some in standard trim, others 
enhanced courtesy of UK Ford speed merchants Mountune. 

‘We sold them new and for me they’re still the perfect perfor-
mance car; fast, fun, aff ordable and reliable,’ gushes Porter. ‘My 
latest RS has the Mountune 375 kit [new exhaust and catalyst, 

ECU tweaks and a cast plenum] and an 
EBC front brake upgrade – the standard 
brakes are as close as the MkII Focus 
RS gets to a weak point – and it’s just a 
blast to drive. With 370bhp and great 
handling, not much comes past you, on 
road or track. What’s more they don’t 
go wrong and secondhand values are 
holding fi rm.’   

Chances are its imminent four-wheel-drive
successor won’t be quite this raw…

Ford Focus RS 

One we 

found 

2009, 33,000 

miles, 3 owners, 

blue with black half-

leather, full service 
history, £19,000

Easy bolt-on speed is 

just part of the MkII 

Focus RS’s appeal  
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A month in the life of 14 key cars – starring Ginetta G40,  Citroën C4 Cactus, Volvo V60 & more

HEATED
WINDSCREEN

Makes sure you

haven’t got the

foggiest when

it rains

TAX DISC

Yes, not strictly 

necessary now. 

But lives out the 

‘racing car with 

a tax disc’ cliché 

to the full

REGULAR RUBBER

GRDC cars race on

Michelin road tyres

with an ordinary tread

pattern, not pricey

semi-slicks

WANT2RACE?

This car will star in 

the qualifying stages 

for 2015’s want2race 

competition, which 

off ers a season in 

the GRDC as a prize 

for novice drivers. 

want2race.co.uk

WARDROBE CHANGE

Current stealth-grey 

colour scheme is 

scheduled for a brighter 

re-wrap before we race 

the car
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THE OUR CARS fleet
is a broad church. Hybrid
limo rubs shoulders with
hot hatch, sports car with
SUV. But the one thing it’s
been missing is a racing car.
Until now.

That’s because we’re going to be logging
plenty of flying hours in this Ginetta G40 Club
car, the house-trained, fully road-legal version
of the Leeds firm’s miniature GT racer. There
are various species of G40, but this one is in
GRDC (Ginetta Racing Drivers Club) spec.
That’s Ginetta’s all-inclusive package aimed at
newcomers to motorsport, where a bit over £30k
nets a taxed, road-registered G40 Club car like this one and
entry to a dedicated eight-race championship to run it in, along
with tuition, trackdays and various other perks. And once a
GRDC driver’s got a season under their belt, and presumably
been bitten hard by the motorsport bug, they can then use the
same car in the level-up GRDC+ championship – similar deal,
but this time with more experienced hands allowed to enter.

We’re going to get a glimpse of that experience for ourselves;
we’ll race the car in a GRDC round, explore its limits under a
bit less pressure in a trackday environment, and, since it’s got
number plates, enjoy it on the road as much as possible. Can
you do a weekly shop in a racing car? And will it be foiled by a
McDonalds drive-thru? There’s only one way to find out. We’ll
also get involved in this year’s want2race competition, a search
for one lucky – but talented – novice driver to win a fully funded
season in the 2016 GRDC championship. We’ll be sharing the
G40 with want2race, who’ll use this car to assess entrants’ driv-
ing skills in some of the competition’s qualification stages (one
of which with yours truly ‘helping’ and/or whimpering from
the passenger seat), and at the competition’s finale in autumn.

So, the car. We tested a G40 GRDC in last issue’s First Drives,
but to recap, it’s a tiny two-seater coupe with fibreglass skin
cladding a super-strong tubular steel skeleton, which doubles
as an FIA-ratified rollcage. In the front there’s an 1800cc Ford
Zetec engine (breathed on with Ginetta’s own sump, throttle
bodies and alternator unit, taking power to 135bhp), at the back
there’s a torque-biasing limited-slip diff and in the middle
there’s a five-speed H-pattern manual gearbox – one of the
most deliciously sweet-shifting I’ve ever used.

The GRDC-spec G40 is currently Ginetta’s only road car
offering, now that the mid-engined G60 (née Farboud/Farbio)

has been put on ice. We picked the car up
at the company’s larger-than-you’d think,
and spotlessly clean, Garforth factory, and
had a good look at other G40s progressing
from metal tubes on a jig to final assem-
bly. Ginetta’s keen to big up the design’s
safety credentials – after all, 14 to 17 year

HELLO
MONTH 1
GINETTA 

G40 GRDC

LOGBOOK GINETTA G40 GRDC
> Engine 1800cc 16v, 135bhp @ 5000rpm, 110lb ft @ 4500rpm

(est) > Gearbox 5-speed manual, rear-wheel drive > Stats 6.0sec

0-62mph, 130mph > Price £35,940 > As tested £35,940 > Miles

this month 108 > Total miles 3107 > Our mpg n/a > Official mpg n/a

> Fuel this month £24.96 > Extra costs £0

Ginetta joins 
the fleet. We 
predict a riot
A summer of racing, touring, 
trackdays and more beckons for our 
mini GT racer. By James Taylor

Our James (left)

takes delivery

from want2race’s

Ben Hyland

inside Ginetta’s

Leeds HQ

olds race a version of this car in the BTCC-supporting Ginetta
Junior championship. And if you’ve caught any of it on TV,
you’ll know they’re all a bit mad and not afraid to explore the
scenery. So the chassis is 50 times stronger than it needs to be
to meet MSA safety standards, and the fuel tank’s a proper FIA
safety cell positioned ahead of the (actually quite reasonably
sized) boot.

Ginetta offers the option of air-conditioning and a heater,
along with a ‘Touring Pack’: sound deadening, carpets and
neater interior trim. This is a car you could drive to the track,
race and drive home again. But how many GRDC drivers
actually do? Quite a few, I’m told. One GRDC+ driver put a
folding awning in the boot earlier this season, drove to Oulton
Park and drove home again two days later with three race wins
under his belt. I’m assured others are so taken with their cars
they’ve even commuted to work in them during the week.
Living the dream, as they say.

Behind the removable steering wheel, you’re never in any
doubt it’s a racing car first and a (seriously fun) road car second,
though. This one scores extra racing authenticity points as it’s
been specced without any of the Touring Pack niceties. Like all
G40s, it also does without power steering, ABS, and traction
control. It’s a proper car, in short, and the ultimate antidote to
the over-assisted sensory deprivation tanks we spend most of
our time driving. I emerged from the first journey from Leeds
to CAR’s Peterborough HQ slightly deaf, moderately sweaty
and with an enormous grin. The next few months are going to
be a lot of fun.

@JamesTaylor_5

There’s an 

immobiliser, but 

taking the steering 

wheel with you 

works even better
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NEWS THAT OUR Citroën Spongebob 
has just garnered yet another gong – the 
‘2015 World Car Design of the Year’, 
awarded to ‘the new car with the most 
innovative design that challenges the 
industry’s conventional styling codes’ –
makes me wonder, yet again (see diverse 
Twingo honours for further details), 

whether any of the jurors actually took the time to sit in it, let 
alone drive it any distance.

Don’t get me wrong; as an ex-wielder of the HB, I’m all for 
design which pushes the outside of any envelope. But – to stick 
with Wolfe’s finest stuff  for a moment – as many a test pilot 
would attest were they still around to do so, even the most chal-
lenging design is only worthwhile if it actually works. 

In this context, then, we need to ignore whatever appeal you 
may or may not fi nd in the gentle eccentricities of the Cactus’s 
envelope, and focus on life on board…

This morning, climbing out of a Volvo V40 D4 the instru-

Nice for a bit,
then scary. Like
Fatal Attraction

MONTH 3
CITROEN

C4
CACTUS

CENTRE CONSOLE 
SCREEN

Not great looking, a 

tad stab-tastic and 

a pain in the arse 

having to access 

it for everything, 

even adjusting the 

air-conditioning

DOOR ARM REST

Actually matches

the seat upholstery.

Easily the most

comfortable part of

the interior. If only

one could drive

whilst sitting on it

REAR SEATS

No junior comfort

gripes, but the

absence of a

properly opening

rear window in a

four-door family

car is daft

CENTRE ARM REST

Pointless. So utterly

obstructs gear

changing that it was

flipped up on day one

and has stayed there

ever since

GLOVEBOX

Clever overhead

airbag location

facilitates neat

solution. But the

vacated space

below? No extra

storage, just a bland

blanking plate

AIR VENTS

Relocating

glovebox removes 

passenger air vent. 

And no; enlarging 

the left-hand 

centre vent is not 

adequate air-supply 

recompense

There are many good things about the C4 Cactus, not 
least its ambition and scope of imagination. But great 
design, however impressively served up, still has to work.
By Anthony ff rench-Constant

DRIVER’S SEAT

Bliss for the first eight 

seconds, then you shop 

for a cushion. A bizarre 

meld of boulder and 

blancmange combining 

little support with 

unsolicited intrusion

STEERING WHEEL

Lack of reach 

adjustment promotes 

ghastly driving 

position with arms 

straighter than a 

Coldstream guard’s 

trouser seam and 

knees for earrings
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DRIVER’S DOOR

Steadfastly refuses 

to shut politely. 

Needs slamming 

at a velocity more 

usually reserved 

for the shoe of a 

Jehovah’s Witness

Will you still love me, 
even without a facelift?
MONTH 6
HYUNDAI SANTA FE

LIKE MOBILE phone

makers, car manufacturers

absolutely insist on updating

their products quicker than

customers could possibly

want. It’s a momentum/desire

strategy, keeping you ever

hungrier, ever keener, always

in the game. By the time you

get your hands on the tweaked

model the next one’s around

the corner, and you’ll soon start

desiring that. And so it goes on.

A sign of the pace of this process is that the Santa Fe has

been mildly facelifted even before the end of our half year with

the 2014 model, courting the risk of peeing off  customers still 

two years away from paying off  the finance on what is now a 

lesser car. So I approach MY15 with trepidation, hoping that 

its enhanced trinketry won’t break up what has become a firm 

friendship between me and Britt (EK64 LND – you figure it out).  

I think we’re going to be okay. I think our love is stronger than 

the deletion of the cigar lighter and the covering of A, B and 

C pillars in cloth. We’ll withstand the temptation of an auto-

dimming rear-view mirror, rise above the need for heated rear 

seats, and even stay together despite the now very real sense 

of deprivation wrought by Still Having To Adjust The Driver’s 

Seat Manually. The lights, however, could have been a marriage 

wrecker, had they added full-bore, fully adaptive xenons to our 

Premium-spec model. But they didn’t, opting instead to save 

those for the top-spec Premium SE only. A pity, as only last 

month I was complaining in these pages of how poor the front 

lamps are. It’s a disappointment. Consolation can be found 

at the rear, where the lights are now full LEDs, and their sassy

signature adds a surprising helping of extra modernity to the

rear profile. Great news for those in the car behind, but not

for the driver, even if he is now sitting behind a steering wheel

made of slightly nicer leather.

One thing I would have loved is a panoramic sunroof, but

£32k still doesn’t buy me that. Now, about my next phone…

GREG FOUNTAIN @GregFountain1

From the driving seat

Engine unrefined but torquey Steering a bit on the

light side Body control well disciplined for a big SUV

Ride quality superb – its best asset Slow off the line,

but really quite perky in the mid range

LOGBOOK HYUNDAI SANTA FE PREMIUM
2.2 CRDi
> Price £31,730 > As tested £32,315 > Miles this month 888 > Total

miles 6132 > Our mpg 34.9 > Official mpg 41.5 > Fuel this month

£177.69 > Extra costs £0

ment binnacle of whose virtues I had been extolling, the missus
somewhat dismissively opined: ‘If you climb into a car and you
don’t notice these things, then it’s all good.’ 

Well, in the case of the Cactus, there’s absolutely nothing you 
don’t notice. It’s entirely regrettable that, as a design exercise, 
the interior adopts the role of Glen Close in Fatal Attraction;
initial attention-seeking appeal all too quickly deliquesced by 
the haphazard boiling of assorted bunnies. 

There’s little overall cohesion. The steamer trunk styling 
of the glove box and attendant luggage 
handle door-pulls constitute less a 
theme for the interior than a mere guest 
appearance, whilst, from a graphics 
perspective, the two screens are distant 
cousins at best. Worse, at the most basic 
level of ergonomics, the front seats look 
comfortable, but aren’t, and the driving 
position is succinctly pigeonholed by the 
missus as ‘Hideously uncomfortable’. 

Like many 

neighbours 

these days, 

central screen 

and instrument 

screen seem to 

have never met 

LOGBOOK CITROEN C4
CACTUS BLUE HDI 100
MANUAL FLAIR
> Engine 1560cc turbodiesel, 99bhp @

3750rpm, 187lb ft @ 1750rpm > Gearbox

5-speed manual, front-wheel drive >

Stats 10.7 sec 0-62mph, 114mph, 89g/

km > Price £17,990 > As tested £19,330 >

Miles this month 453 > Total miles 2733

> Our mpg 52.2 > Official mpg 83.1 > Fuel

this month £45.31 > Extra costs £0

PEDAL BOX

Unnecessarily 

cramped, requiring 

feet bound in the 

manner of a 19th C 

Chinese courtesan 

to squeeze between 

clutch pedal and 

transmission tunnel 

in the quest for rest

INSTRUMENT 
BINNACLE

Ugly, ill-matched 

graphics and 

precious little 

information. 

Speed, fuel, 

odometer and auto 

wiper notification. 

No rev counter, no 

temperature gauge 

and no joy
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‘THERE’S AN OLD saying that victory
has 100 fathers and defeat is an orphan,’
retorted President John Fitzgerald
Kennedy, commenting while trying
to avoid commenting on the failed,
US-sponsored invasion of Cuba in 1961.
Measured by sales success, Volvo’s V60

D6 plug-in hybrid is not over-blessed in the parent department
either.

A couple of weeks ago, I asked Volvo’s UK boss where the
crackpot impetus for the world’s first diesel hybrid came from.
Blue sky session at The Elk and Wolf, or enormous government
grant, I assumed (in fact, it was the lovechild of a four-year
partnership with Swedish energy supplier Vattenfall AB). Nick
Connor shrugged endearingly and answered in his best JFK:
‘It was developed at a time when we thought the European
market for plug-in hybrids would be greater… A plug-in diesel
was always going to be a fairly limited market.’

But hey, commercial success is not always the ultimate arbi-
ter of an endearing product. Today, I will challenge the novel
D6 to an equally novel test that only a handful of cars could
tackle: to lap London’s Congestion Charge zone purely on elec-

tric power. No carbon emissions, not a drop of diesel consumed.
It’s a challenge that’s even more pertinent now London mayor
Boris Johnson has announced the eight-mile square area will
become an Ultra Low Emission Zone from 2020, to tackle low-
level smog linked to 4300 deaths a year.

First, some preparation. With its 48g/km of CO2 in the test
lab, the D6 is Congestion Charge exempt. Except it’s not, unless
you send off paperwork and pay a £10 registration fee to Trans-
port for London. Resignedly, I pay the £10.50 daily charge.

Some 300kg of battery cells are packed into this V60’s boot,
where the spare wheel might otherwise be, and housed in the
lower sub-frame is the electric motor that spins the rear wheels.
So in ‘pure’ electric mode, the V60 is rear-wheel drive. After five
hours on the household mains last night, the D6’s water-cooled,
11.2kWh battery pack is fully charged.

So in the words of the Green Brother: ‘It’s 22 miles to central
London, I’ve got 27 miles of electric range, half a packet of Polo
mints, it’s sunny – and I’m wearing sunglasses: hit it!’ By ‘hit
it’ I mean sheepishly prod the ‘Save’ button, to bank those 27
e-miles, and cruise down the M1 using diesel power.

It’s Volvo’s 212bhp five-cylinder engine that spins the front
wheels, and puts the ‘D’ into D6. Reach for the Peltors to

avoid the raucous grumble on start-up, and
perhaps a gas mask: I notice an acrid diesel
smell as the fiddly sat-nav accepted the
Marylebone Road destination. The engine
can also sound unrefined at part-loads, but
roars mellifluously when you boot the throt-
tle. It’s a pretty refined motorway cruiser,

MONTH 6
VOLVO 

V60

The great C-Charge 
zone challenge
Can our V60 – a plug-in diesel hybrid – perform 
a lap of London’s congestion charge zone on 
electric power alone? By Phil McNamara
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with the combination of tyre rumble and on-off  wind whistle 
subsuming the engine. 

Off  the M1 and into crawling traffi  c on the A5 towards 
Kilburn, and the D6 switches into pure electric mode. It’s ut-
terly appropriate for the conditions, but not helping my range 
anxiety. Thankfully the diesel kicks in again within a couple of 
miles, and the hybrid system can recharge the batteries using 
kinetic energy from braking or by siphoning engine power.

The complex drivetrain’s smooth switching between power 
sources, and the broad operating range of electric assistance, 
is the most impressive aspect of the plug-in V60. The e-motor 
musters up to 148lb ft for the rear wheels, and can power the 
V60 past the motorway limit solo. And it’s so satisfying to 
watch the rev counter drop to zero at 70mph, as you coast along 
on e-power alone. Diesel front-drive, electric rear-drive or both 
united for all-wheel drive, this is a sophisticated system. There 
can be a slight judder when e-power switches to engine at mo-
torway speeds though. 

I reach the edge of the Congestion Charge zone, hitting the 
‘Pure’ button to switch to solely electric power as I join the 
A501 Marylebone Road. Zero the trip, and use the ‘Power Flow’ 
display to check the battery pack’s projected range: 21 miles. 
One lap is about 10 miles, so that should be enough, congestion 
permitting…

The fi rst 1.5 miles fl ow okay, and amid the red buses and 
soot-belching black taxis, I see another zero emissions warrior 
in an electric Renault Zoe. I feel like giving him a gesture of sol-
idarity, but wonder how a Londoner will take a raised fi st from a 
random bloke in a white Volvo. But traffi  c is crawling through� 

…AND PHIL’S TELEMETRY
Green bars above the line show fuel

consumption, the blue stalactites

show electric drive. We covered 14

miles solely on electric power, with

diesel only consumed from mile 15 on.

A Swedish hybrid 
in London

Two things that 

must be off : the 

air-con and the 

jumper

THE CIRCUIT…
Squint and the zone’s outline looks

like Silverstone’s, but even a Marussia

could top London’s 40mph peak

speed. We began in the north-west,

driving clockwise on Marylebone Road.

LIVERPOOL 
STREET

MARYLEBONE ROAD
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six miles; another three have disappeared by the time I re-cross
the Thames on Vauxhall bridge. Past Victoria station, onto
Grosvenor Place beside Buckingham Palace, and three dashes
have replaced a number to represent the remaining range. That
can’t be a good thing. An orange Lamborghini Huracan under-
takes: can’t imagine he worries about range anxiety.

Onto Park Lane, and the chequered fl ag is just over a mile
away. But the diesel vibrates into life, an audible death rattle for
our ambitions. I check the trip: the V60 has still aced 15 miles
of pure electric driving, with the computer guesstimating fuel
economy at 99.9mpg – as many digits as it can muster. In nearly
two hours of driving, the plug-in V60 
didn’t emit a single carbon. 

It’s a victory for the V60’s parents
at Volvo and Vattenfall, with only my
wonky compass threatening to orphan
the achievement. In central London, the
plug-in V60 has found the place it can excel
without compromise. Forget it’s a dieseles-
tate with 300kg of batteries, and minimal
boot. It’s a hybrid that performs like a pure
electric car when it matters – but one that
won’tleave you stranded when it doesn’t.

 @CARPhilMc

the Euston underpass, so I hit the brakes. Initial ‘bite’ comes
from the e-motor switching to generator mode and capturing
kinetic energy as it slows the car, accompanied by a descending
whine like Obi-Wan Kenobi powering down the Death Star’s
tractor beam. Unlike on many hybrids, the progressive brakes
don’t feel snatchy.

Every Volvo has City Safe operating at up to 31mph, where
a grille-mounted laser measures the distance to obstacles
ahead, triggering automatic braking if you’re about to rear-end
someone. It leapt into action a few weeks back, having decided
I wasn’t braking quickly enough in slowing traffi  c at a round-

about. While I’m contemplating
having a ‘I would have stopped in
time’ tattoo, it’s a reassuring safety
net, ideal for this wild west (end)
traffi  c. It’s more eff ective than the
higher speed collision warning 
system I criticised last month.

Half-an-hour later, climbing 
the hill to Angel, the range is 
down to 15 miles. I shed my jump-
er, kill the air-con and decide to 
e-hypermile to conserve juice. 
Below 10mph the only sound is 
the motor’s sci-fi  hum, but it’s 
swiftly drowned by tyre rumble. 
As if London driving isn’t stress-
ful enough, I’ve a new neurosis: 
that twitchy pedestrians will step 

out in front of my silent, white iceberg.
Then disaster! A Crossrail development site near Liverpool 

Street diverts me off  the ring-road, and by the time I’ve hapless-
ly fumbled my way through the City, the V60 has drained an-
other three unnecessary miles. More than an hour has elapsed, 
as I cross Tower Bridge with the Shard dominating my eyeline. 

The stretch south of the river fl ows much better. The potholes 
come thick and fast, preying on the D6’s jarring ride and making 
my head shake. By Elephant and Castle, the range has fallen to 

LOGBOOK VOLVO V60
D6 R-DESIGN LUX
> Engine 2400cc 5-cyl turbodiesel, 

212bhp and 325lb ft + rear electric motor, 

69bhp and 148lb ft > Gearbox 6-spd 

auto, continuously variable all-wheel 

drive > Stats 6.1sec 0-62mph, 143mph, 

48g/km > Price £51,675 > As tested 

£53,150 (inc. £5k subsidy) > Miles this 

month 1856 > Total miles 14,605 > Our 

mpg 43.1 > Official mpg 148.7 > Fuel this 

month £232.12 > Extra costs £0

From the 

driving seat

All that grunt

means decent

turn of pace  

Brilliantly integrated

diesel and electric

drivetrain

Boneshaking ride  
Steering that fights

your every input

 Still loving silent 

e-propulsion

Through the fug 

of bus fumes 

comes a white 

knight to clean 

up this town



I REALLY, REALLY want to like this
car. Inventively packaged city car
concepts are ten-a-penny but how many
actually make the jump from show
floor to showroom? Hats off to Renault
(with a little platform-sharing help
from Smart/Mercedes) for putting its

investment budget where its mouth is and making this new
rear-engined, rear-drive kind of Twingo a reality.

Problem is, our Twingo vs VW Up twin-test (CAR, Feb-
ruary) threw up more than a few flaws in the French entry.
Putting the drivetrain bits at the back hasn’t opened up quite as
much interior space as you might think (for rear passengers at
any rate), the boot’s compromised and there isn’t a bonus one in
the front because it’s full of radiator. Throw in mushy controls
and ponderous steering and we felt duty-bound to hand victory
to the squarer (literally and metaphorically) front-engined,
front-drive Up.

So while the Twingo might not be quite as spatially ingen-
ious or dynamically engaging as we’d hoped, spending a few
months in its company gives it a chance for its personality to
make up for it. Perhaps that’s why I felt compelled to tick the
‘Inca Yellow’ box on the configurator. Yes, I’m to blame for the
Tweety Pie-job. Theory was it would jump off the page nicely in
photos and, with the black ‘Retro’ decals, maybe look a bit like a
Renault 5 Turbo rally car if you squint slightly. I’m standing by
it, no matter how much my colleagues point and laugh.

HELLO
MONTH 1

RENAULT
TWINGO

There’s a choice of two engines – I
wanted the more powerful 898cc TCe 90
turbo because, well, I always want more
power, but was advised against it by
those who’ve driven it, and declare it lag-
gy, truculent and blighted by odd-feeling
variable-ratio steering. So the naturally
aspirated, single-ratio-steered, 69bhp
999cc SCe it is. Trim-wise, I’ve picked
the middling Play grade rather than
the posher Dynamique because that’s
the one Renault reckons will be the
best-seller, and cars like this make more sense when they’re
cheap-ish and relatively basic. So we’ve got Paris-friendly
plastic wheel trims instead of alloys and have foregone the likes
of lane departure warning and cruise control, but do get DAB,
Bluetooth, speed limiter and height-adjust for the driver’s seat.
The entry-level Expression gets most of the same kit but does
without air-con; probably a stoop too far.

In SCe Play spec the Twingo should dip under £10k but I
indulged in the premium audio option (£150), as there’s noth-
ing worse than a long journey with a tinny stereo. Perhaps due
to some logistical quirk, this comes as a package with electric
mirrors, which seem out of place in a car with pop-out rear win-
dows. I also added storage nets under the rear seats (a snip at
£20, channelling the spirit of the original
Mini’s wicker baskets). Renault, with an
eye on resale values, insisted we also add
a leather steering wheel (£75) and rear-
door storage pockets (only £20, but you’d
think they’d be standard). All in, £10,585.

More on what it’s actually like to drive
next time. The car has been temporarily
snaffled by Mark Walton, who’s enjoying
the umbrella-hooked-round-a-lamppost
turning circle. The colour not so much.

@JamesTaylor_5

LOGBOOK RENAULT
TWINGO PLAY SCE 70
> Engine 999cc 12v 3-cyl, 69bhp @

6000rpm, 67lb ft @ 2850rpm

> Gearbox 5-speed manual, rear-wheel

drive > Stats 14.5sec 0-62mph, 94mph,

105g/km > Price £9,995 > As tested

£10,585 > Miles this month 220 > Total

miles 346 > Our mpg 42.7

> Official mpg 62.8 > Fuel this month

£22.16 > Extra costs £0

French Racing…
Yellow?
If you’re going to be tiny, wear a loud suit.
With that advice, we specced our Twingo
By James Taylor

When they said

it came with

buckets, we

thought they

meant seats. But

that’s an actual

plastic bucket

How we specced our Twingo
69bhp SCe 1.0

Slower but

cheaper and

less laggy than

the 0.9 turbo

Premium audio
system £150

Worth it. It

sounds great.

Includes heated

electric mirrors

Two-tone
wheeltrims
No cost

Do a decent

impression of

alloys, until

you get close

Inca Yellow
paint £225

Well, you might

as well be bold

with a small car

‘Retro’ side
decal £150

For that ’70s

vibe
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THE SEVEN is a superb road car, and

an even better track car, so this month

I visited Castle Combe to get a taste of

Caterham’s Motorsport Academy. Just

over 900 drivers have passed through

the academy since its inception 20

years ago, including motorsport boss

Simon Lambert who competed in the first academy, won his

first race and came second overall. He was such an enthusiastic

Caterham owner that he went to work for the company and has

been there for the last 15 years.

The Academy works so: for £23k you get a self-build road-

legal track car, the requisite medical and ARDS course, as well

as engineering support and race engineers for five races and

two sprints throughout the year. Everything you need to go

racing except skidlid, race suit and talent. What you can’t have

though, is experience. The Academy only accepts absolute

novices.

Sure, 23 large is low-mileage Cayman money, but in the

wedged-up world of motorsport, it’s peanuts. ‘We want to be

the best at affordable club racing and we’re very realistic about

our position on the motorsport ladder,’ says Lambert. ‘You can’t

spend your way on to the front of the grid in a Caterham – and

that’s exactly the way we want it.’

The five races are 15 minutes long, which sounds ludicrously

short, but from behind the novice wheel that’s a long time to

be screaming into your helmet while rubbing wheelarches. And

there are no prizes for race winners – just a massive knees-up at

the end of each weekend to reward everyone. Very democratic.

On average three-quarters of the drivers progress to the next

tier. After the Academy comes the Roadsport Race Series – 14

races over seven weekends – using the same Academy car but

with chassis upgrades. Then there’s the Tracksport, Supersport

and Superlight race series where the racing gets progressively

more hardcore.

Driving the 160 around a sunny Castle Combe was a

delight. With its modest power and waterbiscuit-thin tyres, it

felt completely at home four-wheel drifting through Quarry

and Camp, and wailing along Hammerdown and Dean. It was

so biddable and keen, like it was having as much of a laugh

as I was.

The Academy car is a Caterham Seven with 125bhp 1.6-litre

Ford power. The Sigma unit drives the rear wheels through a

five-speed ’box and an open diff; there

are discs at each corner and the tyres are

bespoke low-grip Avon CR322s.

Stepping into the Academy car wasn’t

like going from korma to phaal. Yes,

it felt noticeably pokier, with sharper

throttle responses, but as with the 160,

the immediacy, the responsiveness, the

adjustability were all there in spades. It

felt confidence-inspiringly secure and

friendly – a perfect car for motorsport

novices.

@benwhitworth

From the

driving seat

Retro two-seater

minimalist roadster

with blown Suzuki

triple engine

Modest 80bhp

output belies its

Goliath-slaying

skills – it’s damned

quick Superbly

telegraphic steering,

talented chassis

and compliant ride

fitted as standard

Fully immersive

driving experience

no matter what the

destination

MONTH 11
CATERHAM
SEVEN 160

Activate the
tracking device!
Can our modestly powered, under-tyred
Seven kick arse at the Caterham Academy?
By Ben Whitworth

LOGBOOK CATERHAM 

SEVEN 160
> Engine 660cc 12v triple, 80bhp 

@ 7000rpm, 79lb ft @ 3400rpm > 

Transmission 5-speed manual, rear-

wheel drive > Stats 6.5sec 0-62mph, 

100mph, 114g/km > Price £17,995 > 

As tested £22,355 > Miles this month 

1953 > Total miles 11011 > Our mpg 44.6 

> Off icial mpg 57.6 > Fuel this month 

£222.88 > Extra costs  £0
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For one day only, 

our 160 achieves 

Academy status
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From the

driving seat

Stupidly powerful

for a 1.6 Ride can

be uncomfortably

firm Fantastic

grip from limited

slip diff Chunky,

mechanical

gearchange  
Strangely doesn’t 
feel as quick as it is

 Carbonfibre curves of desire

If the gearknob looks overtly 

masculine, the RCZ’s signature 

double-bubble roof balances the 

genders with a set of curves that 

couldn’t be more alluring. This is 

the element of the car that focuses 

most casual observers’ attention. 

The optional real carbonfibre finish 

is £1360 well spent, but expect 

plenty of wandering fingerprints.

LOGBOOK PEUGEOT RCZ R
> Engine 1598cc 4-cyl, 266bhp @ 6000rpm, 243lb ft @ 1900rpm > 

Gearbox 6-speed manual, front-wheel drive with LSD > Stats 5.9sec 

0-62mph, 155mph, 145g/km > Price £32,000 > As tested £33,880

> Miles this month 1449 > Total miles 5671 > Our mpg 33.6 > Off icial 

mpg 44.8 > Fuel this month £207.45 > Extra costs £200 (bumper)
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The RCZ R’s beauty is more

than skin deep. Some of

the details are rather

lovely. And some of them

aren’t. By CJ Hubbard

Look closer. Is our 
RCZ R still beautiful? 

MONTH 7
PEUGEOT 

RCZ R

 Ergonomics and interfaces aren’t ideal

The lack of standard DAB radio 

has turned me into someone who 

shouts at Radio 4 in the morning, 

while the sat-nav not only features 

graphics from an Atari ST, it also 

makes some extraordinary routing 

decisions. Do not like. On top of 

which, the buttons are so far away 

you wonder if Peugeot’s interior 

designers have extendable fingers.

The bumper is better, the seat still squeaks

The front bumper is now good 

as new again, repainted after a 

mysterious miscreant scuff ed it 

and ran away. The whining noise 

has also been sorted – a faulty fuel 

pump, replaced under warranty. 

Sadly, without this as a distraction, 

the squeak from the driver’s seat is 

now far more noticeable. Time for 

another trip to the dealer, perhaps?

 Odd knob, but it does the job

The RCZ R’s gearknob is a curious 

thing – it looks almost alarmingly, 

intimately, bionic. A metallic 

exoskeleton over a resin-like core, 

with a soft leatherish finish to the 

leading edge, it feels so good 

in the palm I occasionally catch 

myself stroking it in traff ic. Don’t 

judge; the taut linkage betwixt it 

and the six-speed ‘box is also a joy.



C O U N T
T H E  C O S T

Cost new £29,255 

(including £2010 of options)

Dealer sale price £21,175

Private sale price £19,890

Part-exchange price £18,970

Cost per mile 18p

Cost per mile including 
depreciation £1.08
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GOODBYE
MONTH 8

SEAT LEON 
CUPRA

You listening,
Golf GTI?
Seat’s Golf sibling slaps down a hot-hatch
gauntlet VW’s mother brand cannot ignore
By Ben Barry

EIGHT MONTHS,

11,355 miles, and

two front tyres

later, the Cupra

280 has gone.

There’s a small

gap until my

Golf R arrives, so I’ve swapped into Mark

Walton’s Golf GTI – a handy benchmark,

the three being subtle variations on the

same MQB architecture.

The 280 arrived showing 1698 miles,

and I loved its angular lines. I could’ve 

chosen the three-door SC, but the five-

door loses very little visually, so £300 extra

was a no-brainer. When I first climbed in, I

thought the seating position too high, the

interior lacking in sparkle, the sat-nav too

slow to wake up; I still do.

While the Golf R took a surprise gold in

CAR’s hot-hatch slugfest, the Leon got a

mauling. But I enjoyed it. I thought the ride

firm if acceptably compliant, the steering

precise and unexpectedly feelsome, and

the engine was a peach, with its kick of

mid-range juice and revvy enthusiasm.

I tried dual-clutch DSG and manual

variants, and while 71% of buyers vote DSG,

I felt the manual’s slick changes added to

the experience. The Seat swung between

short school runs, 60-80mph motorway

cruising, occasional B-road antics and 40

minutes on Rockingham racetrack. So

while the official 42mpg is a distant dream,

I’m delighted with 32.9.

Traction will always be a challenge for a

front-driver packing 276bhp, but the Leon

uses a mechanical locking diff, and makes

a decent fist of deploying power via a good

set of tyres. On wet roads it’d scrabble, but

it was on track that it disappointed most –

perhaps explaining that early Cadwell Park

verdict. It chewed tyres so quickly that I

abandoned Rockingham before midday.

Renault’s Megane RS might not do family

duties so well, but it’s the trackday don –

although I didn’t try the options that Seat

later introduced: sticky Michelin Cup 2s,

Brembo four-pots, bucket seats.

My track stint sealed the Bridgestones’

early passing, and traction became 

alarmingly poor when the tread was still

very much legal. I swapped for Michelin

Pilot Super Sports. But I never had to visit

the dealer, top up the oil, or get a service.

VW has positioned the 280 interestingly

compared with the Golf GTI, lavishing it

with extra kit rather than slashing cost.

So it gets adaptive dampers, LEDs, nav,

the 19s – none standard on the GTI – but

costs £275 more. Swapping between them

shows the GTI still has a big wodge of mid-

range shove, but the Leon feels stronger at

higher rpms. Select the most aggressive

settings and the Cupra’s engine note

turns loud and synthetic, and I love the

thunderclaps between gear changes.

The Seat’s similarly priced, more

powerful, has more kit and is equally eye-

catching. You’d be brave not to succumb to

the Golf, but there’s plenty of reasons not to.

@IamBenBarry

LOGBOOK SEAT LEON 
CUPRA 280
> Engine 1984cc 16v 4-cyl turbo, 276bhp 

@ 5600rpm, 258lb ft @ 1750rpm  

> Gearbox 6-speed manual, front-wheel 

drive > Stats 5.8sec 0-62mph, 155mph, 

154g/km > Price £27,245 > As tested 

£29,255 > Miles this month 3267 > Total

miles 13053 > Our mpg 32.9 > Official

mpg 42.2 > Fuel cost overall £2026.67 >

Extra costs £335.18

Track fantasy 

versus family 

reality… and 

occasionally the 

twain shall meet

Little chequered 

flag logo is neat, 

but the track isn’t 

where the Leon 

does its best work
A

LE
X
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A
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Mini Cooper 5dr
MONTH 6  By Ben Pulman

I’VE BEEN feeling rather chuff ed about the

pristine state of the Mini, because despite it

living on the street, there are no dents or dings

(caused by myself or others). All four wheels are

100% intact too, whereas going on the mottled

patina on the edge of every other alloy in my

road, neighbours must park more by feel (and

the screeching sound of metal) than sight.

So, feeling smug, out I went to take a photo

of my unblemished wheels, to find the front left

sporting a scrape. F…

 @thebenpulman

LOGBOOK MINI COOPER 5DR 1.5

> Price £15,855 > As tested £21,250 > 

Miles this month 507 > Total miles 3186 > 

Our mpg 37.0 > Off icial mpg 60.1 > Fuel this month

£67.28 > Extra costs £0

Range Rover Sport
MONTH 4  By Ben Oliver

WITH A decent mileage on the odometer, I can

tell you something meaningful about the Range

Rover Sport’s fuel consumption. Good news:

it’s not as ruinously expensive as a car with the

words ‘Range Rover’ and ‘Sport’ in the name

would suggest. Bad news: the claimed 37.7mpg

seems a distant dream. Mixed use returns a pretty

consistent 24mpg, as does fast autobahn work,

of which more next month. Steady UK motorway

runs give 28 to 30mpg. On balance, not too

painful.  @thebenoliver

LOGBOOK RANGE ROVER SPORT 3.0 SDV6 HSE

DYNAMIC

> Price £66,250 > As tested £75,607 > Miles this

month 744 > Total miles 3144 > Our mpg 24.6

> Off icial mpg 37.7 > Fuel this month £162.07

> Extra costs £0 

Porsche 911 (997)
MONTH 10  By Mark Walton

IT MIGHT seem a strange question, but does

a used Porsche 997 make a good family car?

Depends on your kids. My two-year-old was

happy – the rear seats don’t have Isofix, so

your child seat needs to work with the diagonal

seatbelt, but there’s plenty of room. (Isofix in

the front is a retrofit option.) My 17-year-old was

less happy: with his brother in the front, seat

pulled forward, poor Seth was still jammed

in, head cocked because of the sloping roof.

Suddenly arriving at school in a Porsche didn’t

seem quite so cool.

LOGBOOK PORSCHE 911 (997) CARRERA

> Price £69,538 > As tested £43,850 > Miles this

month 1159 > Total miles 36,091 > Our mpg 23.8 >

Off icial mpg 28.8 > Fuel this month £261.51 

> Extra costs £0

BMW M3
MONTH 6  By Ben Miller

DEATH AND destruction as the BMW and a

pheasant meet at motorway speeds. Sheer

physics (and a bit of biology, some of which is

still stuck between the panels) dictated the bird

came off  worse, and it did. But the M3 had its

nose bloodied. The nearside headlight washer

hose and parking sensor were both knocked

from their mounts, while the washer nozzle

cover went walkies. The estimate is £287.72,

£45.50 of which is painting the stamp-sized

cover Yas Marina blue…

LOGBOOK BMW M3

> Price £54,775 > As tested £66,785 > Miles this

month 988 > Total miles 11,713 > Our mpg 21.3

> Off icial mpg 32.1 > Fuel this month £242.65

> Extra costs Potentially £287.72 (repairs)

Merc S500 PHEV
MONTH 4  By Georg Kacher

THE BIGGEST hurdle a hybrid drivetrain 

must master is the smooth transition between 

operating modes. Take the brakes, whose job it 

is to decelerate and recuperate. The left pedal 

is commendably intuitive, and it self-actingly 

increases stopping power just before the vehicle 

comes to a halt. But things get trickier when you 

need ABS; it’s not really compatible with the 

ability to generate electric energy, pedal travel 

(long), pedal eff ort (high) and pedal feel (wooden) 

don’t synchronise. Also, as the car wants to coast 

whenever possible, there’s no engine braking, so 

you find yourself touching the brakes more often.  

LOGBOOK MERCEDES-BENZ S500 PHEV

> Price €108,945 > As tested €154,890 > Miles this 

month 1611 > Total miles 4751 > Our mpg 59.5 > 

Off icial mpg 100.9 > Fuel this month £307.05 

> Extra costs £0

Ford Mondeo
MONTH 2  By Chris Chilton

THE FUEL figures in last month’s ‘Hello’ report 

were based on one 250-mile journey where I 

kept my distance from the right pedal like it had 

ebola because of meandering 60mph traff ic and 

in deference to the motor’s youth. The result was 

48.9mpg, some way off  the 56.5mpg off icial 

figure, but way better than the 38.9 I achieved over 

the course of 1153 miles this month while making 

lots of short urban runs and eating motorway like I 

was trying to outrun a Hollywood cyclone.

 @chrischiltoncar

LOGBOOK FORD MONDEO 2.0TDCI TITANIUM

> Price £26,865 > As tested £31,135 > Miles this 

month 1153 > Total miles 2000 > Our mpg 38.9 

> Off icial mpg 56.5 > Fuel this month £168.58 

> Extra costs £0





The Good, the Bad & the Ugly
ABARTH

 500 ★★★★★.

> Pricey pocket rockets, all powered by 1.4-litre

turbos in various stages of steroidal over-

compensation. Divine details, dodgy dynamics

> VERDICT: A Vegas wedding: hilarious at first,

trickier to endure longer term

ALFA ROMEO

 MITO ★★★★★.

> Decent engines but generally rubbish to drive

Alfa’s soggy-handling, hard-riding premium min

is crucified by the real thing and Audi’s A1

> VERDICT: At least it’s got its looks. No, wait.

It’s an ugly Alfa. It’s got nothing

 
 GIULIETTA ★★★★★.

> Looked like a credible Golf rival for a while

but now the game has moved on. Keen prices,

but rivals are roomier, classier and more fun to

drive > VERDICT: Miles better than a Mito. Miles

better than a 4C, even. Miles behind a Mk7 Golf

 4C ★★★★★.

> Sexy carbon-chassis two-seater over-promises

and under-delivers on a double-your-dong-

length web-scam scale. Avoid wayward Racing

Pack > VERDICT: Shoots for the moon, hits itself

in the foot. Elise more fun, Cayman a better bet

ALPINA

 D3/B3 ★★★★★.

> Twin-turbo petrol and diesel stonk and smooth

auto ’boxes mated to a quality chassis, but

watch for some questionable OAP-spec interior

finishes > VERDICT: Try an xDrive D3 Touring –

it’s what the M3 wants to be when it grows up

 D4/B4 ★★★★★.

> Same blend of fast and frugal as above 

but slotted into slinkier 4-series shell. ZF auto

not as snappy as M4’s twin clutch, but much

smoother > VERDICT: 53mpg and 62mph in

4.6sec? And you’re alright with this, BMW?

 D5/B5 ★★★★★.

> Twin-turbo B5 petrol V8’s 590lb ft could

de-forest the Amazon while planet-loving D5

doesn’t let meagre 155g/km prevent 174mph

max > VERDICT: M5 alternative with Touring

body option you can’t have with the real thing

 B7 ★★★★★.

> BMW doesn’t make an M7, but Alpina

does. Twin-blown petrol V8 delivers ‘bahn-

busting performance that’s best enjoyed in

Germany > VERDICT: Niche S63 alternative

hamstrung by ugliness of the raw materials

XD3 ★★★★★.

> X3 35d-based high-rise hot-rod delivers

350bhp, 516lb ft, and the horizon through your

windscreen. Spoiled by a rock-hard ride

> VERDICT: Another niche BMW Munich leaves

to Alpina, maybe ’cos Porsche Macan is better

ARIEL

ATOM ★★★★★.

> Only the Pope’s lips get more up close and

personal with the tarmac than an Atom driver,

but there’s zero protection when the heavens

cashier) > VERDICT: A beautiful GT, but same 

money buys more exciting V12 Vantage

VANQUISH ★★★★★.

> Looking like the old DBS after 10 sessions 

of lipo, Vanquish’s exquisite detailing hides 

modern carbon structure, but performance is a 

decade out > VERDICT: Heart says buy, until a 

Ferrari F12 says bye-bye

RAPIDE ★★★★★.

> Take that, Panamera! Aston shows Porsche 

how to make a supercar/saloon cocktail. Forget 

limo pretensions though, it’s a four-door 2+2 

> VERDICT: Pretty, but interior more dated than 

a New York socialite and as hard on your wallet

AUDI

 HATCH/SPORTBACK ★★★★★.

 osh Polo does it all, from 1.0 miser to S1 

ro rocket. Not cheap, even before you’ve 

rged on options. £30k is a mouse click away 

 ERDICT: Classy Mini rival that doesn’t turn 

 Quasimodo when you tick the 5dr option

3 CABRIOLET ★★★★★.

 emium sun-grabber without macho sports-

 posturing. A bit tight in the back, but pretty 

tight in the bends too. Try a 1.8 TFSi with Sport 

trim > VERDICT: Asexual drop-top for sensible 

oes types. Worth the £2k premium over Golf

3 HATCH/S’BACK/SALOON. 
★★★★.

 our passengers will be in awe of the 

nement and finish, unless they’re nursing 

ees bashed in the back of the shorter three-

or shell > VERDICT: Brilliant hatch and not 

ch financial gulf to a Golf. Try sporty S-Line 

 supple SE chassis

3 / RS3 ★★★★★.

 
Y

> Further proof that the Germans are 

still power junkies at heart. 296bhp S3 is 

trouble enough, while new 362bhp RS3 

 do 174mph. Achtung, baby. > VERDICT Far 

ter than they used to be, but not as exciting 

as they should be. Buy a Golf R

A4 SALOON/AVANT/ALLROAD.
★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Creaky A4 still looks the part but us and it 

will be put out of our misery later this year 

when new one arrives. Duff  ride, dated dash, 

decent engines > VERDICT: Never class leading 

when new, and that was in 2008! C-class is better

RS4 ★★★★★.

> Brutal RS treatment makes a monster of ho-

hum A4. No 4dr, no manual and no turbos, this 

wicked wagon’s V8 redlines higher than Ferrari’s 

488GTB > VERDICT: Pace and space, but rides 

like the tyres have a tic. No match for new C63

A5 SPORTBACK ★★★★★.

> In a class of one until BMW finally got its act, 

and the 4-series Gran Coupe, together. Pretty 

and practical, but like its drivers, feeling its age > 

VERDICT: Fatherhood doesn’t seem so bad with 

family cars this handsome. Then you drive it

open > VERDICT: You’ll be a driving god on the

track, and now in the mud, thanks to Baja-style

Nomad spin-off

ASTON MARTIN

VANTAGE ★★★★★.

> Ageing entry level Aston has ace steering, but

make sure you go manual: plodding semi-auto is

as dynamic as a Ron Dennis interview

> VERDICT: Longer in the tooth than Brucie, but

constant updating means it’s still desirable

VANTAGE V12 ★★★★★.

> Cramming huge V12 into Vantage’s V8-sized

engine bay makes for a track weapon that thinks

it’s a hot rod. Superb chassis, but another duff

’box > VERDICT: Crazy car, but not as crazy as

the price – almost £40k more than a 911 GT3…

DB9 ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Recently re-skinned, and now with 8-spd ZF 

auto. Our long termer had ‘bespoke concerns’ 

(the trustworthiness of a crack-addicted bank
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A5 COUPE/CABRIO ★★★★★.

> Like a 4ft 8in Miss World, stunning A5 has

the looks but not the legs. Yours will suffer too

thanks to offset pedals and zero rear legroom

> VERDICT: Buying now? BMW 4-series. Feeling

patient? Wait for 2016’s stunning C-class coupe

RS5 ★★★★★.

> Has iconic Quattro arches, but feels like it was

engineered down the Arches at Phil Mitchell’s

EastEnders den of bodgery. Cramped too >

VERDICT: Great V8 can’t save misfiring flat-

footed coupe. Buy a BMW M4, or the better RS4

A6 SALOON/AVANT/ALLROAD
★★★★★.

> Demure big Audi an unsung hero, refined and

cheap to run. Allroad an SUV for agrophobics;

twin-blown 309bhp BiTDi a proper mischief

maker > VERDICT: Base models short on wow,

but a solid alternative to better-handling Jag XF

RS6 ★★★★★.

> For wealthy mentalists who think the S6’s

444bhp isn’t enough, RS6 delivers 25% more

and gives the new R8 V10 a hard time at the

lights > VERDICT: Beautifully finished all-

weather family wagon that scares supercars silly

A7 SPORTBACK ★★★★★.

> Slant-roof A6 takes styling cues from pretty

’60s 100 coupe but can’t out-cool Merc’s CLS.

If Rod Hull’s shoes were this grippy, he’d still

be alive > VERDICT: Stylish GT with sensible

engines, but a sports saloon? My RS, maybe

RS7 ★★★★★.

> Pricier, less practical RS6 with fastback rear,

same guts but gets clever rear diff as standard

for oversteer here, there and everywhere given

room > VERDICT: An Aston Rapide for the AA-

grophobic, but we’d have the naughtier RS6

A8 SALOON ★★★★★.

> Audi’s elder statesman for elder statesmen has

more tech than CES at Vegas but who wants

people to think they’re being chauffeured in an

A4? > VERDICT: Gadgets galore, but Merc’s

incredible S-class nails the luxury basics better

Q3 ★★★★★.

> Dumpy dinky faux field forager is a yummy

mummy fave. Forget 4wd and the diesels and

go for light, zippy, 1.4 TFSi > VERDICT: So much

better to drive than it looks. Which it’d have to

be, right? Unless it was an Alfa

RSQ3 ★★★★★.

> Audi’s first tall-boy RS model. Hearing of the

£45k price or unleashing that 335bhp five-pot

both elicit same incredulous gasp > VERDICT:
Who needs this stuff? Short people in a rush?

What we do know is it’s better than a GLA45 AMG

Q5 ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Car-like SUV offers everything from meek

180bhp front driver to a ballistic SQ5 bi-turbo

diesel delivering RS performance without the

fuel bills > VERDICT: Still one of Audi’s best. Beats

a top-spec A4, if not a bottom-spec Macan

Q7 ★★★★★.

> Formerly massive 7-seat SUV with Costa

Concordia wieldiness morphs into massive

7-seat jacked-up estate car in new Mk2 guise

> VERDICT: Lighter and less thirsty than before,

but still less charming than Jean-Claude Juncker

TT COUPE/ROADSTER ★★★★★.

> Brilliant coupe gets virtual dash, and

sharper handling. Try 2.0-FSI. Boot big, but rear

seats for handbags only (some men have them,

you know) > VERDICT: A proper real-world

sports car – but same money buys an early R8!

R8 V10/V10 PLUS ★★★★★.

> Friday afternoon restyle meets Monday

morning mechanics. New R8 offers no V8 for now,

but V10 is back with 532bhp or Lambo-equalling

601bhp > VERDICT: Not driven it yet, but could

beat Huracan sister for half the price

BAC

MONO ★★★★★.

> Single-seat racer that took a wrong turn out of

the pits features pushrod suspension, Cosworth-

tuned 2.3 Duratec and bath-like driving position

> VERDICT: Sublime track-tool with a six-figure

price that’d net you a Cayman GT4 and an Atom

BENTLEY

CONTINENTAL GT COUPE/
CABRIO ★★★★★

> The repmobile of millionaires. Reliable,

well-built and yes, full of VW bits. Death Star

smooth W12 now sounds more rebellious, while

twin-turbo GT V8 S is joyful > VERDICT: More of

a sportscar than its hefty GT image suggests

CONTINENTAL GT3-R ★★★★★.

> Bonkers road racer with Max Power styling,

no rear seats and shouty exhaust. Surprisingly

nimble using 4wd and torque vectoring, and

epically fast thanks to tricked up 580 V8 >

VERDICT: Uncouth drag racer for rich Russians

MULSANNE ★★★★★.

> Huge, handbuilt anachronism, with twin-turbo

V8 born in the ’50s, buffed to perfection, and a

field of cows sacrificed for your arse’s pleasure >

VERDICT: Buy the Speed – any less outrageous

display of consumption is just poor form

FLYING SPUR ★★★★★.

> New Spur is sharper to drive, sharper to look

at, softer to sit in, and feels less like a stretched

Conti. Fridge and iPads essential options for

pampered rear-seat recliners > VERDICT: Thin

of it as a bargain Roller rather than a pricey A8

BMW

1-SERIES ★★★★★.

> Only rear-driver in its class. Good for handlin

not for cabin space. Just facelifted so now 3%

less grotesque. 118i petrol a brilliant all-rounde

> VERDICT: Want a roomy, well-appointed hatch

that’s great to drive and look at? Buy an A3

M135i ★★★★★.

> Last of the downsizing deniers, BMW’s hot

hatch stays with six-pot power when all rivals

offer four. Undercuts mechanically identical

M235i by £4.5k > VERDICT: Storming drivetrain,

but VW’s incredible Golf R just pips it

2-SERIES COUPE/CABRIO ★★★★★

> Boot-faced booted 1-series is a Mustang with

a couple of A-levels. 218d is 8.9 to 62mph and

63mpg; 4cyl 228i a cut-price, cut-down M235i

> VERDICT: Plainer than a margarine sarnie, but

TT and RC-Z can’t touch its space/pace combo

M235i ★★★★★.

> Shoestring M3 quicker than a Cayman and

almost as costly if you’re profligate with options.

322bhp std; 380bhp just a Superchip away

> VERDICT: Satisfyingly simple and a blast to

drive. Coupe shell + manual ’box = purest thrills

2-SERIES ACTIVE TOURER ★★★★★

BEST IN
CLASS

> BMW in front-drive MPV shock. Decent

drive, great interior. Need to cart OAP

relatives around? You’ll need the 7-seat Gran

Tourer. Boom boom! > VERDICT: The ultimate

driving (to the park/crèche/post office) machine

i3 ★★★★★.

> One of BMW’s best cars is home to its finest

cabin. Electric version has short range; hybrid

is noisy and has a fuel tank like a flea’s hip flask

> VERDICT: Carbon chassis supermini, electric

power and £30k price. Did we wake up in 2045?

3-SERIES SALOON/TOURING
★★★★★

FACELIFT
SOON

> Celebrating four decades of overpriced,

undersized family cars. Which to buy? Hard

to argue with 320d’s 7.5sec to 62mph and

61mpg > VERDICT: Still great, but new C-class

makes it seem as soothing as wet and dry bog roll

3-SERIES GT ★★★★★.

> High-rise Touring alternative almost as vast as

a 5-series thanks to wheelbase stretch, but way

more hideous. Another BMW design disaster

> VERDICT: A £35k Mondeo with a BMW badge.

Why bother when the same-price X3 is so good?

M3 ★★★★★.

> M3 means saloon only; coupe is M4. Both

ditch V8 for 425bhp twin-turbo six with choice

of manual or DCT auto. Still no xDrive 4x4 – for

now > VERDICT: Rapid but rowdy M3 is more

fun than new C63 AMG, but harder to live with

Volkswagen XL1

313.8mpg
£100k’s worth of diesel-

ectric spaceship, and the 
i3 is still more eff icient

OWER 47BHP TORQUE 103LB 

FT CO2 21G/KM 0-62MPH 

11.9SEC TOP SPEED 98MPH 

NGE 311 MILES PRICE £98,515
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 4-SERIES COUPE/CABRIO ★★★★★

> 3-series in a shell suit subtly better to drive,

but same great engine choices and almost as

practical. Shame about the carryover cabin >

VERDICT: Crushes Audi’s ancient A5. Folding

hardtop cabrio weighty but worth it

 4-SERIES GRAN COUPE ★★★★★.

> Pretty and practical, like a bikini car wash,

hatchback GC costs £3k more than 3-series but

has std leather. Five belts but only four seats

> VERDICT: Smart and useful, much more than

a niche exercise. But why isn’t this the 3-series?

 M4 ★★★★★.

> Two-door M3 is now M4 with twin-turbo 6-pot.

Choose coupe or tubby cabrio, or upcoming

water-injected GTS track version > VERDICT:
Dynamite drift machine’s mega mid-range

comes at the expense of the old V8’s charisma

5-SERIES SALOON/TOURING
★★★★★

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Hard to fault the default exec. Go for 520d

or 530d M Sport, ZF auto, adaptive dampers.

Ace adaptive headlamps a £545 option >

VERDICT: Stylish as Teflon trousers but that

drip-dry gusset is just so handy. Best exec bar none

 5-SERIES GT ★★★★★.  

> BMW GB: ‘The contours… make its attraction

instant. Stylish presence of a saloon combines

harmoniously with the sporty elegance of a

coupe’ > VERDICT: Munich’s Vel Satis. Hated by

critics, loved by owners. All three of them

 M5 ★★★★★.

> While our enthusiasm for the twin-turbo V8 is

tempered slightly by the artificial engine noise,

it’s sublime to drive and gets better with every

iteration > VERDICT: Still the fast saloon daddy.

592bhp ‘30 Jahre edition’ utterly magnificent

 6-SERIES COUPE/CABRIO ★★★★★

> Anonymous big GT best enjoyed with mighty

40d diesel power. Plenty of room for four – if

you fire your passengers into the back via a

wood-chipper > VERDICT: Under-the-radar GT

bruiser, short on sex, but not on appeal

 6-SERIES GRAN COUPE ★★★★★.

> Coupe? It’s a bloody saloon! And £20k

more than a same-engined 5-series! BMW

must chuckle at every sale. Still, rather nice >

VERDICT: Desirable enough to leave the 6-series

coupe in the shade, and in the showroom

 M6 ★★★★★.

> Six-figure M5 in a shiny suit is even better to

drive. Two-door looks good value beside Merc’s

S63 coupe, but can’t touch a 911 GTS for kicks >

VERDICT: M6 GC almost makes M5 redundant,

but at £100k/18mpg you’ll need two jobs

7-SERIES ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Bull-nose luxury barge not long for this

world and we won’t be sending flowers.

Drives well, looks awful and the ride fidgets

like a toddler with ADHD > VERDICT: Takes luxury

to K2-heights, but the S-class rocks it up to Everest

X1 ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Despite the 1 tag, this dowdy crossover is

based on old 3-series. So, great engines and

chassis, but cabin makes a Dacia feel glam

> VERDICT: Fugly but decent faux-by-four that’s

cheaper than a 3-series Touring. We’ll take the 3

 X3 ★★★★★.

> Studiously un-gangsta SUV shuns petrol

power – and M Power – options for solid diesel-

only blend of handling and handiness. Looking

better post facelift > VERDICT: The BMW SUV

we don’t hate ourselves for liking

 X4 ★★★★★.

> Blame the Evoque and people who bought

the X6 for this carbuncle. £4-5k more than an

X3, but better equipped and annoyingly better

to drive > VERDICT: Depressing X3 spin-off for

grown-ups who still dream of being a footballer

 X5 ★★★★★.

> One-time Premier League fave looking more

like League 1 beside better-driving, and -looking

rivals. Skinflint sDrive 25d is a rwd four-banger

> VERDICT: Still impresses with engines and

quality, but thanks to Landie it’s lost its lustre

C4 CACTUS ★★★★★.

> An architect’s wet dream. Sloppy to drive

but otherwise a roomy family car with kid’s toy

colour combos. Airbumps will stop it kicking off

in the car park > VERDICT: Cheap yet brilliant.

Why can’t the French be this good all the time?

C5 SALOON/ESTATE ★★★★★.

> Be aware: this car is still in existence. Slow

selling but roomy estate is fairly stylish and

practical with Hydractive rear suspension >

VERDICT: There have been great French family

saloons. This is not one

C4 PICASSO ★★★★★.

> Defiantly anti-cool family shifter. Touches like

lower rear windows and sprogwatch mirror

make mums go weak at the knees for its peace-

and-bloody-quiet ambiance > VERDICT: Drives

like a shed. Who cares, if Satan’s brood shut up?

BERLINGO MULTISPACE ★★★★★.

> Recently refreshed with SUV aspirations, but

still a hard-wearing, wipe-clean tin lifeboat for

cagoule-wearing Thermos-sipping birdwatchers.

Rattles and drives like a van. Is a van > VERDICT:
Dogging cheapseats for aspiring Bill Oddies

DS3 HATCH/CABRIO ★★★★★.

> Surprise winner clad in John Lewis wallpaper

prints. A middle-class rethinking of an average

supermini. But even sporty 155bhp lacks sparkle

> VERDICT: Goes with your tablecloth and

handbag. Gallic chic still desirable, done right

 DS4 ★★★★★.

> Jacked up hatchback that’s not an SUV, but is

sportier than a C4 but not actually very athletic.

Work that out. Cool helicopter alloys, though

> VERDICT: Found: if you recognise this car,

please write to 1 de Gaulle Street, Paris, France

 DS5 ★★★★★.

> Off ice joker in testosterone world of Serious

Business Men. Quite appealing, with a lovely

aerostyled cabin. Diesel Hybrid4 a good idea

not executed properly > VERDICT: Bland

ubiquity will always beat charming quirkiness

DACIA

 SANDERO ★★★★★.

> Cheapest new car on sale not the worst.

Yoghurt-pot plastics and pre-Glasnost styling

can’t detract from a spacious sub-six grand

runabout with Renault engines > VERDICT:
Austerity rocks. Right, Greece?

LOGAN ★★★★★.

> Estate looks like a Sandero that's reversed

into phone box. Cavernous boot, but dreadfully

unrefined thanks to all the brittle plastic and

tin > VERDICT: You put things in it. It will carry

them for you. You can take them out. Job done

DUSTER ★★★★★.

> No-nonsense SUV that’s ideal for wannabe

peacekeepers on a ridiculously small budget.

Buy the boggo 4x4 diesel in white for the full UN

eff ect > VERDICT: The Neighbourhood Watch

will never be the same again

FERRARI

458 ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Exquisite 9000rpm supercar shocks with

its agility, usability and sheer style. Track-

ready Speciale? Heavenly but head-achey

> VERDICT: Last of the pure Ferrari supercars?

Replaced by turbocharged 488GTB any day

CALIFORNIA T ★★★★★.

> L-plate Ferrari first of Maranello’s new turbo

cars. Boost management mimics naturally

aspirated engines. Looks better, sounds worse

> VERDICT: Forget the unfair 458 comparisons,

it's an SL65 rival and well worthy of the badge

F12 ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Jumbo GT with 700bhp turns like a

supercar, cruises like a limo and drifts like a

nitrous-guzzling M3. 458 gets the girl but

this is the better car > VERDICT: Multi-talented

coupe makes Aventador look as sophisticated

as a Piedmontese peasant

FF ★★★★★.

> Supercar meets Scimitar in this luxurious two-

door wagon with a fiendishly clever on-demand

 X6 ★★★★★.

> All the impracticality of a coupe and all the 

wasteful high-centred mass of an SUV. Genius. 

If you must, X40d gives best price/punch/

parsimony > VERDICT: Pointless pimp wagon. 

Buy a Porsche Cayenne or even an X5

 Z4 ★★★★★.

> Sports car for post-menopausal women in 

lemon trouser suits. Coupe-cabrio roof hits boot 

space when folded. Base 18i spec sub-Wartburg 

> VERDICT: No match for Boxster. Stick with mid- 

spec trim. And keep taking the evening primrose 

 i8 ★★★★★.

> Carbon-constructed 3-cyl hybrid supercar 

that’s fun for four, as fast as an M3 and does 40 

real mpg. Minor demerit: looks like it’s crimping 

off  a 911 > VERDICT: Fascinating and fabulous. 

The future of the sports car is in safe hands

BUGATTI

VEYRON ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> A decade on, still the ultimate hypercar, 

although more limited editions than a 

Vauxhall Nova take some lustre off  

W16-powered redefinition of what’s possible 

> VERDICT: Promise, La Finale is the end of an 

amazing era – will we ever see its like again? 

CATERHAM

 SEVEN ★★★★★.

# Still the benchmark for bobble-hatted Terry 

Thomas wannbes, the adaptable Seven comes 

in flavours from 160 3-cyl to mental road racers 

> VERDICT: 80bhp 160 underpowered, 310bhp 

620R lethal, 180bhp 360 model just right

CHEVROLET

 CORVETTE ★★★★★.

> Farm machinery meets space lab in fabulous 

460bhp V8 symphony of composite materials, 

leaf springs and push rods. Shame it’s left-hook 

only > VERDICT: £60k for a bargain berserker. 

Soon, for £20k more comes the 650bhp Z06

CHRYSLER

300C ★★★★★.

DIES
SOON

> Now looking like a Chinese rip-off  of the 

original 300C rather than an American rip-off  

of a Bentley, with a V6 diesel engine that’s 

comically ineff icient > VERDICT: Really want a go 

in a 300C? Rent one of those pink hen-do specials 

CITROEN

 C-ZERO ★★★★★.

> Remember when electric cars were expensive, 

oddly packaged, with hardly any range? If not, 

refresh your memory with a C-Zero > VERDICT: 
£6k for a Tupperware box. There are cheaper 

ways to carry your sandwiches to work

 C1 ★★★★★.

> Trying desperately hard to escape the 

clutches of its sister cars, the C1 can have a 

funky Airscape cloth roof and half-hearted 

personalisation options. 1.0-litre has most pep 

> VERDICT: Good, solid proletarian urban fare 

rather than hipster cool

 C3 ★★★★★.

> Serious sibling rivalry issues as dull C3 loses 

out to dashing DS3. Now handles a bit better 

after a refresh, and has five doors. The end > 

VERDICT: If you’re not even the most talented in 

your family, how are you going to beat the rest?

 C3 PICASSO ★★★★★.

> Compact supermini-based box that’s fun to 

drive (avoiding the petrol one, mind) and well-

packaged. Might not set pulses racing, but you’ll 

get very protective of it > VERDICT: They can 

take the piss, but it’s a faithful, lovable friend

 C4 ★★★★★.

> Recently refreshed C4 has all the edginess of a 

Hush Puppy deck shoe. But it’s useful, anodyne 

transport and sub-100g/km BlueHDi models are 

very economical > VERDICT: Nobody would 

hate you – or notice you – if you bought one

4wd system via second gearbox > VERDICT: 
Like an arranged marriage, love grows from 

respect, and certainly not at first sight

LaFERRARI ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> 1000bhp hybrid hypercar where the 

electric bits exist to save tenths not icecaps. 

499 to be built and all sold despite the £1.2m 

asking price > VERDICT: The greatest single 

supercar of all time – except maybe the FXX K 

track version

FIAT

 PANDA★★★★★.

> Spacious city car with ‘squircle’ obsession, as 

roly-poly as the blobby looks suggest. Two-pot 

TwinAir willing but thirsty when pushed 

> VERDICT: VW Up costs less, drives better and 

is nicer inside. Grin and bear it?

 500/C★★★★★.

> Panda in a retro frock is still a darling amongst 

trendy urbanites. Endless special editions keep it 

fresh, driving dynamics keep us underwhelmed 

> VERDICT: Style over substance and a crashy 

ride. But the style is in high supply

 500L/MPW ★★★★★.

> Bloated supermini-sized people carriers, 

desperately attempting to cash in on city car’s 

chic. Seldom has the point been so massively 

missed > VERDICT:  In-car coff ee machine 

option the only purchase excuse

 500X ★★★★★.

> Compact crossover is Arnold Schwarzenegger 

of the 500 range – steroidal and somewhat 

limited in its range of abilities, but actually 

rather likeable > VERDICT: Worthy Nissan Juke 

alternative works the 500 thing surprisingly well

 PUNTO ★★★★★.

> Been facelifted more times than Joan Rivers 

but is somehow still alive. Now reduced to bare-

bones range and budget price. We still wouldn’t 

> VERDICT: You might be tempted. Don't be

 QUBO / DOBLO★★★★★.

> Postman Pat’s family wheels? Don’t be daft, 

Pat’s retired to the Caribbean and is living off  

the licencing rights. Drives a Bentley. A red one 

> VERDICT: Van-based MPVs  that put 

practicality first, people second

FORD

 KA ★★★★★.

> Take one Fiat 500, marginally improve the 

dynamics then snatch defeat from victory 

with dull restyle that removes entire reason to 

purchase > VERDICT: Ford’s worst car. Noisy, 

slow, plasticky, too expensive. Buy a used Fiesta

 B-MAX ★★★★★.

> B-pillar-free Fiesta-based mini MPV gets rear 

sliding doors for maximum practicality but not 

the sliding rear seats of some rivals. Firm ride 

> VERDICT: Buy with a 1.0 Ecoboost triple and 

Zetec trim for maximum school-run fun 

FIESTA ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Still brilliant after all these years, Fiesta is 

poised and practical. Terrific new triples make 

up for an interior that would make the Chinese 

blush > VERDICT: The best driving supermini. 

Even 1.0 models feel like hot hatches in waiting

FIESTA ST ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Feisty Fiesta is fluent where the flat-

footed Focus falls. Trying say that quickly 

with the 180bhp Ecoboost on full reheat: 

f-ing fatiguing > VERDICT: Definitive aff ordable 

hot hatch spoiled only by square-wheels ride

 ECOSPORT ★★★★★.

> Third-world hand-me-down is no fun to drive 

and reasonably roomy interior ruined by a daft 

side-opening tailgate. Nissan Juke monsters it 

> VERDICT: A rare Blue Oval balls-up 

channelling the complacent Mk5 Escort spirit

 FOCUS HATCH/ESTATE ★★★★★.

> Looking all the better for its 2014 refresh, the 

Focus shows Ford’s chassis engineers know 

their stuff . So it’s just the designers who have 

lost it > VERDICT: Great to drive but the Golf is a 

more polished destination for your dough
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 FOCUS ST ★★★★★.

> Storming turbo four sounds so good it’s 

almost more than your ears can take. Also 

more than the front tyres are able to deal with 

> VERDICT: Exciting, but so’s contemplating 

throwing yourself from the Shard. Buy a GTI

 MONDEO HATCH/ESTATE ★★★★★

> Delayed so long dealers will soon be doing 

MOTS and PDIs at the same time. Huge space 

and you can even have the 1.0 Ecoboost 

> VERDICT: Everybody wants them new-fangled 

SUVs these days, but this is a great family car

 KUGA ★★★★★.

> Fine-handling MPV now available with a 

178bhp diesel – but not a dashboard that 

doesn’t look like an earthquake in a switchgear 

factory. Small boot > VERDICT: Good, but top-

end versions stray into X3/Evoque territory

 C-MAX/GRAND C-MAX ★★★★★.

> More a roomier Focus than full-blown MPV, 

C-Max delivers driving pleasure to blot out 

family pain. 7-seat Grand version gets rear 

sliding doors > VERDICT: Rivals are roomier, but 

none is better to drive. Just pretend it’s the wife’s

 S-MAX ★★★★★.

 
NEW 

ENTRY

> Tech-obsessed new S-Max exploits latest 

Mondeo’s undercrackers to full eff ect. 

Pricey, but still the best of the seven-seaters 

to drive > VERDICT Toys include electric 

everything and speed-correcting cruise control. 

Harder to beat than FC Barcelona

 MUSTANG ★★★★★.

>  GI Henry’s finally been posted to Europe and 

he’s cutting in on the TT’s dance. At last gets 

multi-link rear end, but rear-space could be 

better > VERDICT: Ecoboost 4-cyl torquey but 

tedious; it’s the V8 you want, if not its 18mpg thirst

 GALAXY ★★★★★.

 
NEW 

ENTRY

> Full-size seven-seater MPV is Barry White to 

S-Max’s James Brown – smooth, substantial 

and still got the groove when you want to get 

down > VERDICT No other bus this big does what 

this can; keep your soul alive on the school run

GINETTA

 G40 ★★★★★.

> Pint-sized road-legal racer. Two models: 

G40R (civilised version, with carpets) and 

GRDC (actually a race car with numberplates) 

> VERDICT: Tiny, twitchy and top fun. Pick 

the £35k GRDC and you get entry to a racing 

championship thrown in

HONDA

 JAZZ ★★★★★.

 
REPLACED

SOON

> Brilliantly packaged supermini suff ers 

typical genius-level mismatch of brain:social 

skills. Ordinary performance, extraordinarily 

unrefined > VERDICT: If a Skoda Fabia had seats 

this smart, every other supermini would call it a day

 CIVIC HATCH/TOURER ★★★★★.

> Wilfully diff erent, won’t-fully-want-one Golf 

rival whose big draw is its origami rear seats. 

167mph Type-R lands soon (expect big skid 

marks) > VERDICT: Capacious wagon makes 

most sense but a Golf is still more satisfying

 ACCORD SALOON/TOURER
★★★★★

 
DIES

SOON

> Ancient second-rate Mondeo rival dies any 

day, killed off  by the market's move to SUVs 

– and ambivalence to overpriced ordinary 

saloons > VERDICT: Mid-table Championship 

side to the Mondeo’s Champions League winner

 CR-V ★★★★★.

> Roomy but unremarkable SUV with a choice 

of two- or four-wheel drive. Unlike most Hondas 

won’t need ear defenders to drown out road 

noise> VERDICT: Kuga has the chassis, Qashqai 

has the style, but neither is as practical as CR-V

HYUNDAI

 i10★★★★★.

> Five-door city car that balances mature driving 

experience with strong value – even if it’s not as 

cheap as it was. Five-year warranty, too 

> VERDICT: Basic motoring done not just well 

but with a dash of style. Mid-spec 1.0 our choice

 i20★★★★★.

> No Fiesta to drive, but it’s not as far off  as you’d 

think, while the refinement and comfort off er 

plenty of compensation for the plain interior > 

VERDICT: Like a pair of corduroy slippers: comfy 

but rather suggests you’ve given up on sex

 i30 HATCH/TOURER ★★★★★.

> Where the current crop of Hyundais got 

serious – which means it’s now in need of a 

facelift as the mainstream moves ahead again 

> VERDICT: ‘Tries hard but lacks imagination’ 

would be the i30’s school report card

 i40 SALOON/TOURER ★★★★★.

> Vast Mondeo rival with huge boot and lots 

of standard kit. Imminent facelift should purge 

guppy-like looks > VERDICT: Nearly-but-not-quite 

mainstream alternative plays value card well

 iX20★★★★★.

> Compact MPV and Kia Venga’s ugly 

step-sister; roomy and accommodating but 

ultimately forgettable > VERDICT: Sorry, what 

were we talking about?

 iX35 ★★★★★.

 
REPLACED

SOON

> Slabby looks but neat to drive and nicely 

built, making the ix35 a worthy Kuga rival. All-

new Tucson replaces it soon > VERDICT: Not 

bad at all, but replacement should be even better

 SANTA FE ★★★★★.

> Biggish SUV has always led Hyundai’s 

assault on the European market from the front. 

Comfortable, self-assured and easy to live with 

> VERDICT: A Hyundai you can choose without 

shame. Looks fresher than Waitrose parsnips

 i800 ★★★★★.

> Massive van-based people carrier that’ll seat 

eight and still have space for their luggage. Ideal 

for part-time airport mini-cabbers > VERDICT: It 
is what it is: a van with seats in. But it’s a nice van

 GENESIS  ★★★★★.

> Genesis saloon sees Hyundai attempting to do 

a Lexus. Or should that be an Infiniti? Not driven 

it yet, but safety kits stands out > VERDICT: 
Anonymous luxury. Ideal for visiting Korean 

spymasters, perhaps

INFINITI

 Q50 ★★★★★.

> Another American-market Japanese premium 

product that’s lost in translation. Shame it wasn’t 

lost at sea on the way over. Hybrid mega quick > 

VERDICT: Like a tiny speck of fluff  the Mercedes 

C-class casually brushes from its sleeve 

 Q60 COUPE/CABRIO ★★★★★.

> Nissan 370Z after a back, sack ’n' crack. No 

diesel but V6 sounds ace and S models (4ws 

and LSD) are tidy in the bends. Looks dated 

> VERDICT: Not without merit, but without a 

hope of talking us out of buying a BMW 4-series

 Q70 ★★★★★.

> Does it look like a rubbish Maser QP, or a 

slightly cooler Daewoo Leganza? Either way it’s 

a novelty act without the novelty > VERDICT: 
Worth considering over a 5-series, but only if 

Harald Quandt ran off  with your wife

 QX50 ★★★★★.

> Blandly-styled EX crossover got a new badge 

but precious few new fans. Well equipped, but 

costly to run and not that great to drive 

> VERDICT: Nothing to see here people, move 

on – to your local BMW dealer and its excellent X3 

 QX70★★★★★.

> Striking jumbo jeep comes with more kit than 

a Knight Rider convention but the lavish cabin is 

too small and the fuel and tax bills anything but 

> VERDICT: Taxi for Infiniti! Porsche’s Macan has 

this one covered, old timer

JAGUAR

 XE ★★★★★.

 
BEST IN  
 CLASS

> Straight-bat styling hides exotic aluminium 

chassis and class-leading handling. Bit tight on 

space though, and engines not a high point 

> VERDICT: Rivals are better packaged but this is 

the driver’s car in the class and a proper little Jag

 XF SALOON/SPORTBRAKE★★★★★

> Still showing the Germans how to make a car 

steer. Still not listening when they tell it how to 

do interior quality and electrics. Splurge for V6 

diesel > VERDICT: Shut your eyes and you’re in 

a sports car (then a field). New one this summer

 XFR ★★★★★.

> Massively capable but terminally tweed-

wrapped M5 rival that’s £10k cheaper, and 

20% less rabid, than the real thing. Occasional 

traction > VERDICT: Great chassis; great shame 

the superb XFR-S looks like such a dog’s dinner

 XJ ★★★★★.

> Questionable styling but unquestionably 

excellent to drive and with a cabin fit for a 

Bentley. Lwb cars get extra 125mm of rear room 

> VERDICT: Get a blindfold and guide dog to 

help you to and from the door and you’ll love it

 XJR ★★★★★.

> Absurdly track-ready limo builds on already 

ballistic XJ Supersport, but bumps power up to 

543bhp and tightens chassis (at expense of ride) 

> VERDICT: More rare-groove than Elvis’s first 

acetate, but spectacular – if you’re up front

 F-TYPE COUPE/ROADSTER ★★★★★

> Posh pauper’s Aston sounds superb, goes well 

too. Forget basic V6 and choose from V6S and 

mental V8S. Now with manual and 4wd options 

> VERDICT: So nearly sublime, but Cayman/

Boxster duo cost less, entertain more

 F-TYPE R ★★★★★.

> Ferocious rear-drive coupe-only R gets 

543bhp and uprated chassis for an even sharper 

drive that’s less knife-edge than the V8S soft-top 

> VERDICT: Unlike other F-type coupes, this one 

is £5k more than equivalent cabrio, but feels it

JEEP

 RENEGADE ★★★★★.

> Strange but true: yoof-targeting junior Jeep is 

built in Italy alongside Fiat 500X that donates its 

platform. Even stranger: it’s not terrible 

> VERDICT: Lower spec models outdriven by 

rivals; only the top Trailhawk cuts it in the rough

 CHEROKEE ★★★★★.

> Gimlet-eyed Disco post-Fiat Cherokee looks 

like the banjo-playing inbred from Deliverance. 

Despite generous kit count, we’d leave it on 

the porch > VERDICT: Feels too cheap to be 

premium, looks too pricey/ugly to beat Qashqai 

 GRAND CHEROKEE ★★★★★.

> Proper off -road credentials backed up 

by sensible running costs, but feels cheap. 

Ludicrous SRT8 version demolishes 62mph in 

five dead > VERDICT: Makes sense at $30k in the 

US, but doesn’t drive or feel like a premium car

 WRANGLER ★★★★★.

> Incredible off -road, and much better than a 

Defender on it, but that’s like saying Pol Pot was 

more benevolent than Stalin. 2.8 Merc diesel 

best > VERDICT: When North Korea nukes us, 

this cold war cast-off  will be all that’s left moving

KOËNIGSEGG

 AGERA ★★★★★.

> Evolution of Lex Luthor’s original CC8S 

supercar features twin-turbo 5.0 V8 and carbon 

fibre wheels. R version even runs on E85 biofuel 

> VERDICT: Yahoo! Yin to Volvo’s yawning yang 

keeps Sweden’s car output balanced

 ONE:1 ★★★★★.

> Derives name from measuring 1360 in both 

bhp and kg. So fast (0-249mph in 20sec) they 

call it a ‘megacar’ (hypercars are sub-1000bhp) 

> VERDICT: Suddenly looks almost sane beside 

new 1500bhp Koenigsegg Regera plug-in hybrid

KIA

 PICANTO ★★★★★.

> Tough-looking budget Korean mini twinned 

with less funky Hyundai i10. Three-pot 1.0 is slow 
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but sweeter than 1.25 four. Smart interior, small 

boot > VERDICT: You’ll never benefit from the

7-year warranty and VW’s Up is better to drive

 RIO ★★★★★.

> Long on space, short on enjoyment, life

with a Rio is no carnival. Diesel refinement will

have you driving to a favela in the hope of a

carjacking > VERDICT: White goods car gets the

basics right but there are too many better rivals

 CEED HATCH/SW/PROCEED
 ★★★★★.

> Good-looking Korean Golf wannabe is big on

equipment and not bad to drive. Ceed is 5dr,

Proceed gets 3, and SW is the wagon

> VERDICT: Entirely credible. Europe’s best is

still a step ahead, but for how much longer?

 SOUL ★★★★★.

> Improved second-gen chunky spunky SUV

better to drive but ride and noise suppression

poor. Petrol version rubbish, but much cheaper

> VERDICT: A Korean with character but other

SUVs are more rounded (in both senses)

 OPTIMA ★★★★★.

> Eye-catching, but dynamically second-rate

Mondeo clone much more appealing for last

year’s new chairs ’n’ dampers refresh. Diesel

only > VERDICT: Nowhere near as bad as its

scarcity suggests. Mind you, that would be hard

 VENGA ★★★★★.

> Weird sit-up supermini-cum-MPV packs Focus

space into near-city-car dimensions. Hard to get

comfy though. 1.4 petrol best > VERDICT: Too

expensive and too ordinary to drive for us to

give two hoots. We'll give two stars though

 CARENS ★★★★★.

> Big, versatile, value-packed seven-seater. Go

diesel – 1.6 petrol is wheezier than emphysema-

riddled asthmatic with a punctured lung.

> VERDICT: For all its pseudo-premium Euro

aspirations, this is the stuff  Kia still does best

 SPORTAGE ★★★★★.

> Sharply-styled SUV with pillars so fat it’s like

driving a zoetrope. Well equipped, but not that

roomy, or much fun to drive. Choice of 2- or

4wd > VERDICT: Strong on paper, but Qashqai

and Mazda CX-5 work harder for your coin

 SORENTO ★★★★★.

> Ambitious new flagship SUV reckons it’s a real

Land Rover rival. Now bigger than ever, and so

is the price: up to £40k. 2.2 diesel only engine. >

VERDICT: Impressive, but lacks the badge and

performance of genuine premium off-roaders

KTM

 X-BOW ★★★★★.

> 22nd century Ariel Atom from Austria’s barmy

motorbike maker mixes carbon construction

with hardy Audi turbo’d 2.0 four > VERDICT:
Big money, big grins, but single-seat BAC Mono

gives more racecar-like experience

LAMBORGHINI

 HURACAN ★★★★★.

> Way more accomplished Gallardo successor

twinned with new Audi R8. New dual-clutch ’box

mandatory. Steer clear of optional ‘Dynamic’

rack > VERDICT: Moistens palms, but 458 soaks

them. Will tables turn when turbo 488 takes over?

 AVENTADOR ★★★★★.

> Caught between 458s and LaFerrari-like

hypercars, Aventador is expensive and a bargain

at the same time. Awful ride, incredible noise

> VERDICT: Ferrari F12 better in every respect.

Except one: this is what supercars should look like

LAND ROVER

DEFENDER ★★★★★.

DIES
SOON

> Like Churchill’s second term as prime minister,

60-year-old workhorse is anachronistic and

out of touch, yet tolerated out of sentiment >

VERDICT: Roast beef. Concorde. Arkwright’s Mill.

Six wives. Rain. Defender. Dies this year

 DISCOVERY SPORT ★★★★★.

> Educated, professional luxury SUV with seven

seats replaces badger-baiting, cousin-marrying

Freelander. Just one ageing diesel though, in

desperate need of Ingenium lump later this year

> VERDICT: A bit bland by recent LR standards

 DISCOVERY ★★★★★.

> Middle England metal edifice brilliantly

capable at driving over lefty hunt saboteurs,

mud and street furniture. Only one diesel

> VERDICT: Perfectly balances picnicking luxury,

farming legwork and small-c conservatism

 RANGE ROVER EVOQUE ★★★★★.

> The definitive posh mums' SUV. Expensive

price off set by superb RVs although wedgy

styling means interior space of a half-squeezed

toothpaste tube > VERDICT: No car has been

more perfectly pitched at its intended audience

 RANGE ROVER SPORT ★★★★★.

> As luxurious as a Rangie, as practical as

a Disco, better looking than an Evoque and

could follow a Defender cross country. Add in

impressive handling and ballistic SVR and diesel

versions > VERDICT: Nobody likes a show-off

RANGE ROVER ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> A benchmark in luxury SUVs. V6 diesel

perfectly acceptable, supercharged V8

petrol hilarious > VERDICT: The perfect car

for smuggling cash to Switzerland, skiing, turning

up at a ball, game shooting and being smug

LEXUS

CT ★★★★★.

STEER 
CLEAR

> Pig-ugly premium Prius a bizarre mix of

decent handling, woeful performance and a

ride so poor it makes a black cab feel like an

S-class > VERDICT: Rubbish. Wouldn’t merit a single

sale if company car tax bills were less CO2-focused

 IS ★★★★★.

> Sharp-suited, well-specced 3-series rival

finally gets decent rear space. Good chassis,

but 250 V6 irrelevant, and frugal hybrid hobbled 

by nasty CVT > VERDICT: So close. Give this

a proper auto ’box and it would be right up there

GS ★★★★★.

> GS makes twin-pronged hybrid-only attack

on German territory. 450h quicker and handles;

300h is the one to buy (with your company’s

money) > VERDICT: 300 makes company car

sense, but don’t expect to take the B-roads home

LS ★★★★★.

> Monstrously expensive but so refined it makes

a library feel like a sound-off competition (which

the Mark Levinson hi-fi could probably win)

> VERDICT: Built for those in the back, but the

S-class makes every seat worth buying a ticket for

NX ★★★★★.

> Trumps Audi Q5 with a fabulous interior and

arrest-me (for persecuting curves) exterior

design. Fwd or 4wd with electric motor at rear >

VERDICT: Doesn’t work as a driver’s car, so take

the NX300h hybrid over faster, costlier NX200t

RX ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Genteel giant Jeep powered by hybridised

V6. Loves motorways but steering’s so

remote it lives in a shepherd’s cottage in

the Hebrides > VERDICT: A CO2 champ and tax

beater, but rival diesel SUVs are the real fuel sippers

RC/RC-F ★★★★★.

> V8 IS-F successor has all the right raw

ingredients, but the chef fried them up with too

much lard. And with no diesel or hybrid, regular

RC is a bit player > VERDICT: Interesting 4/M4

alternative but five years late for the party

LOTUS

ELISE★★★★★.

> Reminds just how connected cars used to be.

Slothful base 1.6 reminds how they used to go,

too, so pick 1.8. Alfa 4C is a pricey, pale imitation

> VERDICT: Still sensational, but a 10-year old

example does the same job for half the price

EXIGE ★★★★★.

> Gym-bunny Elise with supercharged V6, but

the same beautifully connected unassisted

steering. Stripped Cup version is Hethel’s GT3

RS > VERDICT: The best Lotus, but Cayman

GTS and new GT4 match it every step

EVORA ★★★★★.

FACELIFT
SOON

> Ignored in Danny Brouhaha’s five-car fantasy

plan, now getting some Lotus love including

more power, better interior and easier access

> VERDICT: Would’ve got away with if it wasn’t for

those meddling kids and that cheaper Cayman

McLAREN

 650S ★★★★★.

> Original 12C showed real promise, 650S 

delivers on it. Is there a car with better steering 

than this? 675LT is McLaren’s 458 Speciale 

> VERDICT: If this thing looked like a P1 (rather 

than just cribbing its eyes) it would be invincible

P1 ★★★★★.

> £1m hybrid hypercar with aero straight from 

McLaren’s F1 brains. All sold, and if you haven’t 

got one you can’t have track-only GTR either 

> VERDICT: Astounding, but LaFerrari feels 

more special (as it should for £400k more)

MASERATI

 GHIBLI ★★★★★.

> A Maserati for the price of a 5-series! A bad-

riding one with a disappointing interior, but 

still, a Maserati! Stingy Italians charge extra for 

paddles > VERDICT: The best badge on your 

company car list, but not the best car

 QUATTROPORTE ★★★★★.

> Supersaloon-cum-limo can’t decide what it 

wants to be. Looks great, handles better, rides 

worse. Twin-turbo V8 rapid; diesel a stopgap 

> VERDICT: Buy it to stretch its legs, not because 

you want to kick back and stretch your own

 GRAN TURISMO COUPE/     
 ROADSTER ★★★★★

> Four genuine seats a rarity in this class, but fill 

them and you’ll regret choosing the weedy 4.2 

over the 4.7 at the first sniff  of a hill > VERDICT: 
Podgy, pretty, practical GT for folk who hate four-

door faux coupes. And luggage 

 GT MC STRADALE ★★★★★. 
> Defies hulking 1770kg mass (and that’s after 

a 110kg diet) and modest 444bhp to deliver an 

engaging driving experience. Epic noise 

> VERDICT: Massively underrated. A GT3 for 

an Italian lothario with a ’Ring season pass

MAZDA

 2 ★★★★★.

> Diesels rowdier than a medieval stag do; 

petrols need thrashing like the serf that forgot 

to keep the tankards filled. Interior looks great, 

feels cheap > VERDICT: Under-radar, above-

average supermini puts B-roads above boot space
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3 HATCH/SALOON/ESTATE
★★★★★

> Another left-field, right-on Mazda that’s great

to drive and cheap to run. Like shifting gears?

You’ll love the 118bhp unblown 1.5. If not, go

diesel > VERDICT: Don’t buy a family hatch until

you’ve tried one. Oh, a Golf? Apart from that

5 ★★★★★.

> Ancient off-the-pace MPV that looks like its

been side-swiped by a kamikaze dispatch rider.

Roomy and reasonable to drive, but just no! >

VERDICT: Large ’n’ loaded but there’re too many

fresher rivals to warrant wasting your wedge

6 SALOON/TOURER ★★★★★.

> Boss won’t let you have a 3-series? Double

your digit and try this impressive alternative.

Handles well but rides like the tyres have DTs

> VERDICT: Swoopily styled, tax friendly,

entertaining alternative to po-faced Passat

CX-5 ★★★★★.

> Crisply styled, commodious crossover is

stonking value. Handles tidily but ride and

refinement could be better. Pick base fwd diesel

> VERDICT: MX-5 aside, this is the best thing to

come out of Mazda for years

MX-5 ★★★★★.

> Smaller than the ’89 original, and in real terms,

almost half the price. 1.5 sweet but slow; 155bhp

2.0 we’ve yet to drive could well earn that fifth

star > VERDICT: Brilliantly uncomplicated budget

sports car. Dink the GTI for this

MERCEDES

A-CLASS★★★★★.

> Cool in the manner of a skinny, 20-a-day

fashionista – the body is writing cheques its

heart can’t cash. Expensive, cramped and brittle

to drive > VERDICT: Don’t be swayed by the

looks, A3 and 1-series do the job better

A45 AMG★★★★★.

> Madly turbocharged four-pot with 355bhp

and four-wheel drive. Goes like a banker who

knows the game is up; almost as expensive

> VERDICT: Resets the bar for super hot

hatches. Doesn’t mean it’s the one to have

B-CLASS ★★★★★.

> Posh MPV big brother to the A-class misses

out on the looks and the charisma, but is far

more homely and just as technically savvy

> VERDICT: So boring the BMW 2-series Active

Tourer actually begins to make sense

CLA SALOON/SHOOTING BRAKE
★★★★★

> CLS clone based on the A-class, now including

the Shooting Brake swoopy estate. Lacks

gravitas of the former and sex appeal of the

latter > VERDICT: Just because you can make

something smaller doesn’t mean you should

C-CLASS SALOON/ESTATE
★★★★★

> Latest C impresses with mini S-class looks

and almost all the same on-board tech. Denies

muttering it wishes the 3-series would drop

dead > VERDICT: BMW still better to drive, but if

you want a relaxing techno cocoon, this is it

C-CLASS COUPE ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Currently still a hangover from the

previous generation C-class. And no matter

how good the party, a hangover is still a

hangover > VERDICT: Wait for the new version,

due later in 2015

C63 AMG ★★★★★.

> New C63 ditches the old 6.2 V8 for the

new twin-turbo 4.0 from the AMG GT. Four-door

only; M3 last seen looking for a doctor’s note >

VERDICT: Mega traction and one of the best

turbo engines on sale. Gets our vote

E-CLASS SALOON/ESTATE
★★★★★

> Large and rather lovely, but overshadowed

by the extra added allure of the CLS – unless

you really want to look like a German taxi driver

> VERDICT: The most old-school Merc in the

modern range, which has a certain appeal

E-CLASS COUPE/CONVERTIBLE
★★★★★

> CLK-replacing Coupe and Convertible are

still C-class derived – and old C-class at that

– despite the name. Both seat four in decent

comfort > VERDICT: Restrained and tasteful

approach to mid-size luxury. Feeling their age

E63 AMG ★★★★★.

> 5.5-litre V8 twin-turbo with up to 577bhp and

rear-wheel-drive only in the UK. Like a BMW M5,

but without the artificial enhancement

> VERDICT: Bit of a blunt instrument.

Spectacular soundtrack means you won’t care

CLS/SHOOTING BRAKE ★★★★★.

> The word ‘coupaloon’ is banned from these

pages. Which is fine, because we’re all slightly in

love with the glamorous Shooting Brake

> VERDICT: Second-gen version of the original

four-door coupe continues to lead the pack

S-CLASS ★★★★★.

BEST IN
CLASS

> Enormously technically accomplished, with

camera-guided ride quality and stacks of safety

kit. Maybach and Pullman variants immensely

flash > VERDICT: Makes 7-series/A8 seem like toys.

Captains of industry should insist on it

S-CLASS COUPE★★★★★.

> 5m-long two-door with stunning interior and

optional suspension that leans into bends like a

motorbike. Barking mad indulgence > VERDICT:
Buy it as a tribute to your own personal wealth.

Don’t expect to get let out at junctions

S63/S65 AMG★★★★★.

> Twin-turbo 577bhp V8 and 621bhp V12 S-class

variants, because being richer than the world

isn’t enough and you need to out-drag it, too

> VERDICT: S63 V8 is bonkers, S65 V12 utterly

certifiable. Does your chauffeur deserve it?

GLA★★★★★.

> Confused A-class on stilts with lifestyle

pretensions and unnecessary surplus of interior

air vents. GLA45 AMG simply unnecessary

> VERDICT: An A-class for the mobility

challenged. Or those prone to hot flushes

G-CLASS★★★★★.

> Cold War relic that’s so solidly built it could

ram raid a bank vault. Obscene special editions

a growing – literally – Mercedes obsession >

VERDICT: You shouldn’t want one, but… Will

outlast any Defender. And possibly the planet

M-CLASS ★★★★★.

FACELIFT
SOON

> May have been the original luxury

‘on-roader’ but current one is nothing more

than an also-ran after the X5, Cayenne and

Range Rover Sport > VERDICT: Perfectly adequate

– which means it’s now largely out-classed

GL-CLASS ★★★★★.

> Massive seven-seater SUV makes the Audi

Q7 look demure. Actually off-road capable.

Lacks super-lux appeal of latest Range Rover

> VERDICT: Americans love ‘em. Make of that

what you will…

SLK★★★★★.

> Small, folding hardtop ‘sports car’, engines

range from a clattery diesel to a non-turbo V8

with cylinder deactivation. Neither of which

particularly appeals > VERDICT: Boxster so

much better even your hairdresser could tell

SL★★★★★.

> Large, folding hardtop ‘sports car’. No diesel

option, but you can have a twin-turbo V12.

Ferrari California T now stealing its lunch money

> VERDICT: Fine for cruising that boulevard. If it

wasn’t for the aforementioned Ferrari

AMG GT★★★★★.

> SLS replacement is smaller (just), cheaper

(considerably) and blessed with a 4.0-litre twin-

turbo V8 that will blow your mind > VERDICT:
It’s got the muscle but maybe not the finesse;

911 buyers should still think twice

MG

MG3 ★★★★★.

> Tough-looking, spacious supermini has

handling that lives up to the promise of that

badge. As does the woeful build, crap engine

and concrete ride > VERDICT: The Chinese are

coming! But so far they’ve only got to Tajikistan

NISSAN

MICRA★★★★★.

STEER 
CLEAR

> As alluring as a dentist’s waiting room, 

and just as noisy – modern Micra is a 

shadow of its former self and unworthy of 

your interest > VERDICT: Judge this book by its 

cover: it’s dull to drive and just as cheap inside

JUKE★★★★★.

> Mould-breaking compact crossover; you 

think it would look like that if the mould hadn’t 

broken? Cheap interior and so-so dynamics 

belie the hype > VERDICT: Does it still count as 

‘diff erent’ if everybody’s got one?

NOTE★★★★★.

> Like a Honda Jazz with middle-age spread, 

this is a small, practical MPV-hatch with limited 

aspirations of greatness > VERDICT: An 

automotive cardigan: deeply uncool but good 

at what it does

LEAF★★★★★.

> Gawky looking purpose-built electric car 

proves that life after the internal combustion 

engine won’t be that bad. Gets better with every 

revision > VERDICT: Worth at least a cursory 

glance on your way to the BMW i3 showroom

PULSAR★★★★★.

> So dull it can only be explained by a 

conspiracy theory claiming it owes its entire 

existence to a long-range Qashqai sales-boost 

strategy > VERDICT: Buy a Focus. Or a Golf. Or 

a Ceed. Or an Auris. Okay, maybe not an Auris…

QASHQAI★★★★★.

> Second-gen crossover carries on exactly 

where the original left off : meandering 

ominously in the middle lane to the tune of ‘are 

we there yet?’ > VERDICT: Likeable, with a side 

order of resting on its own laurels

X-TRAIL★★★★★.

> The X-Trail used to be a rough-tough off -roader 

apparently designed on an Etch-a-Sketch. Now 

it’s a Qashqai put through a photocopier at +10% 

> VERDICT: It still ain’t exciting. But it’s probably 

going to sell a lot better

GT-R★★★★★.

> A monster in every respect, from the way 

goes to the amount it weighs. 4wd system 

practically sentient, and it gets faster every 

year > VERDICT: No longer the supercar of the 

PlayStation Generation, now simply a supercar 

PAGANI

HYUARA ★★★★★.

> Spectacular cottage (villetta?) industry 

supercar with active aero, AMG-built 720bhp 

twin-turbo V12 and an interior more decadent 

than a Roman orgy > VERDICT: Want have, can’t 

have: they’re all sold. But a roadster is rumoured

PEUGEOT

ION ★★★★★.

> Rebadged Mitsubishi iMiev seats four, and 

just as well: with leasing bills at £400/month 

you’ll need passengers to chip in > VERDICT: 
Congestion-charge, road-tax and petrol-bill 

exempt. Zero-rated for driving pleasure too

108 ★★★★★.

> Pug-faced city car. Go for 82bhp 1.2: the 

68bhp 1.0 is so slow we were all monkeys when 

it set off  and it still hasn’t hit 60mph > VERDICT: 
Reasonable no-frills city car but boot and rear 

space tight. Skoda Citigo is better

208 ★★★★★.

FACELIFT
SOON

> Unlike old Peugeots, the quality 

engineering’s all in the cabin, not under the 

skin. Hateful ergonomics shaped by 

Picasso in his cubist period > VERDICT: Plenty of 

showroom appeal, less on the test drive. Boring 

Polo creams it

308 HATCH/SW ESTATE ★★★★★.

> Handsome, hushed 308 at its best when 

eating motorway miles, or when you’re watching 

it out of the window of your Golf. Fiddly 

touchscreen > VERDICT: Hatch isn’t up to 

scratch, but roomier SW wagon is worth a look

MG6 ★★★★★.

STEER
CLEAR

> Looks like a ’90s Avensis, and terrible

refinement, build quality and ropey steering

means the rest of it is stuck in the same

decade > VERDICT: The worst car on sale today?

Pre-registered Skoda Octavia kicks it black ’n’ blue

MINI

HATCH 3DR/5DR ★★★★★.

> Bigger and gawkier and less charming, but

lovely BMW engines are smooth and peppy,

while ride has improved without ruining

handling. Five-door in danger of being practical

> VERDICT: A better ownership proposition

than ever, even if you love it a little less

COOPER/COOPER S ★★★★★.

> Cooper shares i8’s characterful 1.5-litre 3-cyl,

while 192bhp S has 2.0-litre 4-cyl turbo. Results:

more lightfooted fun in the Cooper, crushing

pace in the S > VERDICT: Self Preservation

Society, blow the bloody doors off etc. Still fun!

CLUBMAN/COUPE/CONVERTIBLE
★★★★★

> A Mini with a toupe, the Coupe is just loopy.

Convertible makes more sense but time running

out for last-gen models before the next flight of

fancy occurs > VERDICT: Coupe doesn’t add

much driving character over standard Mini

COUNTRYMAN/PACEMAN ★★★★★

> Bigger Minis for people who don’t want

slightly smaller (but still quite big) Minis.

Paceman even has fewer doors for those phobic

of apertures. Niche > VERDICT: Please, please

make it stop. It’s all just so wrong

MITSUBISHI

MIRAGE ★★★★★.

STEER 
CLEAR

> Looking for the ideal car to crash into a 

shopfront when staging a ‘Look at this OAP 

selecting reverse rather than first!’ YouTube 

sensation? This is it > VERDICT: Slow, rough, 

harsh, bad. Sadly it’s not a mirage, it’s real

 ASX ★★★★★. 

> Forgotten among the slew of small SUVs, the 

ASX is rather good now, with decent ride and 

sharper looks. Selectable 2/4wd is handy, but 

engine is rattly and gearbox slushy > VERDICT: 
More workmanlike than many, and better for it

 SHOGUN ★★★★★.

> Great value old-school workhorse for those 

whose workplace is covered in mud, oil or bomb 

craters. Big, noisy diesel, chunky underpinnings 

and reliable, with hose-down cabin > VERDICT: 
If you don’t need this car, you don’t need this car

 OUTLANDER ★★★★★.

> Workmanlike cabin and infotainment invented 

when Steve Jobs was in nappies. But the PHEV is 

a plug-in ahead of the game, off ering 30 electric 

miles > VERDICT: The biggest-selling EV on the 

market shows underdogs can bite back

MORGAN

3-WHEELER ★★★★★.

> Comfortable as riding over Niagara Falls in a 

barrel and equally sane. Not as quick as it feels, 

but quick enough for a three-wheeler on bike 

tyres > VERDICT: Brilliant Caterham alternative 

without the macho trackday posturing

 AERO ★★★★★.

> Drop-top was first of the new-era Morgans and 

goes it alone since Aero Supersports, Coupe 

and Squiff y Perkins bought it at the Somme > 

VERDICT: Two worlds collide. And with 367bhp 

they may not be the only ones doing the colliding

 PLUS 4/FOUR FOUR/ROADSTER
 ★★★★★

> Entry-level Mog still with ‘traditional’ ash frame 

and ‘traditional’ (ie, awful) dynamics. Four-seat 

4/4 is surprise eco champ: 44mpg > VERDICT: 
Cheap, considering the craftsmanship, even at 

£33k, but if you want an old car, buy one!

PLUS 8 ★★★★★.

> Don’t be fooled by tally-ho styling, 8 is built 

on ‘modern’ bonded and riveted Aero chassis. 

Fidgety like a child with worms > VERDICT: 
Classic Morgan style, modern BMW V8 poke, 

manners like a five-term Borstal veteran
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 508 SALOON/ESTATE ★★★★★.

> Little-seen XL Pug with unconvincing cod

German accent. HYbrid4 gets 4wd via 37bhp

’leccy motor on rear wheels > VERDICT: RXH is

poor-man’s Audi Allroad. Rest of range is padding

on your company car list

PARTNER TEPEE ★★★★★.

FACELIFT
SOON

> Spacious, versatile Tepee so useful it could

almost be a van. Funny, that. Slothful,

spartan, but drives okay and ‘real’ MPVs

can’t match practicality > VERDICT: Make your

own clothes? Live in a Yurt? This is the car for you

 2008 ★★★★★.

> Welly-wearing 208 is front-drive only, though

‘Grip Control’ ESP divides torque left to right.

Quality cabin, big boot, but Renault Captur

prettier > VERDICT: Strong, but it’s late to the

party and wearing a frock made out of coal sacks

 3008 ★★★★★.

> Get Pininfarina on the phone, this is a code red

emergency! Revolting styling totally undermines

this roomy and entirely reasonable crossover

> VERDICT: Hard to work up much of a trouser

tent when the Qashqai looks so much sexier

 5008 ★★★★★.

> Woah! Do they still make that?! Who’d have

thought? Stacks of space and at a decent price,

but an S-Max is a vastly more satisfying steer

> VERDICT: Sound medium-MPV choice – if you

live 34,678 miles from your nearest Ford dealer

 RCZ ★★★★★.

> Rough-riding coupe gets a rough ride at the

hands of Audi’s infinitely more polished TT.

Decent handling, messy cabin, useless back

seats > VERDICT: There are better coupes, but

if the styling suckers you, get a brisk RCZ 200

 RCZ R ★★★★★.

> Sweet bespoke chassis, Torsen LSD and mega

270bhp 1.6 that’s both quick and capable of

topping 40mpg. But £32k for a Peugeot… >

VERDICT: RCZ R says Peugeot still knows how

to make a great car. They should do it more often

PORSCHE

 BOXSTER ★★★★★.

> Sublime. Base 2.7 costs less than £40k but

unless you like sitting on milk crates and being

outdragged by hot hatches, go for the 3.4S

> VERDICT: Cheaper and more versatile than a

Cayman, this is surely Porsche’s best sports car

CAYMAN ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Tin-top Boxster with the same twin-boot

practicality, more power and even sharper

handling. Makes F-type look podgy and pricey

> VERDICT: The definitive 24/7 coupe. Badge

snobbery only reason to spend £20k more on 911

 CAYMAN GT4 ★★★★★.

> Junior GT3 is first Cayman to get more

power than current 911. 380bhp, manual

’box, LSD and a grin wider than a Glasgow smile

> VERDICT: Porsche finally admits that the

Cayman and not the halo 911 is its real sports car

911 ★★★★★.

FACELIFT
SOON

> Wears a cravat these days (leaves the

ripped jeans to the Cayman). Base 3.4 needs

working; GTS wants to. Reborn Targa coolest

of the lot > VERDICT: Still pushes the buttons, and

still the only proper sports car to carry the kids too

 911 GT3★★★★★.

> New engine, PDK-only tranny, electric steering

and rear steering too for this generation. Epic

drive and aero-heavy RS promises even greater

things > VERDICT: Half the price of a ‘proper’

supercar, but every bit as good, and then some

 918 ★★★★★.

> Epic 4wd hybrid can waste GTis with 6sec

0-62mph electric mode, then slay Lambos by

adding 600bhp V8. Superb electric steering,

too > VERDICT: Almost overshadowed in the P1-

LaFerrari posturing war, but easily as good

MACAN ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Baby Cayenne is even better than dad –

and Evoque. Base car with Golf GTI 2.0 makes

no sense when S and S Diesel are pennies

more > VERDICT: GT3 RS for trackdays, Cayman

GT4 for weekends, this for everything else. Sorted

 CAYENNE ★★★★★.

> Porsche’s cash-cow is a prize German Angus

these days, handsome and the best SUV to

drive. Turbo V6 S quick, too quiet; Diesel S

dynamite > VERDICT: Not convinced it’s a proper

Porker? Turbo S laps the ’Ring in sub-8min

 PANAMERA ★★★★★.

> Super-sized supersaloon hamstrung by

looking like a prom-night 911 stretch limo. Great

interior but more buttons than a giant’s cardigan

> VERDICT: Expensive, but no other luxury car

drives this well. Turbo a powerhouse, GTS purer

PROTON STEER
CLEAR

 SAVVY ★★★★★.

> Oddball city car with refinement of a funfair

generator, cramped cabin and sub-Chinese

plastics. 50mpg sounds okay, but rivals do 70 >

VERDICT: Proton’s best car easily merits its one-

and-a-half-star rating. Oh, we don’t do half stars

 SATRIA NEO ★★★★★.

> Lotus-tweaked chassis okay, rest makes

Ingmar Bergman’s catalogue look like a rom-

com box set. Screen rake means pinhead room

only > VERDICT: ‘The ultimate hot hatchback,’

Proton claims. They missed a word out

 

oing to press

Jaguar F-type S AWD

£965pm
The Jaguar F-type is a bit of an
animal. Those of a more nervous
disposition may therefore
appreciate this new four-wheel-drive
version. Grrr.

Spec: 3.0 supercharged V6 petrol, 4WD,

8spd auto, 375bhp, 31.7mpg, 211g/km

Price: £72,390

£965/month for 48 months

Initial payment: £5788

Mileage allowance: 10,000/year

Via: carleasing-online co uk

Porsche Boxster GTS
£738pm
Best version of the best open-
top sports car on sale – although
admittedly it’s £200/month more
than the entry-level version, but still.
The best is the best.

Spec: 3.4 petrol, RWD, 6spd manual,

325bhp, 31.4mpg, 211g/km

Price: £53,872

£738/month for 48 months

Initial payment: £4429

Mileage allowance: 10,000/year

 hi l f Business co uk

Mazda MX-5 1.8i 
Sport Venture Edition 

Convertible £239pm
The current MX-5 is nearing the 
end of the line, but still represents 
no-nonsense top-down fun. Mazda’s 
offering zero deposit 0% PCP deals, too.

Spec: 1.8 petrol, RWD, 5spd manual, 

124bhp, 39.8mpg, 167g/km

Price: £19,000

£239/month for 48 months

Initial payment: £1429

Mileage allowance: 10,000/year

Via:  mvslease.co.uk

Audi TT Roadster 2.0 
TFSI Sport £388pm
Must-have convertible for this 
season? Got to be the new TT 
Roadster. Prefer a diesel? An S-line 
ultra is £394/month with £2363 
initial payment.

Spec: 2.0 turbo petrol, FWD, 6spd 

manual, 227bhp, 47.1mpg, 140g/km

Price: £32,045

£388/month for 48 months

Initial payment: £2324

Mileage allowance: 10,000/year

Vi  N C

 GEN-2 ★★★★★.

> Risible, unrefined Focus-sized hatch with

a steering wheel mounted so inexplicably

low driving feels like performing a kettle bell

exercise routine > VERDICT: If you buy one,

leave your brain to science. We need to know

RADICAL

 SR3 SL ★★★★★.

> Properly type-approved (street legal) SR3

gets a 300bhp blown Ford 2.0 instead of a

bike motor, a heater and even a 12v socket.

It’s almost lavish! > VERDICT: Toned down for

occasional road use but still hairier than a cave

man with hypertrichosis

 RXC TURBO ★★★★★.

> Play out those Le Mans fantasies on the

commute with this Peterborough-built Polaris.

Sequential ’box welcome in town like an EDL

demo > VERDICT: When you’ve outgrown your

Caterhams and 911 GT3s, here’s the answer

RENAULT

 TWIZY ★★★★★.

> Part electric scooter, part social experiment,

it’s easy to love the doorless Twizy, especially

on balmy evenings along La Croisette. Grimy

days in Doncaster a tougher ask > VERDICT:
Transportation of the future, if it’s never wet in

the future and you like chatting at traffic lights

 ZOE ★★★★★.

> Delightful little EV, now with increased range

and cabin like a spa waiting room. Overall

purchase now off ered alongside confusing

battery leasing option > VERDICT: Zen-like

calmness replaces nagging range anxiety

 TWINGO ★★★★★.

> Rear-engined rwd runabout isn’t as nippy as

it sounds, but is roomy, with clever smartphone

connectivity. More cheeky than sister Smart,

and cheaper > VERDICT: Lower-power version

with ’80s F1 Turbo paintjob the way to go

 CLIO ★★★★★.

> Welcome return to form for the five-door Clio

with even boggo ones looking handsome, a

well sorted cabin and sprightly driving qualities.

Three-cylinder turbo petrol a (slowish) hoot

> VERDICT: Fiesta more fun, Clio more stylish

 CLIO RS ★★★★★.

> Everything you expect from an RS: fab ride

quality, sharp looks, superb handling. Did we

mention the naff  twin-clutch ’box or cheaper

Fiesta ST? Oh, bugger > VERDICT: Like Harry

H Corbett, a potential great typecast by one part

 CAPTUR ★★★★★.

> It’s a Clio on stilts – but that’s not necessarily 

a bad thing. No 4x4 pretensions means focus 

is on personalisation. Good engines. No Juke 

to drive > VERDICT: Technicolour clown car if 

you’re not careful with the spec, otherwise okay

MEGANE HATCH/TOURER/
CABRIO ★★★★★

REPLACED
SOON

> Despite a facelift, Megane is creaking like 

an octogenarian’s hips. Sport Tourer off ers 

photocopier repairman practicality, Coupe-

Cabriolet is Bournemouth retirement fodder 

> VERDICT: ‘Drive the Change’ is Renault’s 

slogan. Could do with driving it faster

 MEGANE RS ★★★★★.

> RS 265 turns average stock into hot-hatch 

genius, with stripped cabin, manual ’box and 

raucous 2.0 Turbo. Spartan, more powerful 

Trophy-R is bonkers > VERDICT: What happens 

when RenaultSport, not marketeers, build cars

GRAND SCENIC ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Contraception failed, shotgun marriage, 

working harder to pay for it, old friends don’t 

come round any more, debt, and a Grand 

Scenic > VERDICT: Tired, lacking spark, plodding 

through each day. And that’s just the car…

ROLLS-ROYCE

 GHOST ★★★★★.

> A little posher, with more bespoke options 

to hide BMW-ness, new gearbox for the V12 

and minor fettling to the metal. > VERDICT: 
Perfectly built and pitched and more individual. 

A Phantom for millionaires not billionaires

 WRAITH ★★★★★.

> A 624bhp twin-turbo V12 sporting vehicle 

that drives like no other. Dismisses distance 

but would never lower itself to squeal through 

bends > VERDICT: Whisper it, but Rolls has 

produced an amazing driver’s car

PHANTOM ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Simply the best luxury car money can buy, 

with a cabin to embarrass a superyacht, 

opulence to make Donatella Versace blush 

(if she could), and a turbo V12 pulling you along. 

Not that you’ll hear it > VERDICT: Every car on 

earth starts with ambitions of being a Phantom

SEAT

 MII ★★★★★.

> Tedious-looking city-box is far less funky than 

Renault’s Twingo but roomier and good to drive. 

You don’t look at the mantelpiece, and all that 

> VERDICT: VW Up more desirable, pretty Skoda 

Citigo cheaper. Siesta time in Seat’s prod dept?
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IBIZA HATCH/SC/ESTATE ★★★★★

> Angular, angry-looking supermini, possibly

because it knows how much better a Fiesta is to

drive. It’s not bad though, and ST wagon is huge

> VERDICT: Not as sporty as it likes to think, but

holding up in face of newer, better-driving rivals

IBIZA CUPRA ★★★★★.

> Bags more attitude than Polo GTI, and 180bhp

turbo’d, supercharged 1.4 means it’s not short of

pace and hates fuel stops. DSG only, sadly

> VERDICT: Fast and feisty junior hot hatch, but

outdriven by key rivals. Make ours a Fiesta ST

TOLEDO ★★★★★.

STEER
CLEAR

> OAP special whose sole interesting

feature is that while it looks like a boring

saloon, it’s actually a boring hatch! Massive

interior >VERDICT: This and identical Skoda Rapid

duke it out for UK’s dullest car. Czech please!

LEON HATCH/ESTATE ★★★★★.

> Bigger third-gen Leon gets the same MQB

platform as Golf and A3, but only 150+bhp cars

get multi-link rear. Ride and cabin plastics brittle

> VERDICT: Sound, value-focused in-house Golf

rival. ST wagon with 1.4TSi gets our cash

LEON CUPRA ★★★★★.

> Stupidly rapid 280’s mid-range pull makes Golf

GTI sister look like a tickled up 1.2. Front-drive,

so expect 300 miles from a set of fronts >

VERDICT: Huge amount of hot hatch for the

cash – or hot wagon, in case of stylish Cupra ST

ALTEA ★★★★★.

> Remember when all Seats had grilles like

merkins? The genital garnish is alive and well in

this old MPV. Longer XL’s boot is a third bigger

> VERDICT: Handles okay but the cheap plastic

interior has all the ambience of a township hut

ALHAMBRA ★★★★★ .

> Seat’s biggest box has seven real seats. Such

good family wheels even CAR’s rear-drive-

loving Ben(t out of shape) Barry became an

MPV convert > VERDICT: Brilliant big bus does

everything VW Sharan sister can for less lolly

SKODA

CITIGO★★★★★.

> Skoda’s all but identical version of the VW Up

and Seat Mii. Pick your badge – they’re all well

packaged but too noisy and slow > VERDICT:
Cheaper than the Up, but not by much. Hyundai

i10 also worth a look. Yes, actual advice!

FABIA HATCH/ESTATE★★★★★.

> Very mature little supermini with bodywork

creases a Corby trouser press would be proud

of. Estate version ideal for Jack Russells

> VERDICT: Roomy, well made and unexciting –

like a low-rent VW Polo. Which is what it is

RAPID HATCH/SPACEBACK
★★★★★.

STEER
CLEAR

>Long, narrow notchback hatch is automotive

equivalent of Eastern Europe refugee. Big

boot. Spaceback is shorter, more ‘stylish’,

still dross > VERDICT: Unless you’ve got a lot of

potatoes and no other way to carry them, just don’t

OCTAVIA HATCH/ESTATE★★★★★.

> Basically the same as a Golf and A3

underneath, but bigger, cheaper and more

functional inside. Hot vRS versions old-school

ballistic fun. 4x4s practical > VERDICT: It’s a lot

of car for the money

SUPERB SALOON/ESTATE
★★★★★.

>Ginormous budget limo alternative is packed

with value, refinement and comfort, and neat to

drive estate ‘loads’ better to look at. Taxi for CAR! >

VERDICT: There’s a new one inbound, but don’t

be put off the old one if the deal is right

ROOMSTER★★★★★.

> Hipster lifestyle accessory without the hip.

Which is no surprise as it’s getting on a bit now.

Flexible seating = loads of room for people and

kit > VERDICT: Modern equivalent of a Fiat

Multipla: ugly but useful. We’d call it Igor

YETI★★★★★.

BEST IN
CLASS

> Ikea wardrobe on wheels – so practical you’ll

wonder how you ever lived without it. Good

news is you don’t have to assemble it yourself

> VERDICT: Bigger engines are better. Choose the

Outdoor version for that rugged look. Grrr

SMART

FORTWO ★★★★★.

> Chunkier new ForTwo has middle-age spread

compared to the last one. Wider, with a much

better ride, higher quality cabin and slicker

auto, it is older, but wiser > VERDICT: Less of a

compromise, and still a brilliant city runabout

FORFOUR ★★★★★.

> Renault/Merc tie-up means ForFour is

accomplished with a classy cabin, although

ludicrous pricing seem at odds with budget

city car buyers > VERDICT: Sister car Twingo is

more than two grand cheaper. Work that out

SSANGYONG

KORANDO ★★★★★.

> Borderline rubbish to drive but more practical

than the Teflon-coated trousers you’re probably

wearing if you’re giving it serious consideration

> VERDICT: Huge, handy and hellish value, but

we’d have a pre-reg Qashqai or CX-5 any day

REXTON W ★★★★★.

> Like that weird 1960s Izal bog roll, Rexton

kind of does the job, but is hard and shiny to

the touch and not that nice to use. Deals better

with mud > VERDICT: Plenty of space, but

dynamically, like Izal, it’s gone down the pan

TURISMO ★★★★★.

> Marginally less odious than the old Rodius, but

every bit as practical, this giant 7-seater is slower

than the Crossrail boring machine > VERDICT:
Has mini-cab written all over it, or soon will,

which will handily help disguise the ugliness

SUBARU

WRX ★★★★★.

> Sorry WRX, I’m breaking up with you. It’s

not you, it’s me. No, it is you, it’s definitely you

and your crashy ride, nasty dash and inflexible

engine > VERDICT: Brilliant, on its day, in its day.

But that was yesterday, so let’s call it a day

XV ★★★★★.

> Hopelessly expensive half-way SUV half-wit.

Suspension thumps so intrusive you’ll think the

Stomp musical is performing in the wheelarches

> VERDICT: In the tough crossover market

Subaru makes up the numbers, and the price

FORESTER ★★★★★.

> Appealingly functional square-rigger the

kind of crossover that existed before we had

‘lifetsyles’. Good on road, great off it, but not

cheap > VERDICT: Old-school Subaru honest,

charming. Tweed cap, pipe, sheep flock optional

OUTBACK ★★★★★.

> The unloved Legacy’s only UK legacy is this

Allroad-style crossover. New for spring 2015, it’s

huge inside and the 4x4 look isn’t all for show

> VERDICT: Still more niche than a cragside

crevice. Dependable, not desirable

BRZ ★★★★★.

> Gloriously simple but under-nourished

rear-drive Boxer coupe, crying out for Lichfield

Imports’ 280bhp supercharger kit. GT86 twin

is £500 more > VERDICT: Loveable car we

wanted them to make but you don’t want to buy

IMPREZA ★★★★★.

NEW
ENTRY

> Yes, it still exists beyond WRX and STi.

No, you don’t want one. Boggo Impreza

reduced to a 1.6 petrol hatchback only w

optional CVT. Shudder > VERDICT Have you

a brand new combine harvester? It’s probabl

a better drive

SUZUKI

ALTO ★★★★★.

STEER
CLEAR

>Being positive, it has massive headlights, t

turning circle and is cheap. But noisy

three-pot engine has the pull of a Christma

cracker and cabin looks like a GCSE project >

VERDICT: Living in a city you can walk or cyc

So do that

Eye-opening entry price

includes 19in alloys, leather,

generous kit (12.3in screen,

2-zone climate, sat-nav, DAB,

City Safety, keyless go), Ice

White paint and the 222bhp

D5 turbodiesel. 20% are

opting for the £60k hybrid,

but D5 is our engine choice.

Starting price: £45,750

20in alloys are no cost,

but stick with the 19s for

cheaper tax and a better

ride if you want to stop 

spending here. All are 4WD 

at launch; FWD comes later.

All you need: £45,750

Volvo says most are opting 

for top-spec Inscription trim 

– passing over incongruously 

racy R-Design. A hefty price 

increase but likely to remain 

desirable (making it easier to 

sell) and includes LEDs, roof 

rails, fancier finishing.

Running total: £50,185

Most popular colour so far

is Onyx Black (£700) – safe

choice but will show dirt.

We’d pick Savile Grey (£700)

or Electric Silver (£1000).

Avoid ‘doom’ blues (as the

trade calls ‘em). Beige or

brown will hit residuals.

Colour me good: £50,885

We like the no-cost Blond 

leather (black is fine, too) 

and the standard metal 

mesh inlays; those who dig 

the full Swedish furniture 

catalogue look might add 

the Dark Flame Birch for 

£220. But we haven’t.

Interior magic: £50,185

Final goodies for us: air

suspension – not cheap at

£2545 but improves the ride

and lowers the boot 50mm

for easier flatpack insertion

– and the 360deg Surround

View parking camera. £700

to save you the trouble of

refurbishing the alloys.

R i l £56 805

Boost the Winter Pack with a

head-up display for an extra

£600. Seven-seat Comfort

Pack adds 4-zone climate

– including the third row –

worth the £900.

Extra comfort: £54,460

Want a panoramic roof, too? 

Then you may as well go for 

the £2000 Xenium Pack 

instead, which includes 

the 360deg camera and 

 

  

Fave options are the Winter

Pack (heated wheel/washer

nozzles/screen/front

seats) and Intellisafe Pro

(blindspot monitors, cross-

traffic alert, rear-collision

mitigation, adaptive cruise,

lane-keeping assist, queue

assist). Good value at £575

and £1500, respectively.

Running total: £52,960

TOTAL PRICE:

EQUIP THE PERFECT 
VOLVO XC90

Thinking of buying Volvo’s new premium SUV? 
Don’t – until you’ve read our expert guide 
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 CELERIO ★★★★★.

> Braking-phobic city car otherwise spacious,

full of kit and cheap. Three-cylinder petrol

only plus all the handling vim of a B&Q Value

wheelbarrow > VERDICT: Dowdy and rowdy. Be

glad you’ve got DAB and a cupholder

 SWIFT ★★★★★.

> An unsung hero, and not just the excellent

136bhp Sport. Handles well, spacious and

cheap. 1.2 petrol soon to be replaced by Dualjet

motor > VERDICT: Buy one and challenge

anyone who questions your choice to a fistfight

 SX4 S-CROSS ★★★★★. 
> The cheap way to clone a Qashqai. Won’t

score any points for style, in fact you might hide

it at the back of the school car park. Diesel is the

best bet – you’ll have to stop and get out less

> VERDICT: A crossover to be cross over

 JIMNY ★★★★★.

> A box with a four-wheel system bolted onto

the bottom, and a 1.3-petrol engine hanging

out front. There are seats too > VERDICT: The

swamps the Jimny can easily drive over were

probably primordial when it first launched

 VITARA ★★★★★.

> Two-tone cross-dresser to rival the Juke, with a

handsome body and usefully economical diesel

engine. Cabin could do with some work though

> VERDICT: Rutting Rhinos and pink paint are a

thing of the past: it’s a serious family car now

TESLA

 MODEL S ★★★★★.

> Embarrassing car makers everywhere who

said it can’t be done, the staggering electric

Model S has near 400-mile range, alluring

infotainment and in the P85d, hyperdrive

> VERDICT: Star Trekking, across the universe,

on the Tesla Model S along with Elon Musk…

TOYOTA

 AYGO ★★★★★.

> Bright-looking, stupidly-cramped city car with

a characterful three-pot motor is as cheap to run

as it feels. See also (ropey) Citroën C1, Pug 108

> VERDICT: As ‘Up’hill struggles go, battling VW

with this is like climbing north face of the Aygo

 YARIS ★★★★★.

> Sizeable but soulless, Yaris can’t match rivals’

dynamics or pocket luxury feel. Clever but

costly hybrid version slashes fuel bills and boot

space > VERDICT: Largely joyless supermini last

to be picked for the school football team

AURIS ★★★★★.

FACELIFT
SOON

> Most Aurises sold are hybrids, mainly ’cos

rest of the range is pants and other makers

haven’t got their hybrid acts together yet >

VERDICT: Only worth picking as company wheels

if you have a Starbucks-like aversion to paying tax

 PRIUS ★★★★★.

> Massively practical, thanks to the big cabin

and boot, not the think-of-a-number mpg figure.

Now available as a plug-in, for a premium

> VERDICT: The original tofu eater offers as little

to the taxman as to the guy behind the wheel

AVENSIS SALOON/TOURER
★★★★★

FACELIFT
SOON

> Journeyman company car is like a small

oil-field drill: does little well, or at least any

better than newer rivals. Tourer marginally

more stylish > VERDICT: White goods. Also

available in light grey, medium grey, dark grey. Not

beige, oddly

 VERSO ★★★★★.

> Safe, stodgy seven-seater with snore-worthy

chassis and a big-selling BMW-sourced 1.6 diesel

that feels like half its horses are asleep too

> VERDICT: Does as little badly as it does well,

but easy meat for Ford C-Max or Citroën Picasso

 RAV4 ★★★★★.

> Was a soft-roader pioneer back in ’94 but has

settled for fluff y slippers in its old age. Trump

card is boot big enough for a casino table

> VERDICT: Roomy, reasonable, unremarkable.

More dynamic SUVs deserve your dosh

 LAND CRUISER/V8 ★★★★★.

> Actually two distinct models but both proper

bare-knuckle ladder-frame brawlers that

wouldn’t know a latte if you spilt it on their

rigger’s boots > VERDICT: Awful, but if we were

stranded in the desert we’d trust it over a Rangie

 GT86 ★★★★★.

> Identical to Subaru BRZ but dealers have

actually sold more than three. Same delectable

handling, shameful dearth of go from unblown

2.0 > VERDICT: Sensational to drive, but such

hard work only a handful of folk have found out

VAUXHALL

 ADAM/ADAM ROCKS ★★★★★.

> Obese Fiat 500 wannabe with huge options

list and comedy naming shtick. Grand Slam

warm hatch worth a thought; Rocks crossover

flaccid > VERDICT: Revitalised by new 1.0-litre

turbo triple. Buy a paper bag and try it

 CORSA ★★★★★.

> Made-over Corsa looks like a prime candidate

for When Plastic Surgery Goes Bad, but it is

more refined and better to drive. 1.0T a good

motor > VERDICT: Fiesta still cheerfully waving

from way out in front. The git

CORSA VXR ★★★★★.

NEW 
ENTRY

> Luton’s granny mugger now a grand

cheaper and smoother round the edges.

An extra £2.4k gets you a slippy diff and

hardcore suspension. Thug life. > VERDICT
Honed hoonigan. Fiesta ST keeps its crown, but

there’s no shame in picking one of these

ASTRA HATCH/ESTATE ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> The girl next door – often unnoticed but

actually quite a looker, easily available and

with some punchy engines, too. Needs a

tidy-up inside > VERDICT: Never quite on par

with Focus or Golf; new one coming soon

 ASTRA GTC/VXR ★★★★★.

> Three-door Astra coupe svelte enough to

stand comparison to the Scirocco, makes the

Focus look like a lard-arse. VXR fearsomely fast

but moody > VERDICT: A desirable Vauxhall! If

only the inside was as nice as the outside

 CASCADA ★★★★★.

> Brave attempt to take on the Audi A5 cabriolet

and its ilk. Not a bad car, rather one that’s out of

time. Good value if you don’t mind the image

> VERDICT: Marty McFly wouldn’t. Doc Emmett

Brown just might

 INSIGNIA SALOON/TOURER
 ★★★★★

> Much improved by mid-life facelift, still

handsome, spacious and loaded with kit. And

then along came the all-new Mondeo and Passat

> VERDICT: An out-of-date car in a dying sector,

latest rivals leaving it behind

MERIVA ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Suicide is painless, goes the theme tune

to M*A*S*H*, clearly not referring to tight

car parks and the Meriva MPV’s back-to-

front rear doors > VERDICT: Nice idea, but does

anyone care about mainstream MPVs anymore?

 ZAFIRA TOURER ★★★★★.

> Large MPV with slick seating arrangement

and much more spacious than the old bus

it replaced. Struggles in the face of S-Max

greatness > VERDICT: Accomplished but out-

flanked by crossovers’ rise to dominance

 MOKKA ★★★★★.

> Pardon? What? Sorry – you’re saying the noisy

diesel engine has been replaced? Marvellous.

What about the ride and handling? Oh

> VERDICT: Chunky outside, intricate inside,

wearing to drive. Want to like it. Don’t

 ANTARA ★★★★★.

> Old-fashioned SUV based on the Chevrolet

Captiva. Chevrolet has subsequently quit selling

cars in the UK altogether. You do the maths

> VERDICT: Comprehensively outclassed by

Kuga etc. Felt dated at launch in 2007

 VXR8 ★★★★★.

> Like a fancy can of extra-strength imported

lager, this Australian brute looks the part and

packs a (577bhp) punch > VERDICT: Like that

can of lager, it’s still essentially quite unpleasant

on the inside

 AMPERA ★★★★★.

> Futuristic range-extender tech and funky

looks, but sales volumes too low to make

re-engineering it for Euro 6 emissions

worthwhile > VERDICT: Eco car killed by eco regs.

We’re not even joking. Expiry date September 2015

VOLKSWAGEN 

UP ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Box on wheels with VW badge is the kind

of city car the Japanese have been building

for years, except much better quality >

VERDICT: Hyped as a revolution and hardly that.

But a spacious small car with a strong image

 POLO ★★★★★.

> Bothered by the Fiesta’s Airfix plastics? Buy a

Polo instead – brilliant engines, bank-vault build

quality and almost as good as the Ford to drive

> VERDICT: Small capacity turbo petrols are a

riot, and increasingly eff icient, too

 POLO GTI ★★★★★.

> Baby GTI right down to the tartan seats,

now with bigger balls. Vastly improved by

introduction of manual gearbox. Surprisingly

strong value > VERDICT: Where’s the nearest

Byron Burger drive-thru?

GOLF HATCH/ESTATE ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> Squeaky-clean image, quality, refinement

and safety put this at the top of the family car

class. So it’s a swot. And we all know swots are

boring > VERDICT: The obvious choice. A3 offers

extra flash for a bit more cash, Focus better to drive

 GOLF CABRIOLET ★★★★★.

> The swot’s sexy top-dropping sister promises

open-air thrills but remains a sensible

homebody at heart. Your parents would approve

> VERDICT: Or will you always be thinking about

the A3 Cabriolet you almost bought?

GOLF GTD/GTI/R ★★★★★.

BEST IN  
CLASS

> GTD is your dad in running shoes. GTI is

your dad when he was wild, young and free.

R is your dad having a mid-life crisis. All are

ace > VERDICT: After seven generations, VW has

this hot-hatch thing nailed. Buy without regret

 GOLF SV ★★★★★.

> The artist formerly known as the Golf Plus. And

by ‘artist’ we mean medium-sized MPV. The car

you always knew the Golf would grow up to be

> VERDICT: Not a bad choice, but now the BMW

2-series Active Tourer is breathing down its neck

 JETTA ★★★★★.

> Utterly anonymous and the only VW people

will assume is a Skoda. Based on old Golf

platform > VERDICT: Take a good, long, hard

look at yourself. And snap out of it

 BEETLE HATCH/CABRIO ★★★★★.

> Although better to drive it lacks the design

purity of its predecessor and the charm of the

original. Unusually indulgent, by VW’s standards

> VERDICT: Even wannabe retro hipsters are, like,

so totally over this cynical marketing exercise man

 EOS ★★★★★.

> Folding hardtop cabrio produced since

2006. Should be collecting its pension >

VERDICT: Buy a Golf Cabrio

 SCIROCCO ★★★★★.

> Old Golf in a slinky dress. Scrubs up well. Fun,

friendly, and far more generous in the back-seat

department than the Audi TT > VERDICT:
Ballistic R version definitely worthy; low-power

diesel not so much

 PASSAT SALOON/ESTATE ★★★★★

> Interior design and refinement so good it

shames some limos, cutting-edge kit and elegant

looks. If only it wasn’t so dull to drive > VERDICT:
Mega mile-muncher for the undemanding pilot.

Aesthete to Mondeo’s athlete

CC ★★★★★.

REPLACED
SOON

> Previous Passat on a night out – but we aren’t

talking clubbing and a kebab. Dangerously

close to being genuinely sexy, even if it is a CLS

knock-off  > VERDICT: Like all the best knock-offs, it’s

almost as good and much cheaper

 PHAETON ★★★★★.

> Aka VW’s folly. The luxury car for people who

don’t want to be seen owning a luxury car.

Which is how many people? Exactly > VERDICT: 
Once a mighty feat of engineering over good 

sense. Now old, outclassed and irrelevant

 TOURAN ★★★★★.

> This is not just a van-like people carrier. This is 

a Volkswagen van-like people carrier. Doesn’t go 

camping unless there’s a yurt involved 

> VERDICT: Only buy if you definitely don’t want 

any more kids. C-Max so much better

 SHARAN ★★★★★.

> Large seven-seater sliding-door people carrier. 

Nice enough but made to look silly by the 

all-but-identical and significantly cheaper Seat 

Alhambra > VERDICT: Get the same car from 

Seat for less. Or try the Ford Galaxy

 TIGUAN ★★★★★.

> Superbly well-engineered and essentially 

undemanding compact SUV. Anonymous in 

a reassuring kind of way. Big seller, for good 

reason > VERDICT: Like a Golf on stilts, it does 

the job – and very well

 TOUAREG ★★★★★.

> The people’s Porsche Cayenne. Do the 

people still want their own Cayenne? Well, it is 

nearly £10k cheaper… > VERDICT: Big, comfy, 

competent SUV with unpretentious badge. 

Great on and off  road

VOLVO

 V40 ★★★★★.

> Smart Swedish eff ort in a sector dominated 

by Germans works to a point, with eff icient D4 

engine and impressive equipment. But it’s a bit 

bloated in seat, suspension and steering feel 

> VERDICT: Sitting uncomfortably between 

Golf and A3. A rock and hard place

 S60 ★★★★★.

> A sporting saloon that, well, just isn’t thanks 

to steering that seems to be bored with driving. 

Serious identity crisis ensues, although R Design 

models look smart enough > VERDICT: Volvo 

gambled on a 3-series rival and lost

 V60 ★★★★★.

> A Frenchman who can’t cook. A Jackson who 

can’t dance. A Volvo estate which can’t carry 

much. No such things against the very nature 

of being exist, do they? > VERDICT: Handsome, 

safe, eff icient estate hamstrung by one issue…

 V70 ★★★★★.

> Make every V60 designer live in the boot of a 

V70 until they understand Volvo estates. Ageing, 

slow, and now diesel only, but as comfy as a rest 

home > VERDICT: Please Volvo, never veer from 

this template, not for fashion or economy

 S80 ★★★★★.

> Numb steering, wafty ride, feeling you should 

have bought a 5-series, decent, strong diesel 

engines > VERDICT: The S80 is like carpet 

slippers: it does pottering about well, but is 

ill-suited to anything else

 XC60 ★★★★★.

> Space, sharp looks, competitive pricing, family 

safety and a wipe-clean cabin. Only grumbles 

are grumbly D5 diesel engine and high CO2 

> VERDICT: Volvo really is good at SUVs. XC60 

hard to beat, even by much newer competitors

 XC70 ★★★★★.

> A V70 in breeches, with raised ride height and 

4x4 option. Awd starts at less than 40 grand, 

which is good value if you find SUVs crass 

> VERDICT: If you don’t like having a dozen brace 

of shot pheasant in your boot, don’t buy one

 XC90 ★★★★★.

> It was worth the (long) wait: luxurious 

seven-seat interior, a smorgasbord of clever 

safety tech, eff icient four-cylinder and plug-in 

drivetrains, and refined drive 

> VERDICT: The handsome new XC90 is one of 

the most complete cars on sale at any price

WESTFIELD

 SPORT ★★★★★.

> Caterham’s brasher rival’s fully-built Euro type-

approved Sport gets mighty go from a 195bhp 

Corsa VXR donk, but at 650kg it’s not light 

> VERDICT: Race-track style, real road useability, 

and no need to butcher an old Sierra to make it
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A8I0 DUN Abiodun
AB54 LOM Absalom
AAD 3L Adel
FAD I4N Adian
AGE 3R Ager
ALD 32R Alder
AL55 SOP Alsop
ALU IIN Alun
AMB 233N Ambreen
ANG 6IIN Anglin
ANT IV Ant
ARG 67IE Argyle
ARR 24N Arran
A25 LAN Arslan
ASC 607T Ascott
BAB 3R Baber
BAR II4M Barham
B42 KAT Barkat
BAR II3Y Barney
BAR 724M Bartram
84 TES Bate
B47 OOL Batool
BAU 6H Baugh
BAY 70N Bayton
B34 KER Beaker
BEA 4R Bear
B345 LEY Beasley
BEA 73R Beater
BEH 4N Behan
BI6 PEA Big Pea
BIII NGO Bingo
8I4 NKS Blanks
BLU IIE Blue
BLY 7IIE Blythe
BLY 70N Blyton
BOL ID Bold
BOL IT Bolt
BON 35Y Bones
BOO 77Y Boot
BOS 74N Bostan
BOT II4M Botham
BOY 3R Boyer
BRA 6E Brace
BI24 CEY Bracey
BI2 AKE Brake
B24 NCH Branch
BRA 2I3R Brazier
BRE 346H Breach
B2I ERS Briers
B206 DEN Brogden
BRO II2E Bronze
BI20 PHY Brophy
B27 DEN Bryden
BUG 6I3R Bugler
BUR 263R Burger
BUR 2N Burn
KBU 5H Bush
BUS 5E Buss
BUS 777Y Bust
BUS 7Y Busty
BUT 77IE Buttle
CAG 3Y Cagey
C4II ARD Callard
CAL I3R Caller

96 CAN Can
CI4 RNE Carne
CAR 2R Carr
C42 SON Carson
CAR 273R Carter
C477 ELL Cattell
CAY I0R Caylor
CHA II3L Chanel
CHA 93L Chapel
CHE 3N Chen
CHE 322Y Cherry
CI34 VER Cleaver
COP 53Y Copsey
COR 28IN Corbin
COR 2R Corr
60 YLE Coyle
DAG 93R Dagger
DAL II4S Dallas
DAII LEY Dalley
D4 NDO Dando
D4 NNO Danno
DAR 2E Dare
DAR 2I3Y Darley
D342 DEN Dearden
DEE 3I3Y Deeley
DEL IIE Dell
D3 NNS Dennis
DIII XON Dixon
DI2 HAY Dr Hay
DUC 6K Duck
DUM 80S Dumbos
DUP I3X Duplex
D7 SON Dyson
EAR IIE Earle
ELS 5E Else
ELS 70N Elston
EMS 5IIE Emslie
ENN IIS Ennis
EI2 ROL Errol
ESC 607T Escott
EUS 746E Eustace
EYL 3S Eyles
FAR 23N Farren
FAU IIX Faux
F34 STY Feast
F347 HER Feather
2 FED Fed
F3II DER Fender
FER I2IE Ferrie
FER 22IS Ferris
FER 2Y Ferry
F2 ANC Franc
GAL IIIE Gale
GAL II3Y Galley
GAM 8I3S Gambles
GAR 26IA Garcia
G4I2 NER Garner
G422 ETT Garrett
GEO 226E George
GHO 57IY Ghostly
GLE 3W Glew
GLO 2IIA Gloria
GOS 5IIP Gossip
G234 VES Greaves

GRE 7Y Grey
GGU 35T Guest
GUM 5S Gumm
GUN 73R Gunter
GUR 2R Gurr
HAG 664R Hagger
HAR 220D Harrod
HAR 220P Harrop
HAS 54IL Hassall
HAY 773R Hayter
H33 EAD Head
HEA 4L Heal
HEC 670R Hector
H33 LEY Heeley
H32 RON Herron
HIII DLE Hindle
HOG 683N Hogben
HOL 5T Holst
HOP 600D Hopgood
HOU IT Hoult
HUG 66H Hugh
I HUK Hukin
HUN IIT Hunt
HUX I3Y Huxley
JAN IIIS Janis
J47 SON Jayson
JEL IIIY Jelly
JOY II3R Joyner
JUR 6I7A Jurgita
K4II SAR Kausar
KEA 4R Kear
K34 TON Keaton
KEE IIY Keely
K3I RON Keiron
KI76 HEN Kitchen
K275 TAL Krystal
L444 MBA Lamba
L42I SSA Larissa
LAR I2Y Larry
LAV 327Y Laverty
L423 NBY Lazenby
L3 AKE Leake
L3I4 NNE Leanne
L34 VES Leaves
I38 BY Lebby
LET I7IA Letitia
LEY 50N Leyson
LOF 73D Lofted
LUC 6IE Lucie
LYC 637T Lycett
L7II SAY Lynsay
M46 KEY Mackey
MAC I34N Maclean
MAG 90T Maggot
M460 WAN Magowan
M4I2 EAD Mairead
MAL II3Y Malley
MAL I78Y Maltby
MAM IIA Mamma
M4II TAS Mantas
MAR 23K Marek
MAR 20N Marron
M4I2 SHA Marsha
MAR 7IIA Martha

MAY IIE Mayle
M4 YDR Mayor
MAY 570N Mayston
MCC 602D McCord
MCC 23A McCrea
MCG 422Y McGarry
MCV 3Y McVey
MED 4L Medal
MEE 2A Meera
MER 6IA Mercia
MER 2I7T Merritt
MER 70N Merton
MES 53R Messer
MOD 357Y Modesty
MOR I2E More
MOR 264N Morgan
MOR 220W Morrow
MOR 270N Morton
MUT 6H Mutch
MYC 606K Mycock
N4II EED Naheed
NAP I32R Napier
NCU 8E Ncube
NEE I4N Neelan
NEW 80ID Newbold
NOR 24H Norah
NOR 233N Noreen
NOW 3IL Nowell
NUR 70N Nurton
NUT 73R Nutter
OBE 2I Obee
OLD 3R Older
PAR 22IS Parris
PAS 60E Pascoe
PAT 2I6A Patrica
P47 TON Patton
PAT 7Y Patty
PEN IIG Peng
PET 72IE Petrie
PET 20L Petrol
PHO 3I3E Phoebe
PON IID Pond
PUB 80Y Pub Boy
RAY 750N Rayson
REA 450N Reason
R33 EDS Reeds
R3II ATE Renate
REN 70N Renton
RI64 RDO Ricardo
RI6 DLE Riddle
I2 OBY Roby
ROL IF Rolf
ROT 73N Rotten
RUS 550N Russon
RUS 77Y Rusty
I2 SAD Sad
SAG 333 Sag
SAL 6H Saleh
SAL IIIH Salih
S4II DOR Sandor
SAV 3I0Y Saveloy
S642 LET Scarlet
S62I VEN Scriven
SEA 2IE Searle

SEN I02R Senior
S37 TER Setter
SHA 7IIE Shayne
SHE 3IIA Sheena
SHE 233N Shereen
SII0 BHA Shobha
CUE IX Snooker
SOP 3R Soper
SOU 73R Souter
S74I NER Stainer
STA I2K Starkey
STO 23Y Storey
S72 ONG Strong
S72 OUD Stroud
S77 UMP Stump
TAN IIK Tank
T422 ANT Tarrant
TES 73R Tester
T37 LEY Tetley
TOE I8 Toe
TOW 33L Towel
T9 WEY Towey
T24I NER Trainer
TI23 ACY Treacy
TRE I3IE Treble
TRE 3E Tree
TRU IIE True
TUC 6K Tuck
TUN IIE Tune
TUR 270N Turton
TWE 3D Tweed
TYN 4N Tynan
T72 ONE Tyrone
T722 ELL Tyrrell
URE 3N Uren
VAJ I Vaj
VAN 6E Vance
V4 RTY Varty
VAS IIE Vasile
VER 2I7Y Verity
VEI2 NON Vernon
VIII RGO Virgo
I VYN Vyn
W4 CKO Wacko
W444 FER Wafer
W4I GHT Waight
WAS 3IL Wassell
W444 TCH Watch
W38 LTH Wealth
W33 DGE Wedge
W3I BRN Welburn
WEL II3R Weller
WEL I70N Welton
WE57 ALL Westall
WET 770N Wetton
WHY 77E Whyte
WI35 LAW Wieslaw
WOR 5I3Y Worsley
WOT 464R Wotacar
W2 ENN Wren
YAP 37 Yap
YEB 804H Yeboah
I YEH Yeh
YOR I2K York

AAW I
I ACL
8 ACN
3 AEA
AFA 9
I AFL
I AFO
I AFR
9 AHD
I ALG
I ALR
I AMF
I AOC
I ATT
I ATW
6 AVR
I AWM
I BAC
6 BAW
BBA I
BBF I
I BBR
I BCC
6 BCM
4 BCT
I BDF
I BFN
I BJY
8 BKC
I BKN
I BLF
6 BMO
BPS I
6 BRJ
I BTC
I BTR
I BVM
I BVS
I BWG

CCF I
CCJ 2
I CCK
I CCO
I CEK
8 CEL
99 CF
6 CHD
I CJV
2 CL
83 CN
I CNA
I CNF
CNJ I
I CNK
I CPF
8 CPR
CT 7
2 CWT
CY I
I DBA
DCF I
6 DDG
5 DDH
3 DDL
3 DDW
DEZ 4
I DFA
DGF I
3 DGK
6 DN
34 DO
I DOP
3 DPN
6 DRD
I DSE
9 DTL
I DUM
I DVH

8 DWL
6 EAP
4 EAS
98 EB
EBK I
EBM I
I EBN
I EBU
I ECD
I EDK
I EDU
I EEC
5 EF
I EFA
9 EFW
EGW I
EHA I
I EHB
I EHJ
I EHP
I EHR
I EJE
3 EJG
3 EJN
EK I
I EKM
I ELJ
EMC I
36 EN
I ENB
EPD I
I EPN
I ERK
I ERU
6 ET
I ETK
I ETY
I EVR
I EWF

I EWK
I EWR
3 FAA
FAT I
2 FB
FBF I
FBG I
I FBH
I FBK
I FBT
I FBW
58 FC
8 FCM
I FCN
I FCP
I FEO
I FFJ
I FFW
3 FGM
I FHD
I FHG
I FHS
7 FJD
I FJK
FJO I
FKL I
34 FL
I FLE
8 FN
I FNF
I FPR
I FPS
I FRK
I FTP
I FWF
I FWJ
GAO I
I GBG
GBW 7

4 GCC
GDN I
6 GDR
GE I
I GEC
I GEK
GEZ I
I GFE
GGD 7
5 GJD
I GJR
I GKE
6 GLJ
8 GLS
I GMK
GMY I
I GNA
I GNF
I GNH
I GNJ
I GNK
GNM I
I GNT
I GOY
9 GRG
I GTA
I GUD
I GUJ
3 GV
I GWF
6 GWT
3 HAP
I HBC
HBH I
I HBR
I HCE
I HCJ
I HCK
I HCO

8 HCR
I HDF
HDR I
9 HE
I HEE
3 HEG
HEH I
HEJ I
I HEO
I HFE
HFL I
59 HG
HGA I
I HGP
I HHC
HHS I
I HJE
3 HJN
HJP I
I HJW
HLB I
HLH I
I HMH
I HNS
I HTP
I HUK
HVD I
I HWF
7 JCN
I JCU
I JEA
I JFO
I JGN
JGS I
I JKV
7 JNA
5 JNC
I JNH
9 JRJ

JS 3
JT 99
7 JTH
JTT I
I JUK
I JVK
43 JY
9 KAD
KBB I
I KBE
5 KCP
I KEK
8 KF
I KFR
I KGA
I KGT
I KHJ
84 KL
I KLE
KLK I
KMS I
I KOE
KP I
9 KPM
I KRH
9 KRL
I KSO
KTH 2
3I KV
I KVT
KWC 8
KWG I
L 43
I LAT
I LBT
8 LCJ
I LCT
I LDA
LDL 7

LDS 9
8 LDW
LE I
6 LEC
I LFO
I LFS
3 LGD
I LGF
I LGG
I LGJ
LGL I
LGR 9
I LHB
3 LHP
6 LJA
8 LJJ
I LJN
7 LKP
2 LKT
3 LLD
I LLG
I LLT
I LNL
I LOD
I LPA
LPE I
9 LPR
LRS 7
3 LSD
LSJ 4
LSP 9
2 LTF
I LTG
4 LTH
I LUW
LVS I
I LWD
I LWF
I LYD

LZ I
9 MBB
I MEJ
I MFA
MFL 9
MGD 4
I MGP
2 MJY
ML 9
I MLE
8 MLP
MPC I
I MPS
9 MTR
MV 4
I MVN
I MVS
I MVV
MWG I
6 NAC
I NBA
I NBN
7 NDS
NEC 6
I NEF
I NEG
I NFP
I NFT
NFW I
I NGF
I NGJ
I NHF
2 NLA
I NLE
NLW 6
5 NMM
8 NMS
NNF I
I NOG

I NRD
NRJ I
NRL I
NRM I
NSE I
I NSF
I NSN
NTB I
I NTH
I NTJ
NU I
I NVS
I NXN
I OBB
OD I
ODR I
OFW I
I OMS
I OMT
I OON
I OPR
OY I
3 PBR
3 PDN
3 PFC
PFJ I
I PFW
6 PGT
PHG 7
PHR I
99 PJ
5 PKD
I PKF
I PLA
I PLN
PLS 9
PMT I
90 PN
I PPM

I PPN
PPW 3
9 PRT
I PRU
4 PSJ
PTK I
PTL I
9 PU
PVG I
I PWK
I RCC
RDG I
RDO I
4 RDR
REK 8
I RFO
I RFR
I RGO
I RHP
I RKR
I RKW
RL 7
5 RLA
I RLE
I RNC
3 RO
ROD 9
ROE I
RP 2
RRD 4
I RRT
RS 2
RSE 6
RSX I
I RTA
I RTJ
RTM I
8 RV
RY 9

5 SBA
8 SBD
I SBF
9 SDA
8 SDG
SDR I
SEK 4
SFE I
SFO I
SFT 3
SGT I
SHC 6
4 SHS
I SJJ
8 SKD
I SKP
SKT I
2 SNH
SNS 4
77 SO
I SOE
SOJ I
I SOY
I SRE
6 SWA
I SWR
I TBT
I TCK
TCL 5
4 TDG
3 TDW
I TEW
I TFP
I TFT
TGE I
I THY
TJJ I
TKA I
I TKD

2 TL
3 TLG
I TLJ
9 TMJ
TN I
I TNC
TNM I
I TOL
TPJ I
I TPN
TPR 2
TSL I
I TSO
I TTA
I TTM
TWJ I
UDS I
V 59
I VAF
VAJ I
I VAP
I VAY
I VCH
I VCS
I VED
VEJ I
VFC I
VGL I
I VGS
VIW I
I VJD
I VML
I VMM
VMT I
VPS I
VRH I
VSW I
I VYN
98 W

I WBE
7 WD
I WDT
I WEA
WEP I
WFG I
WFT I
I WGG
WGK I
I WGL
WH 79
I WJA
WJB I
WJE 4
I WKE
I WLE
WLG I
I WLN
I WLP
I WNH
I WRM
WRR I
I WSG
I WSK
I WWB
I WWH
I WWL
I WWT
YBA I
YCA I
YE I
YEP I
YG I
YH I
I YJL
YJS I
I YR
YRL I
YSW I

PAT 2I6E
Patrice

G33 SON
Geeson

NOL 8N
Nolan

FER 2N
Fern

HOW 4T
Howat

G2I MES
Grimes

AUB I23Y
Aubrey

CO5I UME
Costume

H3II SON
Henson

PI6 FAC
Pig Face

PAG 3T
Paget

BI2 AKE
Brake

CRE 3D
Creed

RI02 DAN
Riordan

CAY I0R
Caylor

DOU IIG
Douglas

M427 ANN
Maryann

SII4 UNA
Shauna

KII2 WAN
Kirwan

DO5I COW
Dosy

ROS 4IIE
Rosalie

TI32 NAN
Tiernan

AII7 ONY
Antony

AS5I NEL
Arsenal

I SMU
£24,995

3 LGP
£7,995

VSB I
£49,995

I EDR
£29,995

ALK I
£49,995

I EBT
£29,995

5 RBG
£6,995

I WSK
£29,995

JLK 7
£8,995

I FWJ
£29,995

YEM I
£29,995

4 LTH
£6,995

TN I
£250,000

I HHP
£29,995

WGK I
£39,995

Established 1982

PERSONAL NUMBER PLATES

The UK’s Largest Private 
Number Plates Dealer

Talk to our sales advisors

01582 967777
8am-10pm • 7 days a week



High Tech Skid Pan facility at Thruxton – 3200m2 of polished concrete

with remote control water jets, Toyota GT86 and MINI Cooper training cars.
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   T: 01264 882222 thruxtonracing.co.uk 

New for 2015 – Lamborghini Huracán & Jaguar F-Type S.

Plus – Lamborghini Aventador, Ferrari 458 Spider and F430, Aston Martin,

Audi R8, Porsche Cayman, Racing Cars and high speed rides with Tiff Needell in a BMW M4.

When only the best will do!

Supercar Driving Experiences at



SERIOUS TOYS 
for SERIOUS BOYS

0333 323 2660
sale@carsondemand.co.uk
www.supercarsondemand.com
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XIVQ�TVIWXMKI�ERH�WYTIVGEV�LMVI�JVSQ�E�¾IIX�SJ�WSQI�SJ�XLI�[SVPH´W�QSWX�
HIWMVIH�PY\YV]�ZILMGPIW��;I�EPWS�EVVERKI�SYXWXERHMRK�XSYVW��XVMTW�ERH�VSEH�
VEPPMIW�MR�XLI�9/�ERH�EGVSWW�)YVSTI��EW�[IPP�EW�GSVTSVEXI�IZIRXW�ERH�IRXIV-
XEMRQIRX��;MXL�REXMSR[MHI�WIVZMGI���MRGPYHMRK�HIPMZIV]�GSPPIGXMSR�EX�ER]�9/
EMVTSVX�¯�[LIR�[MPP�]SY�XEOI�XLI�HVMZMRK�WIEX#

&VMRK�]SYV�GLMPHLSSH�HVIEQ�XS�
life with our prestige and 
supercar hire range.





SECOND TIME ROUND
GRAY’S ANTIQUE MARKET

58 DAVIES STREET, LONDON W1K 5LP
Open Monday - Friday from 10am

BUYING OR SELLING A WATCH?

DON’T CALL US!
UNTIL YOU HAVE CALLED EVERYONE ELSE!

FOR

ROLEX, CARTIER
AND OTHER FINE WATCHES

*IMMEDIATE CASH PAID*
HIGHEST PRICES

Proof of identity required with purchase of all watches

www.secondtimeround.com www.secondtimeround.biz

24 HOUR TELEPHONE HOTLINE

020-7499-7442

ROL

WATCH REPAIRS

SERVICING & SALES
SAME DAY BATTERY & 

PRESSURE TEST SERVICE

Authorised to repair

Omega, Tag Heuer,

Longines, Tissot, Rado, Seiko

S Michlmayr & Co. Ltd. Tempus Works, 2 Fletcher Way, Norwich, NR3 3ST, 01603 403687, admin@michlmayr.com, www.michlmayr.com

Rolex Accredited Watchmaker
Simon Michlmayr FBHI



THE ULTIMATE 
IN CAR COVER

PROTECTION
INDOOR & OUTDOOR CUSTOM MADE 

  .

innovative tailored protection

FULLY TAILORED.

ANY MAKE, ANY MODEL

QUOTE CODE: 

CAR-2015

£30 OFF

CAR COVERS

 M ON  01943 864 646
VISIT OUR WEBSITE    www.specialisedcovers.com

FOLLOW US

OFFICIAL SUPPLIERS TO:

see the whole range at  

slickattire.com

Visit us at Le Mans!

see website for details

FAST FOOD,

FUNKY

THREADS!

NOW ANYTIME CAN BE GO-TIME.

K&N® high-flow air filters are designed to increase horsepower

with up to 50% more airflow. And with five-minute installation, better

performance doesn’t get much easier. Order yours online today.

KNFILTERS.COM SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.™

EVERYONE
LOVES THAT
FAST CAR
SMELL.



Some say they will pay more for your Rolex
and other luxury watches... but once they

see it they won’t

We pay what we say, sometimes more and
we do it fast and secure.*

&Y]MRK�
�7IPPMRK�XLI�[SVPHŞW�ƙ�RIWX [EXGLIW���
'EPP�YW�XSHE]�ERH�ƙ�RH�SYX�JSV ]SYVWIPJ

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR ROLEX

BQ WATCHES
BQW House, 1 Back Lane

Edgware, Middlesex HA8 0HS
info@bqwatches.com
www. bqwatches.com

0203 538 5221Royal Mail
Special Delivery * Terms & Conditions Apply

How to sell your watch to us:

Payment is with
you the same day! 

Call 0203 538 5221
or Fill our online form

1 Get an Estimate Price2

Receive our Watch
Pack and post it back3 Once you agree with 

our offer
4



B U M P E R T O P PA I N T P R O T E C T O R S
t A practical, simple and stylish solution to cover

unsightly scuffed and scratched rear bumper tops

t Hides old paint scratches and prevents new ones
thus avoiding costly bumper repairs!

t Quick and easy DIY fit using 3M self-adhesive tape

t Individually tailored - moulded in recyclable
ABS plastic with 4 colour options:
tBlacktSilvertCarbon LooktBrushed Alloy Look

t Looks like an original factory fitted product

t Possibly the most practical accessory for your car

t New models added monthly

t Designed & manufactured in the U.K. by

Visit and order online at: www.rearguards.co.uk Phone: 0 @ g g

“Thanks for sending the
Rearguard for my MkVII Golf.
It’s fabulous - it does exactly what  
I needed, as the sill is particularly prone  
to damage. I don’t understand why
manufacturers don’t fit something like it as
standard equipment.” Mr R.J. VW Golf MkVII

Available for over 500 vehicles

STAINLESS 

STEEL
REARGUARDS 

NOW
AVAILABLE

where time meets passion
www.watches.co.uk
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We specialise in the acquisition and sale of high quality Swiss
watches both modern and vintage, un-worn and pre-owned.
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by appointment only:

+44 (0)20 8994 4567
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THEY LOOK  GREAT

ON PAPER
THE BEST ?TO

OWN

BUT WHICH IS If you’re buying a car who better to ask for advice than someone who
already owns the model you’re considering? At Parkers we have over
40,000 car reviews from both real owners and our expert team of
reviewers to help you make the right choice. So before you buy your
next car, make sure you check with Parkers.co.uk.

SEARCH PARKERS CAR REVIEWS OR VISIT PARKERS.CO.UK





Thousands of classic cars for sale

FREE to advertise for private sellers

 Up to 100 images and unlimited text per advert

Your advert will stay on the site until it’s sold

Search on the go – mobile optimised

 Dedicated phone and email support
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ClassicCarsForSale.co.uk.  With faster browsing, a clearer site layout and more  
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Visit the all-new website

From the publishers of

The UK’s best website for 
buying and selling classic cars 

has just got better!



WORRIED ABOUT EXPENSIVE 

CAR REPAIR BILLS?

Call us on Freephone

0800 121 4801
Get a Quote Online

warrantywise.co.uk
Simply the Best in the Business

Terms and conditions apply. Accurate at the time of printing.

If your car goes wrong, you could be faced with wallet busting repair bills. Not to mention the hassle of dealing 
with the garage and being without your motor for days, or even weeks on end.

An award-winning car repair plan from Warrantywise gives you total peace of mind when your car goes 

bang! All of our plans include car hire, hotel & onwards travel expenses as well as recovery as standard. You can 

also take your car to any VAT registered garage in the UK or Europe for repairs! 

Prices start from just £19 per month. Best of all its been designed

by motoring consumer champion, Quentin Willson. Designed by Quentin Willson

Watch Quentin’s Video Guide
www.warrantywise.co.uk/guide

QUENTIN WILLSON’S VIDEO GUIDE
Watch as motoring expert, Quentin Willson, explains the 
CFOFmUT�PG�B�VTFE�DBS�XBSSBOUZ�



WWW.WARRANTYWISE.CO.UK 0800 121 4801

car, 0008-5987 is published 12 times a year by Bauer Consumer Media Ltd. Airfreight and mailing in the USA by agent named Air Business Ltd, c/o Worldnet Shipping Inc., 156-15, 146th Avenue, 2nd 
Floor, Jamaica, NY 11434, USA. Periodicals postage paid at Jamaica NY 11431. US Postmaster: Send address changes to CAR, Air Business Ltd, c/o Worldnet Shipping Inc., 156-15, 146th Avenue, 2nd 
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WWW.WARRANTYWISE.CO.UK

0800 121 4801

1952: WILLYS
‘My wife would
never understand,’

bemoans the be-hatted
suit in the ad, his raised
eyebrows and cocky half-

smile revealing his utter contempt for his other half. But
neither would most male drivers understand why you’d
picked the surprisingly advanced and tidy-handling, but
overpriced Willys Aero over a Ford or Chevy back in 1952.

2002: SKODA OCTAVIA
Skoda used a close up shot of

a pair of breasts to illustrate

the availability of dual-zone

climate on the Octavia back in

2002; the shirt covering the left

bosom smoother than a baby’s

bum, the gland on the right

bulging like it was wearing a

pickelhaube helmet from WW1.

2002: BMW
Such has been the outpouring

of stupidity from a section of the

Top Gear TV audience over recent

events that we’re inclined to believe

that there really are people in the

world who, if not physically placing

a picture of a car over their partner’s

head while having sex, as this ad

depicts, would actually happily do it

given the chance.

2002: MERCEDES S-CLASS
Sidestepping the fact that airbags explode

with enough force to break your nose,

leave your skin peppered with tiny burn

marks and make a smell reminiscent of the

foot-and-mouth epidemic, Mercedes used

a montage of four heaving chests to shout

about the eight no-fun-bags on the S-class.

‘You know you’re
not the first. But do
you really care?’ asks
this ad for BMW’s
approved used cars.
Well, maybe if it was
a one-doctor-owner
example with a clean
bill of health, we 
suppose not. The 
worn-out banger with 
the rough bodywork 
that stinks of 
cigarettes and needs 
a push to get started 
in the morning holds 
less appeal.

2008: BMW

1964: VW BEETLE
‘Women are soft and gentle, but they hit

things,’ says the first line of text beneath

a picture of a battered Bug promoting

the low cost of VW spare parts. ‘You can

replace anything she uses to stop the car.

Even the brakes.’ Unsaid, but suggested:

men of the time hit things too; soft and

gentle things. Pretty scary.

1969: PIRELLI TYRES
‘Of all the hazards facing Italian

drivers, two in particular stick out,’

claimed this 1960s Pirelli ad. And

no, they’re weren’t chronic rust,

lunatic drivers coming the other way

or Mafia hitmen with a tendency to

turn a minor fender bender into a

concrete shoes episode.

1971: MINI
‘The Mini Automatic. For simple driving.’

And simpletons driving, judging from

the tone of the copy and the look on the

model’s face. She’s a woman, of course,

because back in the 1970s females could

barely operate an indicator while we men

all possessed the drinking and driving

(occasionally simultaneously) skills of

James Hunt.

2
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1976: LEYLAND SHERPA
Anne Aston, a kind of Carol Vorderman 

minus the Mensa bit on TV’s Golden 

Shot game show, must have had 1970s 

feminists imagining taking aim at her 

golden head for allowing her ‘vital 

statistics’ to be used in this ad for the 

Sherpa van’s own impressive numbers.

6

1968: FORD CORTINA
‘Take the Pledge,’ the copyrighter implores 

the woman in this ‘68 Ford ad, demanding 

she promise to do all her household 

chores, presumably including that crucial 

dusting with the eponymous surface 

cleaner, before gallivanting around town

in her new Ford Cortina.

3

It’s impossible to imagine that this was ever an acceptable way to 

sell cars. Scarily, some of them are quite recent. By Chris Chilton

Sexist car ads

1
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Engine

£5750

Transmission

£4000 Aircon

£800

Save thousands of pounds! 
Ensure your peace of mind with our customised 
mechanical and electrical car warranty 
breakdown insurance.

Most motorists worry about the future of their vehicle and what could be going wrong under the 
bonnet. There are hundreds of faults that could lead to an expensive repair bill, most of which are 

through no fault of the motorist. A sensible and proactive method of preventing these problems from 
hitting your pocket is to take out a mechanical and electrical car warranty breakdown insurance policy.

Call 0808 141 3959 or visit our 
website for your free quotation.




